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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
The present study aims to investigate whether or not there are affinities
between the Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible with regard to the
nature and roles of divine beings ranked as lesser deities.
The first chapter investigates that the Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew texts
contain evidence of polytheistic backgrounds of the divine assembly,
which entails that it consists hierarchically of the higher deities and
other lesser deities who are associated with these higher deities.
The second chapter examines that the lesser deities in the Ugaritic and
biblical Hebrew texts are understood as having a kinship relation to
their master god(dess).
The third chapter scrutinises that whilst diverse titles are employed to
indicate the divine messengers in the Ugaritic texts, they are simply
expressed as ■(o'OKbn) in the Hebrew Bible, which is also attested
in the Ugaritic texts.
The fourth chapter observes that whilst the lesser deities appear as the
warrior deities with a diversity of titles in the context of the divine
warfare in the Ugaritic texts, the lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible are
represented also as warrior deities through various titles.
The last chapter arranges the miscellaneous roles of the lesser deities into
the categories of mediator deities, guardian deities, chanter deities, and
servant deities represented in both Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew
descriptions.
Through the striking parallels displayed between the lesser deities of the
Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible, this research concludes that the
Hebrew religious tradition has shared the same theological conceptions
as Ugaritic religion.
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INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose of the Study
The present study aims to investigate whether or not there are affinities
between the Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible with regard to the nature
and roles of divine beings ranked as lesser deities1 in the divine assembly2.
The unearthing of clay tablets excavated from the site at Ras Shamra
in Syria beginning in 1929 and from its neighbouring site at Ras Ibn Hani
since 1975, has yielded considerable evidence regarding the religious beliefs
of the ancient Ugaritians3. As a result, it has been realised that Ugaritic
mythology and religion have numerous striking similarities to Israelite
religion, probably due to their geographical closeness4 and philological
connection5.
1 The usage of the term 'lesser deity' in the present study has a connotation of its
hierarchical status belonging to the lowest class in the divine assembly. It will be applied to
both the Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew corpus hereafter.
2 In this research three indications of 'divine assembly', 'divine council' and
'pantheon' are to be interchangeably used to denote the plurality of deities.
3 An accidental discovery of a burial cave by a Syrian peasant at Minet el-Beida in
1928 raised archaeological concerns. As a result, initial excavations at the Minet el-Beida site
and the Ras Shamra tell were conducted by the French archaeological mission, directed by
C.F.-A. Schaeffer, beginning in 1929. A tell at Ras Ibn Hani, located about 5 km southwest
from Ras Shamra, was excavated also by a Franco-Syrian mission, led by A. Bounni and J.
Lagarce. For a brief history of excavations, see D. Pardee (1992: 695-8). Ugaritic texts have
been deciphered by endeavours of several scholars, and its outcome has been reported in
publications: Syria (Paris), etc. For a short history of decipherment, see P.L. Day (2002: 223-7).
4 Located on the Syrian coast, opposite Cyprus, the city of Ugarit thus functioned as
a centre of the ancient ocean trade and may have been well known in the ancient Semitic
world (e.g., the name Ugarit is found in an Eblaite list of toponyms [Ug-ga-ra-atkl] and in the
Mari texts: cf. Pardee, 1992: 699-700). The tablets excavated from the site of Ras Shamra have
been traced to the period from the first half of the fourteenth century B.C.E. to the latter part
of the thirteenth century, considering the date of the destruction of Ugarit ca. 1180 B.C.E. (cf.
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Meanwhile, the analysis of the lesser deities occurring in the Ugaritic
texts and the Hebrew Bible has become one of the essential subjects for
comparative study in order to discover the points of contact between the two
religions. The present study has been motivated by previous studies on this
issue and, therefore, has the intention to discover affinities between Ugaritic
religious beliefs of the lesser deities and early Hebrew conceptions of them6.
2. Necessity for the Study of Lesser Deities in the Ugaritic Texts and the
Hebrew Bible
A comparative study of the lesser deities in Ugaritic religious texts and the
Hebrew Bible has, in fact, already been conducted7. Nevertheless, it is now
Pardee, ibid.: 701, 706), although the oral composition of the literary texts goes back to earlier
periods. Nevertheless, it is possible to take the view that Ugaritic tradition, either in oral or
written form, may have been related to Hebrew religious tradition.
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Ugaritic is classified as a Northwest Semitic language, which group also includes
biblical Hebrew. Moreover, since it is an older form than biblical Hebrew in phonology,
word formation, and inflection, the poetic structure of Ugaritic is noteworthy for its
linguistic link to biblical Hebrew: S. Segert (1997: x). Since Ugaritic is related closely to
biblical Hebrew, it can be the primary external source of information for the establishment of
the Israelite religious tradition. The three major portions of the Ugaritic myth, the Baal Cycle
(KTU 1.1-6); the Keret Epic (KTU 1.14-16); and the Aqhat Epic (KTU 1.17-19), are presented
in a poetic style, which is similarly found in biblical Hebrew poetry.
6 On the fact that there are many similarities between biblical texts and extra-biblical
materials, H. Ringgren (1977: 32) points out that "Nobody would deny this. But Old
Testament scholars have not reached any consensus on the method for utilizing this material.
All too often, research in this area has turned into a kind of 'parallel hunting': the endeavor
has been to find extra-biblical parallels for biblical ideas or customs—and as soon as such a
parallel has been found, all problems seem to be solved: the parallel is there, what more do
we need?".
7 Recent enquiries in this academic area may be listed as following: A. Rofe (1969); D.
Irvin (1978); K.M. Alomia (1987); and some brief articles such as: J.-L. Cunchillos (1969;
1981a; and 1982); O. Loretz (1975); L.K. Handy (1990; 1994:149-167); M.C.A. Korpel (1996), et
al. Ugaritic references on the lesser deities have, however, been only partially treated and left
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necessary to reconsider the issue for, at least, two main reasons: firstly, the
issue has a potential importance to contribute abundantly a new
understanding of ancient Syro-Palestinian religions, including the Israelite
religion, by suggesting new references to some of the theological arguments
such as monotheism, polytheism, demonology, divine warfare, divine
guidance, etc.
Furthermore, it may supply newly cultivated references to New
Testament studies regarding biblical "angelology". Thus, the study of
Ugaritic-Hebrew lesser deities will shed more light on the scholarly
interpretation of biblical theology.
Secondly, the issue of Ugaritic lesser deities has only been partially
dealt with in regard to other issues concerned8. Thus, the nature and
significance of roles played by Ugaritic lesser deities have not received the
largely unaccomplished. Among them, Irvin (1978) has set the foundation for the
comparative study of the "angelic" motifs in the literatures of the ancient Near East and the
Hebrew Bible (but only in the book of Genesis). By drawing several mythological motifs
from these literatures she furnished comparative possibilities for a better understanding of
six "angelic" stories in Genesis: i.e., Gen 16; 18; 19; 21.8-21; 22; 28.10-22. She indicates the fact
that there are some parallels concerning the "angelic" stories in the narratives of Genesis and
Ugaritic mythology (Anat and Baal). Yet, she has briefly treated Ugaritic materials just in
nine pages (ibid.: 73-81). In his doctoral dissertation, Alomia (1987) also dealt with the issue
of lesser gods in the Ugaritic texts, but only in part, with other various Semitic references
from Mesopotamian and Hittite sources to compare with those in biblical Hebrew texts. It
has been compared with an iconographical concern. Yet its origin and development were
beyond his concern, as he mentioned in his dissertation (ibid.: 19-21, 23). Besides these works,
Cunchillos' monograph (1976a) has been dedicated with more intensive analysis to the area
of comparative study. However, he has dealt only with the Ugaritic formula bn il(m) in some
collected Ugaritic texts (mostly, in KTU 1.4; 1.5; 1.6; 1.23; and 1.40) and biblical Hebrew texts
(Deut 32.8,43; Ps 29; 96.7-8; 1 Chr 16.28-9; and Gen 6.1-4).
8 It has been approached in some measure to reflect upon other issues, such as the
'divine warrior' (P.D. Miller, 1975:12-63) or 'divine council' (E.T. Mullen, 1980; Handy, 1994).
Although the study of Ugaritic lesser deities itself has been pursued by Ugaritologists (H.L.
Ginsberg, 1944; M.J. Dahood, 1958; R.M. Good, 1978; Wyatt, 1987b, et al), it has not been
fully considered yet in its various dimensions.
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attention which they deserve. For this reason alone, it requires a thorough
work with further consideration of Ugaritic-Hebrew lesser deities.
In addition, newly excavated Ugaritic evidence (e.g., RIH 78.20 = KTU
1.169) has been brought to hand. These additional materials provide another
reason to carry out a reappraisal of the issue. Therefore, study is required to
give a more comprehensive reassessment of Ugaritic lesser deities with
recent results from Ugaritic studies. The issue of lesser deities in the Hebrew
Bible will then be compared with the latest revelations from Ugaritic sources
and disciplined study.
3. Method of Approach
3.1. Concerns in Comparative Research
With the aim of a comprehensive reappraisal of lesser deities, the present
research seeks to find affinities between Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew
descriptions of their nature and roles. Consequently it will be a process of
enquiries about their membership of the divine assembly, kinship, and their
various roles, such as messenger, warrior, mediator, guardian, chanter or
servant.
3.2. How to Compare
Various methods have been used to approach the current issue. Irvin
adopted and developed the form-critical method of Hermann Gunkel for her
comparative study of ancient Near Eastern literatures, including the Ugaritic
corpus, and the book of Genesis with regard to the lesser deities. She
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classified various plot-motifs found in the narratives through her own study9.
Nevertheless, a more fundamental textual analysis is needed to approach the
Ugaritic materials in order to decipher the exact meaning from the reserved
tablets.
Alomia also has made a comparative study of the lesser deities
between ancient Near Eastern literatures and the Hebrew Bible via a literary
search for descriptions and an iconographical exploration10. However,
iconographical representations or cylinder seals for the lesser deities from
Ras Shamra are not seen crucial for comparison.
Recently, Handy has applied a socio-political criterion to the issue on
the basis of his bureaucratic model. He classified the structure of Syro-
Palestinian pantheons including Ugaritic and Hebrew corpuses. According
to his analysis, messenger deities are on the lowest level of the Ugaritic and
Hebrew pantheons11. However, it is a too modern criterion to categorise
ancient conceptions of the lesser deities.
The study of this area requires more direct support from textual
analyses. Therefore, the comparative Semitic12 philological13 approach which
has been adopted and evidently examined by Cunchillos14 will be employed
for the exegetical analysis of several selected Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew
passages with regard to the lesser deities.
9 Irvin (1978: esp., see VIII-XV; 1-32).
10 Alomia (1987).
11 Handy (1994: esp., see 149-67).
12 The term 'Semitic' is applied to the linguistic group of all the languages used in
western Asia, which includes Akkadian, Aramaic, Ugaritic, Hebrew, Arabic and Canaanites,
etc. For the definition of 'Semitic' and classification of the Semitic languages, see Moscati
(1964: 3-21).
13 The comparative Semitic philology consists of the study of the phonology,
morphology, grammar, syntax, history and interpretation of Semitics.
14 Cunchillos (1976a).
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In the following chapters, any Ugaritic or biblical Hebrew terms
which indicate 'lesser deity/-ties' henceforth will be selected and categorised
to compare and find points of similarity. Thus it is essential, first of all, to
identify the denotation or connotation of each Ugaritic or biblical Hebrew
term representing lesser deities in each category.
Any Ugaritic terms will be compared with Akkadian, Aramaic,
Hebrew, Arabic or other Semitic cognates in order to reconstruct the original
meaning. It is significant to determine the denotation or connotation of
Ugaritic terms for it is often inseparable from issues of interpretation of the
Ugaritic texts. Biblical Hebrew terms will be defined in the same way.
Meantime, translators' various scholarly explanations of Ugaritic
terms on the basis of philological analyses will be suggested and discussed to
make an exact translation of the Ugaritic texts. Hebrew-terms in the biblical
Hebrew texts will be dealt within a variety of philological analyses of
modern commentators, as well.
Then, how the definition of Ugaritic or Hebrew terms functions in the
Ugaritic or biblical Hebrew texts, in which they occur, will be explored. Any
Ugaritic or Hebrew terms defined under philological analyses will be
compared with other occurrences in a similar situation, plot, or speech in the
Ugaritic or biblical Hebrew texts selected for the study. The philological
analysis thus will comprise the study of the grammar, syntax, history and
critical interpretation of exegetes of the Ugaritic or biblical Hebrew texts.
After these analyses, it may be possible to eventually understand the
exact meaning of the Ugaritic or biblical Hebrew texts in order to identify the
nature of lesser deities and the function of their roles.
All conclusions taken from the investigation of the Ugaritic texts will
be applied to the studies of the biblical Hebrew texts. Since the Ugaritic texts
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contain early conceptions of the ancient Syro-Palestinian lesser deities it is
necessary to analyse them first and then, on the basis of the results obtained,
to reassess biblical Hebrew texts, in which similar imagery of lesser deities is
present. This method, arranged as firstly Ugaritic (in Part I), then biblical
Hebrew (in Part II), will be adopted in each chapter.
3.3. Limitations of Study
The area of the study will be limited to the issue of 'lesser deities', who
belong to the lowest class in the hierarchy of the divine assembly and serve
their master deities as assistant deities. Thus, any secondary gods in the
Ugaritic texts, ranked next to the supreme god in a divine hierarchy, will be
excluded in the present research15.
Any discussion of the motif of demons in the Ugaritic texts and the
Hebrew Bible will not be included in the present investigation in order to
avoid excessively broad approach to the research16.
Research texts will be restricted to the Ugaritic texts and biblical
Hebrew texts. Although every Ugaritic textwith regard to lesser deities is of
importance, only some 'case' Ugaritic descriptions will be investigated in
this research, as well as biblical Hebrew references.
However, whilst probing the texts from both Ugaritic and biblical
Hebrew literature, the research will be responsible for using other relevant
Semitic evidence for each discussion, such as Akkadian references excavated
from Ugarit, if necessary in order to acquire a broader perspective of the
15 The division of secondary gods will be explained under the category of Rank of
Lesser Deities in the Divine Assembly in the Ugaritic Texts in Chapter I.
16 'Demons' or 'evil spirits', which may be classified also as lesser deities, are found
in the Ugaritic texts (cf. J.C. de Moor, 1980c; 1981-2; Y. Avishur, 1981; de Moor-Spronk, 1984;
et al.) and in the Hebrew Bible (cf. M.J. Gruenthaner, 1944; R.S. Kluger, 1967; P.L. Day, 1988;
et al.).
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issue. Some significant texts of the Aramaic portions in the book of Daniel
will be used. These texts will then provide material for comment.
3.4. Textual Corpus
For our citation of the Ugaritic texts, the research will basically use all
references to the texts from The Cuneiform Alphabetic Texts from Ugarit, Ras Ibn
Hani and other Places (Munster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1995), edited by M. Dietrich, O.
Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, abbreviated as KTU2 from now on, unless there is a
specific reason for doing otherwise. In some cases, the texts may be modified
from KTU2 for the best reading from the fragmentary condition of Ugaritic
tablets. For the use of the biblical Hebrew texts, we will take Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia, edited by K. Elliger and W. Rudolph (Stuttgart: Deutsche
Bibelgesellschaft, 1997), designated as BHS henceforth. The Septuagint texts
used for comparison will be supplied from Septuaginta, edited by A. Rahlfs
(Stuttgart: Wiirttembergische Bibelanstalt, 1949), indicated as LXX hereafter.
All translations of cited texts from KTU2, BHS, and LXX will be made




Membership of Lesser Deities in the Ugaritic Texts and the Hebrew Bible
Introduction
This chapter will investigate the status of lesser deities in the hierarchically
classified1 divine assembly. As a first step, our concern will be to categorise a
variety of Ugaritic and Hebrew titles for lesser deities occurring in the
Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible into 'titles of lesser deities'. The
reassessed definitions and conceptions of the divine titles will be employed
for analysing the position of lesser deities in the hierarchical pantheon
illustrated in the Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible.
The result from the Ugaritic studies, then, will be compared with
biblical Hebrew references to divine beings other than Yahweh to find out
affinities in the texts, in which their identity as lesser deities and their
position as the lowest class in the divine assembly are attested2.
For our catalogue, the study will define Ugaritic terms of lesser
deities, which are selected fromWyatt's previous studies3, and which require
further special examinations4. Any DN in the Ugaritic texts will be excluded
1 The divine hierarchy denotes, in the present research, the structure of the ranks
among the gods in the pantheon. For further discussion of this issue, cf. the previous works
dedicated by Clifford (1972), Mullen (1980), and Handy (1994). The rank of gods in the
divine hierarchy depends, especially in Ugaritic mythology, on how close they are to the
divine kingship, which is analogous to the human hierarchy.
2 In Part II, we will deal with the biblical Hebrew verses: Gen 1.26a; 3.22; Deut 33.2-3;
1 Kgs 22.19-22 (2 Chr 18.18-21); Ps 29; and Dan 7.10b, etc. Basically building on the discovery




4 Thus, ilm-, il spn~, bn il; dr il; dr dt smm; phr ilm; cdt ilm; phr bcl, phr k<b>kbm; phr mcd;
sd; smym; sph Itpn and other designations.
9
from the catalogue5. Any Hebrew term which indicates lesser deities will be
chosen for our study in the chapter. Thus, some Hebrew collective nouns will
be treated as well in Part II6. The result from the Ugaritic studies in Part I of
Chapter I will be applied to the Hebrew studies in Part II in order to find out
its relevance in the Hebrew Bible.
For the examination of Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew terms and texts,
philological analyses will be made. For the catalogue, some have already
arranged the formal groups of DNs or divine titles: representatively, de
Moor7 and Pardee8. They have classified all kinds of variants of DNs or
divine titles, including the supreme god and secondary deities, which are
utilised to make a pantheon list and to demonstrate the polytheistic religious
system of the Ugaritians. However, the area of their corpora is too broad to
be dealt with here for our research of lesser deities. Thus, for a more realistic
research, we will have to select representative titles of lesser deities from the
pantheon lists.
5 Nevertheless, we will inspect some crucial DNs of lesser deities in the following
chapters: e.g., gpn w ugr (Gupan and Ugar) and qds w amrr (Qadesh-and-Amurr), etc.
6 Hence, dp)^ "02 (dt6x ^2); d'Bhp; bnp; d'tthp t)0; nax mo; mm tid;
my; and nam in, etc.
7 De Moor (1970).
8 Pardee (2000: [2] 962-96).
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PART I: Membership of Lesser Deities in the Divine Assembly in the Ugaritic
Texts
To discover the identity of divine beings ranked as the lowest level in the
hierarchical divine assembly, it is necessary to enquire into some Ugaritic
collective terms, which imply their existence belonging to the divine
assembly as members, and examine some Ugaritic texts, which illuminate
their hierarchical position in the divine assembly.
1. The Ugaritic Titles of Lesser Deities
The research will now survey some Ugaritic collective terms that reflect the
existence of plural deities, including lesser deities9, and demonstrate how the
definitions of these terms should be applied.
1.1. ilm 'Gods'
This term is a generic form which expresses the plurality of Ug. il, 'god'10
(KTU 1.1 iv 6, and passim)11. Lesser deities are often stated as 'gods' in the
Ugaritic texts (KTU 1.3 iii 32; 1.15 iii 19; 1.17 i 2-3, etc.). All lesser deities in
the celestial assembly may be identified as 'gods', as well as their master god.
9
Ugaritic terms for the divine assembly have been debated extensively so far:
representatively, de Moor (1970); Wyatt (1998b: esp., 41-6); and Pardee (2000: [2] 962-96).
Also, for the theme of the 'divine assembly' itself, cf. Oldenburg (1969: 15-142); Miller (1973:
12-23); Mullen (1980); del Olrno (1984b: 35-65; 1999: 43-86); Healey (1985); Korpel (1990: 269-
73); Handy (1994); andWyatt (1996: 323-30). We will here briefly survey some representative
terms for plural gods, which may implicitly include lesser deities, in alphabetical order.
Some terms which denote 'theogonic' or 'kinship' terms of the gods will be excluded here
and dealt with later in Chapter II: thus, bn atrt, 'Sons of Athirat'; bn qds, 'Sons of the Holy
One'; sbrt aryh, the 'clan of her kinsmen'; and sbcm bn atrt, the 'seventy Sons of Athirat', etc.
10
Ug. il, 'god, a DN'. Cf. Heb bx: HALOT 48-50; Ph., Pun., Aram. "I: DNWSI 53-5;
Akk. ilu: AHw 373-4.; CAD 7[I/J] 91-104.
11
Ug. ilhm, another plural form of Ug. il, also occurs at KTU 1.39.3, etc.
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1.2. il spn12 'Gods13 of Saphon14'
Here the phrase conveys a comprehensive conception of all the gods from
each hierarchical rank of the divine mountain, where the divine assembly is
situated15: from the supreme god El to all his lesser gods16. The divine
assembly is gathered at Saphon17 and the gods hold a banquet there18. Mount
Saphon is a representation of the divine mountain in Ugaritic mythology19. It
12 It occurs at the headline of the pantheon lists (KTU 1.47.1).
13
Ug. il in the phrase occurs as the construct of the pi. form.
14
Wyatt (1996: 27) relates the Ugaritic name of the mountain Sapunu, based on the
Akkadian reference, rather than on its common vocalisation as 'Sapan', to Heb. Sapon as it
appears at Job 26.7: nn "^3 by piK nbn mn by pas ntii, 'He is stretching out Saphon over
emptiness (and) he is hanging the earth over nothingness'; this term is better understood
when it is translated as the proper noun (NJPS; NRSV) rather than as the geographical
direction 'north'; it is paralleled with the pax in a sense of a "concrete substance"; hence,
Heb. pas may correspond to the sacred mountain as in the Ugaritic texts; thus, Wyatt takes
'Saphon' for the 'conventional transliteration' in terms of Ug. spn and Heb. pan. On the form
of Saphon and its pronunciation, see Wyatt (1995a).
15 Cf. Wyatt (1998b: 42).
16
Wyatt (1998b: 46) argues that the il spn denotes a fact that the "pantheon is a
cohesive, cooperative association of supernatural powers, who may be described as working
broadly in concert".
17 In KTU 1.2 i 13-4, Yam's messengers are sent to Mount Saphon: cm phr mcd f[k gr
il], 'towards the assembly of the council; towfards the divine mountain]'. KTU2 reads gr 11 on
«
the basis of KTU 1.2 i 20. However, the phrase gr 11 must be a scribal error of gr il; cf. del
Olmo (1981: 170, 572) and Wyatt (1985b: 381; 1995c: 135-6; 1996: 44; and 2002: 58). For the
contrary view, see de Moor (1970: 202): the 'mountain of Lelu'; and M.S. Smith (1986b). Some
sides of Saphon appear in the Ugaritic texts: Inbub (inbb, KTU 1.1 ii 13), where El's
messengers are sent, and also introduced as the dwelling of Anat (KTU 1.13.9; 1.100.20), is
located on the massif of Saphon (Wyatt, 1996: 47); Aruru (arr, KTU 1.10 iii 29) appears to be
part of the Saphon massif as well.
18 KTU 1.2 i 20-1.
19 Cf. Wyatt (1995c: 123).
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is recognised also as the 'centre of the world'20 and signifies 'reality, life, and
the presence' of the supreme god21.
1.3. bn il 'Sons of El'
The foregoing element is followed by the main term, which is in a genitive
form and refers to the DN of a 'controlling figure'22, and indicates a 'clan
identity' as well as Ug. dr23. Thus the construction of the phrasal form of bn
with the DN may express the subordinate group of the DN.
1.4. dr il2i 'Circle of El'
This phrase is the most common expression for the plural conception of gods
and indicates the family 'circle of El'25. It is used to denote the 'lesser deities'
of El (KTU1.15 iii 19, etc.).





Wyatt (1998b: 42) remarks that the phrase in this case may be theologically
construed as the "subsumption of deities under the implicit aegis, or as hypostatic forms, of
the controlling figure". We shall discuss this phrase further, under the category of 'Kinship
Terms for Lesser Deities in the Ugaritic Texts' of Chapter II.
23
Wyatt (1998b: 47).
24 KTU 1.15 iii 19; 1.39.7; 1.40.7, [17], 25,33-4,42; 1.41.[16]; 1.87.[17-8]; and 1.122.[3].
25 Cf. Heb. in whose basic idea is a 'circle' (thus also, 'generation'): HALOT 217-8;
and Ph. and Pun. dr. DNWS1 258-9. With its basic sense Ug. dr may denote a 'circle' of
relatives of DN; sc. a family of DN: Neuberg (1950: 215-6); Dahood (1972:112); Wyatt (1998b:
44); and DUL 279-80. The fact that it indicates a filial relation of the lesser deities to El is
supported further in a usage of the phrase: dr bn il, '(family) circle of Sons of El': KTU 1.65.2.
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1.5. dr dt smm 'Circle26 of heaven'
The term occurs paralleled with other designations of the divine assembly: bn
il; phr kkbm (KTU 1.10 i 3-5)27. It indicates the family membership of the
celestial beings.
1.6. phr ilm and cdt ilm 'Assembly of gods'
The two collective designations phr ilm28 and cdt ilm29 (the 'assembly of gods'
or the 'assembly of El30')31 express the plurality and cooperation of the deities.
The phr ilm can be defined as the 'group of gods as a unity'32. It occurs
in the reception of a ram as an offering at KTU 1.148.9; all other individual
gods who receive their own offerings in KTU 1.148 may be regarded as the
'members of the phr ilm'33. But since 'not all the gods can realistically be
given'34, the phrase may indicate a specific 'group of gods'. Here they are
possibly identified as anonymous 'lesser deities' of the divine assembly.
26 Or, 'generation(s)': Wyatt (1998b: 44; 2002:155).
27 Parker (1999c: 795).
28
Ug. phr, 'total number, host, assembly': G.R. Driver (1956:162); DUL 669-70 (I). Cf.
Akk. paharu(m), puh.ru: AHw 810-11, 876-7; CAD 12[P] 23-32; 485-93. Cf. Akk. puhur ilani:
Cross (1953: 274 n. 1). This Ugaritic phrase can be compared with the Phoenician reference
mphrt 'I gbl qdsm, the 'assembly of the holy gods of Byblos' (KAI 4.4-5). In the pantheon
list: KTU 1.47.29; 1.118.28; in the ritual list: KTU 1.148.9. Its longer phrase (phr bn ilm)
appears in KTU 1.4 iii 14; cf. another form, mphrt bn il, is found also in some liturgical texts:
KTU 1.40.[8], 17, 25, 34,42; 1.65.3; and 1.122.3-[4], Ug. mphrt is regarded as a f. ptc. form here,
denoting a 'legal-political' qualification of the pantheon: Wyatt (1998b: 44-5). Cf. Gordon
(1965: §19.2037; in §19.2036, Ug. phyr is said as 'members of a household').
29
Ug. cdf, 'assembly', denoting basically 'meeting': DUL 151-2; cf. the "11710, 'meeting',
my, 'congregation': BDB 417; HALOT 557-8, 789-90; Aram. cdt: DNWSI 828. The phrase cdt
ilm occurs only twice, in KTU 1.15 ii 7 and 11.
30
Ug. ilm can be read here as the plural 'gods' or as the singular 'El' (plus enclitic m).
31 Phoenician has similar expressions: dr 'il, mphrt 'ilm, or phr bn 'ilm, etc. (KAI








Wyatt concludes acceptably that "its specific use in KTU 1.47 and parallels, in
distinction from other sub-groups, evidently shows that in some cases at
least it has a narrower reference"35.
1.7. phr bcl 'Group of Baal'
Apparently Baal has his own assembly; perhaps given after his
enthronement in the divine assembly (KTU 1.4 iv 43-4), and in reference to
the usage of the first element in the phrase phr bcl (cf. KTU 1.39.7; 1.41.[16];
and 1.87.18)36.
Yet there is no other indication in the Ugaritic texts to prove that Baal
has sovereignty over his own assembly. Pope remarks that the usage of Ug.
phr is applied freely to any plural conception of the gods rather than
necessarily always to 'a plenary session or perfect attendance' of the gods37.
Thus, it is best seen that Ug. phr is used here to indicate the agent
'group' which serves Baal: sc. 'group of Baal'38. It has been suggested that it
may designate the seven Baals of KTU 1.47.5-11 (paralleled with KTU
1.118.4-10 and RS 20.24.4-10)39. Yet it indicates more probably the il tcdr,
'Helper-gods' of Baal40, who may be identified as 'seven Lads; eight Boars' in
KTU 1.5 v 8-9.
1.8. phr k<b>kbm 'Assembly of Stars'
The divine assembly is described as comprising the caretakers of the cosmos:
35
Wyatt (1998b: 45).
36 Thus, see Parker (1999a: 206).
37
Pope (1955: 48).
38 Cf. del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 670).
39
Wyatt (1998b: 45). In the Ugaritic texts, however, the final -m of bclm seems to
occur rather as an enclitic than as a pi. suffix.
40 For further discussion on the phrase, cf. il tcdr 'Helper-gods' in Chapter IV.
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the sun (Shapsh41), the moon (Yarih42), etc. Among them the countless
celestial spheres are portrayed metaphorically as the members of the divine
assembly, as they were regarded as divine beings in the ancient Semitic
world43:
phr kkbm The assembly of Stars44
(KTU 1.10 i 445);
The phr kkbm occurs here in a parallelism with the dr dt smm, 'circle of
heavens' at line 5 to indicate the collectivity of the celestial beings. It appears
further in the description of KTU 1.19 iv 22-5 (|| 29-31):
w yqr\y\ dbh ilm And he (sc. Danel) offered46 a sacrifice (for)
the gods;
41
Ug. sps, 'sun, Sun (as a DN)': DUL 836-8. Cf. the mti: HALOT 1589-92; Ph., Pun.,
and Aram, sms: DNWSI1168 ff.; and Akk. samsu.: AHw 1158-9; CAD 17/1[S] 335-8.
42
Ug. yrh; 'moon, Moon (DN), month': del Olmo-Sanmarttn (2004: 979-80). Cf. Heb.
FIT: HALOT 437-8; Ph., Pun., Aram, yrh: DNWSI 469-71; Akk. (w)arhu: AHw 1466-7; CAD
1/2[A] 259-63. He is regarded as a (male) deity related to the moon: Wiggins (1998: 761); del
Olmo- Sanmartin (ibid.: 979). Yarih may be regarded as a god in a higher position so that he
is privileged to send a message to another (maybe through his own messengers): ylak yrh nyr
smm cm hr[h]b mlk qz, 'Yarih, the Luminary of the heavens, sent (a message) to Har[ha]b King
of circumcision (Ug. qz; Allan, 1999; followed by Wyatt, 2002: 338 and 336 n. 4; differently,
'Harvest': Watson, 1976b: 377; 'Summer': del Olmo-Sanmartin (ibid.: 722)' (KTU 1.24.16-7). In
addition, he appears to be served by a lesser deity: tls amt yrh, 'Talish Maidservant of Yarih'
(KTU 1.12 i 14-5). Wyatt (2002: 336) suggests that Yarih may be the Hurrian deity Kusuh, if
the text reflects the Hurrian pantheon (Ginsberg, 1939).
43 See Enuma Elish v. 2., where the stars are signified as images of the gods. Cf.
Dijkstra-de Moor (1975: 210).
44
Ug. kbkb, 'star': UT §19.1189; WUS no. 1277; DUL 427-8. Cf. Akk. kakkabu: AHw
431; CAD 8[K] 45-9; Heb. DD13: HALOT 463. Ug. kbkbm occurs as a designation for a celestial
sphere: KTU 1.1 iii 14; 1.3 iii 25; iv 17, 44; 1.5 ii 3; 1.7.32; 1.19 ii 3, 7; 1.19 iv 38; for a jewel:
KTU 1.164.15; further for the deities in mythological texts: KTU 1.3 ii 41; 1.10 i 4; 1.13.13,17;
1.19 iv 24-5, 31; 1.23.54; 1.43.3 (at this place, 'Sterngotter'; Dietrich-Loretz, 1992: 50; Wyatt,
2002: 358; differently, as a jewel, cf. del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 427-8); and perhaps, 1.92.27-8
(thus, kbkbm ... kbkbt, 'Star-gods ... Star-goddesses'; cf. Wyatt, 2002: 373 n. 25).
45 For further discussion, cf. textual analyses of KTU 1.10 i 1-5 situated under the
category of Genesis 3.5 in Part I of this chapter; also, cf. a discussion on Job 38.7 in Chapter V.
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yscly dgthm b smym he offered up 47 their 48 incense to the
Heavenly Ones;
dgt hrnmy b kbkbm incense of Hrnm49 to the Stars.
In the description, the ilm, the smym, and the kbkbm are paralleled. The last
term is recognised as the designation of the celestial deities50 in a paralleled
construction with the smym. The smym and kbkbm are both identified as the ilm,
'gods'. The plurality of the gods appears also in the expression ilm kbkbm,
'star gods' (KTU 1.43.3).
1.9. phr mcd51 'Assembly of the Council'
This pleonastic expression denotes the individual 'members of the pantheon
in a formal assembly of the council' and is related to the 'motif of the divine
council as a forensic medium for the operation of the divine will'52.
1.10. sd 'Council'
The term occurs as a hapax legomenon in the Ugaritic texts (KTU 1.20 i 4):
[tqr]b k qrb sd [They will approach53] when the council54
draws near55.
46 The D form of the Ug. dqry, to 'meet, encounter, go to meet; present, offer': DUL
714-5. Cf. Heb. mp: HALOT1137-8; Ar. qara: AEL 2988.
47 The S form of the Ug. VTy, to 'go up, rise, raise, offer': DUL 159-60. Cf. Heb. nb'J:
HALOT 828-30; Ph., Pun. cly: DNWSI852-3; Akk. elu: AHw 206-10; CAD 4[E] 114-35.
48 The term is read possibly as dgthm (KTU2); thus, 'their' (Wyatt, 2002: 309 n. 258)
rather than 'his' (Parker, 1972:101; de Moor, 1987: 260; Pardee, 1997: 355).
49 Cf. Ug. hrnmy construed as the 'Hrnm-ite'(s) by Parker (1972:101).
50
Wyatt (2002: 309 n. 260).
51 It appears mostly in KTU 1.2: thus, six occurrences in 1.2 i 14-17, 20 (phr, a mistake
for phr), and 31. Cf. Pardee (1997: 246 and n. 37): the 'Great Assembly'.
52
Wyatt (1998b: 45). For the council motif in the ancient Near East, see Jacobsen
(1943: esp., 167-72); H.W. Robinson (1944); Cross (1953); Mullen (1980); Parker (1999a); and
Wyatt (1996: 338-47).
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Ug. sd may indicate the 'assembly' of the gods in the text of the rpum, whose
meaning is variously suggested56.
1.11. smym57 'Heavenly Ones'
This term is present in a parallelism with the ilm and kbkbm in KTU 1.19 iv 22-
5 and 29-31, as discussed above. It may be an 'epithetal form of smm,
"heaven(s)'"58.
1.12. sph Itpn 'Offspring of the Wise One'
The text of KTU 1.16 ii 43-4 (|| 1.16 i 22-23) mentions a plurality of the gods of
the divine assembly:
u ilm tmtn Or do the gods die59?
sph Itpn I yh zvill the offspring of the Wise One60 not
live61?
The sph Itpn62 is constructed here in parallel with the ilm. Hence the text
describes here the nature of the lesser deities as 'supernatural beings'. It may
53 The damaged letters reconstructed by de Moor-Spronk (1987: 119) are accepted
here. Ug. dqrb: DUL 708-9.
54
Ug. sd, 'council': Dijkstra-de Moor (1975: 214); del Olmo (1981: 595); Dijkstra (1988:




56 It shall be further discussed in the category of 'RapPuma' of Chapter IV.
57 Cf. KTU 1.19 iv 24 and 30.
58
Wyatt (1998b: 46).
59 The 3. m. pi. form (Tropper, 2000: 644) of the Ug. vW, to 'die' (UT §19.1443; WUS
1703; DUL 595-6). Cf. Heb. ma: HALOT 562-3; Aram mwt: DNWSI 605-7; Amm., Pun. mt:
DNWSI605; and Akk. matu: AHw 633-4; CAD 10/1[M] 421-7.
60 For Ug. Itpn, see n. 324 below.
61 The 3. m. sg. form of the Ug. dhwy, to 'live, be alive' (Tropper, 2000: 660; DUL 379-
80). Cf. Heb. rrn: HALOT 309-10; Aram, hyh: DNWSI 354-6.
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be suggested from the text that the immortality of the gods was a theological
perception of ancient Ugarifians, although the Ugaritic texts ironically
present the idea that gods may die too63.
1.13. Miscellaneous Ugaritic Titles
Various other terms are employed to indicate a group of deities: ilm ars, the
'gods of the nether land'64; ilm rbm, the 'great gods'65; and ilnym, the 'divine
ones'66, etc67. More evidence for the plurality of divine beings may be
suggested in diverse DNs68. In the Ugaritic pantheon lists, there appear
distinguishably the principal gods and the peripheral gods69. Hence it is
62 Its additional expression, sph Itpn w qds, is used to refer to Keret as a divine king
(KTU 1.16 i 9-11, 20-22; and 1.16 ii 48-9. We shall come back to the texts of KTU 1.16 i 9-11
again in Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion.
63 Hence, Yam (KTU 1.2 iv 32); Baal (KTU 1.5 v 10 - 1.5 vi 10); Mot (KTU 1.6 ii 30-37);
and various minor gods (KTU 1.6 v 1-4).
64 KTU 1.19 iii 6, [21], 35. These entities are identified as 'chthonian gods' (Wyatt,
1998b: 42; 2002: 304), who may be related to the 'divinised dead kings' in KTU 1.113 (Pardee,
1997: 353 n. 109), or to the ilnym, 'divinities' (Wyatt, 1998b: 42).
65 The phrase occurs in KTU 1.107.2, 51; 1.124.1-2; and 4.149.1-2. Wyatt (1998b: 42)
comments that they are perhaps a 'group of major deities rather than the whole pantheon',
like Baal and Dagan, whose temples are located in the city of Ugarit.
66 The ilnym may be related closely to the rpum, which occurs as a parallel (KTU 1.20
ii 1-2; 6-7). They may also refer to the dead and deified kings of Ugarit. See further
discussion under 'RapPuma' in Chapter IV. Ug. ilib denotes also 'ancestral god': KTU 1.17 i
26 and parallels (KTU 1.47.2; || 1.118.1; cf. RS 20.24.1).
67 Cf. Ug. qbs(t), 'assembly', is used with a PN dtn in KTU 1.15 iii 4,15; 1.161.3, 10
(qbs ddn, a variant of dtn). Ditan is generally regarded as a mythical ancestor of the Ugaritic
dynasty: del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 283; dt/dn [I]). Differently, as an Assyrian royal PN:
Gelb (1954: 210-30); as an Amor. ditana(um), referred to Akk. ditanum, 'aurochs': Huffmon
(1965:184); Amor., but also found in Assyrian royal PNs: Healey (1978: 86); and referred to
the Heb. ]m (Num 16.24) or to the ditana, seen in the Babylonian I royal PNs: Gordon (1965:
§19.712). For other designations, see a classification of de Moor (1970: 224-5); followed
reluctantly by Wyatt (1998b: 48-9).
68 Cf. the pantheon lists described in KTU 1.47, paralleled in KTU 1.118 and RS 20.24.
69 Cf. de Moor (1970: 216); Wyatt (1998b).
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obvious that the ancient Ugaritians held the religious beliefs that there are
lesser deities who serve their master gods in the divine assembly and that
they are privileged to belong to the divine assembly as members70, although
they seem not to take any active role within it.
The primary function of the divine assembly/council in the ancient
Near East is to discuss and make a decision about an issue71. In the Ugaritic
texts, El presides over the divine council; especially in the Baal Cycle, the
gods appear to have the freedom to raise objections72, or to make appeals73,
or to make proposals74; consequently the final decision is made in the divine
council75. Similar situations in the divine assembly occur also in the Hebrew
Bible76.
Summary
Some collective Ugaritic nouns convey a conception of the plurality of the
deities, including the lesser deities, which reflects the polytheistic and
hierarchical beliefs of ancient Ugaritians. Thus, their divine identity is
clarified through their titles: ilm. The membership of the lesser deities in the
Ugaritic divine assembly is addressed in other divine titles: il spn, bn il, dr il,
dr dt smm, phr ilm, cdt ilm, phr k<b>kbm, phr mcd, sd and smym, etc. The
70 Mullen (1980:117).
71 Parker (1999a: 205). Cf. Enkidu's address on the divine council in his last dream in
the Gilgamesh Epic VII.i.1-16 (from the Hittite version; for its translation, see Heidel, 1963:
56-7): the supreme god Anu opens an issue to discuss in the divine council; Enlil expresses a
proposition; Shamash objects to it; but Enlil rejects Shamash's objection.
72 For instance, Baal rebukes Yam's messengers and even attacks them, rejecting El's
decree of Yam's sovereignty in the divine assembly: cf. KTU 1.2 i.
73 Cf. the goddess Anat's appeal for building the palace for Baal described in KTU
1.3 v 19-25.
74 Athirat proposes Athtar as a candidate for king: KTU 1.6 i 53-55.
75 A declaration is given in the council that Baal is the king of the divine assembly:
KTU 1.4 iv 43-44.
76 Cf. 1 Kgs 22.19-22; Isa 6; and 14.12-5.
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Ugaritic texts describe some higher deities having their own lesser deities,
who serve them. The Ugaritic expression phr bcl denotes a 'group of lesser
deities of Baal', most likely the il tcdr, 'Helper-gods' of Baal, who can be
suggested as 'seven Lads; eight Boars' in KTU 1.5 v 8-9. In the Ugaritic texts,
some other terms are adopted also to designate the divine beings: ilm ars, ilm
rbm, and ilnym.
2. Position of Lesser Deities in the Divine Assembly in the Ugaritic Texts
With the application of the definitions and conceptions of the divine titles of
the lesser deities, the present study henceforth will seek to give an account of
how the hierarchical divine assembly is structured and how the position of
the lesser deities, ranked as the lowest level in the hierarchical divine
assembly, is described in the Ugaritic texts.
2.1. Hierarchical Structure of the Divine Assembly in the Ugaritic Texts
It is important to explore the diversity among heavenly beings through an
analysis of how the hierarchical divine assembly is formed in order to
delineate the position of the lesser deities ranked as the lowest level in the
pantheon.
2.1.1. A View of the Divine Assembly on Three Levels
In Ugaritic mythology it has been postulated that the divine assembly
consists of three primary groups of deities. In the Keret Epic the phrase cdt
ilm tlth has been regarded as the expression of the hierarchical structure of
the divine assembly. The text runs:
[ ]tr [ ]BulF,
77 Sc. 'El'. A bull-image is used to describe the figure of El through the title tr il, 'Bull





]xn rhmy rsp zbl
[ the Mightjiest78 Baal,
[ ] Prince79 Yarih,
[ Ko]thar-and-Hasis80,
[ ] Rahmay81, Prince Reshef82,
[and] the assembly of the gods in
threes
w] cdt ilm tlth
(KTU 1.15 ii 2-7).
Whereas Virolleaud understands the last term tlth as an indication of a
trinity of gods83, Ginsberg takes it as 'threefold'84. Gaster observes that the
deities in the list above are three pairs; collectively, 'in its tripartite division';
78 Gibson (1978: 90,141); M.S. Smith (1997:123). Ug. aliyn is commonly construed as
an elative form of the Vpy, to 'be strong7 (Pope, 1965a: 254; UT §19.1342; and WUS no. 1430;
cf. Akk. le% to 'be able, capable, skilled': AHw 546-7; CAD 9[L] 160-1): G.R. Driver (1956:
136); del Olmo (1981: 513); followed by Wyatt (1992a: 405); thus, the-'very/most powerful':
Herdner (1974: 537); DUL 53. Cf. 'puissant': Gaster (1961: 188); Ginsberg (1969: 138);
'Mighty': Gray (1965: 164); Pardee (1997: 337); and 'Almighty': Clear (1976: 40); Greenstein
(1997: 24). For various translations, cf. the 'victor': G.R. Driver (ibid.: 37, 136); Habel (1964:
100); 'erhabener': Jirku (1962: 58); and 'Valiant': Wyatt (2002: 206); and for further discussion,
cf. van Zijl (1972: 341-5).
79
Ug. zbl: DUL 998 (I). It may be one of the designations for the 'second' position of
the gods.
80 Kothar-and-Hasis is a craftsman god: cf. M.S. Smith (1985).
81 Whilst Gaster (1947a: 287), Gray (1964a: 58), and M.S. Smith (1994: 170 n. 100)
identify Rahmay (derived from Ug. rhm, 'womb': cf. de Moor, 1972: [2] 18 n. 62; 1980b: 306;
also cf. Wyatt, 2002: 327 n. 16: thus, 'uterine, wombly') with the goddess Anat, others
consider that it is a partner of the goddess Athirat: Cross (1973: 49 n. 23); Wyatt (2002: 207 n.
136). Two goddesses, Rahmay and Athirat, probably represent hypostases of Shapsh in KTU
1.23.13: Wyatt (2002: 324-5; 327 n. 16; cf. 206 n. 135). Cf. Wyatt (1994a: 144 n. 9): Shapsh and
Asherah (Athirat) are "double aspects of the sun-goddess necessitated by the cosmological
and mythological demands of the narrative". For further notes, cf. Pardee (1997: 278 n. 22).
82 This underworld deity, known as a god of pestilence (Pope-Rollig, 1965b: 305; del
Olmo-Sanmartin, 2004: 747), is evidently attested in Egyptian and Semitic religious
traditions: Fulco (1976).
83 Virolleaud (1942-3:143): "dans sa trinite". This is denied by Gray (1964a: 58) since
"more gods than three are indicated".
84 Ginsberg (1946: 22); also, Gordon (1949: 74).
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thus they represent the structure of the Ugaritic pantheon: Baal and Prince
Moon as gods of heaven (supernal deities), Prince Reshef as a god of the
netherworld (subterranean deity), and Kothar-and-Hasis as a god associated
with the sea (marine deity)85. Driver thinks of a third rank of the divine
assembly at this place86. Gray translates it as 'three categories thereof'87,
identifying the divine assembly as having three different layers "possibly
corresponding to three different stages of settlement and cultural
development at Ugarit"88. Agreeing with Gray, Gibson additionally notes
that it means "'the three-fold company', referring to ranks or divisions
within the pantheon"89. Whilst Herdner interprets -h on tit as a pronominal
ending90, de Moor and Spronk regard the term tit as cardinal; thus, 'in its
triplicity'91. De Moor characterizes the divine assembly as tripartite: firstly,
"older gods like El and his wife, Athirat (atrt)"; secondly, "their offspring:
'the family of El'/'sons of Athirat'"; and thirdly, "the newcomers around
Baal, the so-called 'Congregation of Baal'"92.
However, the paradigm of divine hierarchy seems to be not simple
but intricate. The story of divine conflict addresses how the high group of the
gods is struggling to occupy the absolute power of the divine assembly. Thus,
Peterson and Woodward try to explain the knotty relational structure of the
85 Gaster (1947a: 287-8): thus, translated as the 'company of the gods in its tripartite
division'; cf. 'in ihrer Dreizahl': Jirku (1962: 96 and n. 2); here, Jirku and Virolleaud (1942-3:
143) refer the suffix of the term to the assembly of the gods. This view is rejected by Gray
(1964a: 58) for it is a "hazardous conjecture in such a fragmentary text".





89 Gibson (1978: 91 n. 2).
90 Herdner (1974: 537; and cf. n. f.): 'ses trunks'.
91 De Moor-Spronk (1982b: 174); also, de Moor (1987: 205). Cf. de Moor-Spronk
(1982a: 171): "it is possible to replace multiplicatives by simple cardinal numbers" in Akk.,
Heb., and Ar.
92 De Moor (1987: 205 n. 47).
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hegemony of the Ugaritic pantheon in some isomorphic graphs93. They
differentiate between the complicated hierarchical structure of the Ugaritic
pantheon and the simplified one in the Hebrew Bible, and then claim that a
tripartite shape of divine sovereignty has been acknowledged in the Ugaritic
world: El (the 'supreme king'), Baal (the 'king of the heavens'), and Anat94.
Wyatt confutes this view with various points. First, their analysis is
restricted only to the Baal Cycle (KTU 1.1-6)95; thus, it cannot be the full
picture96. Secondly, it is doubtful if Anat, as an autonomous deity, is in such a
minor position: one of the tripartite levels of the cosmic power; Anat rather,
as a war goddess, takes the same level as Baal. And lastly, Wyatt points out
that the structure of biblical cosmology is not simple, as viewed only on one
level; for comparison with the Ugaritic one, it is oversimplified97.
In fact, the context of KTU 1.15 ii above is the wedding reception of
King Keret. Thus, del Olmo reads the lines as a list of divine recipients of
Keret's sacrifices98. The gods in the divine assembly are apparently invited as
the divine guests to participate in the ceremony. Hence it can be suggested
that the invitees on that occasion may be the entire membership of the divine
assembly, including even the lesser deities who serve their master gods, to
highly honour King Keret.
93 Peterson-Woodward (1977: 233-43).
94 Peterson-Woodward (1977: 242).
95 The Ugaritic myth is usually divided into the Baal Cycle, the stories of Keret (KTU
1.14-16), Aqhat (1.17-19) and some minor compositions such as the Gracious gods (KTU 1.23),
Nikkal (KTU 1.24), El's marzihu (KTU 1.114), etc.
96
Wyatt (1996: 21) remarks that the excavated Ugaritic texts remain "no more than
about 50% of the original".
97
Wyatt (1996: 21).
98 Del Olmo (1981:303).
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Margalit interprets -h on tit as an adverbial ending; thus, 'in threes'";
according to him, it may signify that the 'assembly of the "sons of El",
representing the anonymous "younger generation", are escorting each other
in triads'100 since the 'chief' gods, in advance, arrive in pairs (KTU 1.15 ii 2-6).
However, it is not certain whether the 'chief' gods have arrived in pairs
because of the fragmentary nature of the Ugaritic tablets.
Apparently, the phrase cdt ilm tlth might be translated as the 'assembly
of the gods; its Triple' indicating that divine guests are coming from the
whole tripartite pantheon101 inasmuch as all its members are probably
invoked by Keret to appear at the marriage festival. However, it is better
understood in the context as a moving formation of the 'assembly of the
gods' by threes. As Margalit said, the cdt ilm at this place could be identified
as anonymous 'lesser' deities for the higher gods who had arrived in
advance:
[ah]r mgy cdt ilm [After]wards102 the assembly of the gods
arrived103
99 This was first suggested by Ginsberg (1946: 40), interpreting it as an adverbial -h.
Wyatt (2002: 206 and n. 136) followed.
100 Margalit (1995: 241-2).
101 In this point, Ug. -h may be understood as a possessive pronominal suffix.
102 In the previous lines it is described that Keret serves a feast (KTU 1.15 ii 8-10). Ug.
ahr can be used either as an adverb 'afterwards' or as a conjunction 'after': DUL 39-40. It may
be used here as an adverb: G.R. Driver (1956: 37); Gibson (1978: 91); and Wyatt (2002: 207). It
may suppose that all members of the assembly of the gods have not arrived at the feast of
Keret in his house, and that the rest of them, probably the lesser deities, are still coming for
the feast.
103
Ug. mgy; to 'reach, come, arrive': UT §19.1520; DUL 533. For possible cognates, cf.
Heb. X2SO (DCH 5: 434-42); Ph. mf (DNWSI 675); Akk. masu (AHw 621-2; CAD 10/1[M] 344 -
50; and cf. UT §19.1520); and Ar. mada, to 'go' (G.R. Driver, 1956:160 n. 1; AEL 3021; and Al-
Yasin, 1952: no. 365). Al-Yasin comments that 'the diverse representation of the d indicates
either a vacillation or possibly the existence of a Semitic phoneme not fully recognizable in
Ugaritic and entirely lost in Arabic'. Ug. mgy is a qatala verb, which conveys a 'continuous
state in which an acting person is placed by his own action' (Goetze, 1938: 275), and which
25
(KTU1.15 ii 11).
It seems probable that their arrival after all the higher gods represents their
rank as the lowest level subjects, demonstrating their subservient status
under the supreme gods and the secondary gods in the divine assembly.
Therefore their march following the higher gods may signify their lesser
status as divine assistants or servitors to the higher gods.
Another interesting issue concerns the privilege of the lesser gods to
bless a mortal. It seems evident that the right to bless a mortal belongs even
to the lesser deities. After serving a banquet for the gods, Keret is blessed by
them:
tbrk ilm tity The gods blessed104 (him and) went105;
tity ilm I ahlhm the gods went to their tents106;
dr il I msknthm the (family) circle of El to their abodes107
indicates a 'state of rest that results from the movement' (ibid.); followed by van Zijl (1972:
84; also, for his comments on Ug. mgy, cf. 84-5). Cf. ik mgy aliyn bcl ik mgyt b[t\lt cnt, 'Why has
Mightiest Baal come? Why has V[ir]gin Anat come?' (KTU 1.4 ii 21-4; for textual analyses,
see Chapter II). It may support the fact that the gods have arrived not simultaneously, but
continually during the feast.
104 The 3. masc. pi. form of the Ug. dbrk, to 'bless': DUL 237 (II). Cf. Heb. ~|~D: HALOT
159-60; Ph., Pun., and Aram, brk: DNWSI198-202; Akk. kdrabu: AHw 445-6; CAD 8[K] 192-8.
105 The 3. masc. pi. form of the Ug. vAv, to 'come, go': Tropper (2000: 658); DUL 123.
Cf. Heb. nnx (or XHN): HALOT 102; Aram. Ay: DNWSI 133-6. The term denotes the departure
of the gods from the Keret's house towards their own residences.
106
Ug. ahl, 'tent', with pronominal pi. suff: DUL 32. Wyatt (2002: 212 n. 158) argues
that 'though the gods of Ugarit dwelt in temples, the ancient tradition of their tent-dwelling
is preserved': cf. Ug. hmt, 'tent (shrine)' at KT U 1.14 ii [12]; 1.14 iii 55; El's tent (KTU 1.4 iv
23-4); Heb. pen, 'tabernacle', and Heb. nnn, as a 'cultic tent' at Ps 19.7 (Wyatt, 1995b: 571-2).
Ug. ahl is used as the semantic equivalent of the term msknt in the third line. In 2 Sam 7.6,
Heb. bnx, 'tent', is paralleled with Heb. ptZiD, 'dwelling place, tabernacle', contrasting with a
notion of Heb. 1V3, 'house'.
107
Ug. msknt; a f. form from the Ug. dskn, to 'settle, stay', with a prefixed -m and a
pronominal pi. suff.; 'residence, mansion': DUL 591. Wyatt (1996: 28 n. 18; 2002: 212-3 n. 158)
remarks that Ug. msknthm corresponds to Heb. pttiD; both have a similar tradition of the tent-
dwelling of the gods.
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(KTU 1.15 iii 17-9).
Macdonald assigns a list of the gods in KTU 1.15 ii 1-6 (Bull [El], Baal, Prince
Moon, Kothar-and-Hasis, Rahmay, and Prince Reshef) to the "third part of
the congregation of the gods" and believes they are the ones who bless
Keret108.
In the Ugaritic texts, however, there is no mention of the secondary
gods having cooperated to bless a mortal. If Baal has not participated in the
blessing, other secondary gods may not have done so either for he is
regarded as the mightiest or eldest god among the secondary gods. For this
fact, de Moor states that 'El is the only one who can bless people with
children. No other god, not even Baal, is able to do that. El is called "King"
(mlk), "Lord of the Gods" (3adn dim) and possibly also "Most High" (clyn)'m.
Yet, the Ugaritic descriptions rather state that the gods who have
given a blessing to Keret were not only El (KTU 1.15 ii 17-20), at the request
of Baal (KTU 1.15 ii 12-6), but also his sons, who belong to the family 'circle
of El' {dr il). The dr il in line 19, paralleled semantically with the cdt ilm (KTU
1.15 ii 7, 11) and ilm (KTU 1.15 iii 17,18), indicates, more probably, only the
anonymous lesser deities of El. It may be suggested here that the lesser
deities of El are more privileged than the secondary gods.
More evidence of the fact that the lesser deities are privileged to bless
others is found in a hymn to Anat in KTU 1.13. It is generally regarded that a
personal prayer (KTU 1.13.23b-27a) follows the previous mythical part of the
hymnic text to the goddess Anat (KTU l.l3.1-23a)110. In the descriptions, the
108 Macdonald (1979: 523-4): the cdt ilm tlth in line 7 is "in apposition to the
foregoing"; "the purpose of this small 'assembly' is the bestowal of blessing on Krt".
109 De Moor (1990: 69).
110 De Moor (1987:137).
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goddess is expressed as the receiver of the prayer in the 2nd person or
feminine indications111, and described as blessed by celestial messengers:
k d Ibst bir mlak smm tmr zbl Since you112 have been
clothed113 in light, may114 the
messengers of the heavens
bless115 the prince;




The text has been read variously: mlak smm tmr, zbl mlk smm tlak, 'heavenly
messengers left; heavenly royal princes sent'118; or tmr zbl mlk, 'puisses-tu
111
Ug. b udnk 'in your ear'; rtqt 'you have bound up' and Ibst (KTU 1.13.23-5).
112 Sc. 'Anat'.
113
Ug. Ibst; the pass. ptc. f. form of the Ug. dibs, to 'dress, wear, put on clothes': DUL
492.
114 It is translated in a jussive mood: Wyatt (2002:172).
115 The G. 3. masc. pi. form of the Ug. dmrr, to 'strengthen, bless': Al-Yasin (1952: no.
374), referring to Ar. mirratun, 'strength' (cf. Ar. marl?-: AEL 2701); UT §19.1556; Dietrich-
Loretz-Sanmartin (1973); WUS no. 1659; Gibson (1978:152); Kutler (1984); Segert (1997:193);
Tropper (2000: 673). For a translation of 'to bless', see Caquot (1989: 26 and n. 33): "Sur le
verbe mr(r), bien atteste a Ougarit avec le sens de «benir», mais traduit par certains
«fortifier»"; Wyatt (2002: 212). It is also preferably utilised as 'to strengthen': Rin (1968: xli);
de Moor (1980b: 306); to 'fortify': de Moor (1987:140 and n. 37); de Moor-Spronk (1987:152);
cf. to 'defend': Gordon (1949: 52). For different readings, see 'to drive out': Pardee (1978a: 257
and n. 52); to 'leave': del Olmo (1981: 493; 1984b: 99); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 577 [I]).
116 CTA and KTU1+2: mlk. The text is read, more probably, as ml<a>k, following the
previous colon: de Moor (1980b: 306); CARTU 58; Lloyd (1994: 280); and Wyatt (2002:172). It
may be haplography.
117 The first element of the term is damaged. CTA reads it as tl, 'dew' (DUL 889); yet
it seems rather to be hi, following KTU1+2; thus, 'strength, vigour' (DUL 359 [I]); cf. Heb. bin,
byi.
118 Del Olmo (1981: 493; 1984b: 99); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 487).
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benir le prince, le roi'119; or smm tmr zbl mlk, smm tlak hi amrlw. However, it is
more probable that the mlak smm/ml<a>k smm121 are taken here as the subjects
of two verbs, tlak and tmr. Thus the supposed third line above, ml<x>k smm
tlak hi, becomes more explicable when it is seen as the paralleled structure
with the previous line, mlak smm tmr zbl. Hence it can be suggested that the
Ugaritians had a theology that messengers from the heavens (or from the
divine assembly) are charged with various missions beyond their basic
function as a 'messenger'122. Therefore it may support the fact that the gods in
KTU 1.15 iii 17-9 are identified as the lesser deities in regard to their
'blessing' function.
On the other hand, Rin suggests that Ug. tlth at KTU 1.15 ii 7 may
possibly refer to 'Baal's companions or guards', comparing its Heb.
cognate pabbtf, 'his lieutenants' or 'his retinue'123; the Heb. denotes
'third' or '(military) officer', which may be construed as the 'third' man (in
the chariot)124.
Wyatt orally suggested that Ug. tit is interpreted possibly as a military
title, on the basis of KTU 1.14 ii 36: sc. 'charioteer'; thus, the "'third man' in
the chariot, of the team of three"125. Ug. tlth in the text may include Baal's
119
Caquot (1989: 26). According to him, the subject of the verb (2. f. sg.) is Anat. Cf.
Caquot (1978:18): 'puisses-tu benir le pouvoir du roi'.
120 CPU 786,1315.
121 Cf. d'BflJn p mrp "]n5d, at Gen 22.11, which the element mrr perhaps had been
loaded later in the original text.
122 For discussion on the various functions of the lesser deities, see Chapter V.
123 Rin (1968: xli).
124 Brown-Driver-Briggs (BDB 1026) contend that the indicates a king's
'personal attendant' or 'military officer'.
125
Wyatt (2002: 190 n. 62; also, cf. 185 n.38). The ancient chariot was a two-wheeled
vehicle, whose box itself was open at the back, and usually manned by three soldiers: a
driver, a combatant, and an armour bearer. Cf. de Vaux (1961: 222-3).
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'charioteers' being his 'Boars' (Ug. hnzr)126; but it seems to signify not a
subordinate group of a specific god, but rather all lesser deities of the divine
assembly, occurring after the lists of the higher gods.
Rin understands that all of the cdt ilm, 'the assembly of gods', the glmm,
'Lads'127, and the tit, 'lieutenants', are the 'warriors accompanying a chief
deity'128. Although his explanation of the tlth as Baal's lesser deities is
unconvincing, his recognition of the term relating to a military conception
appears to be to his credit. Thus the term may bring up the image of the
military marching pattern 'in threes' of the lowest group of the divine
assembly.
2.1.2. A Socio-political View of the Divine Assembly in Four Groups
Meanwhile the structure of the divine assembly may contain the socio¬
political hierarchy inasmuch as, in Ugaritic religion, the divine assembly
reflects a political ideology developed within the human realm129. Handy
classifies the divine assembly in four groups on the basis of a modern
criterion: 'authoritative deities' (El and Asherah [Athirat]); 'active deities'
(Baal, Anat, Mot, and Shemesh/Shapshu); 'artisan deities' (Kothar-wa-Hasis,
et al.); and 'messenger deities' (mlakm)130.
Yet, the position of Athirat is not clearly attested as such an exalted
one in the Ugaritic texts, although she appears as the mother goddess of the
gods, such as Baal, Mot, et al. Also, there seems to be no great difference
between artisan deities and messenger deities. As an alternative, they may be
126 For Baal's Boars, cf. Wyatt (1987b). We will discuss further about Ug. hnzr in the
category of the Ugaritic titles for warrior deities in Chapter IV.
127 We shall discuss the military function of the glm later in Chapter IV.
128 Rin (1968: xli).
129 Cf. Mullen (1992: 214); Handy (1994: 65): his understanding of the 'pantheon as a
bureaucracy' presupposes a hierarchical structure. Also, cf. Wyatt (1998b: 31-2).
130 See Handy (1990; 1994). Cf. Wyatt (2002: 206 n. 136).
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all grouped into 'lesser deities' or 'servant deities' in the hierarchical division.
Besides, the roles of lesser deities appear more variously.
2.1.3. Hierarchical Structure of the Divine Assembly in Four Levels
As an alternative, the structure of the divine assembly can be arranged, with
ranks distinguished among the deities, into four levels131: the supreme god
(El), core-involved secondary gods (Baal, Yam, Mot, et al.), other peripheral
secondary gods (Kothar-and-Hasis, et al.), and other anonymous lesser
deities who serve the higher gods. Among them some special lesser deities,
whose own epithets are given, may be distinguished from other ordinary
lesser deities. These entities may be related, possibly, to the archangels in the
Hebrew Bible, perhaps as their prototype.
Summary
The hierarchical structure of the Ugaritic divine assembly has been proposed
by most commentators commonly to consist of three levels or by Handy four
groups (namely, authoritative deities; active deities; artisan deities; and
messenger deities). This is best understood as four levels, with hierarchical
ranks distinguished among the deities: sc. the supreme god (El), who has the
cosmic divine kingship; core-involved second gods (Yam, Baal, Mot, et al.),
who are related closer to the divine kingship; peripheral second gods; and
other lesser deities, who serve the higher deities, including messenger deities,
warrior deities, mediator deities, guardian deities, chanter deities, and
131 The nonverbal indicators as well as the closeness of the deities to the divine
throne in the cosmic centre may be suggested here as the criterion for determining
hierarchical ranks among the deities. M.I. Gruber (1980) emphasises that nonverbal
communication, especially postures, gestures and facial expressions, explains the characters'
inner emotions, which are not described in verbal terms: 'prostrating (oneself)' or 'standing'
(in front of others), etc. It is accepted by Kruger (1995: 169), who says that psychological
states of the characters 'in the epic' can be understood by their nonverbal communication.
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servant deities. The lesser deities are positioned on the lowest level of the
divine assembly.
2.2. Ranks of Deities in the Divine Assembly in the Ugaritic Texts
2.2.1. Supreme God
El appears as the divine king of the heavenly court. Smith says that
nonverbal indicators, the patterns of travel by deities and their prostration
before other gods, indicates rank among the gods in the divine assembly132; to
this point, El can be regarded as the supreme god in the divine assembly
because he never travels to any other gods whereas all the gods travel to his
abode, nor does he pay homage, or make a plea to others133. In the Ugaritic
texts, El is understood as the 'ultimate authority in the cosmos'134; he rules in
heaven on the mountain of the divine assembly; he makes proclamations to
other deities135.
132 M.S. Smith (1984). In the Hebrew texts, a gesture of 'bending over' (mnntun), in
the secondary sense, denotes an attitude of greeting or giving homage to others; see, Gruber
(1980: 90-123; especially, 187-200 and 292-301); therefore prostration is related to the rank of
mortals or deities. In fact, lesser deities are obliged to follow a strict protocol before stating
terms to the higher gods. See discussion under the category of 'showing homage to the
divine recipient' in Chapter III.
133 Cf. M.S. Smith (1984); Kruger (1989: 56-7; 1995: 170). In the Baal Cycle it is
described how El receives obeisance from other gods: Kothar (KTU 1.1 iii 25; 1.2 iii 6); Anat
(KTU 1.4 iv 26; 1.6 i 38 and 1.17 vi 50, which occurs as a parallel in KTU 1.4 iv 20-6, etc.).
Wyatt (1995c: 123-42) argues that deities do not 'travel vast distances in their mutual
interaction' for 'all the different mountains' are 'aspects of the one central cosmic mountain',
Saphon, the centre of the world. Cf. Wyatt (1996: 27-48).
134 L'Heureux (1979: 5).
135 Cf. KTU 1.1 iv; 1.3 v; 1.4 iv-v; and 1.6 iii.
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2.2.2. Core-involved Second Gods
Some secondary gods are positioned closely to the throne of the supreme god.
In fact, the theme of the Ugaritic mythological texts deals mainly with
kingship within the divine assembly136. Although El is recognised as the
supreme god, his throne is in turn occupied by other royal gods, who are
acknowledged generally as the next highest ranking gods: Yam137, Baal138, and
Mot139, who can be categorised largely as the core-involved 'secondary
gods'140. They execute royal power 'under the aegis of El'141.
In the episode of the banquet at Mount Saphon142, for instance, the
position of Baal may indicate his rank in the divine assembly:
136
Wyatt (1996).
137 Cf. KTU 1.1 iv; and the ksi zbl ym, the 'throne of Prince Yam' fKTU 1.2 iv 7).
138 As a king among the gods: KTU 1.3 v 32-4; 1.4 iv 43-6.
139 Mot is mentioned as a king in KTU 1.6 vi 27-9. He appears to dwell in the
underworld (cf. KTU 1.4 viii).
140 There are, in fact, other secondary gods who seem to be outside the intra-
pantheonic conflicts: Kothar-and-Hasis, et al. Wyatt (2002:140 n. 27) says that in KTU 1.1-1.6
the god Athtar appears to be on a lower level than other secondary gods. Wyatt (1986a; 1989;
and 2002:132, n. 75) argues that the enthronement of Athtar (KTU 1.6 i 39-67) represents the
human institution of terrestrial kingship; thus, Athtar signifies a 'tertiary level, the human
world, whose institutions are subject to pressures from above and below'. Therefore, he is
'on a lower level' distant from other second gods: Wyatt (2002: 140 n. 103). Therefore, there
are two kinds of second-level gods: 'core-involved' gods in divine conflicts for the throne
and others. Apparently the authority of the secondary gods is restricted: according to KTU
1.18, Anat has to get permission from El in advance to perform her plan against the mortal
hero Aqhat. Cf. Job 2.6.
141
Wyatt (2002:140 n. 103).
142 Its alternate title is the gr ks, 'Mount Throne' (KTU 1.1 iii 12; also, 1.161.13, 20; on
the etymological debate, see Wyatt (1995a; esp. 222-4); or it could be a "constituent part of
the massif" (Wyatt, 1996: 37). The answer to the question, 'Why is "Saphon" called
"Throne"?', can be inferred from the fact that the mountain is the 'centre' of the world,
where the supreme god El is supposed to sit to rule. In KTU 1.1, it can be suggested that
there would be a royal rite which transmits El's authority to his son Yam in a lacuna
between the two columns iii and iv of the tablet; throughout the narrative sequence, Yam
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bcl qm cl il Baal stood143 by144 El
(KTU 1.2 i 21).
Although there is no directmention of Ug. ks, 'chair', in the narrative, it is not
unusual to refer to the position of the host at the banquet as being seated on
the chair or the throne145. His supposed sitting position is distinguished from
Baal's standing position.
A standing posture (cmd, qwm) may indicate one's lesser rank. Gruber
argues that a deity's standing posture expresses equal status between
deities146. But it may be correct only if they both are standing. In the cases in
which he gives examples (KTU 1.2 i 13-7, 30-2), however, the messenger
deities stood after they had prostrated themselves toward El147. Oldenburg
certainly succeeded to the throne of his father, El; thus, at any rate, the power of the throne
was transmitted to Yam.
However, the throne ultimately seems to belong to El; hence, Wyatt (1996: 36)
remarks that in spite of the "struggle of the secondary gods for the throne", "in the Ugaritic
tradition it appears to remain subordinated to El's final control". It seems in Ugaritic
political ideology that any successor should come up to the throne of his predecessor for the
complete succession of the regal right; cf. Wyatt (1996: 36, 42). Thus, Mount Throne
expresses the cosmic sovereignty of the supreme god. Wyatt (2002: 44 n. 29) cogently
identifies Mount Throne with the "throne in the city on which the kings of Ugarit were
consecrated" and argues interestingly that it indicates also Nan (KTU 1.16 i 8) as Anti-Casius,
the southwestern lower peak of the Jebel el Aqra massif: also, see Wyatt (1996: 34-44, 2002:
220 n. 200).
143
Ug. qm, to 'stand up, get up, rise': LIT §19.2214; WUS no. 2417; DUL 702. Cf. Heb.
Dip: HALOT1086-9; Akk. qamu: AHw 896-7.
144
Ug. cl has been translated variously: 'by' (de Moor, 1971: 124; Gibson, 1978: 41;
Wyatt, 2002: 60); 'beside' (Clear, 1976: 4; Mullen, 1980: 256); 'upon' (Ginsberg, 1969:130); 'on'
(M.S. Smith, 1994: 266). Differently, 'before' (Gordon, 1949: 13; van Zijl, 1972: 25); 'against'
(Oldenburg, 1969:135; Caquot-Sznycer, 1974:130).
145 Moreover, the description states that other gods (bn qds) were sitting (ytb) on the
chair for the banquet (KTU 1.2 i 21).
146 Gruber (1980: 301-3).
147 We shall discuss more on the texts in Chapter III. Furthermore, a relief excavated
from Ras Shamra shows that any of lesser rank should stand before -the supreme god:
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argues that Baal was attempting to arrogate El's position and power; thus he
translates the line as Bacal was rising against El'148. Yet Baal appears to be
subservient to El, as seen in the text149.
Thus it is more acceptable that Baal was standing up in order to
express his subordinate rank150; it would be the correct place for him as a
prince, next to the cosmic king sitting on the throne in the centre of the world151.
It is obvious also that Athtart and Anat as well as Baal were standing close to
the throne of El as they got involved seizing Baal's hands when Baal attacked
Yam's messengers (KTU 1.2 i 40-2)152.
2.2.3. Peripheral Second Gods
Even if the gods in the same rank do not pay homage to one another153, in
some cases, gods not 'core-involved' in the divine conflicts for the throne pay
homage to the 'core-involved' gods: Baal is worshipped 'verbally' by Kothar-
and-Hasis (KTU 1.2 iv) during his enthronement.
Schaeffer (1937: pi. 17; cf. 128-134; and the figure I on p. 129); ANEP no. 493; a deity
supposed as El is sitting on the chair receiving an offering from a king or a high priest.
148
Oldenburg (1969:135 and n. 3).
149 Mullen (1980: 256 n. 232) says acceptably that 'Baal was bound by the decree
of 3E1, as were the other gods'; accepted by Kruger (1989: 59).
150
Kruger (1995: 170) points out that Baal's posture as 'standing by El' means
nonverbally his 'subservience' to El; also, cf. Kruger (1989: 58-60).
151 A royal prince is positioned usually in the nearest place from the king in an
official ceremony; cf. ANEP no. 463; Prince Xerxes is standing behind King Darius. Also cf.
Acts 7:55-6.
152 It is suggested that a gesture of grasping the hem of a person's garment can be a
nonverbal sign of rank differences between gods as well: hence, Anat, making a petition for
Baal, appears to be inferior to Mot (KTU 1.6 ii 6-12): Kruger (1995:170-2). Yet, the context of
the text remains doubtful if Anat did it that way. It may be interpreted simply as her gesture




2.2.4. Lesser Deities Who Serve the Higher Deities
The deities who serve these high ranking gods belong to the lowest group in
the divine hierarchy154. Therefore divine messengers pay homage to any
other gods of higher rank before they deliver a message, except when they
bring the war message'150; meanwhile, the higher gods do not honour divine
messengers156.
Summary
The rank of the lesser deities in the divine assembly in the Ugaritic texts is
discerned as the lowest level in the hierarchical structure of the Ugaritic
divine assembly. The hierarchy of the Ugaritic divine assembly is divided
largely into four levels: the supreme god, the second gods mainly involved in
the divine kingship of the divine assembly, the peripheral second gods, and
the lesser deities who serve the higher deities. These ranks among the deities
may be distinguished by nonverbal indicators.
Conclusion to Chapter I, Part I
The membership of the lesser deities in the divine assembly in the Ugaritic
texts is understood in collective Ugaritic nouns (e.g., ilm, dr il, dr dt smm, etc.)
and in the hierarchical structure of the Ugaritic divine assembly, which can
be divided into four levels. The lesser deities are in the lowest rank in the
divine assembly.
154 El's messenger deities are 'his agents, the lesser gods of the pantheon as in effect
hypostases of himself, who implement his policies': Wyatt (1996: 36).
155 In KTU 1.4 viii 26-9 Baal's messengers are instructed to pay homage to the god
Mot; yet they do not honour him before delivering the message from Baal in KTU 1.5 ii.
Otherwise, in KTU 1.2 i, the homage is paid by the messenger gods to the divine council and
the supreme god. We shall discuss these texts further in Chapter III.
156 M.S. Smith (1984: 359).
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The Ugaritic conception of plural deities is found evidently in some
Ugaritic terms. Hence, Ugaritic religious texts reflect the polytheistic and
hierarchical beliefs of the Ugaritians. Thus, the Ugaritic terms, which denote
the plurality of divine figures, lead to the realisation that the divine assembly
is structured on several hierarchical levels, and that among the gods there
exist lesser deities, placed at its lowest level, to serve the higher deities. The
ranks among the deities depend on how close they are to the divine kingship
and are also distinguished by nonverbal indications.
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PART II: Membership of Lesser Deities in the Divine Assembly in the
Hebrew Bible
Biblical Hebrew references inform us that there are some forms of divine
beings other than Yahweh who are recognised as his 'lesser deities'157. Hence,
some collective Hebrew nouns corroborate the plural conception of divine
figures: D^)bx ^n158 (o^nbx ^3159) or trunp160, etc. These terms denote the
'lesser deities' in the divine assembly. In this part, the study will explain
some collective Hebrew terms which include 'lesser deities' and their place
within the hierarchical divine assembly. Some selected biblical Hebrew
descriptions which reveal the hierarchical structure of the divine assembly
will be investigated.
1. The Hebrew Titles of Lesser Deities
The research will survey some Hebrew terms necessary here to confirm the
plurality of divine beings and their status as lesser deities in the divine
assembly.
1.1. DTtbx 'Gods'
Whilst Ugaritic lesser deities are identified as 'gods' (ilm)161, the same
identification is seen possibly in the Hebrew Bible. The Hebrew noun DTibx
157 The definition of 'lesser deity' in Part II will hereafter be the same definition
applied previously to the Ugaritic studies in Part I. 'Lesser deities' represent the deities at the
lowest level in the hierarchical pantheon.
158 Cf. Ps 29.1. We shall discuss these terms further in Chapter II.
159 Cf. Job 38.7. We shall discuss these terms further in Chapter II.
160 Cf. Pss 29.2; 96.9; 110.3; Prov 9.10 and 30.3. We shall discuss these terms further in
Chapter II.
161 KTU 1.3 iii 32; 1.15 iii 19; 1.17 i 2-3, etc.
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is employed sometimes to indicate celestial 'deities'162 or plural 'gods'163. On
the other hand, this Hebrew term is used also to indicate a single 'deity'164.
Thus, the term DTibx is regarded to imply not only a specific deity (Yahweh),
but also any god(s) in general usage.
1.1.1. Genesis 3.5
The text reads:
D3TI? inpS31 IIED D3bl3X DV3 "O DTlbx UT1 "O
mi nits ■,d-p Dnbxs Dn"m
For God165 knows that in the day you eat from it, then your
eyes shall be opened, and you shall be gods166, knowing good
and evil.
162 Ps 138:1, etc.
1631 Sam 4.8 describes nbxn Q'Tlxn DTibxn, 'these mighty gods'; thus, it denotes
'Yahweh and his divine warrior(s)'. Cf. at Exod 32.1, DTlbx is also read as a plural 'gods',
followed by a plural verb I3b\
1641 Sam 28.13; it probably denotes a 'ghost' here. The dead can be discerned as
"divine": Wyatt (1994b: 397). Cf. the DT10, who receive sacrifices, at Ps 106.28.
165
Although the etymology of the DTlbx remains disputed, a grammatical
investigation has been conducted. Traditionally it brings two meanings: 'God', as a singular;
'gods', as a plural. It is viewed as a plural form of the mbx; in this sense, it may bring a
singular meaning as a synonym of the bx, 'God'; thus, it becomes an alternative name of
Yahweh: HALOT 52-3; cf. 48-50 for bx. When it is interpreted as a plural meaning, it denotes
'gods': W.H. Schmidt (1997a: 115). Cf. Ug. ilhm, an unusual plural form of Ug. il: KTU 1.39.3,
etc. (cf. Wyatt, 2002: 349 n. 8). It has been interpreted also as the 'abstract plural': Kautzsch
(1910: §124; l.c) or as the 'plural of intensity': Paul Joiion (1923: §136; d): 'plural of excellence',
'plural of majesty'; Eichrodt (1961: 184-86); Waltke-O'Connor (1990: 7.4.3a-f.): 'Honorifics
and the Like'; Ringgren (1974: 272-3): the 'great, highest'; also, Rose (1992: 1006): 'God of
gods' or 'the highest God'. Similarly, Jenks (1977: 8-9) suggests that it is a plural form which
has been formed through the northern Israelite usage of the DN El; also Coote (1991: 75,104).
For further discussion on the term, see Burnett (2001; especially, 1-6).
166 The 3 at this place is taken as kaph veritatis: thus, Waltke-O'Connor (1990:11.2.9b):
"the logical outcome of comparison is correspondence or identity"; adopted by Wyatt (2001:
244 n. 4).
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In this passage, the term dtiSn may refer to plural 'gods' other than the
supreme god. It occurs twice here; the first one indicates Yahweh, attested in
a singular form of VuT; and the other refers to 'gods'167 other than Yahweh168;
the plural forms of rrn and ut may support the fact that the DTibx is used
more probably as a plural rather than as a singular (cf. v. 22)169. It may be the
remains, or the continuing reality, of the early Israelite tradition that had
shared the Canaanite religious acknowledgement that the heavenly deities
are identified as the same 'gods' with the supreme god170.
These DTibx are conceded as having knowledge of good and evil.
Hence, they are able to make a clear distinction between right and wrong, as
is Yahweh (cf. Gen 3.22). In this regard, they are related to the omniscient
messenger of God in other biblical references:
mm man vntib I'non p □m'nxn ■p'nn:) "O
For like the messenger of God, so is my lord the king to hear171
the good and the evil
(2 Sam 14.17b);
pan -\m SD nx nmS DMSXH "pSrc nam:: nan mxi
But my lord is wise, like the wisdom of the messenger of God,
to know all172 that is in the earth
167 Thus LXX reads Geol, 'gods'. Cf. S.R. Driver (1909: 45); Skinner (1910: 75).
168 Although Cassuto (1961:146-7) prefers 'God' here, he does not deny a possibility
that it can be translated also as 'divine beings', which agrees with the address in v. 22: 'one
of us'.
169 Sarna (1991: 25) also distinguishes the first term from the second term, which
denotes 'divine beings', for grammatical reasons.
170 W.F. Albright (1957: 213-4) addresses that the 'Israelites took over the Canaanite
plural, elohim "gods," in the sense of "God"' to express the 'totality of gods, i.e., as
equivalent to the entire pantheon . In any case, the □''ribs is identified as gods .
171 The yfttii may be translated also either as 'to discern' (NASB; NRSV; NTV; ASV;
KJV) or as 'to understand' (NJPS; NJB).
172'Knowing good and evil' constitutes a merism; sc. 'knowing everything': Wyatt
(2001: 244 n. 5).
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(2 Sam 14.20b).
King David is recognised, in a woman's wish, as being equal to the
messenger of God in having knowledge of good and evil; hence, since the
messenger of God can acknowledge what is good, he also can execute right
judgment (v. 17b). She reveals her connection with Joab to the king since he
immediately discovered a plot (v. 20b)173; the comparison is stressed again in
a speech of Mephibosheth in order to appeal to the king's responsibility (2
Sam 19.28). The texts describe clearly how the messenger deities are
omniscient. Thus, in relation to their knowledge, the DTtbx at Gen 3.5 and 22
may be identified as the □"•nban qxbD. It has been suggested that their
privileged status of knowledge and discernment may be the result of their
participation in the divine council (1 Kgs 22.19-22)174. Yet, it seems more
probable that their attribute is basically natural inasmuch as they are called
□Tibx, 'gods'.
In the meantime, Ugaritic lesser gods apparently seem to be restricted
in their knowledge. Their discernment on some matters appears in the
broken texts:
[ ]btlt cnt Virgin175 Anat
[ ]pp hkm176
[ ]h d I ydc bn il (something177) 'that Sons of El do
not178 know'
173 Cf. Hertzberg (1964: 333).
174 Newsom (1992: 249).
175
Ug. btlt, 'virgin': Gibson (1978: 57); DUL 250. Cf. Heb. nbirD: HALOT166-7; Akk.
batultu: AHw 115; CAD 2[B] 173-4. Differently, 'Maiden': van Zijl (1972: 83); 'Adolescent': M.S.
Smith (1997:123); 'Girl': Pardee (1997: 257).
176 It has been translated doubtfully as 'powder', without suggesting any
etymological connections: de Moor-Spronk (1987:136); de Moor (1987.110 and n. 2).
177 KTU1+2 read the last letter of the lost term as h. De Moor-Spronk (1987: 46) restore
the damaged letters conjecturally as the rh, 'scent' on the basis of KTU 1.3 ii 2: thus, de Moor
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[ ]phr kkbm (that) the assembly of Stars [do not
know],
[ ]dr dt smm (that) the circle of those of the
heavens [do not know]
(KTU 1.10 i 1-5).
Parker interprets that the "mention of Anat and Baal in the immediate
[broken] context suggests that these two may share the knowledge denied to
the bn il"179. The bn il, paralleled with two other cola in the following lines,
supports the idea that they are members of the divine council, identified as
stars (cf. Job 38.7). These phrases, juxtaposed intentionally between Anat
(line 1) and Baal (line 6) in the text, may be set in order to emphasise the
higher deities' comparatively distinguished abilities from these of the lesser
deities. The context alludes to the cosmic secret, which is not opened yet to
the lesser deities180. Accordingly, the meaning of the text is turned negatively
to the lesser gods.
Thus, the lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible are expressed as being
omniscient and able to discern good and evil, as they are 'gods' themselves,
whilst the Ugaritic lesser deities are restricted in their capacity of knowledge.
These various descriptions evidently support the fact that the second DTibx
in Gen 3.5 refers to 'gods' other than Yahweh.
(1987: 111 and n. 3). Unfortunately, it is hard to extract the precise meaning of the letters
from the damaged texts.
178
Ug. /; as a negative sense: Parker (1999c: 795). Wyatt (2002: 155 and n. 1) here
suggests two possibilities of either 'not' or 'indeed', as an asseverative particle.
179 Parker (1999c: 795).
180 It is, however, difficult to reconstruct how the two higher deities have been
related to the "cosmic secret" and functioned with other lesser gods from the text of KTU
1.10 i due to the damage of the tablet.
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1.1.2. Psalm 8.6a [ET 5a]
The text reads:
DTibxr: tour: imonm
Yet you have lowered181 him little than gods.
Ps 8.6a [ET 8.5a]182 also supports the view that the term □,ni7X(n) refers to
'divine beings' by itself; sc. 'the members of the heavenly court of Yahweh'183.
Heb. □,n'?X72 can be read here as 'from gods'184 rather than as 'from
God'185; hence it makes much clearer the meaning of the text, which takes
God as the subject of the verb186. LXX understands the last term of the phrase
as dyyclouc;187. In this 'creation' psalm188 it appears evident that the status of
the lesser deities is higher than that of mortals, although glory and honour
are given to them (8.6b)189.
1.1.3. Psalm 82.1
The opening verse of Ps 82 implies the same setting:
myn rnao dti'ox God stands190 in the assembly of gods;
tODttr □,n'?N znpn in the midst of gods191 he judges.
181 Heb. "ion denotes literally to 'lack, decrease': HALOT 338.
182 The verse-numbering of the Psalms is cited according to the Masoretic text in this
study.
183 Dahood (1966-70: [1] 51). Schedl's (1964) initial interpretation of the oym erbbw,
'babes and sucklings', in v. 3 as 'divine beings', rejected by Dahood (ibid.: 49-50), has been
accepted and developed byWyatt (1994b: 410-9) in a theogonic context.
184 Parker (1999c: 797). Cf. von Rad (1962:145) refers the dti5k to "angels".
185 Weiser (1962:144).
186 Cf. Gibson (1998:141).
187 A.A. Anderson (1972: [1] 103). Thus, 'heavenly beings' (NIV); 'angels' (KJV). Cf.
Heb 2.7, 9. G. Cooke (1964: 23) explains the DTi5k at this place as evidence for the
'conception of a plurality of divine beings'.
188 B.W. Anderson (1983: 237).
189
imtsyn -nm -mm, 'and (with) glory and honour you have crowned him'.
190 The N. ptc. sg. form of the Vax\ to 'erect' (cf. HALOT 714-5, 3X3), indicates that
the DTI5k is used as a singular subject.
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The majority of commentators refer to the first D^nbx in v. la (also, in v. 8) as
Yahweh19- to distinguish it from the second one in v. lb (also, in v. 6), whose
identity has been interpreted variously: such as Israelite judges193; or kings of
Judah/Israel194; or rulers of other nations195; or 'gods' other than Yahweh196 (sc.
the members of the divine council); or both gods and mortal judges197.
But the phraseology seems to make explicit usage of the second DTtbx
as 'gods' since DTibx mpD is paralleled with the previous phrase after the
m}198. Whilst MT takes it as bx mm, 'in the divine meeting199', or, 'in the
meeting of El200', LXX reads it as ev auvaycoYfj 9ecov, 'in the assembly of gods',
which presupposes D,l?x/Dbx mm, and which denotes a plural conception
191 The translation of LXX, which reads the DTibx in the second line of the verse as
an accusative ('in the midst he judges gods'), is rejected by the fact that the^anpa is not found
as the absolute form in the Hebrew Bible; see Salters (1991: 227). Thus, the 3ip3 is to be
construed in a construct relation to the QTlbx.
192 Thus, Morgenstern (1939: 29 n. 1; citing some critics: Cheyne, Baethgen, Kent,
Bertholet, Kittel, Gunkel and Konig); Gonzalez (1963: 293); Tsevat (1969:126); A.A. Anderson
(1972: [2] 593); Holladay (1993: 48); Parker (1995: 533 n. 4); and Wyatt (1996: 357, 359). It is
explained cogently that the DTlbx is used here rather than the Tetragrammaton since it is an
"elohistic psalm": Tsevat (ibid.); Tate (1990: 329); followed by Wyatt (ibid., 359). Weiser (1962:
556,558) and Watson (1984: 293) prefer 'God'.
193 Delitzsch (1888b: 459-62). Cf. LB: 'judges'.
194
Wyatt (1996: 362).
195 Duhm (1922: 317-8): the 'Hasmonean kings'; Buttenwieser (1938: 769-70): the
'deified kings of the Hellenistic age'. Cf. NASB: 'rulers'.
196 Wellhausen (1898: 198); H. Schmidt (1934: 156-7); Gordon (1935: 143);
Morgenstern (1939: 39); Rowley (1967: 251); Tsevat (1969:125); A.A. Anderson (1972: [2] 593);
Watson (1984: 293); Tate (1990: 329); ASV; KJV; NIV; NRSV; NJB; and NJPS: the 'divine
beings'. Cf. G.E. Wright (1950: 31-2): the 'patron angels of the nations'; Kraus (1988-9: [2] 155-
6).
197 Niehr (1987).
198 M.S. Smith (2002:144).
199 Or, 'assembly'.
200 Seybold (1990: 136). Morgenstern (1939: 39 n. 22) refers to the ba as the 'North-
Semitic' deity El, but translates as the 'divine assembly'. Also, see Wyatt (1996: 357,359).
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of gods . Although major translations, following MT, take a singular god
for the denotation of the second term of the phrase202, the Vorlage of the text
of LXX, concerning plural 'gods', seems more likely to reflect the 'original
text'203 for its Ugaritic reference is attested at KTU 1.15 ii 7: cdt ilm the
meeting/assembly of gods'204. In any case the supposed phrase indicates the
plural conception of the deities and it is paralleled semantically with cvAx
mpa.
Moreover, it may be said that D^K/bx my reflects a 'North Semitic
origin'; according to Morgenstern, the phrase is related to the 'North Semitic'
(Ugaritic) expression of El's council, in which his auxiliaries/helpers or sons
are its members205. Hence there is no reason to reject the interpretation of the
second crnbx as 'gods'. Consequently obx/bx my, the 'divine assembly'; the
'assembly of El'; or the 'assembly of gods' (v. 1), OTibx, 'gods' (vv. lb, 6),
201 It is supported by the Vulgate and the Syro-Hexaplar, whilst various other
readings (Symmachus and Jerome) render it to the singular bx. Morgenstern (1939: 29 n. 1)
cites Duhm and Buttenwieser, who read the text as 'cbx'. Also, cf. Salters (1991: 226): 'DAx
myy'.
202 ASV; KJV. Or as an adjective, 'divine': NAB; NJB; NJPS; and RSV.
203 Thus, Salters (1991: 226): "If two Hebrew versions did exist, the plural is likely to
have been the original, for it is difficult to see why a plural ending might have been added:
much easier to recognise the reasons for deliberately dropping such an ending; for it left
plural there is the greater possibility of the phrase being interpreted as an assembly of gods";
also, Parker (1999a: 206).
204 At this point, it alludes possibly to the existence of gods other than Yahweh as its
polytheistic background. It may have been transformed into "monotheistic" circumstances.
Cf. Salters (1991: 226-7).
205
Morgenstern (1939: 39 n. 22). Morgenstern (ibid.: 29-126) also supposes that the
text of Ps 82 is originated from Ugaritic poetry except for vv. 2-4, which are regarded as
secondary and added to the original text. Yet these verses are viewed as the parallel to KTU
1.16 i 14 ff. by O'Callaghan (1954: 313); thus, he says that they belong to the original part of
the hymn.
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and jrbl? N3, sons of Elyon' (v. 6) are all regarded as members of the divine
council206.
According to most scholars, it is not in question that Yahweh presides
over this divine council207. By contrast, some say that Yahweh is one of the
gods subordinate to the presiding El (or Elyon) in the council of El208; thus,
Schmidt argues that El is the presiding god and Yahweh is the judge in the
divine council209.
On the other hand, whilst others conclude that Yahweh is the judge210,
there are some dissenters. Parker has argued that the neither states nor
implies that the speaker is presiding over the gods, only that he is accusing
the gods" inasmuch as the meaning of the term is varied in the contexts of
the psalm. He has also insisted that the term nSD in v. la indicates Yahweh's
subordinate position to El for the members of the divine assembly are
supposed to stand 'as distant from the presiding deity' (the VaiT in Job 1.6,
■v
2.1; and "IOU in 1 Kgs 22.19, 21, whilst Yahweh is 'sitting'211, etc.)212.
205 Parker (1995: 533).
207 Kraus (1988-9: [2] 154-6); Gonzalez (1963: 301); Loretz (1975: 588); Gordon (1978:
129-31); Mullen (1980: 230,232); and M.S. Smith (2002: 37,144).
208 Schmid (1955:183-7); Eissfeldt (1956: 25-37); Schlisske (1973: 33-4); Niehr (1990: 80,
81); and von Rad (1962: 211, 223).
209 W.H. Schmidt (1966: 33). In contrast to this view, see Weiser (1962: 558 n. 1).
210 Ackerman (1966: 306); Preuss (1971: 112); Niehr (1986: 98, 373, 379-80); Watson
(1984: 292); and Miller (1986:121).
211 The ptc. masc. sg. form of Vh'ti\
212 Parker (1995: 536-7) cites Boecker (1964: 85-6): Exod 18.13-4; Judg 4.5; Joel 4.12; Ps
122.5; Prov 20.8; and Dan 7.9-10. However, cf. Ezek 44.24: limr, 'and they shall take
their stand to judge'; citing others (G.A. Cooke, 1936: 486: 'officiate', 'preside'; Zimmerli,
1979-83: [2] 450; NJPS and NRSV: 'act as judges'), Parker tends to interpret it as rhetorical;
hence, in an executive sense; yet, this is not convincing; a literal translation of the first term is
more acceptable in this verse. It is no problem to accept Yahweh's standing posture as the
judge's attitude. Cf. Isa 3.13-14a: kit BStina mrr D1D2J pb nam mrr anb am, 'Yahweh
stands to strive; and he takes his stand to judge the peoples; Yahweh comes into judgement'.
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Hence Yahweh is standing in the assembly (which is unusual in the
general cases of judges, who sit when they judge213) and thus it can be said
that Yahweh is not presiding over the divine council; he is originally a
subordinate deity in El's assembly214.
However, this is denied by Wyatt for two reasons: 1) Yahweh is a
'southern Palestinian form of El'215; and 2) 'the plea that Yahweh should arise
(□,nbx noip, v. 8) implies that he is not already standing'; hence Yahweh's
sitting position is a prerequisite for the usage of Dip; thus, he understands 3333
in v. la to indicate Yahweh's presiding action216. Therefore, 3333 may be used
to denote his gesture to preside over the divine council, whilst the term Dip is
used to exhort Yahweh to stand up to judge at this place217. Yahweh's
Yahweh takes the role of the 'accusing' judge here. It can be understood in the same sense.
Contrast to this, Parker (1995: 537 and n. 17): Yahweh as a plaintiff.
213 Parker (1995: 536-7) cites Boecker (1964: 85-6): Exod 18.13-4; Judg 4.5; Joel 4.12; Ps
122.5; Prov 20.8; and Dan 7.9-10. However, cf. Ezek 44.24: DDfflb nam, 'and they shall take
their stand to judge'; citing others (G.A. Cooke, 1936: 486: 'officiate', 'preside'; Zimmerli,
1979-83: [2] 450; NJPS and NRSV: 'act as judges'), Parker tends to interpret it as rhetorical;
hence, in an executive sense. Yet, this is not convincing. A literal translation of the first term
is more acceptable in this verse. It is no problem to accept Yahweh's standing posture as the
judge's attitude. Cf. Isa 3.13-14a: KID1 DSUI03 mm D^as? pb nam mn1 Dnb 323, 'Yahweh
stands to strive; and he takes his stand to judge the peoples; Yahweh comes into judgement'.
Yahweh takes the role of the 'accusing' judge here. It can be understood in the same sense.
Contrast to this, Parker (1995: 537 and n. 17): Yahweh as a plaintiff.
214 Parker (1995: 535-8).
215 Cf. Cross (1973: 44): "El is clearly regarded as a proper name of Yahweh".
216
Wyatt (1996: 357-8 n. 2). M.S. Smith (2002: 37) also holds the view that Yahweh is
here "enthroned amidst the assembly of divine beings".
217 Watson (1984: 302, 303) correlates God with the sun motif which is suggested by
some related terms such a 'arise' and 'darkness', etc. Yet <0021 never happens with Dip. Rather,
it occurs with xm (Gen 19.23, etc.) or nnt (Gen 32.31, etc.) to denote the rising sun. Hence, Dip
is more properly construed here in regard to the expected movement of Yahweh from his
throne.
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presiding in the divine council also corresponds to the Ugaritic god El's
presiding over a similar council of divine beings (KTU 1.2 i 19 ff.)218.
In the meantime, although pm may be translated generally as
'inside' or 'among'219, it is more probable that it should be translated literally
in v. lb to suggest that Yahweh is positioned 'in the middle of the gods,
supposing that he appears as the supreme god among them by taking the
central place220.
Additionally, the narration in v. 5 inserted between two addresses (vv.
2-4 and vv. 6-7) interrupts them and justifies the fact that the wandering
'divine beings'221 deserve to be impeached by the celestial court222:
iy""P Kb They do not know;
IPS'1 Kbi and they do not understand.
"Dbnrv mam In darkness they walk back and forth223;
px Horn br> ittur all foundations of the earth are
quaking.
It informs us that the accused deities are running about in confusion224. The
result of the administration of the gods on earth may affect the order of the
whole world225; the earth, in fact, is founded upon justice (Isa 28.16).
218 Cross (1973: 186-90) points out that the Council of Yahweh is the 'Israelite
counterpart of the council of El'.
219 Parker (1995: 536 n. 15).
220 Mullen (1980: 231). In this respect, the expression DTlbx miT may be rendered to
'Yahweh of gods' or 'Lord of gods', construed as the supreme god among the gods so that
the DTlbx may be taken as a plural form (Gen 2.16, etc.): Wyatt (1996: 366 n. 15; 2001: 244 n.
!)•
221 The issue of the identity of these entities shall be dealt with in Chapter II.
222 Tsevat (1969:129): v. 5 is 'not an address or a proclamation but the deliberation of
the judge in camera in preparation of the verdict; followed by Wyatt (1996. 362). The judge
here means Yahweh.
223 The hithpael form of the Vpbn, 'go, come, walk' (HALOT 246-8), has an iterative
meaning at this place: Lambdin (1971: 250).
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At any rate, the psalm may allow an interpretation in terms of an
Ugaritic polytheistic226 setting. The hierarchy of angelic power in the text may
show a transitional step of Israelite religion en route for "monotheism" or
absolute Yahwism from the polytheistic background227.
1.1.4. Psalm 97.7b
The text reads:
□Tlbx l1? linntin Prostrate228 yourselves to him, all gods!
The term DTtbK appears again here in a context of adoration of Yahweh. The
term evidently denotes plural beings for it takes a plural verb (nnnttin)229. It
may indicate the false 'gods' who have been judged as a boa, 'idol'230, or as
224 In the Ugaritic paralleled descriptions, lesser deities are described as wandering
to and fro when they fall into panic; after the death of Baal, lesser deities travelled here and
there; and they arrived at the divine assembly of El to report the Baal's death: sbn[y 1 q]v
[a]r[s xx]h 7/[[k]j ksm mhyt, '[We] have turned around [to the e]nds of the [ea]r[th], (to) the
edge of the meadow' (KTU 1.5 vi 3-5).
225 Tsevat (1969:128 and n. 15).
226 Cf. the comment of Rowley (1967: 251) on v. 1 of the psalm: Yahweh is "one of
many gods and it is undoubted that behind the religion of Israel lies polytheism".
227
Morgenstern (1939: 114); and Wyatt (1996: 22): "The world envisaged by Ps 82,
where it appears that polytheism is in the process of being rejected in favour of monotheism,
gives no indication of modification of either the structure of cosmology, or the mythological
level". Thus, Rofe (1969: xxiii) concludes that the early polytheistic view is evidently found
in the mythological elements in the Hebrew Bible and that the lesser deities in the pantheon
had been "deposed to the status of an angel", leaving Yahweh alone as the absolute god, in a
process of monotheisation.
228 Whilst the unntlin is taken, as a possibility, in the indicative (NAB, NJPS, and
NRSV), it is taken, more probably, as the hithpael, impv. form (ASV, KJV, NASB, NIV, and
NJB) of the nruii, to 'bow down, prostrate oneself': BDB 1005; HALOT 1457 (cf. 1458 [nntii]).
Freedman's oral suggestion as a precative (hence: 'May all the heavenly beings bow down to
him') is rejected by Howard (1997: 70-1): a precative sense does not occur in suffixing forms,
but only with prefixing conjugations (Kautzsch, 1910: §109; b).
229 Holladay (1993:125).
230 BDB 820; HALOT 949. The 'graven image of an idol': GHCLOTS 684.
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insufficiency, worthlessness'231, in v. 7a232; thus, it has been regarded as
an "ironical challenge" to the false gods233.
However, LXX interprets it as 'messengers': -ndvxeQ ol ayyeloi autoO,
'All his messengers'234, which may presuppose vnbx bo. Thus the phrase
may be best understood as the interpretation that the psalmist urges lesser
deities to adore the divine sovereignty of the true god Yahweh, after judging
the worshippers of idols; hence it may be intended to connote the rank of
other DTlbx (ayyeloi) subordinate to the absolute crnbx. In any case, the
□Tibx here evidently denotes the plural 'gods' other than the supreme 'god'
Yahweh.
The imperative form of the verb nntzi denotes the rank of the □,nt?K
before Yahweh; they are called to worship their cosmic king235. Thus the
DTrbx may designate the divine assembly or council who are to celebrate
Yahweh's enthronement236.
1.1.5. Psalm 138.1b
The doxological text reads:
-pam □oibx Before gods I praise you.
231 HALOT 55-6.
232 D,IT,'?K3 DAbnnnn boD bs 'All who are serving (graven) image(s) be
ashamed; those who are praising worthless idols'.
233 Scroggie (1978: 286).
234 Cf. 'divine beings' (NJPS); other translations take it as 'gods': NASB; RSV; NJB;
NIV; and KJV. Holladay (1993: 85) remarks that "where the Septuagint does seem to be
interpretive, it is because it is a theological product of its time , but, LXX takes 0coi for
OTlbx at Ps 82.6. Thus it is clear that the OTTbx conveys basically the meaning of 'gods', but
with a theological interpretation itmay be translated as divine agents (cf. Heb 1:6).
235 Thus, it is classified as a royal psalm by Gunkel (1928: 90).
236 Seeligmann (1964: 83).
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In the setting of an exaltation of Yahweh, it is more understandable to see the
□Ttbx as lesser 'gods' of Yahweh rather than as other existent pagan 'gods'237
since it is unconvincing that the psalmist is praising Yahweh in front of
pagan 'gods'238. Hence it is notable that LXX reads the text: evavxiov dyyeAon/
i|/ccl(5 oot, 'before messengers I will sing praise to you'239. Thus it may
support the fact that the lesser deities of Yahweh can be identified as 'gods'.
1.2. DbK/LrbN 'Gods'
Divine beings of the heavens are called also the d5n, 'gods', (cf. Exod 15.11;
Dan 11.36) constituting the celestial court of Yahweh; in the mythological
description of Ps 58.2 the judgement of the gods is present as one of the main
tasks in the divine assembly240, which may be related most closely to Ps 82.
The divine conflict between the supreme god and lesser deities happens as
follows:
p~onn pis aba D3DNn Do you indeed, O gods, speak241
righteousness?
din •od iDDtfn □"HUTD Do you judge (with) equity 242 the
sons of Adam243?
237 Dahood (1966-70: [3] 276-7). Differently, as 'princes' or 'judges': Murphy (1875:
663).
238 Thus it can be suggested that the doxology is given to Yahweh, who is in the
'divine court of the gods in heaven': Weiser (1962: 798); Brueggemann (1984:131).
239 Cf. 'divine beings' (NJPS); 'angels' (NJB); other translations make it 'gods' (NASB;
RSV; NIV; and KJV).
240 The psalm contains a mythological view of history, which is seen to be controlled
by the gods: Zenger (1996: 37). It reveals also an ancient idea of the hierarchical divine realm:
sc. the supreme god Yahweh and his lesser gods in charged.




Wyatt (2001: 244 n. 1) interestingly suggests that the DIN is used ideologically to
indicate the 'Primal Man', who has had the primal kingship.
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(Ps 58.2 [ET 58.1]).
In the trial the speaker seems to be Yahweh. Divine beings are called 'gods'
and asked, with a rebuke, about their duty as judges244; and they are given a
verdict (v. 3 [ET v. 2]).
For the reason of the mythological description of the gods, Weiser
cogently explains that 'it is a matter of the process, which finds its
explanation in the history of religion, whereby the Yahweh religion absorbed
and reduced to a lower rank the gods associated with the worship at the
Canaanite shrines; in the course of this process, the Old Testament
monotheistic idea of God made use of the foreign polytheistic religious
elements to suit its own purposes and brought its own moral superiority to
bear on them'245.
1.3. crnbx(n) "oaorabx 'Sons of God'
These titles of lesser deities contain a mythological sense. The 'Sons of God'
seem to fit on the same level as the DDttbrc, 'messenger deities', in the divine
hierarchy. The titles probably convey the 'kinship' relation of lesser deities to
their master god246.
1.4. nsno 'Assembly'247
The term is associated with in, conveying the conception of the assembly:
hence, una "in, 'mount of assembly' (Isa 14.13); in the passage, it is related to
the bx 'Mia, 'Stars of ET. It may reflect the same idea represented in the
244 According to Watson (1984: 286), the pns and the QSfflD constitute here the
'envelope figure', which means the "repetition of the same phrase or sentence at the
beginning and end of a stanza or poem" (ibid.: 282-3). As 'keywords', they may highlight
here the function of the gods, who are charged with judging on the basis of righteousness.
245 Weiser (1962: 430).
246 We will discuss these terms further in Chapter II.
247 Or, 'meeting': HALOT 557-8. Cf. Ug. med: UT §19.1512; WUS no. 1195; DUL 520.
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Ugaritic texts (cf. Ug. phr m T/248). Thus it implies that the Hebrew writers
believed in the existence of deities other than Yahweh249.
1.5. O'nmr^n) 'Stars'
The term occurs in parallel with the matin Nmj (Deut 4.19; Job 38.7; Ps 148.3;
Isa 14.13; Jer 8.2; cf. Dan 8.10), which may indicate warrior deities. As an
astronomical expression it may portray a countless number of celestial
beings250.
1.6. mbx no251 (mm mo252) 'Council253 of God (Yahweh)'254
They are used diversely to denote 'multitudes of divine beings' 255. It
emphasises the fact that Yahweh (or El) presides over the council.
248 Cross (1953: 274 n. 1); Gray (1964a: 59).
249 The reason for the biblical usage of the similar Semitic terms has been explained
properly by Cross (1953: 274 n. 1): "while some of the imagery and poetic language featuring
biblical allusions to the council of Yahweh find their ultimate origin in the assembly of the
gods common to the mythological Weltbild of Mesopotamia and Canaan, the conception of
the heavenly assembly was radically transformed on being incorporated into the faith of
Israel".
250 The term shall be studied again in Chapter IV.
251 Cf. Job 15.8.
252 Cf. Jer 23.18. Also cf. T)0, 'my council', at v. 22.
253 The ITD, 'circle of confidants, council': HALOT 745. Suggested etymological
connections of the mo are various: related to the supposed Vmo, to 'sit', taking a sense of
'sitting for conversation or consultation': Fuerst (1867: 970); or to V"I0\ to 'sit together' (cf.
Niphal): BDB 691; GHCLOTS 580. For further etymological argumentation, see Fabry (1999:
171-2). Parker (1999a: 204-5) argues that the usage of the mo for the divine 'council' had
originated with the Israelites. However, the sd for the divine 'council, which is most
possibly related to the Hebrew term, is found once at KTU 1.20 i 4, whilst the qhl does not
occur in the Ugaritic texts.
254 For the concept of the divine council, cf. Isa 35.3-4; 40.1-8, 26; 44.26; 48.20-22; 52.7-
10; 57.14 and 62.10-2. For the study of the council of Yahweh, see representatively Robinson
(1944); Cross (1953); and Mullen (1980:113-144).
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1.7. bx m» 'Divine Assembly256' or 'Assembly of El257'
The expression occurs as a designation for the assembly of the supreme god;
it may be related to the imagery of the divine assembly in the Ugaritic texts:
Ug. cdt ilm (cf. KTU 1.15 ii 7)258.
1.8. D^np bnp(o^np nio259)'Assembly260 (Council) ofHoly Ones'
The bnp occurs with an association of crtznp261 in the Hebrew Bible262. They
may refer to a group of lesser deities.
1.9. Miscellaneous Hebrew Titles
There are some other titles of lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible: "03,
'Sons of Elyon' (Ps 82.6); (m)xns, 'Host' (cf. Ps 89.9); and □'■Bhp, 'Holy Ones'
(cf. Job 5.1; 15.15, etc.), etc. They will be examined in later chapters.
Summary
As shown in the previous treatment of the Ugaritic corpus, some Ugaritic
collective terms (ilm, dr il, phr ilm, cdt ilm, phr mcd, etc.) denote the plurality
255 For other cases, cf. the 5x 'asis, the 'stars of God (or El)': Isa 14.13; the "'3D1D,
'morning stars': Job 38.7; the D^BI, the 'Rephaim': Isa 14.9; and the Via (restored after LXX),
'his sons': Prov 30.4.
256 The m»; the f. form of the m»: HALOT 789-90 (also see unn: HALOT 557-8). Cf.
Ug. cdt: UT §19.1816; WUS no. 1195; DUL151-2.
257 Cf. Ps 82.1. Morgenstern (1939: 39 n. 22) refers to the origin of the bn as the 'North
Semitic' god El; Yahweh is recognized often as El: mil1 5x, 'Yahweh is El' (Ps 118.27). For the
same translation, also cf. Wyatt (1996: 357).
258 G.R. Driver (1956: 37 n. 5).
259 Ps 89.8. Also cf. Gen 49.6.
260 Snp is not attested in other Northwest Semitics, such as Ugaritic, Phoenician, or
older Aramaic. For its basic meaning of 'assembly, convocation, congregation, assembled
multitude', see BDB 874; HALOT 1079-80; Miiller (1997:1118). Cf. Ug. (m)phr(t) and dr, 'circle'.
261 The D^lp as an indication of plural deities shall be discussed in Chapter II.
262 Ps 89.6.
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of the lesser deities and their membership in the divine assembly. Similarly,
some Hebrew terms of divine titles (ombK, oba/mbx, and una, etc.) attest
the plurality of divine beings and their membership of the divine assembly in
the biblical Hebrew texts. Whilst Ugaritic lesser gods are discerned as being
restricted in knowledge (KTU 1.10 i 1-5), Hebrew lesser gods (mnbx) are
described as omniscient (Gen 3.22; 2 Sam 14.17b, 20b). Psalm 8.6a describes
that they are figures superior to humans. Biblical Hebrew references state
that they are members of the heavenly council (Ps 82.1) and their hierarchical
status is classified as lesser deities (Ps 97.7b; 138.1b). Yahweh's lesser deities
are called also oba or mbx (Exod 15.11; Ps 58.2 [ET 58:1]; Dan 11.36). Like the
Ugaritic expression bn ilm, the Hebrew terms □,nbK(n) ^o/dSk "On are used
to denote, with a mythological sense, the 'lesser deities' (cf. Chapter II). Other
Hebrew terms are suggested evidently as the mythological terms to indicate
'lesser deities': -linn (Isa 14.13); D'aoio^); mbx mo [mm mo]; bit my (Ps
82.1); o^np bnp (mtthtp mo);p,L?y mo; (m)xoy; and munp, etc.
2. Position of Lesser Deities in the Divine Assembly in the Hebrew Bible
In order to examine the position of lesser deities in the divine assembly in the
Hebrew Bible, it would be necessary to see how the hierarchical divine
assembly is structured and how the rank of the lesser deities is suggested in
the divine assembly.
2.1. Hierarchical Structure of the Divine Assembly in the Hebrew Bible
The research will now be concerned with the hierarchical structure of the
divine assembly in the Hebrew Bible. Through the relation of the celestial
beings with the divine king Yahweh, we may find the hierarchical structure
of the divine assembly.
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2.1.1. Genesis 1.26a
The text implies the existence of deities other than Yahweh:
unions uabsn nnx ntoyj Din'?x naxu
And God said, Let us make a man in our image after our
likeness'.
The 1. pi. form of the Vntoy here has been traditionally interpreted by
Christians as an expression of the Trinity263. Yet this is a dogmatic judgment264.
It has also been regarded as the 'plural of majesty' like the OTiba, 'God'265, or
as the 'plural of exhortation': e.g. 'Let's go'266. Yet these arguments do not
explain the 1. pi. suffixes of the following phrases, unions uobss, and the
other biblical reference of the 1. pi. expression 'us' (Gen 3.22).
Instead, it is interpreted here as an indication of the heavenly
assembly, in which the supreme god is surrounded by other celestial beings
(cf. Gen 3.22; 11.7; Ps 29.1-2; 82; 89.6-7; Job 1.6; 2.1; 38.7; Isa 6.8;~1 Kgs 22.19-
22; Dan 4.14; and 7.10)267. The presence of divine beings other than Yahweh
leads to the theological objection that if they are lesser deities, their
participation in the creation of humans is problematic since they are
creatures as well (Ps 8.6). However, it may be relieved by Delitzsch's
explanation that it does not indicate their co-operation, but their sympathy
(or approval in the divine council)268. Thus the n'iiU is best construed as the
'cohortative of consultation' with other gods269 . This polytheistic vision
263 Especially, the Church Fathers; Calvin; followed by Delitzsch (1888a: 98);
Armstrong (1962: 39, 69-70, and 132 n. 1).
264 S.R. Driver (1909:14); Skinner (1910: 30-1).
265 S.R. Driver (1909:14). For various grammatical interpretations of the DTlSx, see n.
165 above.
266 Cassuto (1961: 55-6).
267 The Jewish tradition (Bereshith Rabba, viii 3-7) follows this view. Cf. Skinner
(1910: 30-1); von Rad (1972: 58); Sarna (1989:12) and Kline (2000: 28).
268 Delitzsch (1888a: 98-9).
269 S.R. Driver (1909:14-5); Skinner (1910: 30).
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supports the fact that Yahweh is presiding over the divine council as the
supreme god and the other celestial beings are participating in the
convention as his lesser deities270.
Consequently the divine image is given a human form. The repeated
phrases with a similar meaning, wnraiD linbm, emphasise the human
resemblance to gods and their godlike quality, which may be related to his
sovereignty over the earth (Gen 1.26b)271. It is interpreted also as a corporeal
implication 'in accordance with the anthropomorphic conception of the
godhead among the peoples of the ancient East'272. Nevertheless, the mortal is
ranked as being less than celestial gods (Ps 8.6a [ET 8.5a]).
2.1.2. Genesis 3.22
The text uses the same 'us', referring clearly to Yahweh and other deities:
ym ma ninb uoo -in*o rrn man p DTibx mrr -10*01
nbyb th bo*o trTin po □: npbi or nbur p nnm
And Yahweh of the gods273 said, 'Behold, the man has become
one274 of us to know good and evil'; and now, he may stretch
out his hand, and take also from the tree of the lives, and eat,
and live for ever.
iriN and the following 1. pi. form with a preposition pan) imply the
existence of divine beings other than Yahweh; it suggests that lesser deities
are mentioned among 'us'275. As is the case at Gen 1.26a, this is not an intra-
270 Hebel (1985: 538). Sarna (1989:12) argues that "This is the Israelite version of the
Polytheistic assemblies of the pantheon—monotheized and depaganized .
271 Sarna (1989:12).
272 Cassuto (1961: 56). This view, explained and also rejected by Cassuto, is
acceptable here. He construes that the meaning has been corporeal at the first step, and
then it has been changed to 'spiritual'. Yet it seems to connote both.
273 See n. 220 above.
274 The kaph veritatis.
275 S.R. Driver (1909: 50); G. Cooke (1964: 23).
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frinitarian dialogue. The text signifies Yahweh as the figure presiding over
the divine council; his initial address provides an agenda for discussion with
other divine beings. In this regard, the second element of the DTiba mrr can
be referred to as the divine attendants of the heavenly council276; they are
summoned to Yahweh's court for his judgments (cf. Ps 82.1). It is described
in the same manner also in Gen 11.7 (mi:, 'let us go down')277 and Isa 6.8 (lab
"I'm "'01, 'and who will go for us?'). All texts allude to the context of the
council of Yahweh and other divine beings that surround him278, entailing
the hierarchical structure of the divine assembly.
As discussed above, the ability to discern good and evil is one of the
privileges of the gods279. Adam has obtained one of the divine characteristics:
knowledge; it is cause for concern that now he is trying to acquire another
one: immortality. In doing so, the fruit of the tree of life may bring him the
completion of his divinity280.
Summary
The hierarchical structure of the divine assembly in the Hebrew Bible mainly
comprises two hierarchical ranks: the supreme god Yahweh and his lesser
deities. Compared with the Ugaritic system of the pantheon, it is simplified
in the Hebrew Bible. Biblical Hebrew references attest to the existence of
lesser deities and their plurality (Gen 1.26a; 3.22, etc.). For instance, the DTiSn
can be construed as either a single god (Yahweh) or plural gods (lesser
276 Whilst this may be intended as the 'monotheistic' translation by the writer and by
the tradition, it is acceptable that the DVibx was understood originally in a plural sense,
which implies a polytheistic concept: Wyatt (1996: 366 n. 15; 2001: 244 n. 1).
277 A majority of interpreters (Cross, 1953: 275 n. 4; Schmid, 1955:172, and G. Cooke,
1964: 22-3, ef al.) find a polytheistic conception from this place.
278 Parker (1999c: 797).
279 Cf. Cassuto (1961:172).
280
Wyatt (1996: 363). Wyatt (ibid.) interestingly remarks that the "trees were one and
the same, for only one tree could stand 'in the middle of the garden (Gen 2.9) .
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deities) as members of the heavenly council. The lesser deities participate as
members in Yahweh s assembly, whose government is over the cosmos.
2.2. Rank of Lesser Deities in the Divine Assembly in the Hebrew Bible
This study will consider the rank of lesser deities in the divine council of
Yahweh by examining some biblical Hebrew texts which contain the
manifest evidence of the existence of lesser deities.
2.2.1. Deuteronomy 33.2-3
Lesser deities around Yahweh may be found in the text281:
toe mrr Yahweh from Sinai came,
iob T»fcn mn and282 he lit forth283 from Seir to them284;
]~ikd -ino train he shone forth285 from Mount Paran286,
281 The 'Blessing of Moses' is one of the most difficult texts in Hebrew Bible studies.
The study on the date of the text has been conducted diligently so far: Phythian-Adams
(1923); Gaster (1947b); Cross-Freedman (1948); Kittle (1959); Seeligman (1964); Jeremias
(1965: 62-4,127-8,140); Margulis (1969); Cassuto (1973b); and Freedman (1980).
282 It is read that the waw-consecutive of themn and the nriNl was added later to the
original text (Budde, 1922; Cross-Freedman, 1948: 198 n. 4), although Cassuto (1973b: 50)
doubts its later addition to the text.
283 The mt, to 'rise, come forth, shine' (BDB 280; HALOT 281), is used generally to
denote the appearance of stars (Num 24.17) and planets (Gen 32.32). Cf. Is 58.10; Ps 112.4.
284 Whilst MT reads the letters following after the TJJtoa as inb, LXX interprets them
as furry, 'to us', which presupposes lib or I0»b (also, cf. Targum); thus, Cassuto (1973b: 50)
and Cross (1973:101) read lib for its orthographic emendation. But it is more preferably read
as lab, 'to them'; thus: Freedman (1980: 32); followed by D.L. Christensen (1984: 386; 2002:
832). Cf. Seeligmann (1964: 76, 77) takes it as IDtfb, 'to his people', which is to be paralleled
with the mm and the D» in v. 5b: cf. de Moor (1997: 256 n. 228). It can also be read as 'to
him'.
285 The my to 'shine forth': BDB 422; HALOT 424; Schnutenhaus (1964); Jeremias
(1965: 62-4). It may be related to the usage of its Ugaritic cognate in the context of the divine
conflict of KTU 1.2 i 3; 1.3 iii 37-8 and iv 4: Miller (1973: 77). Ug. ypc denotes the luminous
theophany of Yam. Thus with this sense it is here used properly to express the theophany of
Yahweh: Mayes (1979: 398).
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ttnp naaio nnto and he came287 from ten thousands of the
Holy Ones288;
101? m SK lro^o horn his right hand marched the gods,
D"iau 33n indeed, (the ones) who love289 peoples290;
TV3 VHJnp all his Holy Ones291 are under his hand292,
286 The jlKB appears as the "Din, 'wilderness' (Num 10.12), which may indicate also
the "in: Simons (1959: 23). Thus, cf. Hab 3.3.
~87 The nns, to 'come' (DCH, 454), is structured to be paralleled with the N3 as
synonyms: Freedman (1980: 38-9).
288 Cross-Freedman (1948:199 n. 9) correct, more probably, (flip to Otthp (supported
through Targum Onkelos [pttblp]), suggesting that the original ending D had been dropped
off for haplography; and they translate it in a collective sense: cf. Nyberg (1938: 335-6); Milik
(1957: 253 n. 2) and Cross (1966: 26 n. 49). In the Hebrew Bible the (□)ffl'1p denotes the 'gods':
cf. the reading of LXX on Exod 15.11; thus, Miller (1973: 184 n. 23). Differently, ffllp rraiyn,
'from the desert of Qadesh': Seeligmann (1964: 76, 77); fflip niiyn, 'from the steppes of
Kadesh': Cassuto (1973b: 50), citing Bottcher, Bertholet and Budde; or tthp main, 'from the
ten thousands of Kadesh': de Moor (1997: 256; for the ram as 'human warriors', see n. 230).
For the discussion on other different readings, cf. S.R. Driver (1902: 392-3).
289 The act. ptc. form of the Vmn, to 'love': BDB 285; HALOT 284-5; Cassuto (1973b:
51). Cf. LXX reads kcu c^eiaato ro0 AaoO aikou, 'and he spared his people', which
presupposes my nam. Yet, since the subject of a particle can be omitted (cf. Kautzsch, 1910:
§116; 3), the term may have the plural entities (the DBhp or dSn; see the discussion below on
the orthographical reconstruction of the term) as its semantic subject. It is confirmed by
Cross-Freedman (1948: 200 n. 13) who render the vocalization and translation of the second
and third terms of the phrase to hobebe cammim and to the 'guardians of the people'; thus
they are the 'heavenly host who surround and accompany Yahweh', who may be identified
as the Dttiip who are taking their role as guardian deities. Seeligmann (1964: 81) also
interprets that the amy mn are 'regarded here as my phr ilm.
290 LXX understands at this point as toO AaoO auxou, 'his people', which
presupposes my; otherwise, ~[0y, 'your people': Cassuto (1973b: 51). But the plural form of
the ay, in MT, seems more probable here, as corresponding to the semantic plural subject of
the ran, if we accept: sc. obK; thus, 'gods who love mortals'. See further discussion below.
291 LXX reads f|Yiaa|UEvoL, 'sanctified ones', and thus presupposes CPttnp. Cf. Miller
(1973: 81).
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"jbmb l3n am and they prostrate themselves293 at your foot;
"[TilDnD xto1 they carry out294 your words295.
The descriptions begin with Yahweh's theophany. Yahweh is described here
as dwelling on his mountain of many peaks, where myriads of chariots and
thousands of lesser deities are with him (cf. Ps. 68:16-18 [ET 15-17])296. His
theophany is accompanied with trembling and thundering there (cf. Ps 68.8-9
[ET 7-8]). Yahweh and his "angelic" army demonstrate his sovereignty and
Yahweh reveals himself, at Mount Sinai297, as the 'divine warrior king'298 of
the cosmic world.
292 MT takes -|T3 at this place. The translation follows LXX, which reads the text as
uito tccc xetpac ccutou, 'under his hands', and which presupposes VP3 (cf. D).
~93 Whilst MT reads the text as I3n am, it has been difficult to find the root of the
second term. Finding the oldest reading of the text, Cross-Freedman (1948: 200-1 n. 16) read
the first two terms of the phrase as combined Dnon himtakku; -t may be infixed into the
variant mk of the "Jmwk or mkk (sc. Hithpael form). Cf. HCLOT 1471; HALOT 580: to 'bow
oneself, become low' (Ps 106.43; Eccl 10.18 and Job 24.24); see its Ugaritic cognate: DUL 543;
to 'fall'; cf. KTU 1.2 iv 17); and they read h- as a preformative. Flowever, see their translation
of v. 3 with their understanding of the subject of the verb not as gods, but as mortals.
Differently, Milik (1957: 252) relates the first term to Ug. hm, To, behold', and the second,
unconvincingly, to the verb tkk, derived from Syr. and Ar., whose Hebrew noun form is tok,
'oppression'. Cf. further discussion in Miller (1973: 81, 218 n. 46). De Moor (1997: 257 and n.
236) takes the hm, 'if', here as a variant of cm as in Ugaritic.
294 Whilst MT reads to Tift, carry, bear, transport^ (DCH 758-70), without the
waw consecutive, it is suggested that it is better read as ~pmm D<l>Kto-1 (BHS). LXX reads a 1
at this place; thus: kccl eSc^ato ano icov loycov autou, 'and he received of his words'; but it
makes more sense to take the XilT as a present: G.A. Smith (1918: 364). iu inserts the 1 and
read the verb as a pi. The MT reading is preferred here. Otherwise, Cross-Freedman (1948:
193,201) take KiZT as a ^-infixed verbal form.
295 MT reads yrnmo; but itmay be read as Jmm after the restored DINtUV
296 For other similar expressions to v. 2, cf. Judg 5.4-5; Ps. 68.8-9 [ET 7-8]; Hab 3.3-4;
and Ezek 1.4,26-8.
297 Mount Sinai, which appears as the centre of the universal kingdom here, has the
same theological importance as Mount Saphon in the Ugaritic texts. They are both the
central sacred mountain in the world. The 'theological centrality of Saphon appears to
justify Baal's enthronement (KTU 1.6 vi 33-5). Wyatt (1996: 43) remarks: "Mount Saphon
must have lain at the very heart of the religious consciousness of the people of Ugarit. It is in
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2.2.1.1. Lesser Deities in the Original Text
The second colon of the second tricolon of MT begins with the There
have been various readings of the phrase following the 1],D,?2 299; thus
numerous translations have been suggested with diverse readings of it: MT
reads the last phrase as vib m m, '(went) a fiery law300 for them' (KJV); and
LXX renders it to ayyeXoi pex' auxou, 'messengers with him'301, which may
presuppose ibuiN or ircy dSk302.
As the result of their own orthographical approach303, the more
probable reading is proposed by Cross and Freedman: cAn im, 'marched304
the gods303'. According to them, the endingm is a present form restored from
this sense, rather than in a strictly geographical sense, that the mountain constituted the
centre of the world".
298
Margulis (1969: 210).
299 See the discussion in S.R. Driver (1902: 390-1 n. 2).
300 Whilst Kethib takes the term as mm, Qere reads it separately as m ffiN. Ten
Commandments (?): cf. Deut 9.10. Cf. Seeligmann (1964: 76, 77): rvniBK, a 'fiery stream'.
301 Cf. LXX on Deut 32.8; Ps 8.6; Job 1.6,2.1, and 38.7.
302 Cf. Acts 7.53; Gal 3.19; and Heb 2.2.
303 Cross-Freedman (1948:193). In comparison with orthography, poetic diction, and
structure of Northwest Semitic parallels, Cross-Freedman (ibid.., 192; and cf. n. 7) date the
verse's composition most likely from the eleventh century B.C.E. at the earliest and suppose
that it was possibly written down in the ninth century B.C.E. For the view of the early
composition, cf. Gaster (1947b: 53) and Ginsberg (1948). If it is, it may possibly be related to
the Ugaritic poetic style and metrical forms. In contrast to this view, see Murtonen (1953).
The argument of R. Meyer (1961), based on M. Noth, that the text has the textual setting of
the exilic period, which has been influenced from a Persian background, is cogently rejected
by G. Cooke (1964: 36 n. 63), explaining that "for while the Persian satrap system coincides
nicely with this mythological picture, it is not the only tenable historical basis for Deut 32.8
f.; the 'sons of gods' and 'heavenly assembly' motifs are so central and pervasive in ancient
Near Eastern texts - especially Ugaritic - as to demand more serious consideration of pre-
exilic settings for their occurrence in Israelite traditions".
304 Heb. "lfflK, to 'stride, go forward': HALOT97; DCH418-9. Cf. Ug. atr. DUL126.
305
Adopting their reading, the nbx would be better translated as 'gods', rather than
their own translation, 'mighty ones'. Cf. de Moor (1997: 256 and 257): "the other gods march
with him as if they were his troops".
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the damaged original signs of K~i306; thus it is read possibly as gSk ~)U)X rather
than a reading of MT, "inb m fflK; BHS also emends it similarly to
ntfx307. It is conceivable that by around the tenth century B.C.E. the dSn had
undergone a configurative shift from a polytheistic designation to another
theological identification.
As they mentioned, the similar usage of the verb (cf. Prov 9.6) is
found in the Ugaritic texts; in the dream of Keref, El appears and commends
him to make his soldiers a mighty army:
w I rbt km yr atr and by the myriad308 like early rains309 let
them march310;
tn tn hlk two (by) two let them proceed311;
atr tit klhm let all of them march (in) three(s)312
(KTU 1.14 ii 40-42).
306 For their explained diagram, see Cross-Freedman (1948:199 n. 11).
307 It is agreed, reluctantly, by Miller (1973: 79). Differently, Cassuto (1973b: 50) reads
lb, 'unto Him', in lieu of the inb.
308
Ug. rb(b)t, 'ten thousand, myriad': DUL 730-1. Cf. Akk. ribbatu: AHw 980; CAD
14[R] 314-7; Heb. nam: HALOT1175,1178.
309 KTJJ2 reads the text with a word-divider, which is doubted by Wyatt (2002:190 n.
66). But Gaster divides and relates yr with the mv, 'rain of autumn' (sc. 'early rain'): see
Herdner (1974: 517 n. c).
310
Ug. =t_r; to 'march': LIT §19.424; DUL 126. Cf. Akk. asdru: AHw 79; CAD 1/2[A]
420-22; Heb. liiiX: HALOT 97. Whilst it is construed as a G. verb (del Olmo, 1981: 294; del
Olmo-Sanmartin, 2004:126), it may be best translated as a jussive: thus, de Moor (1987: 194)
and Wyatt (2002: 191 and n. 67): a "classic verbal form (qatal || qatal) to balance it
chiastically" with the hlk. Differently, as a preposition: Herdner (1974: 518 and n. d);
Dietrich-Loretz (1984a) and Husser (1995:125 and n. 29).
311
Ug. hlk, to 'go, go away, run, flow, roam': DUL 337. Cf. 'proceed': Wyatt (2002:
191).
312 The literal device used here is the climactic sequence of 'n., n. || n + 1' formula: cf.
Wyatt (2002:191 n. 68). Ug. tit has been interpreted as a 'set of three' (sc. 'three by three'): del
Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 909-10); or as the 'infantry marching in twos and the chariotry riding
in threes': Wyatt (ibid.). But it may be better construed as the advancing infantry squad,
constituted by a unit of six persons, marching in twos.
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Ug. atr, a counterpart of ntfK, is here used in a military setting. Similarly, the
H0K may refer to a description of lesser deities' marching as Yahweh's
armies313. In doing so, the group of holy beings accompany Yahweh in his
theophany.
2.2.1.2. Identity of the D^np
The identity of the □,$np, 'holy ones', is disputed. Fuerst interprets them as
mortals, translating the second colon of the third tricolon as 'and they are
encamped at thy feet (at Sinai)'314. But they can be understood, more probably,
as the lesser deities of Yahweh (cf. Zech 14.5 and Ps 103.20), as most
commentators say315.
In the text some indications are evident of their inferior rank as lesser
deities. First, as pointed out316, the D^np and the d5k restored in the second
tricolon are paralleled in the Hebrew Bible elsewhere as the designations of
the lesser deities (Ps 89.6-8; Exod 15.11, on the basis of LXX and Syriac; and
possibly Hos 12.1)317. Secondly, their subservient attitude such as bowing
down at the feet of Yahweh, expressed in v. 3b of Deut 33, denotes their
adoration of their supreme god and may describe their rank as the lesser
agent deities in the divine assembly. Furthermore, the T in the first colon of
Deut 33.3 may express metaphorically as well the 'power' (cf. Gen 9.2) of the
313 It is read, less convincingly, as "HON, 'warriors', by Miller (1964: 241-3; 1973: 76, 79)
following the suggestion of Beeston (1951), who relates to a South Arabic Yd, lion . In any
case itmay represent the military background.
314 Fuerst (1867:1471).
315 Mowinckel (1962: [1] 150 n. 132); Christensen (2002: 836). Cf. Seeligmann (1964:
80-1) construes them as 'demonic beings', who are now guarding Yahweh. Seeligmann (ibid.,
80) interprets that the □,EJ} are 'regarded as a substitute for D1bx .
316 Cross-Freedman (1948:199 n. 11).
317 For the same motif, cf. Judg 5.4 and Hab 3.5.
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sovereignty of Yahweh as it denotes literally 'hand'318. Thus the phrase may
indicate their status subordinate to Yahweh.
Therefore, the apparent semantic wordplay of the two designations,
□,2inp and nbx, in the second tricolon may be paralleled and identified with
the n^tthp in the third tricolon both functionally and poetically. Thus, the
nature and role of the lesser deities are repeatedly stressed here; they are
lesser 'gods' and they perform their roles as 'guardians' of mortals, giving an
image of 'warriors'.
2.2.2.1 Kings 22.19-22 (|| 2 Chronicles 18.18-21)
In the vision of Micaiah, Yahweh is described as enthroned over the
assembly of divine beings; thus, v. 19 runs:
irco vby my n arm bm ikco by nub mrr na tvk-i
ibxofoBi
I saw Yahweh sitting on his throne and all the host of the
heavens standing by him on his right hand and on his left.
The half-colon 1KCO by denotes explicitly the divine kingship of Yahweh.
As the enthroned king Yahweh is described as having the sovereignty of the
cosmos, among other deities in his council (cf. Job 1-2; Isa 6 and, perhaps,
Ezek l)319.
The CPQtfn iOU are pictured here as squadrons arranged on both sides
of Yahweh who is placed in the centre. In this respect, they seem to belong to
the divine assembly as its members.
The nonverbal indications, which enable the reader to discern the rank
of divine figures, are applied to the verse: the expression vbu my is used to
318 HALOT 386-8.
319
Gray (1964b: 402) cogently relates the conception of Yahweh's intervention in
mortals' affairs from his throne to that of El's in a similar manner, issuing his decrees from
his throne, and he points out that this is "originally borrowed from" Ugaritic mythology.
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describe the position of the divine beings; one's standing position before the
throne sat on by someone else can be evidence supporting one's rank as
subordinate to the other who sits on the throne320; thus the status of the
divine beings standing next to the throne of the supreme god may represent
their ranking as subordinate deities (cf. Job 1.6; 2.1) who serve to dispense his
decrees and messages321.
The following verses further confirm the function of the council and
the role of lesser deities. To the divine assembly falls the responsibility both
for answering to a request from mortals and for their safeguarding of it. And,
in the divine council, different opinions may be proposed for responding to
Yahweh's question; the final decision should be made after discussion by the
members of the divine council with various suggestions as at v. 20b:
nro -iek nn nr -10*01
And one said this, and another said that322.
The function of the Ugaritic divine council is similar to this323: the supreme
god calls other gods into the divine council to volunteer to resolve an issue:
Itpn z'[l d pid] The Wise One, [the perceptive god324,
(asked)]:
320 In the royal court of mortals, ones in the lesser rank are supposed to stand before
the higher one: Gen 45.1 (323 and ini?); 1 Sam 16.21 ("102); 2 Sam 13.31 (3333); 1 Kgs 3.16 (102);
1 Kgs 10.8 (102); Prov 22.29 (33STi\ the Hithpael form of 33S-); and Dan 1.5 (102). They may
sitmerely after receiving permission from the higher god: Ps 110.1.
321 Thus, Gray (1964b: 403) mentions that the phrase bu 102 designates the "attitude
of the subordinate, who stands while his superior sits or reclines on his divan". Jones (1984:
367) also refers them to the "heavenly beings or angels that act as God's servants".
322 Its parallel passage in 2 Chr 18.19 reads H33 ... H33 in lieu of HD3 ... ri33.
323
Jones (1984: 367) mentions that "the close parallel to the heavenly court found in
Ugaritic mythology is sufficient evidence that it is not a late concept .
324
Ug. Itpn has been related to Ar. latlf, 'kind, benevolent': Bauer (1933: 83); Pope
(1955: 146); Dahood (1958: 73); Gray (1965:160); and de Moor (1971:190-1; 1987: 23). Thus, it
has been recognised to be analogous with the epithet of Yahweh. ]i3rn mm bx, God (or El),
Compassionate and Gracious' (Exod 34.6); or Dimi p3n, 'Gracious and Compassionate'
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[my] b ilm [ydy mrs] [Who] among the gods [will expel325
the sickness],
will cast out326 the i[llness]?
[None of the gods] answered327 him.
He repeated the question a
secfond328, a third329 time]
grsm z[bln]
[in b ilm] cnyh
Mny ytlt] rgm
(KTU 1.16 v 10-4).
El summons the gods by means of messengers in order to heal sick Keret330.
When the council is assembled, El asks who will heal Keret; the gods are
responsible to answer this; but all of them fail to respond to El's request
because it seems that no one is able to cure him. El's question is repeated
seven times331. These 'gods' (ilm) in the council are called 'sons' (bn) by El332.
(Neh 9.17). For a semantic comparison with the phrase Itpn >il dpDid and epithets of Yahweh,
cf. Lindenberger (1982: 110-1 and 108 n. 21). On the other hand, more probably, Healey
(1998: 350) interprets the phrase Itpn -'il dp'id as 'Latipan, the Perceptive God': Ug. Itpn which
is the proper name of El, and Ug. dp-'id which is analogous with Ar. dufidad, the 'one of heart'.
He explains that Ar. fudad refers commonly to 'mental acuity' rather than 'kindnesses'. Cf.
Herdner (1974: 564): 'le dieu au grand cceur'. Following Healey, Wyatt (2002: 48, etc.)
translates it, more understandably, as the 'Wise One, the perceptive god' since wisdom is a
feature of royalty; El is the king; thus, the phrase :il dp 'id may be understood here as the
associated indication which explains the attribute of the term Itpn. Furthermore the context
of the text confirms the fact that El is the wisest god in the divine council.
325 The basic meaning of Ug. ydy is 'to throw': Watson (1999: 789). See DUL 958: to
'throw, eject, expel, repel'. Cf. Heb. HT: HALOT 389; and Akk. nadir. CAD 11/1[N] 68-100.
326
Ug. grs, to 'eject, drive out, evict, cast out': DUL 309 (cf. Heb. !2~ia: HALOT 204).
Herdner (1974: 564 n. b) construes the grsm as an infinitive plus a -m suffix.
327
Ug. cny, to 'answer, say7: DUL 172-3. Cf. Heb. nJJJ: HALOT 851-2.
328
Ug. my, to 'repeat, reiterate': DUL 924. Its noun form, pi, denotes 'two, twice'. Cf.
Heb. niti: HALOT 1598-9; Aram, tny: DNWSI1223; Akk. sanu; AHw 1165-6; CAD 17/2[Sj.
329 The D. form of the Ug. Vf/f; cf. DUL 907: to 'repeat for the third time'.
330 Cf. KTU 1.16 iv.
331 Cf. KTU 1.16 v 14-22.
332 tb bny, 'sit, my sons': KTU 1.16 v 24.
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Returning to the biblical Hebrew texts, it is clearly described that
when a divine being is supposed to give his opinion, he should be standing
before Yahweh sitting on the throne; v. 21a follows:
rrnn K2V And a spirit333 came forward,
mrp loin and stood in the face of Yahweh,
and said ,..'334.
Then a certain divine being who makes a proposal which is accepted by
Yahweh, is commissioned by Yahweh to undertake the task (v. 22). Thus we
see the fact that after a discussion in the council, a task is given commonly
from the supreme god to his divine agent, who executes his mission.
Therefore it is implicit that he is designated as a lesser deity subordinate to
Yahweh as accomplishing the mission charged by his master god.
2.2.3. Psalm 29
In the description of the text, gods other than Yahweh appear as the lesser
deities. The text reads:
crbtf mrrb nn Give335 to Yahweh, the Sons of El336;
333 This lesser deity is called as the nn, which means 'breath, wind, spirit': BDB 924-
6; HALOT 1197-1201. Various interpretations have been suggested for this term. De Vries
(1978: 45) construes it as 'the spirit of revelation', emphasising the article n. Gray (1964b: 403)
suggests that this supernatural being may be recognised as a personified form of the Holy
Spirit at a 'very primitive level', rather than as Satan. However, it may be more likely
referring to a lesser deity since Yahweh's divine agent (messenger) can be described as the
nn (cf. Ps 104.4 and further discussion on the verse in Chapter III). Jones (1984: 368)
properly explains themm as a generic designation: thus, 'a' rather than 'the'.
334 For the standing position of lesser deities 'before Yahweh', cf. Job 1.6; 2.1. Also see
'mm "OS' in Job 1.12 and 2.7. For mortals' standing before Yahweh, cf. Jer 23.18,22; and Isa 6.
335 The impv. masc. pi. form of the Vbm, to 'give, provide, ascribe': BDB 396; HALOT
236. The threefold repetition of the 13 n constructs a parallelism and it functions to open a
speech; the same pattern occurs as well in Ugaritic: Watson (1984:152-4).
336 Or, 'God'. A few Mss attest D"lb',X (BHS). Whilst the mbx "OD is understood as the
'divine beings' who belong to the class of gods (Kautzsch, 1910: §128, v; Paul Joiion, 1923:
§129, j), the □ of the second element can be read also as an enclitic; then, the 1 may be added
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T171 "1132 mrp1? inn give to Yahweh honour and
strength;
"1123 run1*? I3n give to Yahweh the honour of his
name.
ttnp rmns mrpb nnnttfn Bow down to Yahweh in the court
of the holy ones337
(Ps 29.1b-2).
Since Ginsberg s initial studies338, Ps 29 has been intensively examined to
discover the affinities between the Hebrew and Ugaritic texts. The expression
□ "'Sk ,33, 'sons of El (or God)', in the opening call in v. 1 is regarded as
evidence of the fact that this psalm is the metamorphosis of a Canaanite
hymn: its Ugaritic cognate bn ilm is frequently found in the Ugaritic texts339.
later (Hummel, 1957:101; Freedman, 1960:104-5; Cross, 1973: 45-6,152; and Kloos, 1986:16).
Wyatt (1996: 347) provides a possibility to interpret it as a genitive form with an enclitic, as it
is in Ugaritic (Hi, a genitive form of ilu). The phrase clearly expresses a polytheistic view:
Weiser (1962: 262). We shall discuss later the filial sense of the expression in Chapter II.
337 LXX reads the phrase as kv aiUr) dyia cnkou, 'in his holy court'. The first
element may be corrected as mxm: Wyatt (1996: 270, 34). A conjecture, by Cross (1950: 20-1;
1973: 155-6) and Kraus (1988-9: [1] 344), of a relation between Heb. nnn and Ug. hdrt,
'appearance, vision' (KTU 1.14 i 36; iii 51), is doubted by Caquot (1956); Donner (1967: 331-7);
Loretz (1974: 185-6; 1988:151-4); Dietrich-Loretz (1984b); and Avishur (1994: 53). LXX and 5
then read the last term as itthp with a 3. m. sg. ending. The original reading may be,
however, a plural form to indicate other divine members of Yahweh's court.
338
Ginsberg (1936a and 1938a).
339 For other evidence; 1) Yahweh's voice is praised like Baal's voice is praised in the
Ugaritic texts; 2) all of three TNs, (Lebanon, v. 5 and 6); pito (Sirion, v. 6); and «hp "Oia
(the 'wilderness of Kadesh', v. 8), are located in Syria and found in the Ugaritic texts as well;
3) the pattern of the enthronement of Yahweh after defeating his enemies is very similar to
that of Baal in the Ugaritic texts; thus, the blessing to the Israelites in v. 11 was not an
original part of the psalm but added to the borrowed form of a Ugaritic hymn: Ginsberg
(1936a: 129-31; and 1938a: 472-6); followed by Cross (1973: 151-6) and Fitzgerald (1974),
whilst denied by Gaster (1946a) for being corrected as the original part; and lastly, 4) the
climactic parallelism in this psalm is also found in the Ugaritic texts (Ginsberg, 1936a: 180-1).
Additionally it is suggested by Albright (1950a: 6) that this adaptation from the Baal hymn
was taken probably in or around the tenth century B.C.E., although others reject Ginsberg s
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The □"Ak D3 clearly occurs to denote the 'gods' in heaven to 'praise Yahweh,
identified with El'340. The original expression of 132341 in other texts then
seems to have been replaced by other terms at a later date: it may be
substituted by the phrase msphwt cmym in its parallels (cf. Ps 96.7 and 1 Chr
16.28)342.
In the psalm, the "oa appear clearly as being of a status lower
than Yahweh. They function here as divine chanters343 to pay homage to
Yahweh by prostrating themselves (nnnttfn) before him as his lesser 'gods'344.
Their attitude before Yahweh denotes their rank as a nonverbal indication, as
well as designates the same explicitly in the Finnic1 at Ps 86.9.
Avishur supposes that the mas (inn) and nnntfn are paralleled in v. 2,
as elsewhere (Ps 86.9; 96.8-9)345. In regard to this, Ugaritic parallels occur ten
times346. Furthermore, their rank is stressed in v. 9b:
man no# ibsTim And in his temple his all says,'Glory'.
theory: cf. Weiser (1962: 261 n. 1); Margulis (1970); Craigie (1972; and 1983: 68-71);
Freedman-Hyland (1973); Cunchillos (1976b); Avishur (1979; and 1994: esp. 39-61); Macholz
(1980) and Kloos (1986: 98-112). J. Day (1979; 1985: 59) cogently identifies the seven voices of
Yahweh with the seven thunders of Baal (KTU 1.101.3).
340
Wyatt (1996: 348).
341 Cf. this phrase occurs only at Ps 89.7; or probably at Deut 32.8 as well. Avishur
(1994: 44-5) insists that these evidences elsewhere do not support the original Ugaritic
composition of this psalm. However, the Ugaritic relevance is seen even in Ps 89:
conceptions of the divine assembly similar to the Ugaritic pantheon; and the designation for
the lesser deities, Dlinp, comparable with the Ugaritic expression bn qds, the 'Sons of the
Holy One' or 'Holy Ones'. See, analyses on Ps 89.6-9 in Chapter II.
342 Cf. Ginsberg (1936a: 129-31); and Avishur (1994: 84).
343 Lesser deities' function as divine chanters will be discussed later in Chapter V.
344 Cf. Weiser (1962: 262); Brueggemann (1984:142-3).
345 Avishur (1994: 80-1); in n. 152, he explains that "habu ksbod here is equivalent to
kabbedu"; this usage, in which a verb-noun combination appears in parallel with another
verb, is a common pairingmode, used to attainmetric balance .
346 Thus: tsthwy kbd (KTU 1.3 iii 10); tsthwy w kbd (KTU 1.1 iii 3; 1.3 vi 19-20 and 1.4
viii 28-9); tsthwy w tkbdh (1.4 iv 26); tsthwy w tkbdnh (KTU 1.6 i 38 and 1.17 vi 50-1); ysthwy
w ykbdnh (KTU 1.1 iii 25 and 1.2 iii 6); and ysthwyn w ykbdnh (KTU 1.1 ii 16).
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Yahweh is sitting in his palace/ temple, which indicates his divine court347.
There, the divine beings attribute honour to Yahweh. He deserves their
praise for he is the cosmic ruler348 as at v. 10:
biarcb mm Yahweh sat upon the flood;
abwb mm atfo and Yahweh sat (as) King for ever349.
Avishur argues that whilst these deities appear as being lesser than Yahweh,
the bn ilm in the Ugaritic texts are not clearly described as being lesser than
El350; accordingly, it cannot be accepted that the text originated from the
Ugaritic texts. However the Ugaritic texts allude nonverbally to the relation
of the bn ilm with El as the subordinates and their principal351.
The setting of the text suggests a scene in the royal court, which is
found also in the description of Isa 6.5 where 'the king, Yahweh of hosts'
(mtUH mm "j^on) is seated upon the throne. It reflects the same theme of
kingship within the divine assembly dealt with in the Ugaritic mythological
texts.
In addition to Ginsberg's suggestions, Gaster supposes that the
mythical background of Ps 29 has a great affinity with the Ugaritic poem in
its pattern of the enthronement of the king at the cultic centre352: Baal defeats
347 Parker (1999c: 798).
348 Rowley (1967: 251-2).
349 Yahweh's throne is situated in the heavens (cf. Ps 11.4; 103.19 and Isa 66.1).
350 Avishur (1994: 45) cites a remark by Loewenstamm (1980:157), saying that there
is no indication of their prostration to El.
351 We have discussed already their lesser status in the divine assembly above. Also,
cf. discussions on their filial relationship to El in Chapter II.
352 Gaster (1946a: 56-7): the Baal Cycle was probably the "cult-myth of the seasonal
festival, its main episodes corresponding to the main stages of the ritual"; cf. Gaster (1934:
678-81). In fact, Gaster (1933: 382 n. 13) is the first one who has drawn attention to an issue of
the affinities between Ps 29 and the Ugaritic texts. However, Wyatt (1996: especially, 142-58)
rejects this theory, respectively, of Gaster (1950) and de Moor (1971; 1972; 1987), et al, which
'discerns through the allegory of the gods and their actions the flow of the seasons and the
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his antagonist Yam , thereby acquiring dominion, he is inaugurated as the
king of the gods; therefore he is worshiped by gods lesser than himself,
Kothar-and-Hasis (KTU 1.2 iv); and he claims his own palace (sc. a temple)354.
Thus, he says that Ps 29 is a 'typical "hymn of laudation" detached from its
mythic context, Yahwized and preserved as an independent liturgical
composition'355.
Cross also supports Ginsberg's theory, saying that two patterns are
found in this psalm: first, the march of the Divine Warrior to battle, bearing
his terrible weapons, the thunder-bolt and the winds; and secondly, his
victorious return from battle to his new temple on his newly-won mount,
and his enthronement as king there356. Therefore, Yahweh is supreme over
other divine beings357.
Wyatt suggests that the formula of Ps 29.1-2 has been altered from an
'older text' in which the 'gods', rather than the 'people' in a liturgical setting
in the temple, were originally invoked to sing, as seen in Job 38.7 and Ps 8.3358.
agricultural year'. He suggests rather that the Chaoskampf in the Ugaritic texts represents the
kingship theme (ideology), which came from its Sitz im Leben in Ugarit.
353 In Ps 93, Yahweh's power is overwhelming the intensive force of the antagonistic
Rivers (rrnm, v. 3) or Sea (0\ v. 4) and is comparable with Judge Nahar [River] (tpt nhr) or
Prince Yam [Sea] (zbl ym) in the Ugaritic texts (KTU 1.2 iii 7-8,16 and 21-3, etc.). Cf. Hab 3.8.
Gaster (1937: 24-5) emphasises that the Yahweh cult that occurs in Ps 93 is formatted from a
story of Baal fighting with Yam in the Ugaritic myth. Gaster (1969: 771) possibly supposes
that the tetragrammaton in Ps 93 is substituted for Ug. bcl (Baal). Fitzgerald (1974) plausibly
suggests that if the tetragrammaton is substituted by Ug. b% the text is to be more
alliterative for Ug. bcl occurs in every colon in Ps 29, although this view is contradicted by
O'Connor (1977).
354 Cf. KTU 1.4 vi: when Baal's palace is completed, an inaugural banquet is held.
355 Gaster (1946a: 57).
356 Cross (1973:155-6).
357 Cf. Exod 15.11; Deut 3.24; 1 Kgs 8.23; Ps 86.8; 95.3; 96.4; 97.7, 9; 103.20 and 21, etc.
With a similar aspect, the Ugaritic god El appears also as the supreme king ruling over other




From the evidence of these parallels, Holladay implies that 'there was
in Syria-Palestine a shared cultural tradition of poetry-building that included
both the Canaanites in the Late Bronze Age (1500-1200 B.C.E.) or earlier, from
whom we have the Ugaritic texts, and the Israelites who had settled in the
land of Canaan by a time just before 1200 B.C.E., from whom we have early
Hebrew poetry, including early psalms'359. Thus it may be concluded that the
psalm reflects the early theology of Syro-Palestinian religions in regard to the
divine kingship and lesser deities.
2.2.4. Daniel 7.10b
In the vision of Daniel the entities of lesser deities may be portrayed:
mitCEtfT ctdSk A thousand (upon) thousands360
were serving361 him;
"palp1 Tilinp mm and a myriad (upon) myriads were
standing362 before him.
nrr *0"H The court363 was seated.
359 Holladay (1993: 21). Fensham (1963a: 96) interestingly suggests that it may be
adopted for a missionary purpose: "there exists a possibility that this psalm was intended as
a missionary poem to make proselytes of Canaanites or as an evangelizing psalm to convert
an apostate Israelite from a servant of Baal to a worshipper of Yahweh".
360 Qere reads the text as a plural (psbx), whilst Kethib takes it as a dual (d-'dSk).
361 The tenses of nJltfnttb (pael, impf.) and paip1 (peal, impf.) are suggested here as
habitual; thus, translated as continuous actions: S.R. Driver (1900: 86 and cf. 49); and cf.
NASB. Itmay express the constant service of the lesser deities to their master god.
362 The limp1 represents their attendance in the council: S.R. Driver (1900: 86); NAB;
NJPS; and NRSV.
363 The Aram, p denotes 'judgment' (CHALOT 402; HALOT1852). Yet it seems to be
used here in a sense of judges with the 3D1, to 'sit, be seated . LXX reads as KpiTripiov, court.
It may connote the other divine members of the court of judgment, held by Yahweh (cf. Ps
82.1).
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In these Aramaic passages the members of the divine assembly are described
in a poetic device, thus, the countless number of divine beings denotes a
cosmic multitude of the divine assembly364.
These numerous divine beings 'stand' (]roip\ in v. 10b) before the
'Ancient of Days' ft-av p-n») who 'sits' (nn\ in v. 9a) on 'his throne' (rro-D,
in v. 9b). The Ancient of Days or Yahweh365 is presiding over the judicial
assembly . He sits on his own throne as the judge. Then other divine entities
are portrayed as attending the court of judgment, held by their supreme god.
Whilst the members of the divine legal 'court' (xn) 'sit' (an\ in v.
10b), other divine beings 'stand' (iraKp, in v. 16a; cf. Dan 7.16)367. The
positions of 'sitting' and 'standing' explicitly act as nonverbal indications,
364 These numerous divine figures indicate the 'vast angelic bureaucracy' which are
related closely to the 'ten thousands of holy ones' in Deut 33.2 (also cf. 1 Kgs 22.19; Jer 33.22;
Zech 14.5), identified as other 'gods' of the divine assembly and 'later become the "angels'"
(Jude 14): cf. Wyatt (1996: 395 n. 40). During the transformation of the polytheistic view into
the theology of "monotheism", their identity as the 'gods' in the bureaucratic pantheon
seems to have been replaced with that as the "angels" with their absolute master god.
365 Whilst Persian influence has been suggested as to the par pTil), Ugaritic
reference has been linked also for evidence of its origin. Eissfeldt (1965: 525) suggests that
the conception of the pav pTUJ is adopted from a Syrian mythological background. Hence it
has been related to the Ugaritic phrase mlk ab snm (KTU 1.1 iii 24; [1.2 iii 5]; [1.3 v 8]; 1.4 iv
24; [1.5 vi 2]; 1.6 i 36; 1.17 vi 49), translated as the 'King, Father of years': Porteous (1965:
107); Gibson (1978: 53). However, the phrase is best translated as the 'King, Father of Bright
Ones' (sc. Father of lesser deities; cf. Oldenburg, 1969: 17-8), whose meaning cultivates
incongruence for a semantic comparison with the current Hebrew phrase. Further discussion
of the ab snm shall be made in Chapter II. Although the Ugaritic references are irrelevant,
there are still many other possibilities in Dan 7 to admit the Ugaritic mythological influence
(Emerton, 1958). Therefore, the par pTl» is identified, most possibly, as 'Yahweh': Zevit
(1968: 392).
366 In v. 9, the phrase TOT pons, 'thrones were placed' (the van: the Peil, pf. 3. masc.
pi. form of the Aram. Vnai, to 'throw, place': HALOT 1982. Cf. Heb. no~). BDB 941,
GHCLOTS 770; HALOT 431) indicates the judicial characteristic of the divine council.
367 It may denote the fact that there are two levels of lesser deities: higher deities
participating in the court as its members and other lesser deities serving Yahweh.
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designating the rank between the higher deities and the lesser368. The scene of
the divine assembly is pictured very similarly to that of 1 Kgs 22.19. Thus,
numberless servant deities of Yahweh in the text represent clearly the fact
that they are the lesser deities of Yahweh.
Summary
The rank of lesser deities in the divine assembly in the Hebrew Bible
corroborates the hierarchical structure of the divine assembly, which consists
of the supreme god and his lesser deities. As in the Ugaritic texts, the divine
rank of lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible is distinguished also by non-verbal
indicators: e.g., the lesser deities' standing posture in the heavenly council
(Deut 33.2-3; 1 Kgs 22.19-22 [= 2 Chr 18.18-21]; Ps 29; and Daniel 7.10b).
Conclusion to Chapter I
The Ugaritic conception that lesser deities are members of the divine
assembly is also found in the Hebrew Bible. This apparent polytheistic
setting of Ugaritic and Hebrew descriptions implies the fact that the divine
assembly consists of the supreme god and other lesser gods and that the
sovereignty of the supreme god is associated with his lesser deities. Thus, he
summons the divine assembly and asks opinions from them in order to make
a decree or decision, although the supreme god seems to have his own
absolute authority. The decision made in the assembly is brought by the
messenger deities, who are identified as gods. These lesser gods are
addressed as numerous and anonymous, and as the members of the divine
assembly.
The Hebrew texts retain some mythological terms by which the
earliest structure of the divine assembly can be detected. In the early period
368 The divine judge may arise only when he gives the sentence (cf. Ps 82.1).
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of Israelite religion, the entity of divine beings other than Yahweh has not
been denied. They have been transferred to the lesser deities in a lower rank
in its later period. However, the Hebrew writers tend to establish the
absolute authority of Yahweh creatively; he is only the head in the divine




Kinship of Lesser Deities in the Ugaritic Texts and the Hebrew Bible
Introduction
The identity of lesser deities as 'sons' of their master deity, which is attested
in a variety of their titles, is the crux of the discussion in this chapter. It is
clearly described in Ugaritic mythological texts that the supreme god El has a
paternal relationship with the secondary gods. To find references to this
theogony in the Ugaritic texts is not difficult: the core-involved second gods
such as Baal1, Anat2, Mot3, and other gods, appear as his son or his daughter4;
and the peripheral second gods, such as the Gracious Gods, are also fathered
by El5. Other lesser deities as well as the secondary gods may have the same
filial relationship to the supreme god, defined as his 'sons'.
1 Baal has been argued as a son of Dagan (bn dgn: KTU 1.2 i 19, etc.), not as a son of
El: Kapelrud (1952: 52-6, 64-6). Yet he is referred to, more probably, as a son of El: tr il abh,
'Bull El, his Father'; thus, see KTU 1.3 v 35-6 (|| KTU 1.4 iv 47-8):
any I ysh tr il abh Sighing, he cries to Bull El his father
il mlk d yknnh (to) El the king who created him'.
Cf. Wyatt (2002: 87 n. 75; for his further discussion on bn dgn; also, cf. Wyatt, 1980; 1992a: 408
[§6]; and 1996: 42 n. 44). Ug. ab and kn occur here as having a semantic parallel: Dahood
(1972: 96; cf. 327, recognising KTU 1.10 iii 6-7 | Deut 32.6). The phrase aliyn bn bcl occurs
only once in KTU 1.5 ii 17-18, whilst the normal epithet given to Baal elsewhere is aliyn b%
'Mightiest Baal', as at KTU 1.5 ii 6 and 10. Ug. bn at this place is understood as a dittography:
del Olmo (1981: 217). Since Baal is described as having his kinsmen (KTU 1.4 vi 44-6, etc.), he
may be regarded as the eldest or, at least, the strongest one in his divine family.
2 The goddess Anat is mentioned as the aht ('sister') of Baal (KTU 1.3 iv 39; 1.10 ii 16,
20) and called bt ('daughter') by El (KTU 1.3 v 27; 1.18 i 16).
3 Cf. bn ilm mt, 'Son of El, Mot': KTU 1.4 vii 45-6, etc.; and in the descriptions Mot is
addressed as ahy, 'my brother', by Anat: KTU 1.6 ii 12.
4 Cf. Cassuto (1971: 54).
5 Cf. KTU 1.23.
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What is of the first importance in this study is to make enquiries,
through philological analyses, into some 'kinship' titles of the lesser deities6
and the Ugaritic corpus related to this subject7. Then we will compare them
with similar designations found in the Hebrew Bible8 and the biblical
Hebrew references9. The outward appearance of lesser deities portrayed in
the Ugaritic texts10 will also be investigated through iconography. The results
from the study will be compared with the descriptions found in the Hebrew
Bible11.
6 The terms will be selected from the work ofWyatt (1998b: 41-58): thus, Ug. ab snm;
bn ilm {ab bn il; il bn il); but il {bnt; bnt il; bnt hll); bn atrt; bn qds, etc.
7 Itwill examine some important Ugaritic texts relevant to the issue: KTU 1.2 i 19-21;
1.3 v 36-40; 1.4 ii 21-6; 1.4 vi 44-6; 1.6 v 1-4; 1.16 i 9-11, etc.
8 Some Hebrew terms will be treated in Part II: DVlbx(n) "33 (or obx -33); ]vb» •'33;
□•'tlinp, etc.
9 In Part II, some biblical Hebrew passages will be analysed: Gen 6.2, 4; Deut 32.8;
Job 1.6; 2.1; Pss 82.6-7; 89.6-9; and Exod 15.11, etc.
10 The study will analyse KTU 1.2 i 11-3; 1.12 i 28-32, etc.
11 Itwill treatmainly Judg 13.6 and Eccl 10.20.
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PART I. Kinship Relation of Lesser Deities to Their Master God in the
Ugaritic Texts
Some Ugaritic terms that indicate the kinship relation of lesser deities to their
master god(dess) will be examined in this part. The outward appearance of
Ugaritic lesser deities will be also scrutinised to see if there is any clue to
confirm their kinship relation.
1. The Kinship Terms for Lesser Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
El is known as the htk12, the 'Progenitor' of all individual gods; thus, he is
regarded as the ab bn il13, 'Father of the Sons of El'14, or the il bn ill5r 'El of the
Sons of El'. From these facts, lesser deities can be inferred as 'sons' of El, with
a filial sense.
1.1. ab sum 'Father of Bright Ones'
Although the phrase ab snm16 is a designation for the supreme god, it may be
evidently suggested as an indication of the kinship relation of lesser deities
to El. Whilst it has been variously translated, it may be best taken as 'Father
of Bright Ones'.
The translation of the phrase as 'Pere des annees'17 has been rejected
because the Ugaritic term for the meaning of 'year(s)', whether it is a sg. or a
12
Ug. htk, 'progenitor, father' (de Moor, 1971: 241; DUL 375 [I], from the *Jhtk, to
'subdue, control'; cf. Heb. "[nil: HALOT 364), occurs at KTU 1.1 ii 18; 1.1 iii 6; and 1.6 iv 11.
13 KTU 1.40.7,16, 24, 33,41; and 1.122.2.
14 Pedersen (1939: 4) remarks that El is the 'father of gods'.
15 KTU 1.65.1.
16 KTU 1.1 iii 24; 1.2 i 10; 1.2 iii [5]; 1.3 v 8; 1.4 iv 24; 1.5 vi 2; 1.6 i 36; and 1.17 vi 49.
17 Virolleaud (1931:198; 1932:132,137); Bauer (1933: 82); followed by Clifford: (1972:
48); Gibson (1978: 53); del Olmo (1981: 165); and de Moor (1987: 16 n. 83): "an epithet
describing Ilu as the oldest among the gods".
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pi., occurs only in its feminine form sntls. O. Eissfeldt's suggestion, 'Vater der
Sterblichen', derived from the Vmy, to 'wechseln, dahinschwinden'19, has also
been doubted for the s/sny is never used to denote 'mortals'20.21
However, the second term of the expression ab snm seems to be more
explicable in regard to El's absolute authority in the pantheon. When Ug. mlk
occurs with the phrase ab snm it seems to be somewhat associated
semantically with the snm, although it appears to modify the preceding noun
qrs, 'pavilion'22: thus, qrs mlk ab snm23. Ug. mlk and ab occur as being
paralleled in this case to indicate the two positional characteristics of the
supreme god ruling in the pantheon: sc. the ruler of other gods as well as the
father of them.
18
Ginsberg (1936b: 164); accepted by Pope (1955: 32-5); Oldenburg (1969:17). Thus it
is not related in any case to the Hebrew divine epithet pav pTiSJ, 'Ancient of Days', in Dan
7.9.
19 Eissfeldt (1951: 30-1 n. 4).
20
Pope (1955: 33). For other suggestions, see Pope (ibid.:. 32-3).
21 Meanwhile, Ug. snm occurs also in a pair of nouns; cf. trmn (it should be read as
tkmn) w snm\ KTU 1.65.4; also, KTU 1.39.3, 6; 1.40.[8,17, 25], 34,43; 1.41.[12,15], 31; 1.87.14,17,
33-4; 1.114:18-9; 1.122. [4]; and 1.123.8. Thus, a DN and a DN. Eissfeldt's view (1945-9; 1951:
66-9), which relates the second term of the ab snm to a DN of a Kassite deity (Shumaliya) is
rejected by Pope (1955: 32-3) for its 'minor, nondescript, and problematic role in the Ugaritic
pantheon'. Instead Pope (ibid: 32) refers it to 'Shunem', without any definition. Wyatt (1990:
446-8; 1996: 45 n. 54, 227-9; 2002: 46 n. 39, 410 n. 35) hypothetically renders it to 'Shanimu', a
dawn-goddess of Indian Vedic origin, "brought to Babylonia by the Kassites under the name
of Sumaliya"; hence, he identifies a pair of DNs with the Kassite deities, Shuqamuna and
Shumaliya. With the same etymology of Shumaliya, he translates the snm as 'Bright One'
(Wyatt, 2002: 46).
22
Ug. qrs; cf. Akk. g/qursu (AHzu 299; CAD 5[G] 141; a 'room' in a private house),
karasu, karsu (CAD 8[K] 210-2; 'camp, encampment'). Thus, 'pavilion': Virolleaud (1931:198);
Wyatt (2002: 46 and n. 38); 'tent-shrine/tent-frame': Clifford (1972:48, 54); or 'camp':
Dijkstra-de Moor (1975: 192). This appears as the residence of El in the Ugaritic texts.
Yahweh had also been a tent resident (2 Sam 7.6); cf. Wyatt (1996: 28).
23 KTU 1.1 iii 24; [1.2 iii 5]; [1.3 v 8]; 1.4 iv 24; 1.5 vi 2; 1.6 i 36; and 1.17 vi 49.
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Thus another plausible connection, suggested by Pope24, with Ar. snw;
sny, to 'shine, be high, exalted, old', is noteworthy here; hence, it is referred to
'Father of Exalted Ones' or 'Exalted Father'. Whilst accepting Pope's
etymological application, however, its translation is preferred hereafter, most
likely, to that of Oldenburg: the 'King, the Father of the Luminaries'25; or the
'Father of the Bright Ones'. Therefore, El's epithet 'Father of the Bright Ones'
may represent the radiant theophany of the lesser deities who are bonded
with their filial relationship to their king El26.
1.2. bn il(m27) 'Sons of El'
The phrase implies evidently the theogony of lesser deities28. As other
secondary gods lesser deities may be also regarded as 'sons' of the supreme
god.
24 It was proposed originally by Thomas (1934: 236-8); but suggested, with some
developed ideas, again by Pope (1955: 33-5).
25
Oldenburg (1969: 17-8) construes Ug. snm as a masc. pi. noun form of the -Jsny
which corresponds to Ar. -Jsny, to 'gleam, shine'.
26 El's Ug. epithet may have been related later to Yahweh's Gk. designation toO
Tiaipoc to3v cpcjToov, 'of the Father of the Lights' (James 1.17), as Oldenburg (1969: 17-9)
points out. Its references go further to other texts: KTU 1.10 i 3-5, which read bn il [ ]phr
kkbm [ ]dr dt smm, 'Sons of El; || the assembly of Stars; || circle of those of heavens'; cf. Job
38.7; Isa 14.13.
27 Whilst the expression bn ilm appears as the epithet for Mot in 1.4 vii 45-6; 1.4 viii
16, 30, etc., it occurs only once for all the deities of the pantheon at KTU 1.4 iii 14: phr bn ilm,
the 'assembly of the sons of El'; the -m occurs as an enclitic at this place. The m enclitic is
attested in Mari names like Ab-du-ma-Da-gan, 'Servant of Dagan' (ARM 15: 140; cf. 144), and
in a variety of uses in Amarna as well as in Hebrew; for this, cf. Hummel's work (1957: 87-
103).
28 For the studies on the Ugaritic expression bn il, see Cunchillos (1969: 5-17) and
Jiingling (1969: 53-6). Cunchillos (1985a: 206) adequately divides the usage of the phrase bn il
or bn ilm into three categories: firstly, for the gods as 'sons of El' (KTU 1.40; 1.65; and 1.122,
etc.); secondly, for a hero divinised as a 'son of El' (KTU 1.16); thirdly, for the theophanic
PNs in some economic texts (KTU 4.63; 4.84, etc.). He (Cunchillos, ibid.: 209) says also that
the Ugaritians believed the kinship of human beings to gods and 'des dieux se fait par
generation'. However, the expression ab adm, 'Father of humans' (KTU 1.14 i 37, 43; 1.14 iii
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In KTU 1.23, it is evidently described that from his two daughters (bnt
il) El gave birth to two sons, Shahar and Shalem29, who are entitled as ilm
ncmm, 'Gracious Gods'30, or bn s/?[s], 'Sons of Shap[sh]'31, or tn srm, 'two
Princes'32 by the poet33.
32, 47; 1.14 v 43; 1.14 vi 13 and 32) does not indicate literally El's paternal relationship to a
human being; cf. Ryan (1954: 73): the life and health of Keret, as a normal human, depend on
El; and Wyatt (1994a: 147-8): the ab adm does notmean "'father ofmankind" in a generalised
sense so much as "father of the Primal Man (Adam)"'; also cf. Wyatt (1986c: 422). This rather
implies a divine kingship in Ugaritic royal ideology; cf. del Olmo (1981: 277): in a 'sense of
adaptation'; and Wyatt (2002:183-4 n. 30). King Keret is also called ideologically bn(m) il, the
'son of El' (KTU 1.16 i 10, 20; and 1.16 ii 48; and cf. tr abh il, 'Bull, his Father, El' at KTU 1.14
ii 6), as well as glm il, 'Heir of El' (KTU 1.14 i 40-1). Therefore it is clear that the authority of a
mortal king was stressed through his exclusive possession of divine kinship, expressed by
his epithet, to the Ugaritic community that he governs.
29 KTU 1.23.52-3. They may be regarded as the hypostases of the god Athtar (Venus),
representing the morning and evening stars, respectively: Craigie (1977: 36); Wyatt (2002:
332 n. 47).
30 KTU 1.23.1, 23, 58, 60, and 67. Ug. ncm, 'handsome, beneficent, magnanimous,
gracious, good': DUL 613-4; cf. 614 (II); Heb. DU:: HALOT 706; Ph., Pun. ncm: DNWSI 738.
Some (Gaster, 1946a: 67-8, 69-72; Wyatt, 2002: 334 n. 53) argue convincingly that the
'Gracious Gods' are identified as 'Shahar and Shalem', whereas others (Virolleaud, 1933:148;
Dussaud, 1933:12; and Hooke, 1938: 41) say that they are not.
31 KTU 1.23.2. Cf. Wyatt (2002: 325).
32 KTU 1.23.22. Ug. sr, 'prince, sovereign, as a divine title; Prince, as a royal or heroic
title': DUL 842 (III); cf. Heb. "Iti!: HALOT 1350-3; Ph., Aram. sr. DNWSI 1190-1; Akk. s'arru:
AHw 1188-90; CAD 17/2[S] 76-112. The two princes are identified as Shahar and Shalem.
Differently, Virolleaud (1933:130) reads [b\n srm, 'sons of a prince'. Cf. bn sp[ ] at KTU 1.23.2,
which can be read as bn Sp[s ], 'sons of Shap[sh]'. It has been read also as bn s[rm(?)], 'sons of
a prince (?)' by Virolleaud (ibid.: 129 and 132); in this case, the prince indicates Shapsh (cf. sps
in KTU 1.23.25, 54; Wyatt, 2002: 325 and n. 2). It is also used as the second element of the
epithet of a deity; probably, El: mt w sr, 'Hero and Sovereign' (KTU 1.23.8).
33 Whilst the Gracious Gods have been assessed as 'a pair of relatively minor deities'
(Pardee, 1997: 274-5), they are regarded, more probably, as the ideologically 'royal gods'
(Wyatt, 2002: 324-5 and n. 1; and also, cf. Foley, 1980). Thus they refer to the peripheral
secondary gods rather than lesser deities.
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1.2.1. ab bn il
It occurs with a complementary noun in the expression ab bn il, 'Father of the
Sons of El34', which conveys distinctively the kinship sense of lesser deities to
their 'Father' god. In the ritual texts, a 'theogonic sense' of the bn il may be
emphasised by the repeated usage in the following expressions: dr bn il and
mphrt bn il35:
ytsi I ab bn il May it (sc. a sacrifice) be lifted up36 to the
Father of the Sons of El;
ytsi I d[r bn il] may it be lifted up to the Cir[cle of the
Sons of El],
[1 ] mphrt bn il [to] the Assembly of the Sons of El37
(KTU 1.40.41-238).
De Moor's reading to separate ab from bn il (sc. "ab, bn z/")39 is not convincing
inasmuch as all phrases which denote the receivers of a sacrifice are prefixed
by a preposition /, 'to', in the references. The 'isolated' bn il could make no
contribution to the understanding of the first colon. Thus, the ab bn il should
be read as a single phrase.
Albright construes the phrase bn il(m) as denoting the 'members of
the El-group' (sc. 'gods'); hence the term bn in the constructed phrase
34 Or, 'Father of divine Sons'.
35
Oldenburg (1969: 18): the phrases of dr bn il and mphrt bn il identify 'El as the
father of the Ugaritic gods'.
36 The Gt. form of the Ug. dns3, to 'raise, lift': DUL 648-9. Cf. Heb. Ntoi: HALOT 724-7;
Ph., Aram. nsx. DNWSI 760-3; Ar. nasa'a: AEL 2785; Akk. nasu: AHw 762-5; CAD 11/2[N] 80-
112.
37 It is followed in order also by DNs: I tkmn w snm, 'to Thunkamun and Shanim'. Cf.
KTU 1.65.1-4 and a discussion below.
38 It is paralleled in KTU 1.40.[7-8], [16-7], [24]-5,33-4 and 1.122.[2-4],
39 De Moor (1970:197).
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expresses, with any following term, 'members of a class or guild', as found in
other Semitic terms40.
Wyatt also refers to the phrase that 'as a functional use of the term bn,
it means 'members of the class "god", sc. "divine beings," or collectively
"pantheon"'. In addition, he remarks that 'when the mythological aspect is
foremost, and it is the filial relation of the gods to El that is at issue, then
'sons of El' is the appropriate meaning'41. In this respect, the phrase bn il may
indicate both sides of the 'membership' of the lesser deities in a group of the
gods and their 'kinship' with a theogonic sense within the divine group. In
other words, these two facts do not conflict with each other, especially in
mythological texts.
Parker argues that the phrase ab bn il was no longer used as an
indication for the fatherhood of El for the bn il became an idiomatic
expression for the collectivity of the 'gods'; sc. 'divine beings'42. However, its
denotation of kinship seems to be still addressed effectively as it is seen that
the two antithetic meanings (sc. ab and bn) are juxtaposed intentionally to
highlight their kinship. Even if it is so, the primary understanding of the bn il
becomes its basic sense of kinship at least. Then its usage may be expanded
to its secondary sense of membership. Thus, at any rate, the bn il explicitly
denotes a filial relationship of 'son gods' to El43.
40 Albright (1968a: 72). It may be used as a mean of classification, such as Heb.
phrases of ban U3, the 'Babylonians' (Ezek 23.15); □1X,a2n un, the 'prophets' (2 Kgs 2.3);
or |V3K un, the 'needy' (Ps 72.4), etc. Cf. Avishur (1994: 78). G. Cooke (1964: 24) interprets
that it is taken as the meaning of divine beings.
41
Wyatt (1998a: 43).
42 Parker (1999c: 795).
43 Therefore on the basis of KTU 1.23 Cunchillos (1985a: 217-8) adequately concludes
that the bn il are the gods who constitute a divine family of El, their Father: thus, "Les bn il
sont des dieux. lis constituent une famille, dr bn il, autour du dieu El, leur Pere, ab bn il; pere,
au sens propre, puisqu'il les engendre selon le texte KTU 1.23".
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1.2.2. il bn il
The kinship of the bn il is evident also in the first three lines of a similar
ritual text, KTU 1.65: a prayer for the security of the city of Ugarit44:
il bn il El of the Sons of El45,
dr bn il Circle of the Sons of El,
mphrt bn il Assembly of the Sons of El
(KTU 1.65.1-3).
The first line has been construed as constituting a pair of vocatives; thus, il
and bn il are invoked respectively46. De Moor's understanding seems
plausible in that the first term refers to El for it is written as the headline in
the pantheon list; thus, the il indicates El as the supreme god of the
pantheon47. Yet his and other commentators' reading as 'il, bn il' is not
convincing, according to the phrase ab bn il at KTU 1.40.41.
Wyatt construes the three phrases as a tricolon made up of vocatives48
and translates the first line as 'gods49 of the pantheon'50. However, the divine
list here is paralleled with that of .KTU 1.40 and 1.122 above, only with the
absence of the preposition I. Inasmuch as the ab of the ab bn il is seen clearly
to be modified by the following constructed elements, bn il, the il bn il here
44 KTU 1.65 is widely regarded as a religious prayer to El: Ginsberg (1936a: 88);
Eissfeldt (1951: 60-2); and Wyatt (2002: 363). In the meantime, Dietrich-Loretz-Sanmartin
(1975) argue that the tablet may have been used for a scribal exercise. Yet KTU 1.40, whose
lines 41-2 are comparable to the phrases in lines 1-3 of KTU 1.65, is a ritual text: Parker
(1999c: 795). Hence KTU 1.65 is more probably a religious text which has a liturgical context.
45 Or, 'El of divine Sons'.
46
Ringgren (1947: 74); followed by Aistleitner (1955: 3) and Gray (1966:182).
47 De Moor (1970:197).
48
Wyatt (2002: 363, n. 1). Since they are used for an invocation, he omits definite
articles in translation, suggesting: 'O
49 As a construct and plural form: Wyatt (2002: 363, n. 1).
50
Wyatt (2002: 363 n. 2) chooses 'pantheon' in place of 'gods' for stylistic reasons;
then, the remaining lines run: 'family of the gods; assembly of the gods'. Cf. Wyatt (1998b:
42) interprets that the il bn il denotes the 'pantheon as subordinate to El himself, and
presumably excluding him'. At any rate he agrees that the 'filial sense is implicit in the term'.
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may be recognised as another phraseology of the ab bn il, by placing the il
instead of the ab.
The bn il here can be understood as an idiomatic usage, as Parker said,
but generalised from its primary 'filial' usage, to denote the plural
conception of the gods: sc. 'El of divine Sons' or 'El of the pantheon'. Thus, it
is realised that the supreme god of the 'pantheon' is invoked first in the
prayer. Then the phraseology of the bn il occurring in each of the tricolon
above emphasises the fact that all the gods in the pantheon are related to El
in their kinship.
1.3. bnt il 'Daughters of El'
1.3.1. bnt
It is stated in a text that there are also female lesser deities in the pantheon:
[bn] bhtk y ilm (Let not) [the Sons51] of your houses,
O El;
bnt bh[t]k a[11]smh let no[t] the Daughters of your
housfes] [re]joice52;
al tsmh brm [h]/c/[k] let not the Descendents53 of [your]
[pa]lace rejoice!
51 Whilst it has been read as bnt (CTA; KTU1+2; Greenstein, 1977), it is proposed more
probably as *bn (de Moor, 1987:17) or *bnm (Dijkstra-de Moor, 1975:193). Differently, 'Tu as
bati': Caquot-Sznycer (1974:175), '(In) the building of': Gibson (1978: 53), 'within': del Olmo
(1981:190), or 'in the grandeur of': Pardee (1997: 254, and cf. n. 108). Also cf. Cassuto's own
reading (1971:100-1): [lt]brk, 'Thou hast wept'.
52 The 3. pi. form of the Ug. 'Jsmh, to 'be glad, rejoice': DUL 825. Cf. Heb. not):
HALOT1333-5; Ar. samaha: AEL 1595. For the translation as 'Let not... rejoice', see de Moor
(1987:17); Wyatt (2002: 86).
53 The text is read similarly as br[m] (CTA); or b r*m*[ ] (KTU1); or b rm[ ] (KTU2). If
*brm is taken for a reading (de Moor, 1987:17; or, possibly either '*bnm': Wyatt, 2002: 86 and
n. 69), it may be related adequately to Aram, br, 'son, child, descendant' (DNWSI, 188-95).
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al ahdhm b ymny x[ xx]xx Surely54 I (sc. Anat) shall seize55
them in my right hand;
b gdlt arkty amh[s xxx] with the power of my long arm561
shall smi[te57 (them)!]
(KTU 1.3 v 19-2458).
If the supposed reading of bn is accepted, the synchronism of each different
gender of the gods, bn and bnt, in the text may indicate the fact that the
divine members of the pantheon constitute both males and females, although
the generic expression of the 'pantheon' is represented as the masculine
indication: sc. bn il.
The usage of the bnt at this place evidently emphasises the fact that all
the gods (male and female) in the pantheon are generated by the supreme
god El59. Hence they are to be attacked by Anat due to their theogonic
relation to El60.
54
Ug. al conveys a positive sense in a volitive statement: DUL 47 (II). Thus, see de
Moor (1987:17); Wyatt (2002: 86).
55
Ug. ahdhm, derived from the d^hd, to 'collect, take, grasp, seize, and hold': DUL 36-
8. Cf. Heb. TriN: HALOT 31-2; Akk. ahazu: AHzu 18-20; CAD 1/1 [A] 173-8. The present form
takes 3. pi. suff. hm, which indicates all of the *bn, bnt, and *brm of El.
56 The 'long arm' represents a royal gesture of power attested in ancient Near
Eastern iconographies elsewhere. See L'Orange (1953); adopted by Wyatt (1998a). Wyatt
(2002: 239 n. 288) lists biblical references for the 'hand of power' motif: Exod 14.16, 26; 17.8-
16 (Moses) and Exod 15.6; 32.11; Deut4.34 (Yahweh). Also see de Moor's references (1987:17
n. 90): Exod 15.16; Num 11.23; Isa 50.2; 59.1; and Ps 79.11.
57 The D form of dmhs, to 'wound, beat, crush, kill, destroy': DUL 540-1; cf. Heb. jTiD,
to 'smite': HALOT 571.
58 The five cola is paralleled in KTU 1.18 i 7-12.
59 De Moor (1987: 17 n. 88) proposes that the bn(m), bnt, and brm (or *bnm) here are
'not only declared enemies of Baclu hke Yammu and Motu, but also other members of Ilu's
family used to rejoice in the misfortunes of their brother-in-law'. Yet it is doubtful that other
secondary gods involved with the throne of the pantheon are included here. When Baal is
about to attack Yam's messengers, Anat persuades him not to do so (KTU 1.2 i 40-2),
respecting Yam's authority. Moreover, her oath of seeking revenge upon them may signify
her overwhelming power and her higher hierarchical rank, if Wyatt's idea on the arm as a
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In the text Anat appeals strongly to El with a complaint for the
homeless Baal. The vulnerability of the bn and bnt by another deity indicates
the fact that they are identified as lesser deities at a lower level in the
pantheon.
1.3.2. bnt il
The expression bnt il, 'Daughters of El', in KTU 1.23 may be evidence also of
El's paternity of the gods. El gives birth to two sons through his two
'daughters'61, or 'wives'62 (sc. 'goddesses'63), who are called Athirat and
Rahmay64.
Although these bnt il may be sorted as the peripheral secondary
goddesses, the description in KTU 1.23 may supply, possibly and evidently,
the theogonic motif of other lesser 'agent' deities.
1.3.3. bnt hll
Although the second element of the phrase has been identified variously, it
may be best referred to Enlil/Ellil, known as El in Ugarit, as Gallagher
'royal gesture' is here accepted. Thus, the brm may refer, most probably, only to other
anonymous lesser deities in El's family.
60
Wyatt's interpretation (2002: 86 n. 68) that 'the goddess realises she is being
mocked; the lesser deities (El's children') are probably sniggering' is plausible. But Anat's
threats 'even' to the lesser deities seem to be the cause not only for the presupposed laughter,
but also for El's paternity to them. Since the ultimate object of her appeal or threat is El, she
is using here his fatherhood anxiety about his descendants in order to fulfil her purpose.
61 Cf. KTU 1.23.45-6: btm bt il bt il w clmh, 'Two daughters are the daughters of El; the
daughters of El, and forever'. El is called a father: hlh tsh. ad ad, 'Lo! She shouted: "Father,
Father!"' (KTU 1.23.32; also, 43).
62 The goddesses are identified also as El's wives: a[t]trn att il att il w clmh, 'Two wives
are the wives of El; the wives of El, and forever' (KTU 1.23.42; 48-9; also, 39,43,46; 52, 60, 64).
Two wives call El mt mt, 'husband, husband!' (KTU 1.23.40,46).
63 Cunchillos (1976a: 56-61); Wyatt (2002: 324-5 and n. 1).
64 Athirat and Rahmay are regarded as hypostases of Shapsh (KTU 1.23.13) by Wyatt
(2002: 327 n. 16).
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suggests65. This expression, 'Daughters of Ellil', occurs as a companion with
another epithet snnt, 'Bright Ones66', which may portray their radiant
theophany67. It may denote also the filial relation of the 'goddesses' (ilht68) to
the supreme god.
The role of the goddesses may be inferred from their epithet ktrt,
'Skilful Ones69'70. Hence they may be seen as being invoked71 as divine
'midwives'72 to take care of the pregnancy and parturition of Nikkal, and to
65
Gallagher (1994: esp. 135-8) plausibly identifies the hll with the Sumerian Enlil,
equated with the Akkadian god Ellil and the Ugaritic god El (followed by Wyatt, 2002: 337 n.
6), rather than the Canaanite-Arabic god cAttar (Wyatt, 1986c: 425) or the Canaanite-Arabic
moon god M/Hilalu (Korpel, 1990: 575-6 and n. 363) According to him, the Mesopotamian
god Enlil/Ellil was regarded as the most powerful god among the triad (sc. An, Enlil and
Enki) of the pantheon in the 3rd and 2nd Millennia B.C.E (Gallagher, ibid.: 131); he is attested
in Eblaite texts as well as an Akkadian incantation (see Nougayrol, 1969: 397) and some lists
of DNs at Ugarit (Nougayrol, 1968: 246-7, also cf. 212); thus, 'It shows that Illil was equated
with El, which should come as no surprise given his high stature' (Gallagher, ibid.: 135 and n.
31); 'Illil was probably written as hll at Ugarit' (Gallagher, ibid.: 138; cf. 137: Ebla.'/' sounds h,
h and y). As the deity Hulel at Emar, see Pardee (1999: 492), accepting Arnaud (1986: 328;
1991: 38).
66
Ug. snnt', cf. Ar. and Eth. sny, to 'shine, gleam': Obermann (1946: 27); thus, 'bright
ones': Selms (1954: 86 n. 24); M.S. Smith (1985: 455-6); de Moor (1988: 62, 76 n. 10; 'gleaming
ones'); Margalit (1989a: 286 and n. 5; 'radiant ones') and Wyatt (2002: 337; 'Bright Ones'). Cf.
as 'brightness, purity'; thus, 'pure ones': Pardee (1989-90: 455-6; 1999). Differently,
'Swallows': Herrmann (1968: 6); de Moor (1987: 231 and n. 49); and del Olmo-Sanmartin
(2004: 764).
67 KTU 1.17 ii 26-7,31,33-4,36,38,40; 1.24.6,15, and 40-2.
68 Their divine identity is revealed with this designation at KTU 1.24.11,40.
69 Pardee (1999: 491); Wyatt (2002: 264 and n. 60). As well as its parallelism with the
bnt, Ug. ktrt is construed as a f. pi. form of the ktr, which is used as a DN to designate an
artificer god: 'Kothar': Wyatt (2002: 264 n. 60). Thus it alludes possibly to the goddesses'
function in helping one's procreation: Margalit (1989a: 286).
70 KTU 1.17 ii 26, 29-30, 33, 35, 37, 40; 1.24.5-6,11,15, 40; and in the pantheon lists:
1.47. [13]; 1.118.12.
71 The goddesses are called in an invocation form: KTU 1.24.5-6; 11 ('smc'), and 15.
72 Pardee (1999: 491) does not agree with a view of them as 'midwives' since they
appear before pregnancy. But their function is understood as being initiated from the 'pre-
pregnant' period or even from the premarital, as at KTU 1.24 (Wyatt, 2002: 336-7 n. 5). Cf.
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give spiritual vitality to her and the unborn child in KTU 1.24, and also in the
similar 'childbirth' situation of Danel in KTU 1.17 ii73.
Their function is delineated apparently also in KTU 1.24.48-50 as
being responsible for the whole procedure en route from the wedding to
childbirth74. Thus these goddesses may be classified as 'agent' deities
specialised in nuptials and procreation: sc. lesser deities75.
The agent deities appear as a plurality (crb76). Although no clear
indication of their number is attested in the texts77, it can be supposed
possibly as seven for Ug. DN ktrt is paralleled with a plural form of Akk. DN,
Margalit (1989a: 285-6): they are "involved not only in the delivery stage but also - perhaps
even primarily - in the earliest phrases of the reproductive process"; and he mentions
further: "Their presence in Dan'el's home at the time of insemination and the beginning of
pregnancy suggests that they are responsible for bringing the coital act to a successful
conclusion in conception".
73 These goddesses are suggested plausibly also as lunar deities in regard to
childbirth: Selms (1954: 86 n. 23), agreed byWyatt (2002: 337 n. 6).
74 Thus, cf. Wyatt (2002: 265 n. 66): they are not only 'mid-wives but health-visitors';
thus, they are 'involved in pregnancy and childbirth': (ibid.: 340 n. 26).
75 With a similar idea Margalit (1989a: 286-7) concludes that they are the 'patron
goddesses of newly-wed girls who mythically - and mystically - arrange, bless, and watch
over the conjugal bed so as to ensure conception in coitus'; he remarks also that in Danel's
home, the goddesses are 'not as midwives hut as agents of reproduction'.
76 It occurs at KTU 1.17 ii 26 (in crb b bth ktrt, 'had entered his house Skilful Ones') as
a 3. f., pi. form of the Ug. \/frb, to 'enter' (Tropper, 2000: 466) and as the pluperfect tense of its
qatala form (Husser, 1996: 91-2).
77 See KTU 1.24.45-7: hn b py sprhn b spty mnthn, 'Lo, in my mouth is their number; on
my lips is their amount'. The -hn to spr and mnt is a 3. f., pi. suffix: Wyatt (2002: 341 n. 35). Ug.
mnt corresponds to Akk. miriitu, 'amount, number, length, accounting': CAD 10/2[M] 86-7.
See Wyatt (2002: 340): 'sum'; also see his (ibid.: 340 n. 29 and 341 n. 35) argument against
Watson's (1976a: 438) translation as 'Her number ... her counting' and his numbering of the
ktrt as two.
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dsa-su-ra-tum78, in the pantheon list (RS 20.24.12) and corresponds also to
another Akk. DN, dNIN.MAH79, (RS 26.142.16; 1992; and 2004.4)80.
1.4. bn atrt 'Sons of Athirat'
Gods other than El (sc. Yam, Baal, and Athirat, et al.) also have their own
agent deities. Among them only the lesser deities of the goddess Athirat are
called her 'Sons', like 'Sons' of El, which means that they have a filial relation
to their mother god.
1.4.1. KTU 1.3 v36-4081
ysh atrt w bnh
ilt w sbrt aryh
He (sc. Baal) exclaims82 (to) Athirat
and her sons,
(to) the goddess and the clan83 of her
kinsmen84:
78 For its transliteration and interpretation as a plural, see Nougayrol (1968: 50, 63).
Also cf. Akk. sassuru, 'womb, mother goddess': CAD 17/2[S] 145-6 (cf. seven birth goddesses
are suggested). Hence, the number of the ktrt is probably seven: de Moor (1987:145 n. 37).
79 Pardee (1999).
80 A view of their number as seven is agreed by Wyatt (2002: 340 n. 26 and 29): 'the
number seven is also perhaps intrinsically more likely if the goddesses also represent not
merely midwives, but protective and benevolent spirits who communicate their personal
traits to the new-born, thus transmitting its character'; and he further relates their number
plausibly to the biblical reference and the Ugaritic: seven spirits in Isa 11.2 and the seven
Baals in KTU 1.47.5-11. Differently, as five, see Margalit (1989a: 285 n. 2).
81 The parallelism of 'wn ... bnh' in KTU 1.3 v 38-40 is found in KTU 1.3 iv 47-9; 1.3 v
38-40; 1.4 i 9-13; 1.4 iv 50-2; 1.117.5-6; and cf. 1.8 ii 3-5.
82 It is derived from the Ug. Vs/z, to 'exclaim, shout, invite, call, claim': DUL 781-2. Cf.
Heb. m25: HALOT 1011-2; Akk. siahu or sahu: AHw 1096; CAD 16[S] 64-5. Or, less probable,
from -Jshlwh: Tropper (2000: 645).
83
Ug. sbrt, 'entity, assembly, community', as a 'social term' rather than 'band,
group': Heltzer (1976: 76-7); 'clan, community'; del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 778). Cf. Heb.
-11325: HALOT 999.
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wn in bt I bcl km ilm 'See85, (there is) no house for Baal
like (the house of) the gods,
w h.7j k bn atrt nor the dwelling 86 like (the
dwelling of) the Sons of Athirat;
mtb il mz.ll bnh (there is) the residence87 (for) El; the
shelter88 (even for) his sons89'.
Four different designations occur here in parallel to indicate the same lesser
deities: bnh; sbrt aryh; ilm90; and bn atrt. The deities appear to be compared
ultimately with Baal's homeless situation. A comparison extended to El's
84
Ug. ary; 'fellow, friend, kin': DUL 111-2. Cf. Akk. era {aria, ira, iria), 'side by side':
AHw 386; CAD 4[E] 254; and Ar. Jara: AEL 51; Renfroe (1992: 83-4): 'parallel to ah and bn'.
Differently, 'parents': Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 348 and n. q).
85 Perhaps a constructed form of the w and the hn, 'see, behold'; thus, see Virolleaud
(1938: 70); G.R. Driver (1956: 165); Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 342 n. s); Gibson (1978: 60); and cf.
Watson (1994b: 229-32).
86
Ug. hir; 'dwelling': Wyatt (2002: 87); 'mansion, quarter (measure of length)': DUL
382. It occurs as a divine residence: KTU 1.2 iii 19 (Athtar complains about his own homeless
situation); 1.3 iv [47]; 1.3 v 4, 39; and also, 1.4 v 28 (Anat pleads for a dwelling on behalf of
Baal); 1.4 i [10]; 1.8 ii 4; 1.117.5 (Baal's complaint about his homeless condition); 1.4 iv 51
(Athirat requests a residence for Baal); and 1.4 v 1 (El gives permission to the construction of
a dwelling for Baal); and also cf. KTU 1.114.18 (El's residence) and 1.100.68 (Horon's
residence).
87
Ug. mtb, 'residence, mansion, chair, seat, hut, shelter', derived from the ^Jytb, to 'sit
down, reside' {DUL 382): DUL 604; cf. 'home': Wyatt (2002: 87). Cf. Heb. D'ZhO: HALOT 561-2;
Akk. musabu: AHw 680; CAD 10/2[M] 250-2.
88
Ug. mill, 'shelter': DUL 608-9. Cf. Akk. masallu, 'shepherd's reed hut or shelter':
AHw 619; CAD 10/1[M] 329.
89 Rather than as 'the residence of El is the shelter of his sons' (Gibson, 1978: 52; de
Moor, 1971:110; 1987:15; and cf. Pardee, 1997: 253), which may result in an interpretation of
'all the deities dwelling in El's house'. For the discussion on problems of this translation and
for other views, see Wyatt (2002: 83 n. 60): 'it would mean that none of the other second level
deities have their own homes, because they all live with their parents'.
90
They are identified as the 'gods' by this term.
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sons in regard to their residence91 supports the fact that those collective
'gods' of Athirat have their own residence.
Indeed, lesser deities in the Ugaritic texts are described as having their
own place of residence: tents (KTU 1.15 iii 17-19), and also Kothar (-and-
Hasis), a peripheral second god, as a tent-dweller:
tbc ktr I ahlh Kothar left towards his tent;
hyn tbc I msknth Hayin92 left towards his abode
(KTU 1.17 v 31-32).
Thus Wyatt remarks: 'It is all intended to contrast with the climactic
achievement of Baal in gaining his own palace-temple. Therefore his
complaint is best interpreted as meaning that all the other deities (down to
his own daughter-wives!) have homes'93.
1.4.2. KTU 1.4 vi 44-6
It has been argued that Athirat is the mother god who gave birth to the 'sons'
of El94. Although she is known as the qnyt ilm95, 'Mother of the gods'96,
however, it is not quite clear in the Ugaritic texts whether other numerous
gods or their agent deities are also her 'sons'. According to KTU 1.4 vi 46, the
91 Cf. KTU 1.3 v 39-40; 1.4 i 12-3; and 1.4 iv 52-3.
92 Another DN of Kothar (-and-Hasis); cf. Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 98); del Olmo (1981:
541); Lipinski (1988:137-8); and del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 350).
93
Wyatt (2002: 83 n. 60).
94 Cassuto (1971: 54), rendering 'Athirat' to its Hebrew counterpart 'Asherah'; and
Cunchillos (1985a: 217-8).
95 The phrase occurs six times in KTU 1.4 i 22; 1.4 iii 26,30, 35; 1.4 iv 32; and 1.8 ii 2.
96
Wyatt (2002: 91). The term qnyt is derived from the V<qny, to 'acquire, create, forge,
and procreate': WUS no. 2426; DUL 706; cf. Heb. mp: HALOT1111-3; Ph. qnh: DNWSI1015-6;
Akk. qanu: AHzv 898; CAD 13[Q] 91; Ar. qana: AEL 2994; Eth. qanaya: Leslau (1987: 437). Cf.
'mistress': Gaster (1950:164; 1961:174); G.R. Driver (1956: 93); 'progenitress': Ginsberg (1969:
131); 'creatress': Gordon (1949: 28; 1965: §19.2249); G.R. Driver (1956: 93 n. 2, alternatively);
Oldenburg (1969:18-9).
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group of Athirat's sons numbers only seventy; thus, they are called as the
sbcm bn atrt, 'seventy Sons of Athirat'97:
sh ahh b bhth He (sc. Baal) invited his brothers into his
house;
aryh b qrb hklh (he invited) his kinsmen into the midst of
his palace;
sh sbcm bn atrt he invited seventy Sons of Athirat.
Gaster argues that the 'seventy' indicates only a 'round number indicating
multitude'98. In fact, the seven may denote the metaphorical number of the
septuple celestial structure99; hence, Wyatt refers the seventy of the gods to
'an allusion to the designation of the pantheon'100.
Yet, these interpretations may produce some problems. The first
problem which they pose concerns insufficient references in the Ugaritic
texts: the 'seventy' is not attested as the abstract quantity of-the pantheon
elsewhere. Another notable fact that it is not applied to the Sons of El (bn il),
occurring only in the Sons of Athirat (bn atrt), poses a question on the theory
that the 'seventy' signifies the pantheon and conveys the significance of
cosmological origin. Moreover, Baal is portrayed as attacking the bn atrt at
KTU 1.6 v 1.
The key to the problem here lies in the fact that the specific number is
only used restrictively for Athirat's lesser deities. Thus it may not support
Athirat's maternity of the whole pantheon. But in any case, the filial relation
of the lesser deities to Athirat is discerned in the phrase bn atrt, as in the case
of the bn il.
97
Wyatt (1998b: 46) argues that Ug. bn of the phrase is translated better in a sense of
'sons' rather than 'children' here, 'as giving prestige (here to a fecund mother)'.
98 Gaster (1946a: 58 and n. 16).
99
Wyatt (1987b: 393): the typological number of seven alludes to a 'cosmos




In the descriptions, the lesser deities of Athirat are invited to come to
the newly built palace for Baal after its construction is completed. Here these
divine guests are identified as Baal's brothers (ahh) or relatives (aryh)
inasmuch as they occur in a paralleled construction; hence their kinship to
Baal may be suggested. In KTU 1.6 i, the term ary is used also to indicate
Athirat's sons:
tsmh ht Let her rejoice now101;
atrt w bnh Athirat and her sons,
ilt w sbrt aryh the goddess and the clan of her kinsmen
(KTU 1.6 i 39-41).
In the text the third line is described additionally to make the second line
clear. In this regard, the phrase sbrt aryh is related in parallelism with Ug.
bnh102.
1.4.3. KTU 1.6 v 1-4
Their identity is articulated more clearly as follows:
yihd bcl bn atrt Baal seized the Sons of Athirat;
rbm ymhs b ktp the great ones103 he struck104 with a scimitar105;
dkym ymhs b smd the radiant ones106 he struck with a mace107;
101
Wyatt (2002:131).
102 Albright (1932: 197 n. 47) notes correctly that the ary has a parallelism with the
ahh, 'his brothers': sc. 'Baal's brothers'. See the text of KTU 1.4 vi 44-6 and the exegetical
discussion above.
103
Ug. rb, to 'be great, large': DUL 727-8. Cf. Heb. 31: HALOT 1170-2; Aram, rb:
DNWSI1045-51; Akk. rabu: AHw 936-40; CAD 14[R] 26-37.
104
Ug. mhs, to 'wound, beat, crush, kill': DUL 540-1; Wyatt (2002: 140): 'strike'. Cf.
Heb. yno: HALOT 571; Akk. mahasu: AHw 580-2; CAD 10/1[M] 71-84.
105
Ug. ktp; 'blade': Wyatt (2002: 140 n. 102); 'shoulder, shoulder blade, scimitar':
DUL (2004: 469). It is a divine weapon: Watson (1995: 545-6); Vita-Watson (2002: 146-9). Cf.
O'Callaghan (1952); Bordreuil-Pardee (1993: 68); and Vita (1996: 442 n. 24).
106 It refers to Ar. dakiyu, 'brilliant': Albright (1932: 203 n. 95); 'splendid, noble': G.R.
Driver (1956:154); 'resplendent': Gaster (1961: 224); followed by Wyatt (2002:140 and n. 103).
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sgrm ymsh I ars the small ones108 he pulled109 to the earth.
Ginsberg has construed Ug. rbm and dkym as DNs of each single deity110.
Against this view, de Moor interprets them cogently to be paralleled with bn
atrt as plurals111.
Wyatt argues that the three designations rbm, dkym, and sgrm signify a
'ranking of the gods whom Baal kills'; thus, the second term dkym is
understood as the divine entities ranked as the intermediate level between
the rbm and the sgrm112.
With regard to this, inWyatt's monograph, Watson suggests that "the
meaning of dkym may perhaps be found in Akk. deku, 'to mobilize' (see CAD,
III [D], 123-28 [124,126] AHw, 166-7) so that we would have the series 'great
ones ... warriors ... small ones". Although the etymology of the term and its
interpretation remain conjectural, asWyatt notes113, his idea is notable.
If the supposed etymological root is accepted, it may be taken as a
hierarchical designation of rank occurring among the 'agent' deities of
Thus, itmay portray the radiant theophany of the lesser deities. Differently, 'pounders of the
sea': Dijkstra (1974: 64) and Gibson (1978: 79); or, 'those who were like Yam': del Olmo (1981:
231); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 541). For the discussion on other opinions, see de Moor
(1971: 227); Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 265 n. c); and del Olmo (1982: 68-9).
107
Ug. smd; construed as a divine weapon; thus, 'mace or double-headed axe': de
Moor (1971:135); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 785).
108
Ug. sgr, 'small, young'; cf. Heb. UBS (TJJS): HALOT1041; Akk. seheru: AHw 1088;
CAD 16[S] 120-4; 179-85. Cf. 'young ones': del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 780). But it is more
probable to render it as 'small ones': Bauer (1934: 243), followed by de Moor (1971: 227); de
Olmo (1981: 231); Wyatt (2002: 140). It would be perhaps a complementary term to the rbm
for a balance; thus, 'great (large) ... small': de Moor (ibid.).
109
Ug. ymsh, to 'pull'; cf. Ar. masaha: AEL 2718; de Moor (1971: 111); van Zijl (1972:
188, 217, 231); Dietrich-Loretz (1987: 20-1). Differently, 'abattre': Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 265
and n. d); to 'trample, stamp': Margalit (1980:189-90).
110 Ginsberg (1969:141).
111 De Moor (1971: 227); also Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 265 n. c).
112
Wyatt (2002:140 n. 103).
113
Wyatt (2002:140 n. 103).
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Athirat. Thus, the intermediate rank, the dkym, may refer to ones with a
military character114.
However,Wyatt tends to render the dkym, ranked as the second, to the
royal figures in KTU 1.1-1.6, such as Yam, Baal, or Mot. If Athirat's sons here
denote the second major gods like Yam or even other members of the
pantheon, the text should be seen as a description of the climax of the
cosmogonic theomachy.
Yet it apparently seems that the rbm, dkym, and sgrm all belong to the
bn atrt, and they would be distinguished more probably as the 'agent' deities
of the goddess rather than as other major secondary gods. Besides, textual
evidence alludes to the fact that another theomachy has been caused by Anat
as well as by Baal (KTU 1.4 ii 21-6).
1.4.4. KTU 1.4 ii 21-6
ik mgy aliyn bcl Why115 has Mightiest Baal come116?
ik mgyt b[t]lt cnt Why has V[ir]gin Anat come?
mhsy hm [m]/w bny Will my (sc. Athirat's) smiters117, [sjmite
my sons?118
114
Wyatt (2002:140 n. 103): 'As we have members of the pantheon, perhaps denoting
three ranks of gods in descending order, this would perhaps indicate that the second rank is
military in character'.
115
Ug. ik is here construed more properly as an interrogative 'why' (Obermann,
1948: 90; Gordon, 1949: 29; Aistleitner, 1964: 38; Ginsberg, 1969:132; Wyatt, 2002: 94), rather
than as 'how' (G.R. Driver, 1956: 93; Jirku, 1962: 40; Caquot-Sznycer, 1974: 198-9; Gibson,
1978: 57; Pardee, 1997: 257; del Olmo-Sanmartin, 2004: 42, 533). Thus it portrays Athirat's
own anxiety, which may be related to the events in KTU 1.6 v 1-4; vi 10-11 and 14-5; cf.
Wyatt (1998b: 43). One of the possible reasons for the allied forces of Baal-Anat against
Athirat's sons may be found in their complaints of the residence; whilst Baal had no house,
lesser deities had their own residences and Anat helped Baal by her appeal. For the objection
on its translation as a negation 'not' (Goetze, 1953:120-1), see van Zijl (1972: 83).
116 'Has ... come' (Gordon, 1949: 29; G.R. Driver, 1956: 93; Wyatt, 2002: 94). Cf. 'is ...
coming' (van Zijl, 1972: 83; Clear, 1976: 9; de Moor, 1987: 48).
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hm [mkly s\brt aryy Will they [destroy 119 the c]lan of my
kinsmen?
Here it is hardly possible to judge that the bn atrt may indicate the pantheon
since the Ugaritic tablet does not provide any clarity about this issue due to
its damaged state. Hence it is best understood as divine warfare between
Baal-Anat and Athirat's own lesser deities.
Thus the three designations in KTU 1.6 v 1-4 probably denote the rank
of Athirat's agent deities, who are killed by Baal in divine battle. This warfare
may be related further to the event described in KTU 1.6 vi 10-11 and 14-5120.
The weight of this circumstantial evidence leads to the conclusion that the
seventy deities indicate Athirat's own lesser deities who are generated from
the goddess herself.
117 Gordon (1949: 29): 'my smiters'. The verbal root mhs basically denotes to 'wound,
beat, crush, or kill': DUL 540-1. Ug. mhsy has been interpreted as a noun plus a 1. sg. pron.
suf.: thus, 'my assassins' (del Olmo, 1981: 196; del Olmo-Sanmartin, 2004: 341, 541); or 'my
enemies' (Caquot-Sznycer, 1974:199; Gibson, 1978: 57; Wyatt, 2002: 94). Differently, 'to slay
me' (de Moor, 1971: 41; 1987: 48; Clear, 1976: 9); 'Would you murder me' (M.S. Smith, 1997:
123); and 'those who would smite me' (Pardee, 1997: 257). Cf. Obermann (1948: 90): 'a
smiter'.
118
Ug. hm has been taken as a 3. du. pron.; thus, read as a declarative clause: 'they
are my assassins (...), they are (the destroyers) of the clan of my kin': del Olmo-Sanmartin
(2004: 341, 541). But it may be juxtaposed, more probably, as an interrogative after the
preceding interrogative clauses: thus, ik ... ik; hm ... hm. Cf. de Moor (1971: 41); M.S. Smith
(1997:123); andWyatt (2002: 94).
119 It may be taken here as the D. act. ptc. form of the -Ikly, to 'finish, empty, consume,
and destroy': del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 441-2).
120 In the story it alludes to how Baalmight take seven (maybe dead) agent deities of
Athirat from the divine warfare and give them to Mot for his meal.
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1.5. bn qds 'Sons of the Holy One'
Whilst the same meaning is to be discerned also in the bn qds, 'Sons of the
Holy One'121, the second element of the phrase presents an issue as to
whether it refers to the epithet of the supreme god El or to that of another
god.
1.5.1. KTU 1.16 i 9-11122
ap krt bnm il Then (is) Keret the son of El?;
sph Itpn w qds (is Keret) the offspring123 of the Wise and
Holy One124?
It has been argued that the last term qds in the text is the epithet of a
goddess125. However, it is regarded more convincingly as the second element
of El's double epithet126 inasmuch as the epithet of King Keret, sph Itpn w
qds127, is paralleled with the bnm il in the previous line; thus, sph || bnm and
121 KTU 1.2 i 21, 38; 1.2 iii [19-20], 1.17 i 3, 8, 10-11, 13, 22; and 1.94.25. Del Olmo
(1981: 170) and M.S. Smith (1994: 266) render the bn qds to the 'holy ones'; hence, bn as a pi.
construct plus qds as a genitive form. However, as Wyatt (2002: 54 n. 78) points out, the 'Sons
of the Holy One' is more appropriate for its translation in a mythological context, like the bn
il, 'Sons of El'.
122 It is paralleled with KTU 1.16 i 20-2 and 1.16 ii 48-9.
123
Ug. sph; 'family, offspring, descendants, and clan': DUL 835. Cf. Ph., Pun. sph:
DNWSI1181; Heb. nnsuin: HALOT 651.
124
Wyatt (2002: 221). The phrase indicates the fact that El's name is combined with
one of his epithets; cf. Pope (1955: 44,55).
125 Thus, 'Asherah' (sc. Athirat): Ginsberg (1946: 44); a 'sacred being': Gaster (1947a:
289); 'Athirat': de Moor (1970: 203); WHS no. 2394; and a goddess 'Qudshu': Binger (1997: 56-
60).
126
Wiggins (1991: 389); Wyatt (1998b: 44; 2002: 221 n. 203 and 54 n. 78).
127 The sph Itpn w qds is an ideological title for the mortal ruler with his other epithet
bn il. These titles may have been used for a political or ideological propaganda that the king
is a legal son who has received an authentic ruling authority from the supreme god. At any
rate, the bn il provides a filial sense to the god.
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Itpn w qds || il are juxtaposed128. Thus, in this regard, the qds of the bn qds
refers to El and the whole phrase bn qds denotes the theogonic relation of
lesser deities to the supreme god.
1.5.2. KTU 1.2 i 19-21
In fact, lesser deities entitled as bn qds occur only in a setting with which El
is closely connected, as in the context of a banquet below:
tbc glmm I ytb The Lads129 departed130; they did not131 sit down132.
i [dk pnm] I ytn T[hen (their) faces] certainly133 they set
tk gr 11 towards the divine134 mountain,
cm phr mcd towards the assembly of the council.
128 Moreover, a combined divine male-female epithet is an unusual form and it is not
attested in any other place in the Ugaritic texts: Margalit (1989b: 377 n. 11). Ug. qdst may be
adopted better to designate a goddess: Wiggins (1991: 389); he also remarks that a mortal is
never mentioned as a son of the goddess in the Ugaritic texts elsewhere, whereas lesser
deities are called sons (bn atrt; cf. discussion above); thus, it is hardly seen that Athirat
occurs here as the divine mother of Keret.
129 Discussion of Ug. glm will be made in Chapter III.
130 It is taken as a G. 3. m. du. form (Tropper, 2000: 468) of the Ug. dtbc, to 'leave,
depart': Huehnergard (1987: 184); DUL 857-8. Cf. Ar. tabi'a: AEL 293-5; Syr. tbac:
Brockelmann (1966: 814); and Akk. tebu: AHw 1342-3. Its dual form indicates evidently that
the messenger gods were in pairs. For more discussion on the number of dispatched
messengers, see Chapter III.
131 The negative force of the expression is addressed quite emphatically. It may
indicate a quick response of the lesser gods to an order given from their master god.
132
Ug. ytb, to 'sit down, take a seat on the throne, install oneself, reside': DUL 994-5.
Cf. Heb. yn1: HALOT 444-5; Ph., Pun. ysb: DNWSI 473-5; Syr. yiteb: Brockelmann (1966: 311-
2); and Akk. wasabu: AHw 1480-4; CAD 1/2[A] 386-408. For other possible translations,
'delay': Wyatt (2002: 60). This term may suggest that the agent gods were supposed to sit
down in front of their master god before conducting their task given by him.
133
Ug. / can be construed in two opposed senses: either as negative '(do) not ...' or
asseverative '(do) certainly': Gordon (1965: §9.19); Dahood (1965: 22-3). It is used here in the
latter sense since we expect them to be obedient to the mission charged by their master god.
134 The text should be read as il rather than 11: cf. del Olmo (1981: 572); M.S. Smith
(1986); and Wyatt (1995c: 135-6; 1996: 44; 2002: 58 n. 101).
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ap ilm lh[m] ytb Then gods sat down to ea[t],
bn qds I trm the Sons of the Holy One (sat down) to
feed themselves135.
The bn qds is identified as the ilm, 'gods'136, through its paralleled
construction. At this scene the anonymous lesser 'gods' appear as son-gods
of the supreme god. In the Ugaritic texts there is little to determine the
attribute of lesser deities. Ug. ilm employed here as a general term is one of
them, which inform their attribute as 'gods'137.
The notion that the lesser deities are holy (qds) may be derived from
the acknowledgement that El is holy. The ancient Ugaritians might have
evaluated the abstract quality of the gods to be holy from their
understanding of divine genetics. Thus, the son-gods may be determined as
holy gods, following their father-god's attribute, recognised from his epithet
qds. They are privileged also to attend the supper hosted-by El as its
members. Thus, the phrase bn qds may also indicate the lesser gods'
membership of the pantheon.
Summary
Several Ugaritic terms indicate the kinship relation of lesser deities to their
master god(dess): bn il(m); bnt il; bn atrt; bn qds; and bn atrt, etc. These
Ugaritic expressions imply the Ugaritic theogony. The Ugaritic texts state
135
Ug. trm, to 'eat, feed oneself': DUL 931. Cf. Akk. saramu: AHw 1184-5; CAD
17/2[S] 48-9; Ar. tarima: AEL 335.
136 KTU 1.2 i 20, 37; 1.2 iii 19; and it occurs, paralleled with the bn qds, also to
describe the lesser deities who are served in the temple by Danel in KTU 1.17 i 2, 6-[7], 9-[10],
12 and 21. They act as divine mediators between Danel and Baal: for further discussion, cf.
'Mediator Deities in the Ugaritic Texts' in Chapter V.
137 The lesser deities entitled as the bn qds, 'Sons of the Holy One', are identified as
the ilm, 'gods' as at KTU 1.2 i 19-21, etc.; also, the bn atrt, 'Sons of Athirat', refers to the ilm,
'gods' in KTU 1.3 v 38-9, etc. Gupan and Ugar, the messenger deities, are called also the ilm
in KTU 1.3 iii 32; 1.5 i 9, etc.
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that the supreme god El appears as the father god of the lesser deities; hence
he is called htk, ab bn il, il bn il, ab snm, bnt il, or bn qds, etc. Thus, it is
concluded that lesser deities have a filial relation to El as his son gods. It is
informed also that the goddess Athirat has her own son gods: bn atrt (KTU
1.3 v 36-40; 1.4 vi 44-6; 1.6 v 1-4; and cf. 1.4 ii 21-6).
2. The Outward Appearance of Lesser Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
In regard to the argument of the kinship relation of lesser deities to the
supreme god, the examination of their 'horned' or 'winged' appearance is
crucial. In this respect, iconographical comparison will be employed for the
deliberation.
One of El's epithets is tr il13S, 'Bull139 El', which provides a possible
image of his 'horned' appearance. Its usage, extended to tr il abk140 ('Bull El,
your Father'), tr il abh1*1 ('Bull El, his Father'), or tr il aby1*2 ('Bull El, my
Father'), etc., indicates El as the progenitor of other gods of the pantheon143.
According to the epithets of the father god, lesser gods may be
suggested to be in horned form. In fact, they are regarded as 'creatures' of the
'Creator' god144 as well as 'sons'145 of their 'Father' god. The ancient
138 The phrase occurs in KTU 1.1 v [10], 22; 1.4 ii 10; 1.4 iii 31; and 1.4 iv 1.
139
Ug. tr; 'bull': DUL 930. Cf. Heb. -iltti: HALOT 1451-3; Akk. suru: AHw 1287; CAD
17/3[S] 369. This animal term is used, with the zby, also for military ranks of mortal soldiers:
sh sbcm try tmnym zbyy, 'call my seventy Bulls, my eighty Gazelles' (KTU 1.15 iv 6-7). For
animal terms used as designations in the Ugaritic texts, cf. Miller (1970b: 178-80).
140 KTU 1.1 ii [18]; 1.2 iii 16-7; and 1.6 iv 10. Cf. tr abk il\ KTU 1.14 ii 23-4; tr il ab:
KTU 1.1 iii [5]; or tr ab il: KTU 1.2 i 16.
141 KTU 1.1 iii 26; 1.2 iii 21; 1.3 v 10, 35; 1.4 i 4-[5]; and 1.4 iv 47. Cf. tr abh il: KTU 1.2
i 33,36; 1.14 ii 6; and 1.92.15; or, tr abh: KTU 1.14 i 41.
142 KTU 1.2 iii 19; 1.3 iv 54; and 1.17 i 23.
143 Oldenburg (1969:18).
144
Ug. bny bnwt. Another epithet of El, meaning 'Creator of creatures'; lit., 'Builder of
the built (pass, ptc.)': KTU 1.4 ii 11; 1.4 iii 32; 1.6 iii 5, 11; and 1.17 i 24. Pope (1955: 49)
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Ugaritians may have associated the appearance of lesser deities with the
Creator god's or Father god's image. Thus, it may be suggested that if El has
a horned image like a bull, his lesser deities then may be horned like their
father god. In some cases this can be inferred from the texts, although it is
somewhat conjectural.
acknowledged El's paternity of gods and humans; but on the other hand, he denied El's
creativity: "It is altogether probable that El was a Creator God, but the Ugaritic evidence is
by no means explicit. All the Ugaritic allusions to El's creativity are in terms of generation
and paternity". However, as de Moor (1980a: 172) pointed out, there seems to be no
difference between the two terms, 'generation' and 'creativity'. In a 8th century B.C.E.
inscription at Karatepe, a site of a Late Hittite fortress city in south-central Turkey, and in a
neo-Punic inscription at Leptis Magna (and elsewhere, such as at Palmyra), the phrase qn hs,
'Creator of the earth', refers to El (Pope, 1955: 25,52-4; and cf. de Moor's bibliography, 1980a
171 n. 3, on this view) although the expression is not attested in Ugaritic. Others are also
convinced of the creativity of El: Gray (1965: 33); Oldenburg (1969:16f.); and Caquot-Sznycer
(1974: 57). Heb. run (lit., to 'build') has the same Sitz im Leben as Ug. bny; it is used in the
sense of 'creation' (of Eve) in Gen 2:22; as Pope (1955: 50) also viewed. El is introduced also
as the qny, 'Creator' or 'Procreator' (KTU 1.3 v 9; 1.10 iii 5). Cf. de Moor (1980a).
145
Ug. bn may be related to the verbal root bny, to 'build': DUL 233-4. Cf. Heb. H33:
HALOT139; Ph., Pun., Aram, bny: DNWSI175; and Akk. band: AHzv 103; CAD 2[B] 83-90; and
also, cf. 94-5: Akk. band, 'creator, begetter'. Thus, cf. Pope (1955: 50).
146
Ug. mlak may be stressed at the head of the colon: M.S. Smith (1994: 282). The
term shall be discussed in 'Ugaritic Titles of Messenger Deities' in Chapter III.
147
Ug. tcdt shall be discussed in 'Ugaritic Titles of Messenger Deities' in Chapter III.
148
Ug. tpt, to 'judge': DUL 926. Cf. Heb. ESffl: HALOT 1622-6; Pun., Aram, spt: DNWSI
1181-2; and Akk. sapatu: AHw 1172; CAD 17[S/1] 450. It occurs here as a divine epithet.
149 The restoration is suggested on the basis of KTU 1.2 i 22, 26, 28, 30, 41 and 44. Cf.
a different reading of 'tcdt ylak tpt nhr': KTU2 6 n. 4. Cf. Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 128): 'le Juge
Nahar envoie une ambassade'.
2.1. KTU 1.2 i 11-3




[the embassy147 of Judge148 Nahar.]149
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[b] cls clsm npr sm[m ] With great rejoicing150 they flew151
(to) heaven[s ]152,
ut tbr aphm a snorting153 of the slit154 of their
noses155.
With regard to the previous lines the last phrase ut tbr aphm has been
recognised as a description of the avian form of messenger deities. De Moor
says that the phrase describes the 'terrifying hawk-like appearance' of the
150
Ug. cls, 'rejoicing': Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 128 n. h); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004:
159). Cf. Heb. fbj): HALOT 836-7; Pun. cls: DNWSI 863; Akk. elesu, elsu; AHw 200, 1410-1;
CAD 4[E] 88,110. The phrase cls clsm occurs here as a superlative expression (-m enclitic on
the second cls): Wyatt (2002: 57 and n. 96); del Olmo-Sanmartin (ibid.: 635); and cf.
'Triumphantly they rejoice': Oldenburg (1969:191); M.S. Smith (1994: 265). Angelic rejoicing
is expressed here. Differently, as paronomasia, 'one ... two joyful shouts': van Selms (1970:
258).
151
Ug. npr, to 'fly, escape, leave': UT §19.1680; del Olmo (1981: 283); Wyatt (2002: 57);
DUL 635. Cf. Ar. nafara: AEL 2823-4; Syr. nfar: Brockelmann (1966: 441). Thus, M.S. Smith
(1994: 283) correctly remarks that Ug. npr may 'fall in the semantic field of avian flight'.
Differently, the 'swift ones': Oldenburg (1969: 191 and n. 8); 'coeur': Caquot-Sznycer (1974:
128 and n. i); followed by M.S. Smith (1994: 265, 83).
152 The letters are visible only up to the second consonant, where they are read as.?[ ]
(CTA) or sx[ ] (KTU1). KTU2 take them to be sm[m ] (cf. CARTU13: s"[mm ]); hence, 'heaven':
Oldenburg (1969: 191). Cf. de Moor (1987: 31): 'heavenwards', which may presuppose a
reading of sm[mh ]; followed by Wyatt (2002: 57 and n. 97).
153
Ug. ut; 'snorting': Oldenburg (1969: 191 and n. 9); van Selms (1970: 258-9);
followed by Caquot-Sznycer (1974:128 and n. j; thus, le 'bruit') relating to Ar. Datta, to 'emit a
moaning or creaking sound'; as a noun, 'crack, moan' (AEL 66; Margalit, 1980: 94; and
similarly, del Olmo, 1978: 45 and n. 51; referring to Ar. :atta, to 'creak, split'), also to Heb.
(B)BK: BDB 31. Differently, Ar. 'atta, 'break, rupture': del Olmo (1981: 524; for other various
opinions, see 1984b: 159 n. 383); 'Bissen': Renfroe (1992: 84-5, connecting to Ar. Ubata, to
'bite'); 'nose': M.S. Smith (1994: 265,284); 'span, half cubit': del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004:123).
154
Ug. tbr, derived from the vW, to 'break' (cf. Heb. HALOT 1402-4; Ph., Aram.
sbr: DNWSI 1105-6; Akk. seberu; AHw 1206; CAD 17[S/2] 246-50); thus, 'opening'; del Olmo-
Sanmartin (2004: 898). The tbr aphm may denote 'their nostrils': Oldenburg (1969:191); Wyatt
(2002: 57). Differently, as a verb, to 'break': M.S. Smith (1994: 284).
155
Ug. ap, 'nose': Caquot-Sznycer (1974:128 and n. j); DUL 87-8.
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divine messengers, interpreting it as "the bills of their beaks (open) to a
span"156.
The context of the other texts informs us that the messengers do not
depart yet; they are still staying to receive instructions from the sender.
Smith understands the ut tbr aphm as 'some physical gesture (e.g., snorting)
which is idiomatic for joy'; thus, 'messengers rejoice at the prospect of
receiving instructions from their master Yamm and then they receive these
instructions in the following lines'157..
Wyatt renders it as 'their nostrils flaring', doubting their departure
before receiving instructions from their sender; he suggests that 'perhaps,
eager to be off, they are flying up and down before their instructions are
given'158.
In the Ugaritic texts elsewhere, in fact, they are pictured apparently as
a winged form159. However, the phrase ut tbr aphm seems to illustrate their
image of breathing from their nose160 like raging bulls, rather than like birds.
As a result, it can be interpreted that the agent deities are exceedingly ready
to fly up before receiving the instructions.
Therefore, their appearance may be suggested as a theriomorphic
form, taken from both an avian image161 and a bull. Although the messengers
are Yam's lesser deities, the conclusion abstracted from the discussion may
156 De Moor (1987: 31 and n. 134).
157 M.S. Smith (1994: 284).
158
Wyatt (2002: 57 n. 97).
159 De Moor (1987: 31 n. 133) rightly comments on the npr sm[rt\ ] in line 12 that 'The
messengers took the form of birds'. The travelling of divine messengers over a long distance
may allude to their flying function.
160 Hence, as 'breathing satisfaction': del Olmo (1981:169, 524).
161 For the deities in avian form, cf. Korpel (1996), although the present text is not
included in the discussion. Wyatt (2002: 57-8 n. 98) pictures an anthropomorphic form (cf.
KTU 1.2 i 41-2) combined with an avian form.
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apply to the shape of other agent deities as well: Gupan and Ugar, divine
messengers of Baal, have been postulated as being winged162.
In addition, the flying function may be recognised among the second
gods (KTU 1.4 ii 12-6; 21-4; thus, Baal and Anat). In iconographies of Baal, he
is shown sometimes as horned163 (cf. KTU 1.101.6) or winged164 (cf. KTU
1.46.6165). In KTU 1.18 Anat herself is about to hover among a flock of falcons
and hawks over Aqhat (cf. iv 21 f.). In any event, Anat appears as flying166;
thus, she may be discerned as being in a winged form167 and also as being
horned168.
162 Cf. Fensham (1966: 164). The discussion on Gupan and Ugar shall be made in
Chapter III.
163 Baal is imagined as both anthropomorphic and bovine in KTU 1.5 v 17-21;
(probably) 1.9.11; 1.10 iii; and 13.21-36. In the cylinder seals of R.S. 21.020 (in Schaeffer-Forrer,
1983: 47) and R.S. 28.025 (ibid.: 54) and in a Ras-Shamra hematite (see a picture of Appendice
2 in ibid.: 69), Baal is represented as seizing a weapon in his one hand and as being groomed
with decorated horns: 'le cylindre figure le dieu Baal coiffe d'une calotte a large bord releve,
peut-etre ornee de cornes'. Also at R.S. 24.358 (ibid.: 52), he is depicted with two horns,
whose images are found with this god in Ugaritic monuments elsewhere: 'Baal, caracterise
par deux cornes emergeant de son front qui rappellent le casque avec cornes porte par ce
dieu sur plusieurs monuments d'Ugarit'. He is expressed well on the stele preserved in the
Louvre Museum (AO 15775) as standing upright, groomed with a helmet provided with two
lateral horns (cf. Schaeffer, 1933:122-4 and pi. XVI; 1949:121-30 and pi. XXIV; Yon, 1991: 294-
9 and no. 15; 1997:144 and no. 18; also cf. Cornelius, 1994:135-8). Cf. a fig 13 (3) in Schaeffer,
1949a: 40; and also cf. a horned Baal in cylinders from Enkomi (known also as Alasia; see
Enkomi-Alasia 13.093, Schaeffer-Forrer, ibid.: 57) and from Cyprus (Chypre A9, ibid.: 62).
164 The iconographical tradition had continued in the Phoenician period: Baal was
depicted with four wings: O. Keel (1977:194-207, esp. 203).
165 The text reads bcl knp, (for) 'Baal of a wing'; thus, 'winged' Baal (del Olmo-
Sanmartin, 2004: 450).
166 The clearest evidence is described in KTU 1.10 ii 10-11: tsu knp btlt cnt tsu knp wtr
bcp, 'lifted (her) wing Virgin Anat; she lifted (her) wing and travelled in flight'; also, cf. KTU
1.108.8-9. Ug. tr is construed, preferably, as an inf. (Lloyd, 1994: 260 n. 2; followed by Wyatt,
2002: 156 n. 5) of the Ug. -Jtr, to 'scour, travel through' (DUL 875-6). Cf. Heb. Tin: HALOT
1707-9; Akk. taru: AHw 1332-6.
167 In some Ugaritic cylinder seals, Anat is figured as winged: at the cylinder num.
R.S. 5.089 (in Schaeffer-Forrer, 1983:16-21) convincingly refers the winged goddess to Anat;
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2.2. KTU 1.12 i 28-32
In the theogonic context of KTU 1.12, EI is called abn, 'our father' (KTU 1.12 i
9) by two daughter deities of his own (tls amt yrh, 'Talish Maidservant169 of
Yarih', and drngy amt atrt, 'Dimgay Maidservant of Athirat': KTU 1.12 i 14-7)
and he wishes his offspring to have horns. Thus the texts run:
ilm ypcr smthm El proclaimed170 their names.
bhm qrnm km trm 'On them (may there be) horns171 like bulls,
w gbtt km ibrm and humps172 like steers173!'
The names of the progeny are known as the aklm17i, 'eaters175', and the cqqm176,
'devourers177'178. Their bovine traits provide evidently a clue to the theogonic
hence, T1 me semble que notre cylindre figure precisement Anat pourvue d'ailes et tenant
sous sa protection le jeune taureau ne dans les roseaux d'Ah-Smak' (ibid.: 16).
168 In KTU 1.10 ii 21-2, she is portrayed as having her own horns: qrn dbatk btlt cnt qrn
dbatk bcl ymsh, 'your strong horns, Virgin Anat; your strong horns let Baal anoint' (cf. Wyatt,
2002:157). See R.S. 5.089, with a horned helmet, (in Schaeffer-Forrer, 1983:16-7).
169
Ug. amt; '(female) servant, maidservant': DUL 74. Cf. Heb. HEX: HALOT 61; Ph.,
Pun. Jmf, Aram, 'mt: DNWSI70-1; Akk. amtu: AHw 45; CAD 1/2[A] 80-5.
170
Ug. VpT denotes basically 'open (one's mouth) wide'; hence, to 'shout, proclaim':
DUL 660-1. Cf. Heb. "itfB: HALOT 953; Syr. pcr: Brockelmann (1966: 586).
171
Ug. qrn, 'horn': DUL 710-1; Watson (2000: 571). Cf. Heb. yip: HALOT 1144-6; Akk.
qarnu: AHw 904; CAD 13 [Q] 134-40.
172 The f. form of Ug. gbt, a 'fleshly part of the back, hump': G.R. Driver (1956: 146);
UT §19.555; WUS no. 626; Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 341); and DUL 293-4. Cf. Akk. gapsutu, gipsu,
gipsutu: AHxv 281, 290-1; CAD 5[G] 84-5. Differently, 'Korperfulle': Sanmartin (1978: 349 and
n. 2).
173
Ug. ibr, thus, 'junger Stier': WUS no. 34; 'bull, [humped] buffalo': Gordon (1965:
§19.39); followed by Huehnergard (1987: 269 and n. 11); 'buffle, taurillon': Caquot-Sznycer-
Herdner (1974: 586); 'bull, Zuchtstier': Sanmartin (1978: 349-50); a 'stocky male animal: bull,
horse': del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004:10-11); and 'steer' (Wyatt, 2002: 163). Cf. Heb. T3K, to 'be
strong, powerful': HALOT 6; Akk. ab(d)ru: AHw 7; CAD 1/1[A] 38. The expression km trm ...
km ibrm is a simile: Wyatt (2002:163 n. 9).
174 KTU 1.12 i 26,36; and 1.12 ii 35.
175
Ug. 3kl, to 'eat, devour, consume, make use of, use': DUL 43. Cf. Heb. b3N: HALOT
46-7; Ph. and Aram, 'kl: DNWSI 51-2; and Akk. akalu: AHw 26-7; CAD 1/1[A] 245-59.
176 KTU 1.12 i 27 and 37.
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relationship of the lesser deities to their 'horned' father god. In this regard,
the trm may denote El himself here179 as Ug. tr occurs as an epithet of El180.
Summary
The outward appearance of Ugaritic lesser deities is suggested, in the
Ugaritic texts, to be horned on the basis of the epithet of El (tr il, 'Bull El') for
they are the sons of their father god EL Their appearance is also referred to as
being winged (KTU 1.2 i 11-3). These theriomorphic forms of lesser deities
bear the kinship relation of lesser deities to the supreme god. The flying
function of the second gods is found in the Ugaritic texts (KTU 1.4 ii 12-6; 21-
4: sc. Baal and Anat). Baal is depicted as horned (KTU 1.101.6) or winged
(KTU 1.46.6). Anat appears also as flying (KTU 1.10 ii 10-11) and as being
horned (KTU 1.10 ii 21-2). In the theogonic text of KTU 1.12 i 28-32, El desires
his progenies to have horns. These indications conclude that the lesser deities
have a filial relation to El.
177
Ug. cqqm occurs as a paralleled DN to Ug. aklm; thus, Wyatt (2002: 63-4):
'devourers'. Cf. del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 177): 'destructive (one)', from the -Jcqq, relating
to Ar. caqqa (AEL 2095-7).
178 Their 'caprid traits' are construed interestingly as 'goats' (sc. the 'prototypes of
the sacrificial goats'): Wyatt (1996: 239). But this interpretation may have a genetic problem:
does the bull god El give birth to the goats? Other variant suggestions such as 'locusts'
(Kapelrud, 1969) or 'flies' (de Moor, 1981-2:113-4) are rejected correctly by Wyatt (2002: 163
n. 9) for their bovine characteristics are not matched to insects.
179 This idea, suggested by Wyatt through private communication, supports
convincingly the 'kinship' conception of lesser deities with El in their appearance; then, -m
on tr is understood as an enclitic. Although its paralleled term ibrm is not attested in the
Ugaritic texts for its usage as El's epithet, it seems a plausible scenario. In any case, the trm is
related evidently to the horned image of lesser deities.
180 Yahweh is described also as horned: Deut 33.17.
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Conclusion to Chapter II, Part I
In the Ugaritic texts the titles of lesser deities indicate that all lesser gods
were generated by some higher or older gods, who are called 'father' or
'mother'. As their progenies, their appearances are depicted as horned and
winged. From these facts, it is explicit that the agent deities are related
closely to their generator gods as a divine family.
These sons of gods have their own positions in the divine council and
they are involved in the divine conflicts in regard to the divine kingship,
taking 'agent' roles.
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PART II. Kinship Relation of Lesser Deities to Their Master God in the
Hebrew Bible
In the Hebrew Bible it is not difficult to find explicit references to Yahweh's
lesser deities called his 'sons'. Hence some statements confirm the kinship of
divine beings through the designation 'sons'. In this part some 'kinship'
terms in the biblical Hebrew texts will be examined. In addition, their
outward appearance will be investigated as well in the Hebrew Bible.
1. The Kinship Terms for Lesser Deities in the Hebrew Bible
Since some Hebrew terms indicate the kinship relation of lesser deities to
their supreme god, it is necessary to investigate these terms that occur in the
Hebrew Bible.
1.1. □Tib^n) "onorobK 1]3 'Sons of God'
Although it can be a problematic argumentwhether these expressions denote
a genealogical relationship or a generic title181 of lesser deities, it is apparently
analogous to the Ugaritic title bn il(m)182, which plays an important role in the
Ugaritic mythology and which indicates a filial relationship between lesser
deities and their master god183.
181 The □ini7X(n) U3 might be construed as a designation of classification, as seen in
*733 U3, the 'Babylonians' (Ezek 23.15); un, the 'prophets' (2 Kgs 2.3); or ]r,3K U3,
the 'needy' (Ps 72.4), etc.: Albright (1968a: 72); Newsom (1992: 248); Avishur (1994: 78).
However, it is understood possibly as a mythological expression in the context: G. Cooke
(1964: 24). Cf. Jastrow (1898: 109): such terms as 'son' and 'daughter' in the mythological
context are 'employed in all Semitic languages in a figurative sense, to indicate a dependent
position of some sort'. Thus it may contain both connotations of the 'membership' of deities
in a divine group and their 'kinship' with their master god.
182 Cf. Herrmann (1960).
183 Albright (1957: 261-2) remarks that the D,n'?N(n) U3, "employed for the angels",
has "borrowed" from Ugaritic expression. But he interprets that they are 'poetically called'
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1.1.1. Genesis 6.2,4
The ambiguous184 expression of DTib^n) ^3 appears in Gen 6.2 and 4185:
v. 2 mxn nm nx crnbxn ^3 ix-m
nm mix bsti cvii onb run rato "o
Then the sons of God186 saw the daughters of Adam; for
fair187 (were) they, so they took for themselves wives
from all that they chose,
v. 4a p nnx am ann a^irs px3 vn
The Nephilim188 were on the earth in those days; and
also after that;
v. 4b nnb rib1! man m:3 bx D^nbxn N3 1X31 ntfx
Yahweh's 'children', as his creatures, with the Israelites. However, if it has been "borrowed"
from Ugaritic, it might have been used, at least during the earliest period of the
transformation of the expression, for its original meaning with a theogonic sense. Its literal
meaning as the 'kinship' term (sc. 'sons of God') might have been diminished in its usage
under the construction of biblical theology of "monotheism".
184 The interpretation of the term has been one of the textual cruces in the Old
Testament studies: cf. Coleran (1941: 488); Newman (1984). Thus, diverse interpretations
have been made of the phrase: cf. Eslinger (1979: 65).
185 For the general discussion on the texts, see, representatively, Closen (1937); Paul
Joiion (1939); Childs (1962: 50-9); Kline (1962); Cunchillos (1969); Cassuto (1973a); Clines
(1979); van Gemeren (1981); Westermann (1984-6: [1] 363-83); Hendel (1987a; 1987b).
186 Or 'gods': Westermann (1984-6: [1] 364).
187 The fern., pi. form of the Heb. vblti, to 'be pleasant, agreeable, good, fair' (HALOT
370-1), portrays how the female mortals are figured: Cassuto (1961: 294).
188 The identity of the a mythological remnant, is not known now. It occurs
again in Num 13.33, described as giants (cf. LXX), 'whose descendants survived till the days
of Moses and Joshua'. As 'heroes', cf. Targum Onkelos. But its verbal root bBJ, to 'fall'
(HALOT 709-11; cf. Ezek 32.27), may allude to a '"fall" of angels from heaven' here: Skinner
(1910:145-6); cf. Cassuto (1961: 298); thus, 'fallen ones': Targum Jonathan. They are referred
to as the result from the 'sexual intercourse' of gods with mortals (Delitzsch, 1888a: 224-5;
Westermann, 1984-6: [1] 378; hence, "mythical semi-divine beings" like Gilgamesh),
whomsoever they may have meant originally.
Ill
when189 the sons of God came in unto the daughters of
Adam, and they bore (children) to them;
v-4c ntfn abiya -iui'k onaan nran
they were the mighty ones, who (were) of old, men of
the name.
In these passages, male deities take female humans as their wives, who bear
their sons. Due to this divine-human relationship, according to the
descriptions, the immortality of mankind is taken by Yahweh (v. 3). It seems
that fragments of the mythical tradition before the flood had been edited here
by the author190.
However a question remains concerning the identity of the
progenitors. Whilst the Dinbx(n) m here has been construed as mortals191, it
can be more probably identified as 'divine beings' in a mythological
context192.
189 At this place the "ittfN is best understood as temporal: Cassuto (1961: 298).
Westermann (1984-6: [1] 377) explains that v. 4b was originally a principal sentence in the
narrative, and v. 4a and v. 4c were circumstantial sentences: 'v. 4b reports a sequence of two
actions' (sc. v. 4a and v. 4c). In the present form, 4b occurs as a subordinate sentence.
Westermann (1984-6: [1] 366) views the texts as a sequence of vv. 1-2; v. 4b; and v. 4c; thus, v.
3 and v. 4a are placed 'out of its context'. Meanwhile, Wyatt (his own print of translation)
interprets more cogently that the Nephilim (v. 4a) are the offspring resulted by the divine-
human relationship (v. 4b), after reordering three different fragments of the texts: thus, first
fragment: v. 1 and v. 3; second: v. 2 and v. 4b; and third: v. 4a and 4c.
190 Parker (1999c: 796).
191 Cf. Donat Poulet (1942: 295); Birney (1970: 45).
192 This view is favoured by the majority of interpreters. Cassuto (1961: 291-2)
correctly comments that the □,nbx(n) U3 occurs here in 'contradistinction' to the D1N(n)
DUD. Cf. Childs (1962: 50-59); W.H. Schmidt (1967: 243-6); Loretz (1967; 1968: 31-48);
Cunchillos (1969), et al. Some view the phrase as "angels": Delitzsch (1888a: 222; and for
further discussion on their identity, cf. 222-6), saying that 'men of eminent position are
elsewhere distinguished as BhK UD from DTK un'; also, Dillmann (1897: 233); Skinner (1910:
141-2); Cassuto (1961: 292-4); Gibson (1981-2: [1] 159); and Sarna (1989: 356 n. 2): 'the "divine
beings" were thought of as being angels'. In fact, it is not appropriate to refer the phrase to
'angels' since it only contains the literal meaning of 'messengers': see a lexical discussion of
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Parker suspects that they are divine for two main reasons: 1) the
distinction between divine and human is confused by having intercourse
with female humans; and 2) there is no mention of the relationship between
Yahweh and these entities; Yahweh has no role in this event193.
Yet these problems can be solved if their identity is considered within
the mythological context since there appear the remains of an earlier
mythological tradition194: 1) the texts tell of a divine impregnation; it is not
rare to see the anthropomorphic motif of the ancient heroes generated from
gods in the ancient epic (cf. Greek epic)195; 2) it would be unnecessary to
mention here Yahweh's relationship with the divine beings if they are
construed as 'fallen divine beings', separate from Yahweh196; hence, it can be
understood as the author's theological interpretation which is inspired from
an early biblical demonology in order to explain the reason for the
immorality of human beings before the flood in order to justify the judgment
of Yahweh197; and 3) the mention of the depriving of their immortality in v. 3
the term in Chapter III. Thus it can be understood more accurately as the 'divine beings' (sc.
'gods'). Cf. Gunkel (1997: 56) comments that it indicates the 'beings belonging to the
category of OTlbx'.
193 Parker (1999c: 798-9).
194 Westermann (1984-6: [1] 368) concludes that the text of Gen 6:1-4 'contains two
narratives of different origin': thus, 'one is purely etiological and is really an elaborated
genealogical note explaining the origin of the giants'; and the other is a 'mythical story that
told of a dangerous transgression of the bounds of the human state by the sons of God that
caused God to intervene'. But it rather seems to be derived from the same tradition, if we see
that the D,l?S3 and the Dmni are indications of the same progenies that have resulted from
the human-divine relationship. In fact, the latter describes the function of the
195 Cf. Delitzsch (1888a: 233); Skinner (1910: 140-1). Cassuto (1961: 299) cogently
relates this motif to the Gracious Gods (Shahar and Shalem) in the Ugaritic texts. See
discussion on these gods above.
196 As 'demons': Delitzsch (1888a: 225-6), citing Keil. See Gibson (1981-2: [1] 161): the
□ ,nI7N(n) were 'rebellious angels like Satan himself in the later Jewish and Christian
stories'. Also, cf. Sarna (1989: 45).
197 Cassuto (1961: 294). The texts explain the reason for God's punishment as the
introduction to the flood episode (Dillmann, 1897: 230-2; followed by S.R. Driver, 1909: 82;
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would not make sense if they are mortals. Thus, it probably indicates divine
beings198.
The textual context contrasts with the argument of Sarna: the p 'has
no biological implication but has the sense of "belonging to the class of"'199.
However, the □,nL?x(n) un here connotes not only the membership of lesser
deities, but also their theogonic relation to the supreme god, inasmuch as the
DTKn nun is contrastingly juxtaposed with it to express the different origin of
each entity. The generation of their offspring may presuppose the generation
of lesser deities themselves through their father god; hence, the descriptions
allude to the kinship relation of the lesser deities to the supreme god.
In this regard, Cooke remarks properly that 'it was more probably
understood in a generic sense: the 'sons of God(s)' are those who are of the
realm of the gods, who partake of divinity'; and he says also that 'Therefore,
the view that filial relation is present here must depend wholly on a rather
weak argument by analogy'200.
1.1.2. Deuteronomy 32.8
Deut 32.8 assumes a similar construction. The song of Moses in the text
allows the legitimate functioning of other gods for other peoples. For this, it
has been suggested that the DTtbi^n) un or obx ua is to be read in the text:
CPU ]vbv brum When201 Elyon202 gave the
nations (their) inheritance,
Dexinger, 1966; Coxon, 1999: 345), or as put here by J, but not originally part of the flood
narrative, to increase the 'sinfulness of man before God' (Childs, 1962: 58). At any rate the
final form of the texts culminates in the reason for the flood. Against this view: Westermann
(1984-6: [1] 368).
198 Mensching (1958: 9).
199 Sarna (1989: 356 n. 2).
200 G. Cooke (1964: 24).
201 Heb. 3 'introduces a temporal infinitive-clause' with a 'temporal notion': HALOT
105.
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□"in iTiarD when he separated the sons
of Adam,
btniir nsorab n^y nbaa ny he set up boundaries of the
peoples according to the
number of XXX.
Whilst MT reads the last phrase following the term naoob as bantc 'sons
of Israel', LXX understands it as dyyeAmv Geou, 'angels of God', which
presupposes the □•'nbN(n) or aba "on, 'sons of God' 203 or 'sons of
gods'204. Other evidences support this: Qumran (4QDeut)205, Symmachus and
Old Latin, etc. Thus, the latter reading more clearly exposes the intention of
the phraseology in a contrastive parallelism with the phrase DIN "On, 'sons of
Adam'. Thus, Wyatt explains the reason that the □TibN(n) are "older
gods having been transformed into angels, in accordance with a common
practice in the later period"206.
In accordance with Deut 32.6b, it is more evident that their Vorlage,
□,,nbN(n) ^a or obx ^a, indicates the kinship relation of divine beings to
Yahweh:
-pp "paK Nin Kibn Is he not your father, your creator207?
202 Or, 'Most High' as a divine epithet: BDB 751; HALOT 832-3; and most major
translations such as NASB, NJPS, and RSV, etc. Cf. Ug. cly: UT §19.1855; WUS no. 2030; and
DLL 161 (I).
203 Mullen (1980: 202-3); D.L. Christensen (2002: 790, 796).
204 De Moor (1997: 256 n. 232) suggests that the 'tabu was removed from the Hebrew
text later on, as in Deut 32.8, Ps 56.1 and 58.2'. BHS presupposes btf U3 or crbx uaa; thus,
Wyatt (1996: 349-40) translates it as 'sons of El'; and cf. G.A. Smith (1918: 347); and Newsom
(1992: 248).
205 Qumranreads□1nbX U2.
206 In addition, Wyatt (1996: 350) observes that 'Angels in later parlance are
commonly the gods of the older theology'.
207 Heb. nap, to 'acquire, buy, and create': HALOT 1111-3; W.H. Schmidt (1997b: 1147-
9, including his bibliography for this possible translation; and 1151-3). Its meaning, to
'create', is attested also in the usage of Ug. qny; to 'acquire, create, forge, and procreate': DLL
706-7. Further meaning of nap, to 'produce, beget, bear', therefore, can be suggested: W.H.
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~|tay ton He made you and established208 you.
Wyatt cogently suggests that Heb. ifoy at this place may have a sexual
nuance so that an allusion to the theogony is possibly suggested209. God's
creativity, or his procreativity, in his address to the 'people' in v. 6 may be
applied to his 'lesser gods' as well.
Returning to the text, the role of the presupposed D,ni7X(n) or nbx
"OD is described here as 'agents executing a Divine commission'210: sc. 'ruling
gods' or 'guardian deities' of the earth211. In the passages, each of the nations
and the territories are arranged by the ]vby, 'Elyon'212, as allocated to each of
his divine agents213 (cf. the celestial warfare of Michael with the national god
of Persia in Dan 10.13214).
Schmidt (ibid.: esp., 1147-9; for biblical references, cf. Gen 4.1; Deut 32.6; Ps 139.13; and Prov
8.22). Dahood (1972: 96) points out the semantic parallelism between 3N and (in a polel
form) in v. 6 and between Ug. ab and kn in KTU 1.4 iv 47-8 (see n. 1, above).-Thus, either the
translation into 'creator' (NIV) or 'progenitor' (Wyatt, 1996: 247) would be accepted.
208 Heb. JD, to 'establish': HALOT 464-5. Its Ug. cognate Vkn denotes also 'create': cf.
UT §19.1213; WUS no. 1335; and DUL 447. Wyatt (2002: 255 and n. 23) construes the An of
the Ug. ykn at KTU 1.17 i 25 as to 'beget' rather than to 'establish'; thus:
tr il aby ... Bull El my father ...
bny bnwt O Creator-of-creatures,
w ykn bnh b btt so that he may beget a son in his house
(KTU 1.17 i 23-5).
The context of the text makes this translation possible.
209 A remark ofWyatt (1996: 247-8) is noteworthy for the translation of this verb: the
~|M, 'sandwiched between verbs with a sexual nuance, must belong in the same semantic
field'.
210 S.R. Driver (1909: 82).
211 G.A. Smith (1918: 347).
212 It is suggested plausibly that Heb. jvbj: corresponds to Ug. aliyn (|| bcl): Johnson
(1967: 50-1 n. 4).
213 Newsom (1992: 249). Thus, Wyatt (1996: 350) points out that in the final form of
the texts it presupposes a theological suggestion that 'each of the nations has a guardian
angel', and that their original identities were gods. For further discussion of the relation of
gods and the nations in our text, see Block (1988: 7-22).
214 Collins (1993: 374): the 'prince of the kingdom of Persia' designates the 'patron
angel of Persia'.
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The Targum inserts 'seventy' into the text for their number (cf. the
'seventy nations' in Gen 10 and the 'seventy sons'215 of Jacob in Gen 46.27 and
Deut 10.22). On the other hand, it has been suggested plausibly that the
seventy sons of God (or 'El') is related to the Ugaritic formula represented in
the sbcm bn atrt, the 'seventy Sons of Afhirat'216, whose husband appears as
El (KTU 1.23); thus they may also be called the 'seventy sons of El'217.
Eissfeldt has supposed here that Yahweh is one of the seventy gods
who is in subordination to El Elyon218. Parker argued also that Elyon is an
independent god who gave the Israelites and their land to Yahweh, as each
people is assigned to each god on the basis of their identical number219; hence,
according to him, Yahweh becomes one of lesser gods of Elyon.
However, Elyon here is understood as an epithet of Yahweh220: Elyon
is identified as Yahweh elsewhere bx; Gen 14.18-20; Num 24.16; Isa
14.14; and passim in Pss); Elyon is proclaimed as Possessor/Creator of heaven
and earth (Gen 14.19; cf. Deut 32.6; Ps 139.13; and Prov 8.22). Therefore, it is
more convincing that Yahweh appears here as the distributor of the
territories and the ruling god to peoples.
215 Whilst MT reads 'seventy' in Exod 1.5 for the number of the sons of Jacob and
their family, LXX and Qumran read 'seventy-five' (cf. Acts 7.14); the latter number includes
the additional children of Ephraim and Manasseh (cf. Gen 46.20 of LXX). See Klein (1974:14-
5) and Wyatt (1996: 350 n. 220).
216 For this view, see Tournay (1949: 53); Albright (1959: 343); Barthelemy (1963: 295-
7); and Wyatt (1996: 295; and cf. 350 and n. 223): they are 'precisely identifiable with the
seventy sons of Asherah of the Ugaritic tradition, to become the guardian angels of the
nations'.
217 Cf. Wyatt (1996: 350).
218 Eissfeldt (1956: 28-9). It is rejected by Block (1988:14 n. 18) and Wyatt (1996: 350-
!)•
219 Parker (1999c: 796).
220 G. Cooke (1964: 32-4); Johnson (1967: 48-50); and cf. Wyatt (1996: 350-1).
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1.1.3. Job 1.6 and 2.1221
nvn TPI Then came the day222;
niiT1 by airnn1? □,nbxn ,32 lxa"1! when the sons of
God223 came to stand224
before Yahweh,
□^ina jBton dj ton1! and the Adversary225
also came into the
midst of them
(Job 1.6).
Job 1.6 and 2.1 describe that the □"Tibx(n) -on presented themselves to
Yahweh, and Satan was among them. Davidson claimed that the DTibxJn) N3
at this place does not mean literally "'sons of God' as if they had actually
derived their nature from Him as a child from its father" since they were
created226. Strahan similarly argued that the DTibxJn) N3 is not construed 'in
221 The scene of the divine court takes place twice and the same phraseology is
applied in each case, with only small variations.
222 Whilst some interpret 'the day' at this place as a specifically appointed day
(Morgenstern, 1939: 44-50 and n. 29: i.e. 'the New Year's Day'; Dhorme, 1967: 5; and
Vermeylen, 1986: 8), others understand, more acceptably, that it designates the 'particular
day when it happened: i.e. "on a certain day'": thus, Kautzsch (1910: §126; 4.s; Habel (1985:
88-9); A.B. Davidson (1889: 6); Paul Joiion (1923: §137; n); and Parker (1999c: 798).
223 Or, 'sons of Elohim': Dhorme (1967: 5,15).
224 As a nonverbal indication, the verb denotes their status as lesser deities before
Yahweh. Cf. Tur-Sinai (1957:11). It is implied that Yahweh is being 'seated (on a throne)', as
at 1 Kgs 22.19 (cf. v. 22): Driver-Gray (1921: 9).
225 Heb. 'adversary, also a DN': HALOT1317. With the definite article the noun
becomes a proper DN, Satan: S.R. Driver (1908: 2. n. h.). Strahan (1914: 38) argued that it is
'not yet a proper name, but the official title of one of the sons of the Elohim' (also, A.B.
Davidson, 1889: 7; Driver-Gray, 1921:10; Morgenstern, 1939: 41-2 and n. 26; and Habel, 1985:
89); he further insists that 'he is not a fallen angel, but one of God's agents, who comes with
the others to report his service'. However, it is not convincing for his appearance in the
divine council is distinguished from other celestial members (□ 3, D3irD), as if he is not a
regular member of the council or an unexpected visitor.
226 A.B. Davidson (1889: 6-7).
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the physical sense "begotten of God," nor even in the moral sense "akin to
God," but as beings who belong to the family or class of the Elohim, just as
members of the human race are called either "men" or "sons of men," and
members of the prophetic order either "prophets" or "sons of the
prophets'"227.
Yet the phrase here occurs evidently as a mythological expression, as
in Gen 6.1-4 above. As seen in any other mythological descriptions in the
Hebrew Bible, the original 'kinship' sense of the phrase may still be
suggested. Their identification as "created angels" may have been
interpreted and developed later to enhance the biblical "monotheism"228
from the early Israelite concept of lesser deities, which has many affinities
with the Ugaritic concept of them, whose 'kinship' indications are attested.
Tur-Sinai here reads the □"'nbx(n) not as 'sons of (the one) God',
but as the 'godly beings' or 'divine creatures'229. But the second element is
better construed as the DN, the controlling figure of the divine council, and
the first one indicates the kinship relation of a subordinate group to the
controlling figure, like the Ugaritic expression bn il, 'sons of El'. These
entities are understood here as lesser gods230; they appear to attend the
council of the gods as its members. Then Yahweh initiates a discussion in the
heavenly court (1.8; 2.3), the Adversary offers a proposal (1.9-11; 2.4-5), and
Yahweh accepts it and permits him to take action (1.12; 2.6).




230 Driver-Gray (1921: 10) rightly comment that the ccnbx(n) U3 (Gen 6.2; Job 2.1;
38.7) belong to the class of gods and other designations the dAn u3 (Ps 29.1; 89.7) and
the "pn5x "d (Dan 3.25) can be referred to the 'gods' (Ps 82.1, 6), or d5k (Ps 58.2). LXX
reads the terms as ol ayyeAoi. toO 0eoO, 'the messengers (angels) of God (Job 2.1, 38.7),
also cf. Targum. Cf. S.R. Driver (1908: 2 n. g.).
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1.1.4. crbx
The expression appears in Ps 29.1, 89.7 [ET 89.6], and probably in
Deut 32.8 to indicate lesser deities, who are compared to describe the
wonders and the faithfulness of Yahweh. It has been debated whether the
second element of the phrase should be read as singular231 or as a plural232.
The most convincing is the view of a single god; thus, 'sons of God', like the
Ugaritic expression bn ilm, 'sons of El'233.
1.2. yrbu m 'Sons of Elyon'
The expression yrby m is found as a hapax legomenon at Ps 82.6. In Ps 82.2-5,
accusation is brought and judgment is made in the celestial council234. As a
result, the verdict made by the council is delivered to the accused ones. In vv.
6-7, Yahweh accuses some 'gods'235 before the divine assembly for their
failure to keep justice on the earth. Yahweh then passes a sentence:
v. 6 d]vbv "om cnx OTibx thon "on
I have said 'You are gods and sons of Elyon236, all of
you';
231 LXX reads the phrase in Ps 29.1 and 89.7 as utol 0eoO, 'sons of God'. Tsevat (1955:
128-9) and Hummel (1957: 101-2) read the last consonant of O'An as an enclitic m; followed
by Freedman (1960:104-5).
232 Avishur (1994: 78) says that the phrase dAn U3 corresponds to cbx in Ps 89.7 and
Exod 15.11, respectively.
233
Ug. -m on ilm is to be an enclitic m.
234
Morgenstern (1939: esp., 40-59), Tsevat (1969: esp., 126-7), and Mullen (1980: 230)
agree that the divine trial takes place in the divine council.
235 Parker (1995: 536) defines the accused ones as the members of the divine
assembly, whose roles are to govern the earth; cf. Mowinckel (1962: [1] 150); Dahood (1966-
70: [2] 268); Weiser (1962: 556, 559); Tsevat (1969:128-32); Tate (1972: 593); Mullen (1980: 230).
Also, see Jiingling (1969).
236
Morgenstern (1939: 92) argues that "Elyon here is not identical with Yahweh, but
is an altogether different deity" who may be recognised as a major deity of Byblos. However,




(but) truly like Adam shall you die237;
v. 7 □nton intoi
and like the first238 of the princes239 shall you fall
(Ps 82.6-7).
It has been postulated that the accused ones are mortals. Thus, ot6k
and jvbll "02 refer to the corrupt human judges in Israel240; or kings of Judah
or Israel, whose government has been far removed from the 'ideals of true
monarchy'241, on the basis of the previous verses 2-4. They have also been
referred to as the rulers of foreign nations who oppress the Israelites, and
who consider themselves gods242.
However, their immortality, presupposed in v. 7, alludes to their
status as 'gods'243; Yahweh's statement of their status as 'gods' in v. 6 is
237 Heb. nio, to 'die': HALOT: 562-3. Cf. Ug. mt: UT §19.1443; WUS no. 1703; and DUL
595-6; Aram, mwt: DNWSI605-7; Akk. matu: AHw 634-5; CAD 10/1 [M] 421-7. Cf. O'Callaghan
(1953: 311, n. 4) reads the text as 'become mortal' following Ginsberg's rendering (Ginsberg,
1945: 21 n. 52) of Ug. mt as 'mortal'.
238 Heb. D1X is paralleled with onton ~IHN here. Heb. triK is normally construed as
'one' (of the princes), but rather it is to be taken here in the ordinal sense: 'the first...', as it
may be seen also at Gen 1.5 and Ruth 1.4. Cf. Wyatt (1996: 363 and n. 14, suggesting the same
Ugaritic usage of ahd at KTU 1.6 i 46; see Wyatt, 2002:131 n. 70). In this point, Adam can be
regarded as the first one who has had a kingship in the royal ideology.
239 Heb. is used for the persons with a high rank in their political, societal, and
religious status; thus, its meaning is variously rendered to: 'representative (of the king),
commander, leader (of the group), head' (HALOT 1350-3); or 'ruler' (CHALOT, 354). With
this sense it refers either to mortal military captains (Judg 4.2; 1 Sam 17.55) or to divine
agents (Josh 5.14-5; Dan 10.13, 21; and 21.1). The term may indicate the royal status of Adam
at this place.
240 Cohen (1945: 270-1); O'Callaghan (1953); and cf. McKenzie (1945: 337): (human)
"judges are divine because they share the authority of Yahweh and in His name deal justice
to men".
241
Wyatt (1996: 361-5; esp. see 362-3), specifying Delitzsch's idea, which suggests it
as the (Israelite) 'chiefs of the assembly' (Delitzsch, 1888b: 459,461).
242




logically related to his verdict on them to be demoted from their 'divine
status' and to be reduced to mortals in v. 7. Accordingly, the four terms, mx,
mo, ")(£? and ^23, in the texts, resulting from their failure to be just, are
intentionally put here to be juxtaposed with the other two terms, which
convey their contrasting denotations: sc. DTi^K244 and ]rbv on245. Thus, some
point out cogently that these accused entities refer to 'angels'246 or 'gods'247 of
the pantheon.
Tur-Sinai has argued that in v. 6 the }vbu on, 'may have originated in
a later period, when the proper sense of the usual expression on was no
longer perceived'248. But it is not convincing that the expression ]vbu on may
have been used later than the mbx on if we consider its corresponding
Ugaritic expression. Therefore, it is more probable that they both may have
had earlier traditions for their usage.
1.2.1. 'Fallen' Gods
Morgenstern suggests that these divine beings are related to the D,n'?x(n) on
and D",l?23 mentioned in Gen 6.2, 4249. According to him, vv. 1-3 of Gen 6 is
related intimately to v. 4; hence, the divine beings in vv. 1-3 are identified
with the Nephilim in v. 4250. On the basis of Morgenstern's suggestion, Wyatt
remarks, relating the text of the psalm to Gen 6.1-4, that Gen 6.1-3
244 Heb. Dnx (2. masc. pi. pron. form) in v. 6 evidently indicates the fact that DOibx
denotes plural divine beings at this place.
245 The expression 03 is stressed under a parallelism with DTiSk. These two
epithets may be evidence of the fact that the lesser gods are closely related to Elyon Yahweh
in their kinship.
246 Leslie (1949:117, 230); Kissane (1964: 377-8); and Eaton (1967: 204).
247 Dahood (1966-70: [2] 268); Mowinckel (1962: [1] 148-51; [2] 132); Weiser (1962: 556,
559); Tsevat (1969); Loretz (1971:113-5); Mullen (1980: 230); and Parker (1999c: 794, 7-8). Cf„




250 Heb. D,l?S3 may denote 'fallen ones' literally.
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'incorporates the originally distinct myth of the fall of Satan and his
companions, to be identified with the Nephilim (lit. "fallen ones") of 6.4'251.
Although the text of the psalm has been revised into its the present
form252, it still allows a possibility of viewing them as 'divine beings' with
regard to other biblical references. Thus, some divine entities are
incorporated with the motif of 'falling' (cf. Ezek 28). Moreover, the idea of
Yahweh's punishment of lesser deities for the crime is found elsewhere (cf.
Isa 14.12253; 24.21; and Zech 3.1-2, etc.). But it seems that the figures in vv. 2-4
of Ps 82 are more closely related to the □Tib^n) in Gen 6.2-4 for the
corrupt activities of divine beings, rather than to the D^Si, the semi-divine
figures, although their epithet alludes to the 'falling' motif as well.
1.2.2. "bn clyn" in the Ugaritic Texts
If we find an Ugaritic parallel to the lesser deities in Ps 82.6-7, it may be
connected to the Gracious Gods: sc. Shahar and Shalem. Accepting
Morgenstern's idea that Ps 82.6-7 are 'based on ancient Canaanite
mythology', Gaster suggests that the three terms pr^y "on, and in
the verses above refer to Shahar and Shalem in KTU 1.23, who were called
ilm, 'gods', bn srm, 'princes', and clynm, 'those on high'254. Thus, KTU 1.23.1-3
read:
iqra ilm //[mm ] Let me invoke255 the gra[cious ] gods
w ysmm bn sp[ ] and beautiful256, sons of Shap[sh ]
251
Wyatt (1996: 361 n. 8).
252
Wyatt (1996: 361-2).
253 In the verse, as Morgenstern points out, the fall of the Babylonian king, or of the
oppressive rulers, is recounted mythologically.
254 Gaster (1946b: 71).
255
Ug. qr3, to 'call, invoke, proclaim': DUL 708. Cf. Heb. NTp: HALOT 1128-31; Akk.
qard'u, qeru: AHw 918; CAD 13[Q] 242-3; and Arab, qara3a: AEL 2502-4. It may be taken here
in a cohortative mood: Wyatt (2002: 325).
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ytnrn qrt I cly[ ] Let them give glory257 to XXX.
Gaster restores the bn sp[ ] as bn s[rm] ('princes') on the basis of srrn at KTU
1.23.22258. Yet, because the second letter of the sp[ ] is just visible, the sp[ ] is
best read as £/?[/]. Thus, they may be identified as the 'sons of Shapsh'259. He
also reads the cly[ ] as Tyjnm], 'them on hi(gh)' 260 , identifying the
presupposed Hynm as the Gracious Gods. Wyatt takes the last line as 'let
them give a feast to [those] of high rank'261. Others render it as follows: 'who
establish a city on high'262; or 'may glory be given to the exalted ones'263.
Whilst some commentators restore the cly[ ] to a plural form, cly[nm], it
is possibly read at this place as a singular, Tyfn]264, however. Thus, the last
line may be best understood as a human aspiration for the lesser deities to
worship the supreme god enthroned in the pantheon (cf. mt w sr265 in line 8).
As the Gracious Gods are called the sons of Shapsh, they can be discerned as
the bn clyn, the 'Sons of High One (or Most High)'266 like the ]vbu "Oa in the
256
Ug. ysm, 'handsome, pleasant': DHL 984 (I); 'beautiful': UT §19.1119. Cf. Akk.
wasmu, wussumu: AHw 1474,1498; CAD 1/2[A] 337.
257
Ug. qrt, 'glory, honour': Ginsberg (1935b: 47); G.R. Driver (1956: 713); del Olmo
(1981: 621); DUL 713 (II). Cf. Heb. np\ HALOT 432.
258 Gaster (1946b: 51 and 71 n. 100). Virolleaud (1933: 129, 132) also reads it as bn




260 Gaster (1946b: 51, 71 and n. 101), following a reading of Ginsberg (1935b: 46).
261
Wyatt (2002: 325; and cf. n. 3).
262
Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 369); Gibson (1978: 123); de Moor (1987: 118); and Pardee
(1997: 276).
263 Ginsberg (1935b: 46, 64); Xella (1973: 41-2); del Olmo (1981: 440); and Hettema
(1989-90: 82).
264 Or, possibly, f/y[n il ?].
265
Wyatt (1977; 1992b; and 2002: 326 n. 10) convincingly refers this to an epithet of El.
266 De Moor (1979: 652-3; 1990: 69) has suggested that El can be called Hyn, with his
own different reading of KTU 1.111.17-8, on the basis of the photographs distributed in Ug
VII; thus: sbc alpm cly[n] il mlk, 'Seven oxen (for) the Most High, El the King'. Cf. Gen 14:18:
king Melchizedek of Selem was a priest of bx, 'El, Most High'. But later, he (de Moor,
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psalm. Since they all appear as sons of El (KTU 1.23.52-66) the clyn is referred
to, most probably, as an epithet of El.
In any case, the ilm, bn sp[s], and cly[n\ in the texts are related to
Shahar and Shalem. Thus, the ilm (KTU 1.23.1, 23, 58, 60, and 67) and 7yn
(KTU 1.23.3), with another epithet tn srm, 'two Princes' (KTU 1.23.22), may be
suggested as possibly paralleled expressions to the descriptions of the fallen
gods in Ps 82.6-7.
On the other hand, less probably, it has been related also to the
Ugaritic royal ideology. O'Callaghan has tried to find a motif of the figures in
Ps 82.2-4 from the royal figure, Danel, who 'tried the case of the widow (and)
judged the lawsuit of the orphan'267, but preferred to connect it to King
Keret268, who was called more mythologically as the bn il, 'son of El'269.
In fact, the story of Keret in a situation of dying like a mortal from his
illness270 seems to be paralleled with Ps 82, in the point that his fatal illness is
1997: 74 n. 198) took a step back from his argument: "Apparently this title may be compared
to that of clyn, a title of El according to later Canaanite sources which, however, is not
attested in the texts of Ugarit thus far". However, his point on the identification of El with
the epithet 'Most High' is still worthy of our attention.
267 Thus the text reads ydn dn almnt ytpt tpt ytm (KTU 1.17 v 7-8). Wyatt (2002: 267 and
n. 73) argues that these activities are 'typical royal duties, as at KTU 1.16 vi 33-34, 45-48'.
Also cf. Wyatt (1999: 249-51).
268 O'Callaghan (1953: 312 and n. 7).
269
O'Callaghan (1953: 313) denies its connection to Gen 1-4, arguing that 'The Keret
passages suggest that verses 2-4 should be retained and that there is no reason to call upon
Gn 6,1-4 to explain them'.
270 Keret's immortality is addressed in his son's lamentation of his illness: ap ab i k
mtm tmtn, 'but father, oh, like mortals do you die? (KTU 1.16 i 3-4,17-18); ap krt bnm il sph Itpn
w qds, 'then, is Keret the son of El, the offspring of the Wise and Holy One?' (KTU 1.16 i 9-11;
20-22); bl mtk [readings are slightly different: bl mtk (KTU1+2); bhntk (UT 125.15; CTA); b Imtk
(del Olmo-Sanmartin, 2004: 297)] ngln, 'in your immortality we rejoice' (KTU 1.16 i 15); u ilm
tmtn sph Itpn I yh, 'or do the gods die, the offspring of the Wise One not live?' (KTU 1.16 i 22-
23).
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due to his failure in executing his royal duties271. Yet, it is more plausible to
see the accused figures as lesser gods charged with ruling the earth, and
probably related to other mythological stories, such as the CPnban D3 in Gen
6.1-4 or the Gracious Gods in Ugaritic mythology.
1.2.3. National Gods
The deities in the psalm may have been obliged to preside over the nations as
'ruling gods' or 'national gods', as suggested in Deut 32.8-9272; but their
mission seems to have failed with regard to the keeping of justice. Thus, it
may be concluded that these divine beings are charged with the task of
making judgments on humans. Yet, as a result of their failure in the task,
they are discharged and expelled from their divine privilege.
1.3. D^np 'Holy Ones'
Whilst exactly the same expression for the Ugaritic phrase bn qds is not
attested in the biblical Hebrew texts, Heb. CPCnp273 may correspond to Ug. bn
qds and represent their father god's attribute, just like the Ugaritic phrase.
1.3.1. Psalm 89.6-9 [ET 5-8]
In Ps 89.6-9, Yahweh is well described as surrounded by a multitude of lesser
gods:
271
O'Callaghan (1953: 313). Thus, Ugaritic texts inform that I tdn dn almnt I ttpt tpt qsr
nps I tdy qsm cl dl, 'you have not tried the case of the widow; you have not judged the lawsuit
of the weak spirit; you have not banished the oppressors of the poor' (KTU 1.16 vi 45-48; cf.
33-34).
272 Thus, Tsevat (1969:133) proposes Deut 32.8-9 also as the background of the psalm.
273 Heb. 'holy ones' (HALOT1072-8; cf. 1066-7) occurs as the masc. pi. form of
iinp, to 'be holy'. Cf. Akk. qadasu; qasdu: AHw 891, 906-7; CAD 13[Q] 46-7,146-7; Ug. qds:
UT §19.2210; WUS no. 2393; DUL 695-6; Pu„ Pun., Aram, qds: DNWSI 994-7. It is used as a
reference to Yahweh (Josh 24.19; Prov 9.10, 30.3; and Hos 12.1) as well as the 'divine beings'
(Job 5.1; 15.15). Cf. the usage of DYibx for Yahweh. Thus, it should be decided in the context
of the texts.
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v. 6 mm □■'Qui npi
munp bnpa prmoK px
v. 7 mrtA p-iy pmtfn m "o
□,i?x •'inn mn1*? nam
v. 8 nm murip mon pyj hx,
rmno by by Kmm
v. 9 mxais mibx mm
m port pioo m
prnnmao pruiom
And heavens shall praise274
your wonders, Yahweh;
also your steadfastness in the
assembly of Holy Ones.
For who in the cloud(s)275 is
comparable to Yahweh?
(Who) is like Yahweh among
the Sons of God276?
El is greatly feared277 in the
council of Holy Ones;
and (he is) fearful above all
who are around him278.
Yahweh, God of Hosts;




274 The H. form of the verbal Vrvr, to 'throw, cast'; in the H. form it conveys the
meaning of 'praise, give thanks, praise': BDB 392; HALOT 389; DCH 95-7.
275 The sg. form of Heb. pntti literally denotes 'dust, cloud': HALOT 1464-5. A plural
form is expected to be at this place; thus, it is paralleled with the phrase U33 in the
next line, which occurs as the comparison with Yahweh: cf. Parker (1999c: 798). The
metaphorical expression of the lesser deities as 'clouds' at v. 7 is found interestingly also
elsewhere in the Ugaritic texts: cf. cnn ilm, 'Clouds of the god', at KTU 1.4 viii 15.
276 BHS notes that a few Mss read □Ax at this place. It is read also as mPkx Syriac
and Targum, etc. At any rate, all variations attest the fact that the CAx "OH denotes the
'divine beings' here.
277 The N. ptc. form of the verbal Vpa, to 'be terrified, be in dread': BDB 791-2;
HALOT 888. It is used here to express Yahweh's majesty in the divine council.
278 Heb. a^O, derived from the Vaao, to 'turn oneself around, go around, surround':
HALOT 738-40, indicates clearly the fact that Yahweh is associated by lesser deities in the
divine council.
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In the passages, each of the three designations for the collectivity of divine
beings is stressed in a parallel construction: o^'np bnpi, 'in the assembly of
Holy Ones' (v. 6); d,1?k 'among the Sons of God' (v. 7); and D^np moa,
'in the council of Holy Ones' (v. 8). They all support the fact that the divine
assembly consists of Yahweh and other divine beings. These plural
conceptions contrast Yahweh's uniqueness279.
The position of these divine beings is mentioned in the cola: vrpno Sn,
'all who are around him' (v. 8); and their liturgical behaviour for the supreme
god is addressed in v. 6280. Their rank as inferior figures may be indicated by
their position surrounding Yahweh, who szfs281 in the centre of the divine
council. These scenes remind us of a similar picture in Ps 29.1-2 of the
■on, 'Sons of God282', who gave praise to Yahweh. Moreover, their rendering
of praise to Yahweh may designate their hierarchical status, which is
subordinate to him. Hence, these indications undoubtedly mark Yahweh's
distinguished status from other divine beings ranked as a lesser class283. Their
additional title mtOS, 'hosts284', in v. 9 confirms this fact (cf. 1 Kgs 22.19).
Their role here is as a military force demonstrating Yahweh's absolute
sovereignty.
The divine epithet cr:znp suggests the conclusion that these divine
beings are sons of Yahweh, representing the 'holy' presence of their paternal
god. It is evident in other passages that holiness is an attribute of divine
beings: Deut 33.2; Dan 4.10,14, and 20 [ET 13,17, and 23]285.
279 Parker (1999b: 719).
280
J.M. Ward (1961: 325) and Coppens (1963: 486).
281 His sitting position can be inferred from "|KDD, 'your throne', in v. 15.
282 BHS comments that a few Mss read here.
283 Parker (1999c: 798).
284 The term will be discussed in the category of (m)K3^ 'Host' in Chapter IV. For a
synonymic meaning of 'host' and 'council', see Cross (1953: 274 n. 1).
285 It is used also to refer to the attribute of the Babylonian gods: Dan 4.5, 6, and 15
[ET 8, 9, and 18]. It is suggested that the usage of Heb. tznp for the divine beings in the
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1.3.2. Exodus 15.11
The Song ofMiriam presupposes a polytheistic background286:
mm dSn3 nDQD Who is like you among gods, Yahweh;
unpa tim hdes m who is like you, glorified XXX,
kSd ntoj; nSnn xma revered (in) praises, doing wonders287?
WhilstMT has the text after the T1K3 as a singular (tthpn, 'in holiness'288), LXX
presents it as the plural form (ev ayioiQ, which clearly presupposes a
different Hebrew Vorlage munpn, 'among the Holy Ones'; also, Syro-
Hexapla)289. As seen already, <anp is read as munp: Deut 33.2-3; Ps 29.2290. Its
phraseology is obtained in Ps 89: munp bnpn, 'in the assembly of the Holy
Ones' (v. 6); and munp mo2, 'in the council of the Holy Ones' (v. 8). For
these reasons, the same expression, D^ipo, is to be read in the present text.
Thus, the 'flip [monp] at this place is identified as the same figures
with the tthp [m^np] in Deut 33.2-3, indicating 'the Holy Ones' in the divine
assembly. As their identity is revealed in parallelism with "on, 'Sons of
God' elsewhere (Ps 29.1; 89.7; and Deut 32.8 [LXX]), their epithet may
represent their attribute inherited from their paternal god, Yahweh.
Furthermore, the definition of the tthp [mtinp] as 'holy' gods at this
place becomes more acceptable when we consider the fact that the ttinpa
[mtthpn] is paralleled with the dSno, 'among the gods', in the previous
Hebrew Bible has been influenced somewhat, in the formation of the early conception of
lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible, by the Ugaritic conception: Cross (1953: 274 n. 1); G.
Cooke (1964: 26-7).
286 Noth (1962:124-5).
287 Whilst MT reads as a sg., LXX understands it as a pi. Moreover, a number of Mss
take it as the pi. form.
288 S.R. Driver (1911:136).
289 Cross-Freedman (1955: 242, 247); Sarna (1991: 80): sc. the 'members of the divine
retinue'.
290 For further discussion of the texts, see Chapter I.
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phrase. Hence, the D^x is better recognised as the 'lesser deities'291 of Yahweh,
rather than as 'pagan gods'292, for the same reason.
The repeated rhetorical question293 of Yahweh's incomparability above
presents the fact that any celestial beings are subordinated to the supreme
god Yahweh. Yet, his 'holy' attribute may be represented through his sons, as
seen in their epithet: d^np (d*?x [nrbx ^a]).
Summary
Some Hebrew terms, such asD,nSx(n) "on and dSk 113u, represent the kinship
relation of the lesser deities to their master god in the Hebrew Bible. These
mythological terms are found explicitly in the biblical references and indicate
the early conception of the lesser deities in the Hebrew religion. The lesser
deities of the supreme god, as well as being his sons, are charged as the
national gods (Deut 32.8; cf. Ps 82.6-7). This kinship conception of the lesser
deities is attested in the Ugaritic texts. In addition, there are other
designations to support their kinship, emphasising continuity of the divine
attribute between the son gods and their father god (e.g. crunp).
2. The Outward Appearance of Lesser Deities in the Hebrew Bible
The enquiry will centre on the outward appearance of the lesser deities by
analysing some biblical descriptions.
2.1. Judges 13.6
In the encounter with Manoah's wife the countenance of the divine
messenger is described as being anthropomorphic but fearful:
291
Hyatt (1980:165); and Sarna (1991: 80,248 n. 47): 'the celestials'.
292 Particularly, Egyptian deities: S.R. Driver (1911:136); Cassuto (1967:176).
293 The phraseology is echoed in the psalms: 35.10; 71.19; 77.14; 89.7-9; 113.5; also, in
Isa 40.18, 25; and Mic 7.18.
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nxra xni DTibxn ixbrc ninas inxiQi ^x xa DTibxn urx
,b Tan x5 iaui nxi Kin nra ^x iTnbxx5i
The man of God came to me; and his appearance was like the
appearance of the messenger of God, very frightening; and I
did not ask him where he was from and he did not declare his
name294 to me.
The term cnbxn ttbx is used elsewhere to indicate Yahweh's prophets295.
Thus it suggests that she had not realised that he was the divine agent, but
only that he was one of the prophets (cf. Judg 13.10, 16)296. However, the UbX
may suggest that the divine agent is perceived as having a human form297.
According to Gen 1.26a, a human was created in the image of gods (Yahweh
and his lesser deities)298. In other words, it can be said that the divine agent
bears a resemblance to a mortal299.
Yet, whilst his manifestation was compared with thai of a divine
messenger (*]xba), it was acknowledged to be exceedingly dreadful. The Kill
is used often to describe an attribute of Yahweh (Exod 15.11; Deut 7.21; 10.17;
294 This divine agent is known to be anonymous for his name is 'wonderful' (xAs) (v.
18), whilst Yahweh's name is explained and revealed (Exod 3.13-5; Deut 6.4; Jer 23.6, etc.).
The reason for this hiding of the name is difficult to explain. The usage of Heb. kAd as an
explanation of the name in the text echoes the praise to Yahweh in Exod 15.11, describing
xSd nfflU, 'doing a wonder': cf. the textual analysis above. The divine theophany or activity
is discerned to be 'wonderful'. Also, see Prov 30.4, which presents a mysterious name of
Yahweh's son gods: VIS Dffl n»1, lit., 'and what is the name of his sons?' The last term is
better read as raa, 'his sons', restored after LXX, whilst MT takes it as U3, 'his son'. Yahweh's
lesser deities are acknowledged here as his sons.
295 1 Sam 2.27; 9.6, 7, 8,10; 1 Kgs 12.22; 13.1 ff.; and 20.28, etc. Cf. Moore (1895: 317).
296
Soggin (1981: 234).
297 In the Babylonian wisdom literature, lesser deities appear as young men: is-ta-nu
et-lu, 'a remarkable young man' (Lambert, 1960: 49), is sent as a divine messenger: see Ludlul
bel nemeqi iii 9, 23.
298 See its textual analysis in Chapter I.
299 The anthromorphic appearance of the divine agent is mentioned also elsewhere in
Gen 18.1-2,16; 19.1, 5; 32.24-32; Dan 8.15; and 10.5,18.
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28.58; Ps 47.3; and Dan 9.4) and of holy places, where Yahweh's presence is
revealed (Gen 28.17); it is now employed to portray the appearance of
Yahweh's messenger300. It may here represent the sender's presence with
majesty.
2.2. Ecclesiastes 10.20b
Qoheleth describes a divine agent as being winged:
bipn na -pbv D^n *py "O For the bird of the heavens
will carry301 the voice;
Tr crsjsn Sim and the possessor of the
wings will declare the word.
The nPQtfn pil), 'a bird of the heavens', may be a metaphorical or symbolic
expression of a heavenly agent in a winged form. In the following passage,
the bin, 'a possessor of the wings' (reading as the Ketib), clarifies the
identification of a divine agent who is charged with delivering the XoyoQ. It
may describe the flying function of a celestial messenger. Thus, Targum
reads toxba at this point.
The paralleled phrase of the Dnnn bin is found in the Ugaritic ritual
lists (KTU 1.46.6): bcl knp, 'possessor of wings/winged one', or 'winged Baal'
(bcl as a DN). In any case, it denotes a winged deity. In regard to this, the
□nnn bin points to a winged appearance of a divine agent.
Summary
The outward appearance of lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible is suggested as
in human form; sc. anthropomorphic (Judg 13.6). Yet in some biblical
descriptions, they are recounted also as being winged, which indicates their
300 See Niehaus (1995: 240-3).
301 The H. form of the V~[bn, to 'go, walk': HALOT 246-8; thus, lit., 'cause (the voice)
to go'.
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flying function (Eccl 10.20b) like the Ugaritic lesser deities. Unlike the
Ugaritic mythical descriptions, however, the biblical references do not
present any horned image of the lesser deities.
Conclusion to Chapter II
As the Ugaritic titles of the lesser deities indicate their kinship to their master
god(dess), so some mythological Hebrew terms designate the same
conception. The kinship relation of lesser deities is attested in various
Hebrew terms and in some biblical texts; especially in □"'nbK(n) and
"OS. Their 'holy' attribute inherited from their father god is found explicitly in
the term which is also evident of their kinship. Therefore, both the
Hebrew and the Ugaritic corpuses inform us that the lesser deities are
described as sons of their supreme god.
Whilst the Ugaritic lesser deities are suggested as being horned and
winged in their form, the Hebrew lesser deities also appear as winged.
Unlike that of the Ugaritic lesser deities, however, their appearance is
represented mostly as anthropomorphic in the Hebrew Bible.
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CHAPTER THREE:
Messenger Deities in the Ugaritic Texts and the Hebrew Bible
Introduction
This chapter will observe the role of the lesser deities as divine messengers,
charged by their master god, in both the Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible.
The roles of the lesser deities in the Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible can
be arranged broadly as messengers, warriors, and others such as mediators,
guardians, chanters, or servants1. Among them, the 'messenger' role is taken
as one of the primary tasks of their mission in the Ugaritic texts and the
Hebrew Bible.
This chapter will scrutinise any significant Ugaritic or Hebrew terms
that denote divine 'messengers'2. Some Ugaritic or Hebrew texts relevant to
this issue will be selected and evaluated by a philological and textual
analysis3.
1 The exploration of the various roles of lesser deities will be extended to the
following chapters: warrior deities (IV); mediator deities; guardian deities; chanter deities; or
servant deities (V).
2
Any Ugaritic terms which indicate 'messenger deities' in the Ugaritic texts will be
examined in Part I of the chapter: thus, mlak; glm; cnn; dll; cdd; and tcdt. Heb. will be
also investigated in Part II.
3 Some Ugaritic texts will be studied with the issue in Part I of the chapter: KTU 1.4
viii 14-17, etc. Also, some selected biblical Hebrew texts will be explored in Part II: 1 Kgs
22.22b; Ps 78.49; Exod 3.2; Exod 14.19; Judg 6.11-24; Judg 13.20a; and Ps 104.4.
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PART I. Messenger Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
In this part, the research will explore some Ugaritic terms for messenger
deities and their different functions in the Ugaritic texts. The identity of
Gupan and Ugar as the named messenger deities will be considered.
Consequently, the procedure of 'messenger' dispatch will be studied in the
Ugaritic texts. And finally, the 'messenger' theophany will be examined in
the Ugaritic Texts.
1. The Ugaritic Titles of Messenger Deities
The varying modes of terminology for messenger deities in the Ugaritic texts
point not only to a diversity of functions performed by them, but also to their
nature and rank. Whilst a range of titles is supplied, each of them contains a
functionally different meaning. Thus, divine messengers have three diverse
aspects in their identification, through hierarchical (glm, mlak), cultic (cnn ilm),
or political (dll, cdd, or tcdt) definitions.
These titles are used interchangeably for the same messenger deities.
Thus, when Baal's two messenger 'gods' (ilm)4 are sent to Anat, they are
variously named as glm(m)5, cnn ilm6, dll7, or cdd8.
4 KTU 1.3 iii 32: sc. Gupan and Ugar. Cf. KTU 1.5 i 9 and 1.5 ii 13: as messengers
between Mot and Baal they are called ilm.
5 KTU 1.3 iv 5; 1.3 v 15 (in El's speech); and 1.4 v 43 (in the editorial note).
6 KTU 1.3 iv 32; and 1.4 viii 15.
7 KTU 1.4 vii 45.




Ug. mlak is a generic title for any god who plays a 'messenger' role serving
his master god. With a prefixed -m, it becomes a form of the 'agent noun'
(maqtal)9 of the verbal root Pk, to 'send'10, which refers also to the delivering
of a message (spr d likt, 'a tablet that I sent'11) or to the sending of messengers
(imlakm ylak ym, 'Yam sent messengers'12).
Through the occurrence of cognates to Ug. mlak in the main Semitic
languages13, it may be confirmed that it is etymologically a basic Semitic term
9
Huehnergard (1987: 82, 91); cf. Meier (1999: 45).
10 G.R. Driver (1956: 158); UT §19.1344; WUS no. 1432; del Olmo (1984b: 99); and
DUL 486-7. Cf. its cognates, Ar. la^aka (Hava, 1964: 673; von Rad, 1964: 76) and Eth. lapaka
(Leslau, 1987: 303).
11 KTU 2.14.7.
12 KTU 1.2 i 11. Cf. KTU 1.4 v 41; 1.14 iii 19; 2.33.36; and also cf. KTU 1.24.16: ylak yrh,
'Yarih sent ...'; there is no indication of 'messenger' (mlak), nor of 'tablet' (spr), nor of
'message' (thm) at this place.
13 They are attested in Aram., Heb., Ph. mPk (HALOT 585-6; DNWSI629), Ar. maPak
(AEL 3007, 3023), and Eth. mPk (Leslau, 1987: 303), etc. In Akkadian literature, the evidence
for a divine messenger is uncertain. Yet, Akk. malaku (CAD 10/1[M] 159) may show a
possible reference to a messenger: PN malaku attardakku sipatim mala tisu ... turdam, 'I am
sending you PN, my messenger; send me all the wool you have' (CT 29 21.19). In this case
Akk. malaku refers to a human 'messenger'. Akk. malaku is a West Semitic loanword: CDA
193 (II). Akk. alikum, a substantivised participle, is used to denote a 'traveller' or 'messenger'
as an agent noun: cf. Huehnergard (2000: 197). The noun phrase mar(i) siprim indicates also
'messenger': cf. Cunchillos (1982:157-60). This phrase means literally 'son of a mission'. Akk.
mar(i) is here bound with the genitive noun siprim, which means 'sending, mission, or
message', derived from the verbal form saparum, 'to send'. The plural expression of this
phrase, sc. 'messengers', is made by pluralizing the first term: maru siprim or mar sipr'i (mari
siprim for cases of gen.-acc.). The plural marker, however, appears irregularly at the end of
the term as the gen.-acc. form; cf. Huehnergard (ibid.: 101; see 'Compound Noun Phrases'):
mar siprl ana alim iksudu the messengers arrived in the town.
mar siprisu ul amur I did not see his messenger(s).
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with the sense of the 'agent' of the master one: sc. 'messenger'14. Thus, it can
be suggested that the denotation of Ug. mlak and its cognates represent a
hierarchical rank of messenger deities, subordinated to their master god15.
1.1.2. glm
1.1.2.1. 'Lad'
Ug. glm basically means 'youth'16. With this sense, it can be translated as
'lad'17. In the Ugaritic texts, the glm(m) refers to the agent deities of Baal18,
Yam19 (sc. the mlak(m) ym), Mot20, or the goddess Athirat21.22 It may have been
used for their rank or scale, compared with their master god. Thus, it implies
a 'lesser god' who plays a 'messenger' role for communication between their
14Yamashita (1975: 57); Cunchillos (1982); and DUL 546. For further etymological
study on Ug. mlak, and its ~JVk, see Cunchillos (1981a: 32-39); and for the semantic
development of the term, see Greenstein (1979: 329-36).
15 Whilst Ug. mlak is used to indicate a divine 'messenger' (sc. Yam's 'messengers',
distinctively at KTU 1.2 i 11, 22, 26, 28, 30, 41, 42 and 44), it occurs also to denote a mortal
'messenger'; thus, in the Keret Epic, human messengers play their roles in the exchange
between Keret and King Pabil of Udum (KTU 1.14 iii 19 f.; 1.14 iv 32 f.; and 1.14 vi 35). They
act in the descriptions as political messengers.
16 UT §19.1969; WUS no. 2150; Xella (1981: 29-30); Wyatt (2002: 58 n. 99; cf. 417 n. 9
and 447 n. 30); and DUL 319-20. Cf. Heb. abv. HALOT 835; Aram. clym: DNWSI 854-5; Ar.
gulam: AEL 2286-7; Al-Yasin (1952: no. 473).
17
Oldenburg (1969:191).
18 Sc. 'Gupan and Ugar' (messenger deities): KTU 1.3 iii 8; 1.3 iv 5; 1.3 v 15; 1.4 v 43;
1.4 vii 52-3; 1.8 ii 5; and 1.10 ii 3; and 'seven Lads': KTU 1.5 v 9 (|| hnzr[m]).
19 KTU 1.2 i 13,19, and 39.
20 KTU 1.6 vi 8.
21 KTU 1.4 ii 29.
22 Whilst other occurrences elsewhere have explicit references to divine or royal
figures, it is not clear whether the term glmm at KTU 1.19 ii 28, when two messengers arrive
with the news of Aqhat's death, indicates human or divine beings; whilst Jirku (1962:131 n.
6) questions whether they are divine messengers, Pardee (1997: 352 and n. 103) supposes that
they are messengers of Mot. Although it remains a problematic discussion (Wyatt, 2002: 58 n.
99), with some implications in the context, they are probably human messengers.
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master god and other gods. Therefore, it can be defined as a hierarchical
designation for the lesser deities serving other higher deities.
1.1.2.2. 'Heir'
The term is used in some instances of mortals: Keret is called glm il23, which
is translated in a 'theological or ideological nuance' as a 'Heir of El'24. Yasib,
Keret's heir, is called also glm25.
It has been translated also as 'servant'26. Mowinckel related the phrase
with Keret's other epithet, the cbd il27, 'servant of El'28. But it seems that three
designations, bn(m) il29, glm il, and cbd il, are used interchangeably in the
Keret epic to indicate the theological or ideological identity of Keret. With all
implications from the context of the texts, the glm il is best taken as his royal
designation.
1.1.2.3. 'Goddess' or 'Bride'
Its feminine form, glmt, generally refers to a 'goddess'30 in the mythological
sense in the Ugaritic texts. It may be construed as a 'bride' in royal
23 KTU 1.14 i 40-1; 1.14 ii 8-9; and 1.15 ii 20.
24
Wyatt (2002:184 and n. 32).
25 KTU 1.14 iii 49 and 1.14 vi 34.
26 Cf. G.R. Driver (1956: 29): 'servitor'; Gray (1964a: 35): 'servant or worshipper'; and
Gibson (1978: 83): 'page'.
27 KTU 1.14 iii 49, 51; and 1.14 vi 34-5.
28 Mowinckel (1942: 24-6) interestingly suggested that it may be connected, in a
royal-divine ideology, to the 'Servant' passages in Deutero-Isaiah. This idea has been
developed by Engnell (1948: 54-93).
29 KTU 1.16 i 10, 20; and 1.16 ii 48.
30 KTU 1.24.7; 1.39.19; and 1.41.25 (= 1.87.27): sc. Nikkal. For other occurrences, cf.
KTU 1.119.8; 1.123.19; 1.139.10; and 1.148.34.
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references31. Meantime, it is suggested to connote a 'pregnant woman' like
Heb. nnbi? at Isa 7.1432.
1.1.2.4. 'Agent god'
In the case at KTU 1.119.7, Ug. glm (m. sg.) seems to indicate not an ordinary
lesser god, but a special god33; thus, the text runs:
gdlt I glm a heifer34 to the Agent god;
dqtm w g<d>lt I glmtm Two ewes35 and a h<ei>fer to the
Agent goddesses
(KTU 1.119.7-8).
In the more mythological nuance with the ritual contexts, the glm can be
identified as an 'agent god' who may have been seen to interact between
mortals and his master god, perhaps as a messenger god. Herdner proposes
31 Whilst it has been translated as 'girl' (Gordon, 1965: §19.1969), it is more properly
read as 'bride' in the royal wedding contexts (sc. Hurriy, Keret's queen: KTU 1.14 iv 41; 1.15
ii 22); thus, Wyatt (2002: 201, 9): the 'sacred bride'. Also in a divine instance, it clearly occurs
in the case of the goddess Nikkal as a bride (KTU 1.24.7).
32 Since Vawter (1952: 319-22), Gordon (1953: 106), and Lacheman (1954: 43) have
recognised the semantic relevance between Ug. glint and its Hebrew cognate nobl?, Wyatt
(1985a: 45, and cf. 52 n. 29; 2002: 58 n. 99) has developed this idea, saying that Ug. glint is
analogous to Heb. noba at Isa 7.14, which is used to denote, probably, "Ahaz's pregnant
queen Hepzibah, who is carrying Hezekiah": thus, the text of KTU 1.24.7, hi glmt tld bn, 'Lo,
the sacred bride bore a son' (Wyatt, 2002: 337), is related ideologically to the Hebrew text of
Isa 7.14, p mbn mn nnbyn n;n, 'Lo, a young woman (or a bride) is with a child and shall
bear a son': cf. Wyatt (1994a: 146-7; 1996: 4 n. 8). De Tarragon (1989: 207 n. 191) confirms the
Semitic equivalence between two terms.
33
Wyatt (2002: 417 n. 9), after consideration, comments that it represents a "specific
god, not a generic term"; thus, in capitals, the 'Divine Assistant'.
34
Ug. gdlt, 'cattle, cow (for sacrifice)', is derived from the dgdl, 'broad, wide, large':
UT §19.562; DliL 294-5; and cf. 'heifer': Wyatt (2002: 417). Differently, 'ripe (grain)': Watson
(1999: 787). Cf. Heb. Su: HALOT179-80.
35
Ug. dqt, '(sacrificial) ewe, sweep', is derived from the -Jdq, 'tiny, fine, weak': DUL
278-9. Cf. Heb. and Pun. dq: HALOT 229; DNWSI 257-8; Aram, dqq: DNWSI 258; Akk. daqqu:
AHiv 163; CAD 3[D] 107; Ar. diqq\ AEL 806. It occurs here as a dual form to constitute a pair
with glmtm.
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that Ug. glm is probably an epithet of a young god36. Following Herdner, de
Tarragon takes it as 'Ghalmu'37. On the other hand, de Moor interprets it as
Baal38.
Yet, the more plausible argument isWyatt's proposal, which construes
it as a 'god of the third rank, such as one of the messenger gods who appear
in the myths (Yam's assistants, KTU 1.2 i 13-35, Baal's assistants [Gupan and
Ugar], KTU 1.3 iii 8-32, iv 5-20; Athirat's [Qadesh-and-Amurr], KTU 1.3 vi 10-
25)'; however, the precise identification of the god is not clear at this place39.
In any event, Ug. glm can be suggested here as the divine epithet of the
lesser deities. It may be attested in the PNs ([bn] glm, [bn] glmy, [bn] glmn, and
g/mf)40.41 Ug. glm in the PNs may be referred to as the epithet of one of the
messenger gods addressed above, or possibly to a 'generic epithet' of specific
agent deities functioning as "archangels"42.
Herdner leaves it an open question as to whether the glm and glmtm, in
lines 7-8, denote the temple personnel43. Xella relates Ug. glmtm (f. du.) to Ug.
bt in the following terms bt tcy ydbhu: thus, '... for the two glmt of the
temple'45. Yet Ug. bt seems to be more convincingly associated to Ug. tcy,
which constitutes a phrase to modify the main verb ydbh. The two terms
seem to indicate 'divine recipients' of sacrificial offerings given by human
36 Herdner (1978 : 32): 'Peut-etre glm est-il 1'epithete d'un dieu jeune'.
37 De Tarragon (1989: 207 and n. 191).
38 De Moor (1987:162 and n. 46,172).
39
Wyatt (2002: 417-8 n. 9).
40 Cf. UT §19.1969 and 512.
41 Thus, Wyatt (1985a: 52 n. 29) remarks that in these occurrences of PNs, the
'element can only seriously have a divine or cultic reference'.
42 Thus, a PN may denote, perhaps, a 'son of the agent god' as the "archangel" or
"guardian deity".
43 Herdner (1978: 32).
44 '(In) the house of the priest he will sacrifice'. The reading of bt may be a
haplography for bbt.
45 Xella (1981: 26): 'per le (due) glmt del tempio'.
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worshipers in the ritual places at Ugarit, like El and (seven) Baals in the
previous line (1.119.6). Wyatt assumes that the glmtm are 'avatars of Athirat
and Rahmay, who appear as El's brides in KTU 1.23'46. But it seems more
probable they are to indicate the epithet of the agent goddesses.
1.1.2.5. 'Small One'
In other cases, its feminine form gimt is sometimes problematic in its
translation, whether it denotes the 'messengers' or the 'epithet' of a god:
gm I g[\]mh bH k ysh Aloud47 to his Lads Baal surely exclaims:
cn [gpn] iv ugr 'Look, [Gupan] and Ugar,
b<n>glmt [ cmm] ym the Small One48 [has darkened49] the
day;
bn zlmt r[mt prc]t the Gloomy One (has darkened) the
Ex[alted Prince] ss50'
(KTU 1.4 vii 52-56).
Cf. 'the Sacred Brides': Wyatt (2002: 418 and n. 10).
47
Ug. g, '(loud) voice, shout': DUL 290. It functions as an adverb here, with the
enclitic -m.
48 CTA reads it as b<n> gimt; followed by KTlIland2. The reading of bn gimt is
preferred at this place rather than bglmt because it gives a better understanding and is
supposed by its paralleled phrase in the next line. The error is explained as haplography
because we see its parallel as the correction at KTU 1.8.7: bn gimt.
49 It is restored from its paralleled line, KTU 1.8.8. Ug. cmm, to 'be covered, dark': del
Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 164). Cf. Heb. nca: HALOT 846; Arab, gamma; AEL 2289-91. The
translation follows here Wyatt's suggestion (2002: 111). Differently, del Olmo-Sanmartin
(ibid.) take it as a Gpass., interpreting as 'the sea is covered (?) in darkness'. Cf. Margalit
(1980: 68): 'turban'.
50 It is restored from KTU 1.8.9. Ug. rm, to 'go up, get up, erect, raise'; as an adj., to
'be high, sublime, exalted': del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 740-1; rm and [1]). Cf. Heb on:
HALOT 1202-5. Ug. prct, 'princess': Gibson (1978: 66, 156); de Moor (1987: 65); de Moor-
Spronk (1987: 164). Cf. Heb. ana: HALOT 970-1. Differently, (the Exalted) 'Sovereign': de
Moor (1971: 164, 172), followed by Wyatt (2002: 112 and n. 173); 'high, lofty': del Olmo-
Sanmartin (ibid.: 679), referring to Arab. faricat: AEL 2380; 'mane': Margalit (1980: 72). It
denotes perhaps Shapsh: Wyatt (2002:112 n. 172).
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The b<n>glmt has been regarded as Gupan and Ugar. Gordon has construed
the phrase as the 'son(s) of (the goddess) Galmat', as an exceptional case in
which they are indicated as a 'single god of the A-and-B' for the reading of
the b<n> glmt as bin (sg.) + galmat51. Whilst de Moor read it as 'the sons of
Concealment', which indicates 'Gupan and Ugar'52, Margalit translated it as
's<ons> of the maiden'53.
On the other hand, Wyatt suggests it as the parallel epithet of Mot; as
the b<n> glmt is paralleled with the bn zlmt in line 55, it may mean 'son of
darkness ... son of gloom' (sc. 'the Dark One... the Gloomy One'); he argues
that the 'Dark One' (Heb. salmawet) is a possible suggestion for the bn glmt in
both KTU 1.4 vii 54 and 1.8.7 since each of the titles contains the element mt
as a word-play for the DN Mot54. Yet it may refer rather to Mot in a scornful
sense of his youth; thus, the 'Small One' ... the 'Gloomy One', for Baal is
boasting of his ability of ruling over the cosmos in the previous text (KTU 1.4
vii 49-52).
In KTU 1.169.10, Ug. glm has been suggested also as an epithet of
Horon55 or a name of Baal56. Yet it would be better to see it as the indication
of a special agent god57, as at KTU 1.119.7 above:
ygrs hrn hbrm May Horon58 expel59 (your) Binders60,
51 Gordon (1965:19.1969; also cf. 1977:101-2).
52 De Moor (1971:164). Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 219 and n. w.) also see it as the titles of
Gupan and Ugar.
53 Margalit (1980: 68).
54
Wyatt (2002:111-2 and n. 171).
55
Caquot (1978-9: 489), referring it to the 'youth'. Bordreuil-Caquot (1980: 348) view
that Ug. hrn and glm occur here as a pair; thus, Ug. glm represents here Horon's youth. De
Moor (1980c: 432) construes it also as an epithet of Horon.
56 De Moor (1987:185 n. 21).
57 Thus,Wyatt (2002: 447) translates it as 'Divine Assistant'.
58 Horon is regarded as a chthonian deity: cf. Albright (1936: 9); Pope-Rollig (1965a:
288-9); and Riitersworden (1999: 425-6).
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w glm dctm
If it is, this agent god may have been deemed, possibly, to function as a
divine warrior to fight the demonic spirits. Since Horon is evoked here
against the demons, the glm may be construed as his agent deity, or probably
as one of Baal's agent (perhaps, warrior) deities62. At any rate, it is seen as the
lesser deity. As seen so far, the identity of the glm or glmt must be defined in
the context of each text.
1.2. Cultic/Theophanic Title: cnn
1.2.1. Divine 'Cloud'
Ug. cnn denotes basically 'cloud'63:
59
Ug. grs, to 'eject, drive out, cast ouf: DUL 309. Cf. Heb. aha: HALOT 204. De Moor
(1987:185) refers the verb to the kspm, 'sorcerers', and dbbm, 'demons', as a passive meaning:
'Let ... be chased away'. But it is better translated here in a jussive mood, as Wyatt (2002:
447) suggests.
60
Ug. hbr; cf. Heb. -on: HALOT 288; Akk. i/ebru: AHw 363-4; CAD 7[I/J] 5-7; 'binder':
Avishur (1981: 16). Differently, 'companion': de Moor (1987: 185); Caquot (1989: 115 n. 353);
and del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 353 [I]); 'familiars': Wyatt (2002: 447 and n. 29); 'charmer,
enchanter': Dijkstra (1985:149-50 and n. 29).
61
Ug. d% 'knowledge, information, friendship, or acquaintance, mate, as an
"abstract for concrete'": DHL 259-60; derived from the Ug. dydc, to 'know'. Cf. Heb. run:
HALOT 228-9; Pun. dcf. DNWSI440; and Akk. dHatu: AHw 168; CAD 3[D] 130-1.
62 One of Baal's seven lads (?): sbct glmh (KTU 1.5 v 8-9).
63 See n. 68 below.
64
Ug. iph; possibly related to Akk. upu, 'mist, cloud': Gibson (1978:142); Walls (1992:
131); Lloyd (1994: 262); and Wyatt (2004:158 and n. 13), suggesting a possible reading as 'ipi
(gen.)'. Cf. de Moor (1987:113): 'drizzle'.
65 At this place, 'clouds': Gaster (1939: 276); G.R. Driver (1956: 117; 141); Lipihski
(1965: 219); van Zijl (1972: 22); de Moor (1987: ,113); and Renfroe (1992: 23).
[ ]h/i bclm d iph[xx]
[il ]hdd cnn n[x]
[ ] O Baal of the mist64,
[ Divine] Hadd of the clouds65
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(KTU 1.10 ii 32-33)66.
In this fragment of the epics the poetic structure has a semantic parallel of
two noun phrases; thus, iph of Baal is a parallel to cnn of Hadd67.
Unfortunately the passage is largely broken after the line. But it can
reasonably be inferred that the two terms, iph and cnn, in the phrases express
the theophanic characteristics of Baal/Hadd.
With this sense Ug. cnn is used, with the term ilm, to express an aspect
of the theophanic emanation of messenger gods, or to substitute for their
names as an epithet. Thus, it is used as a semantic equivalent to divine
'messengers' in the Ugaritic texts: cnn, 'Clouds'68; cnn ilm, 'divine Clouds'69;
and cnnh, 'his Clouds'70. In the Baal Cycle this phrase is used as a linguistic
66 The translation followsWyatt (2002:158). Differently, de Moor (1987:113):'... who
[ ] the drizzle;... who [ ] the clouds!'.
67 The alternative name of Baal: Sanmartin (1991: 188); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004:
334-5).
68 KTU 1.4 iv 59. It is referred, most plausibly, to Heb. ]:»: BDB 777-8; HALOT 857-8;
thus, 'Cloud' (deity): Mann (1971: 21-2; 1977: 96); van Zijl (1972: 22); Clifford (1972:112,125);
and Wyatt (1992a: 422), whilst its etymological root has been variously proposed: as VW/y,
to 'be poor, afflicted, humble' (Gaster, 1934: 695; cf. 1935: 27-8 n. 112; i.e.,
'servitor/ministrant'); followed by Aistleitner (1939: 203); and Good (1978: 436-7),
interpreting the second n of Ug. cnn as a nominal suffix; thus, 'one characterized by
submission' (i.e., 'servant'); or, as relating to Arab. canna, to 'present oneself, intervene' (AEL
2162-7): Cassuto (1971: 137, 167 [i.e., 'representatives']); G.R. Driver (1956: 79, 89, 97 [i.e.,
'lackey'], 141 and n. 22); Kaiser (1962: 60 n. 242), Oldenburg (1969:192 [i.e., 'devotee'] and n.
3); and van Zijl (1972: 22, 103-4 and n. 9); or, as relating to Heb. py, 'practice soothsaying'
(BDB 778; HALOT 857): Rin (1968: 55); or, as relating to Arab. cawn, 'help' (AEL 2203-4): de
Moor (1971: 129-30) construes it as a noun form of the qtl with the suffix -n; followed by
Renfroe (1992: 24): to 'designate the agent of "help, assistance," i.e. "helper, assistant'". Cf.
'servant, attendant': Ginsberg (1944: 27 n. 8; 1969: 133, 137); Habel (1964: 52); 'partisan,
lackey': Gordon (1949: 13, 32); 'messenger': Aistleitner (1964: 33, 49; 1974: no. 2061a); or,
'helper, herald': del Olmo (1981: 602). For other opinions, see de Moor (1971:129-30); van Zijl
(1972: 22,102-4).
69 KTU 1.1 iii [17]; 1.3 iv 32 and 1.4 viii 15. Or, it could be construed as 'Clouds of
the god' (as -m enclitic). Cf. Wyatt (1992a: 422).
70 KTU 1.2 i [18] and 35.
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surrogate for the characteristic or the name of the messengers of El (KTU 1.1
iii 17) or Baal (KTU 1.4 viii 15)71.
With a citation of KTU 1.4 viii 14-7, Mendenhall argues that it is a
surrogate for the name of Baal72. 'Clouds' are sometimes used as an epithet,
which expresses the theophanic character of a god. In the text, however, the
phrase cnn ilm indicates not Baal himself, but the messengers of Baal. Baal
instructs his two messengers, Gupan and Ugar, before sending them to Mot,
the god of the underworld:
w ngr cnn ilm But pay attention, Clouds73 of the god74,
al tqrb I bn ilm mt do not approach to the divine Mot
(KTU 1.4 viii 14-17).
This is a part of the instruction of Baal to his messengers, Gupan and Ugar,
before he sends them to Mot, the ruler of the underworld (KTU 1.4 vii 53 ff.).
Ug. ngr, which has a frequent meaning of to 'guard', is used here as an
imperative form; with regard to the passage of KTU 1.4 viii 14-21, divine
messengers are believed to be vulnerable.
It is not certain, however, whether the same phrase cnn ilm is intended
also to indicate the messengers of El due to the fragmentation of the tablets.
71 Gibson (1978:154) proposes two different etymological roots for Ug. cnn: thus, one
for 'attendant, lackey' and the other for 'cloud'. However, these are not derived from
different roots. Its basic meaning, 'cloud', may be applied metaphorically to another usage
for denoting a 'agent deity'.
72 Mendenhall (1973: 55).
73 WhilstWyatt (1992a: 422) translates this term as 'Cloud(s)', others take it variously
in the text: 'servants' (Caquot-Sznycer, 1974: 220; M.S. Smith, 1997: 139); 'lackeys' (Gibson,
1978: 66); 'heralds': (del Olmo, 1981: 211); or 'attendants' (de Moor, 1987: 67; Wyatt, 2002:
113).
74 Or, 'divine Clouds'. Mendenhall (1973: 55) leaves it untranslated: 'Beware, O cnn
of the gods'. Differently, cf. Ginsberg (1944: 28): the 'Godly One', whose name follows Mot,
and which denotes a 'single' deity. Yet, the phrase cnn ilm indicates 'Gupan and Ugar' in the
context of the texts; thus it denotes 'two' gods.
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Some evidence may be suggested only in the reconstructed line of KTU 1.1 iii
17:
w ycn ktr w hss And Kothar-and-Hasis replied
[lk lk cnn ilm] 'Go, go! Clouds of the god!'.
KTU2 reads the lacuna after hss as Ik Ik cnn ilm on the basis of KTU 1.3 iv 32-33.
The messengers of El may be called cnn ilm at this place. These messengers
travel to Anat (KTU 1.1 ii 13 ff.), and then to Kothar-and-Hasis (KTU 1.1 iii 1
ff.) to convey the messages of El. The identity of the messenger deities is not
clear in the text. De Moor's identification of these deities as Qadesh-and-
Amurr75 is not supported by any evidence because of the brokenness of the
tablet.
Wyatt points out that Ug. cnn occurs with a weather-god. His
explanation of Ug. cnn seems plausible. He writes: "The clouds are to be seen
now as companions, now as a vehicle for the god. The very chariot is animate
and divine"76.
1.2.2. Divine 'Labourer'
Ug. cnn appears to denote an assistant deity of Athirat. It is attested in the
following description where El replies to Athirat:
p cbd an cnn atrt Am I a servant77, a Cloud78 of Athirat?
75 De Moor (1987: 21) construes that El's messengers are a single messenger (sc.
'Qadesh-and-Amurr'); also, Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 301-3). Others take them to be two: del




Ug. cbd, 'servant, slave': DUL139-41. Cf. Heb. 122: HALOT 774-5; Ph., Pun., Aram.
cbd: DNWSI816-9; Akk. AHw 6; CAD 1/1[A] 51; Albright (1968b: 122 n. 30); Ginsberg (1969:
133); and Watson (1984:151).
78 De Moor (1971:129) says that the cbd and the cnn are set as a parallel. Differently,
Albright (1968b: 122 n. 30) argues that the root of the term cnn is connected to the Canaanite
term canni or canini of reciting to music and Heb. conen, to 'recite charms'; thus, 'play-bo/;
but, it should be taken as a meaning paralleled with the cbd, 'servant', to grasp a mould for
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p cbd ank ahd ult
hm amt atrt tlbn Ibnt
Am I a servant to grasp a mould,
or a maidservant79 of Athirat to
make bricks?
Let a house be built for Baal like (that
of) the gods,
and a mansion like (that of) the sons
of Athirat!
ybn bt I bcl km ilm
w hzr k bn atrt
(KTU 1.4 iv 59 -v 1).
The paralleled phrases are construed as a(cbd):b(cnn) of DN; a'(cbd):b'(amt)
of DN. Ug. cbd is paralleled with the term cnn, the first title of the assistant
deity of Athirat; and then, the following line explains that the function of the
cbd is to 'grasp a mould'. Ug. amt, the second title of the assistant deity of
Athirat, has as its function to 'make bricks'. In this paralleled construction, it
is clear that amt of Athirat is a semantic equivalent to cnn of Athirat. The
construct phrase cnn atrt implies the fact that the term cnn can be employed
to signify assistant deities of any other gods as well as Baal: Athirat or
perhaps El. For this reason, Good argues that this term is not a
meteorological theophanic indication related to the storm god80.
Thus, the divinised 'cloud' (cnn) may be construed as having been
derived metaphorically from the 'smoke' of an altar and the temple; as such,
it may possibly have been used to indicate divine 'messengers' or 'labourers',
associated with cultic imagery (sc. 'smoke'). Whilst the messengers of Yam
appear as blazing figures, the messengers of Baal are described as smoky
the construction of a house. Also cf. 'magical appearance': van Zijl (1972: 98,103-4); 'menial':
Watson (1977: 284; 1984:151).
79 Thus, a maidservant like Dimgay (?): dmgy amt atrt (KTU 1.12 i 16-7; and cf. KTU
1.2 i 22-26). Further discussion of Ug. amt shall be made in the category of cbd 'Servant' in
Chapter V.
80 Good (1978: 437).
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figures. It may be inferred that the 'fire' and 'cloud' ('smoke') imply temple
imagery (sc. 'fire' and 'smoke' around the altar).
In any event, Ug. cnn is used here to denote 'labour deities' for the
temple operation. It is clear in the text that the functions of cbd, cnn, and amt
are paralleled to signify a 'labour deity' to build a house. Therefore, in this
case, the term cnn is regarded as a divine labourer making bricks81. It may
have been implied that human workers were working for the Baal temple at
Ugarit, but in the mythological texts these craftsmen were called cnn. Thus,
de Moor points out that the cnn can be categorised as a 'low' group; perhaps
as the 'lowest' class82.
1.2.3. 'Cloud' as a Poetical Metaphor
Ug. cnn is also used as a linguistic representative of the person83:
[ ]at brt Ibk cnn [ ] You are pure of heart (like) clouds of ...
(KTU 2.8.4).
If the term following Ug. cnn is to be any DN84, the cnn can be construed as a
'lesser deity' of the DN85. In this case, it may be regarded as a poetical
metaphor to express the attribute of lesser deities. Ug. brr, the verbal root of
81 The Ugaritic texts describes that when Athirat has asked El to supply a house for
Baal, El grumbled since such a construction duty belongs to lesser deities (KTU 1.4 iv 50-61).
Thus, Good (1978: 437) explains that "El's declinatory question indicates the fulfillment of
this requirement to be beneath the dignity of the head of the pantheon". Nevertheless, he
reluctantly has let Baal have a house (KTU 1.4 iv 62 - v 1).
82 De Moor (1971: 129). Yet, de Moor (ibid.) seems to understand that Gupan and
Ugar may be included in this group since the expression cnn ilm is used frequently to
indicate these dual gods. The cnn at this place, however, appears as a singular form which is
stressed to compare with El.
83 Cf. Mendenhall (1973: 55).
84 Perhaps, il or bcl.
85 It is doubtful that Ug. bin, 'white', follows after the term cnn; the expected phrase
cnn bin is not found in the Ugaritic texts at all.
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brt, applies the attribute of cnn as a metaphor. However, it is difficult to
prove this because of the fragmentary nature of the tablets.
1.3. Political Titles
1.3.1. dll and cdd
The meaning of Ug. dll has been suggested as 'guide'86, on the basis of Ar.
dolilu, 'broker', or something similar rather than 'tribute'87 or 'herald'88.
Alternatively, it may be related to Akk. dayyalu/dajalu., which means 'scout,
inspector'89. In this sense, it may be rendered as 'courier, messenger, or
mediator'90. Among them, it is best construed as 'messenger' in the
unequivocal 'messenger' context; thus Ug. dll becomes the linguistic
equivalent of Ug. mlak:
dll al ilak I bn ilm mt A messenger surely I (sc. Baal) will send
to divine Mot,




Albright (1933: 18 n. 48); G.R. Driver (1956: 154); de Moor (1971: 168); and del
Olmo (1981: 536).
87 Sanmartin (1980: 347); Margalit (1980: 69,245).
88 Jirku (1962: 52).
89 AHw 150; CAD 3[D] 27-8. Cf. de Moor (1971:168)
90 Del Olmo-Sanmartm (2004: 270-1).
91
Ug. cdd, from the dcdd, to 'declare, respond': DUL 149 (cf. Ar. cadda/ cada: AEL
1969-72; 2188-92). Cf. Aram. cdd, 'messenger, herald': DNWSI827-8. Thus, Gray (1965: 53-4 n.
3); Leslau (1966); de Moor (1971:168); Renfroe (1992: 87); and cf. Wyatt (2002: 111): 'envoy'.
92
Ug. ydd, 'loved', an adj. form of the -Jydd\ DUL 956. Cf. Heb. TT: HALOT 390. The
ydd il occurs here as the epithet ofMot.
93
Ug. gzr, 'youth, hero, warrior': van Selms (1954: 95-6); Miller (1970a: 162-4);
Lipinski (1970: 77); de Moor (1971: 76); DUL 329. Cf. Heb. HALOT 811; Ar. gazlr. AEL
2255.
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The term dll contains a diplomatically nuanced explication at this point. It
occurs in a parallel structure with another diplomatic term cdd in the next
line. It may be taken as the epithet for messenger deities.
1.3.2. tcdt
In the Ugaritic texts, three terms are semantically equated with each other,
indicating 'messenger deities', charged legitimately by their master god:
mlak(m) (KTU 1.2 i 11, 22, 26, 28, 30, 41, 42, and 44), glm (KTU 1.2 i 13,19, and
39), and tcdt (KTU 1.2 i 22, 26, 28, 30, 41, and 44). All three designations refer
to the 'messenger deities' of Yam. Thus, Ug. tcdt, translated as 'embassy'94 in
the 'messenger' texts, may express implicitly a legal guarantee given by the
sender. The term in a sg. form, paralleled with the plural term mlakm, is
construed here as an 'abstract noun used as a collective'95. Thus they are
94
Ug. tcdt is construed as a f. sg. noun form which is derived from the -Jcwd, to 'go
round', (de Moor, 1971:130) or, more probably, to 'witness' (cf. Heb. ~nu: HALOT 795-6); thus,
Gray (1965: 24; 'witnesses'); Pardee (1978b: 206), suggesting that if Ug. tcdt is construed as
'messenger', 'it would be the literary term for "witness"'; and M.S. Smith (1994: 265, 282 and
n. 103), referring it to Heb. "IB, 'testimony, witness', proposes to translate it as 'legation'
rather than 'embassy' since they are just 'messengers' (sc. lesser deities). Cf. Dahood (1979:
143-4). Even though the lesser deities are called the indications of mlak(m), glm, or tcdt, their
eligible qualification as embassies shown in the pantheon, especially as war-messengers in
the situation of divine conflicts (KTU 1.2 i 22-35), makes plausible its translation as
'embassy': Gibson (1978: 40); del Olmo (1981: 170); and Wyatt (2002: 57). Similarly, 'envoy':
Ginsberg (1969:130); de Moor (1987: 30); 'ambassador': van Selms (1970: 258 and cf. 252 n. 2);
Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 128), relating Heb. nnun, 'testimony, attestation' (ibid., n. g'), as its
counterpart. Cf. Coogan (1978: 87): 'mission'. Differently, from the d*lwcd, to 'appoint': G.R.
Driver (1956:152; 'accredited messenger[s]'); Aistleitner (1974: no. 1195); Gray (ibid., 187 n. 9;
'associates, allies'); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 856); or, from cdd: Gaster (1950: 447); also, cf.
'council envoy7: Cross (1953: 274: n. 1) seems to relate the term to Ug. cdt, 'meeting,
assembly'. For further discussion, see de Moor (1971:130-1); and M.S. Smith (1994: 282 and n.
103,4).
95
Gray (1965: 24 n. 8); followed by de Moor (1971: 130). Cf. 'abstract for concrete':
Gibson (1978:159); M.S. Smith (1994: 282); and del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 856).
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regarded as two messengers96. In KTU 1.2 i, Yam's messengers are always
introduced as his tcdt:
him ilm tphhm Lo, the gods saw97 them,
tphn mlak ym they saw the messengers of Yam,
tcdt tpt[ nhr] the embassy of Judge [Nahar]
(KTU 1.2 i 21-22).
The term tcdt is related only to the messengers of Yam in the Baal Cycle; the
first phrase, mlak ym, is always paralleled with the second corresponding
phrase, tcdt tpt nhr (KTU 1.2 i 26, 28, 30, 41,44). Thus we may find that it is the
official and legal designation of messengers as representatives.
Summary
Each Ugaritic title of messenger deities contains a different meaning in
regard to their nature and rank. Although three major identifications of
hierarchical (glm, mlak), cultic (cnn ilm) or political (dll, cdd, or tcdt) titles are
applied to the messenger deities in the Ugaritic texts (esp. in the Baal Cycle),
they remain semantically distinct. All terms represent the hierarchical level
of Ugaritic divine messengers as lesser deities in the divine assembly.
2. Named Messenger Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
Whilst the majority of messenger deities remain anonymous, a few of them
are known particularly by their own name in the Ugaritic tablets:
representatively, Gupan and Ugar (Baal's messengers) and Qadesh-and-
96 A remark of van Selms (1970: 252 n. 2) is plausible: "messengers are always sent at
least in pairs, concordant with the principle 'only on the evidence of two witnesses, or of
these witnesses, shall a charge be sustained', Deut. 19:15". This also explains the use of the
word tcdt, 'testimony', as a parallel to mlak".
97 The G. 3. m. pi. form of the Ug. dphy, to 'see, espy, look at, know, recognise, visit':
DUL 667. Cf. RS Akk. (w)apu: AHw 1459-60; CAD 1/2[A] 201-4.
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Amurr (Athirat's warrior-messenger). They may be regarded as chief-
messenger deities in the divine assembly, and may be posited as the
prototype of archangels in the Hebrew Bible. Qadesh-and-Amurr will be
discussed in the following chapter of 'Lesser Deities as Warriors'.
2.1. Dual Names of Deities
In the Ugaritic poem, it is sometimes unclear whether the title of deities
indicates two separate deities or a single deity, like others who have "double-
barrelled" names98. The Ugaritic artisan god99 has his double-barrelled name:
ktr w hss, 'Kothar-and-Hasis'100. In the descriptions, he evidently speaks of
himself in the singular: rgmt, 'I say' (KTU 1.4 vii 23) and I hwty, 'to my word'
(KTU 1.4 vii 25). Similarly, some other deities have their names in the form of
A-and-B. They may refer to either the assimilation of two figures into a single
deity or the use of two epithets for one figure101: qds w amrr, 'Qadesh-and-
Amurr' (KTU 1.4 iv 13, etc.); nkl w ib, 'Nikkal-and-Ib' (KTU 1.24.1, 37); mt w sr,
'Hero102 and Sovereign' (KTU 1.23.8)103; and Itpn w qds, 'Wise and Holy One'
(KTU 1.16 i 11, 21; also restored at 1.16 ii 49). The two elements of the divine
characters are woven together into one name.
In fact, binomial names are common in the Ugaritic texts. However,
they do not always constitute a single figure, but also two figures separated,
like shr w Sim, 'Shahar and Shalem', as at KTU 1.23.52. The gpn w ugr,
98
Ginsberg (1944: 25) and Pope (1955: 44).
99 Cf. M.S. Smith (1985) and Handy (1994:133-6).
100
Ug. w is here read as a conjunction between the two nouns: thus, 'Kothar-and-
Hasis', in a hyphenated form. Cf. M.S. Smith (1994:170-1; also, 167).
101 M.S. Smith (1994:170).
102
Ug. mt may refer to 'man, husband, hero': DUL 598-9 (III). Cf. Heb. no: HALOT
653; Amor, mut: Huffmon (1965: 234-5); Akk. mutu(m): AHw 690-1; CAD 10/2[M] 313-6.
103 It is another epithet of El: Wyatt (1977; 1992b; and 2002: 326 n. 10); but, differently,
the 'lord and master': Wyatt (2002: 326).
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'Gupan104 and Ugar105', in the Baal Cycle can be seen also as the duality of the
messengers. While they are insisted as a single deity characterized as "Baal's
chief spokesman"106 or Baal's "faithful retainer"107, other major commentators
take the stand that they are two divine figures 108 . Hence the
misunderstanding of the DNs as a single deity is due to the influence of the
binominal names to indicate a single deity.
2.2. The Duality of Gupan and Ugar
The titles of Gupan and Ugar in KTU 1.3 iii and iv may indicate the fact that
they are a pair of messengers: the gpn w ugr (KTU 1.3 iii 36; 1.4 vii 54) is
interchangeably used with ilm (KTU 1.3 iii 32), glm(m) (KTU 1.3 iii 8; iv 5;
1.3 iv 5; 1.4 vii 52-3; 1.8 ii 5), and cnn ilm (KTU 1.3 iv 32; and 1.4 viii 15)109.
It is true that it is sometimes not easy to determine whether these titles
are used in the sense of a single deity, dual, or plural110: whilst the plural
104
Ug. gpn probably refers to Heb. pa and Akk. gapnu, 'vine': Albright (1941: 41 n.
19); followed by Pope (1965b: 284-5); de Moor (1971: 53); and del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 305).
Differently, Cassuto (1971: 131) interprets that it corresponds to Heb. p (*]:}), 'wing'; yet, as
he admitted, the bi-consonantal letter is inadequate to prove its relevancy to the tri-
consonantal letter.
105 The suggestion of Albright (1941: 41 n. 19) that Ug. ugr is a loanword from Akk.
ugaru, 'field', which is loaned originally from Sumerian is acceptable here to explain the
meaning of the term; cf. AHzv 1402. Differently, Cassuto (1971: 131) reads it as Aguru,
'hireling' (Heb. :agar) in regard to the reading of the three forms of Ug. J (Aleph): a, i, or u;
also cf. Haas-Thiel (1979: 339-40): 'Schwert' as a weapon designation of a DN.
106 Obermann (1948: 27).
107
Albright (1968a: 89-90).
108 Gordon (1949: 37-8); Gaster (1950: 127-8 and n. 45); Kapelrud (1952: 82); G.R.
Driver (1956:14); del Olmo (1981:184-5).
109 Cf. Ginsberg (1944: 26-7); and Renfroe (1992: 23): "From this it is clear that :nn can
designate subordinates (glmm) who function in some texts as messengers but who, despite
their lesser status, are nonetheless divine"; Renfroe {ibid., 23 n. 36) further comments that in
KTU 1.3 iv 32-5, " cnn is modified by the adjective ilm and stands parallel to the nouns 'gods'
{ilm) and 'divine ones' {ilnym)".
110 Cf. Renfroe (1992: 23 n. 35).
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ending -m signifies plural deities111, it may denote also a single deity as a -m
enclitic112. The phrase cnn ilm may be translated as 'divine Clouds'113 or
'Clouds of the gods'114. Yet the latter presents a problem; it refers to the
sender of messengers as plural. The sender, however, appears clearly as a
singular deity in the texts: sc. Baal; and ilm is seen here as il (sg.) plus -m
enclitic; thus, 'Clouds of the god' is better. Ginsberg translates the phrase cnn
ilm as 'attendants of divinity', indicating also that ilm denotes a single
'deity'115. But since the term ilm can denote also a pair of messengers as a dual
form, he translates the cnn ilm at KTU 1.4 viii 15 also as 'divine attendants'116,
whereas Wyatt renders it as 'attendants of the god'117. The translation
depends on the context of the text.
Other grammatical evidences give more confidence to support the
idea that Gupan and Ugar are dual. In the descriptions, they take an
important role between deities to convey messages; hence, they were
instructed by Baal (KTU 1.3 iii 8-31) and they were sent to the goddess Anat
(KTU 1.3 iii 32 ff.; cf. line 36); after delivering the message from Baal to Anat
(KTU 1.3 iv 5-20), they left her and then came back to Baal (KTU 1.3 iv 32 ff.);
at that time, Anat said to them:
Ik Ik cnn ilm Go, go! Clouds of the god!
atm bstm You may go slowly118;
111 It can also be the dual ending. Cf. UT §8.5.
112 Ginsberg (1944: 27 n. 10).
113
Ginsberg (1944: 27): 'divine attendants'.
114
Wyatt (2002: 82): 'Attendants of the gods', as a construct plus a genitive form.
115
Ginsberg (1944: 27 n. 8).
116
Ginsberg (1944: 28; cf. 27).
117
Wyatt (2002:113).
118 The root of Ug. bstm has been suggested as bs, to 'depart' (de Moor, 1979: 647 n.
54). Yet, it is construed to be derived, more probably, from the -Jbs, to 'go slowly, be late': LIT
§19.532; DUL 242; Sanmartin (1978: 354 n. 44). Cf. Heb. Van (cf., as a Polel, pf. form, aan in
Exod 32.1; Judg 5.28): HALOT 117; Ar. bassa: al-Yasin (1952: no. 93). For the argument
against these etymological references, see M.S. Smith (1994: 44 n. 78). Thus, 'delay': Gibson
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w an snt but I shall leave119
(KTU 1.3 iv 32-33; cf. 1.1 hi 17-8120).
In regard to the term bstm, the 2 du. suffix -m may be employed with the s/bs
in order to express the two messengers of Baal121. The term is used with the 2
du.122 pron. atm: hence, atrn bstm, 'two of you may go slowly'123. This supports
the view that Gupan and Ugar are Baal's messengers as a pair. In other cases,
similar grammatical evidence is found:
w tb I mspr .. k tlakn glmm Now return to the narrative
when the Lads were sent
(KTU 1.4 v 42-43).
In this editorial note, Ug. tlakn is used here as a verbal predicate of Ug. glmm.
The 3. m. du.124 prefix t- and suffix -n are attached to the verbal root lak in
order to express its dual form; thus the glmm, which refers to Gupan and
Ugar here, are regarded as a pair of messengers. This realisation obviates the
need to reject the view that the gpn w ugr can denote a pair of messengers.
In the story of Baal's dispatch of his messengers in KTU 1.4 vii and viii,
evidence of a pair of entities gets stronger. As envoys of Baal, Gupan and
(1978: 51); Wyatt (2002: 82). Differently, Sivan (2001: 286) refers its Ugaritic root to the VWf;
against this, see del Olmo (1981: 530). Clifford (1972: 86-7 n. 59) argues that the verb is a
stative perfect. But, as M.S. Smith (1994: 44) refutes it, it rather seems a verb ofmotion.
119
Ug. snt, derived from the Vs/iw, to 'be disfigured, deformed, transform, change
location'; hence, to 'leave for, depart': DUL 834-5. Cf. Heb. noffl: HALOT 1597-8; Akk. sanu:
AHw 1166-7; CAD 17/1[S] 403-8; Syr. sn: Brockelmann (1966: 789); cf. Caquot-Sznycer (1974:
171 n. v.). It may be construed as either an act. ptc. form (DUL 835) or G. 1. c. sg. form
(Tropper, 2000: 665). For various options, cf. 'swift': Ginsberg (1969:137); Clifford (1972: 86);
'quit': Gibson (1978: 51); 'hurry': Wyatt (2002: 82).
120 In these paralleled lines, the speaker appears as Kothar-and-Hasis (KTU 1.1 iii 17).
121 Cf. M.S. Smith (1994:159 n. 73).
122 It could also be read as a 2. pi. pron. Flowever, it is more probable to read it as a
du.
123 Cf. Ginsberg (1944: 27).
124 Although this form can be read also as 3. m. pi., it is hardly accepted in the
context of descriptions that they may identify more than two figures.
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Ugar are commanded to go to the god Mot in the underworld (KTU 1.4 vii
45-46, 52-54). Hence, in KTU 1.4 viii, Gupan and Ugar (cf. line 47: [ gpn]w ugr)
are instructed by Baal before being dispatched:
al ycdbkm k imr b ph Do not let him place125 you like a lamb
in his mouth
(KTU 1.4 viii 17-18).
Ug. ycdbkm consists of a prefixed conjugation and a -km suffix, here to be
taken as dual, to the verbal stem cdb. In the following lines of 20-21, another
case of a dual indication appears:
thtan nrt ilm sps you shall be ground up126 (by) the Lamp
of the gods, Shapsh.
Ug. thtan has been construed as a singular energic127; but the verbal form
indicates more probably 2. c. dual128 with prefix t- and suffix -n. Thus, Bauer
indicates that Ug. thtan is related to the two messengers previously
mentioned129.
In the descriptions of KTU 1.5 i, Gupan and Ugar were instructed by
Mot and they brought Mot's message back to Baal (cf. KTU 1.5 i 12). In the
lacuna between KTU 1.5 i and ii, they 'must have been summoned again'130.
They were sent again to Mot with an obsequious reply from Baal (KTU 1.5 ii
8-20). At this time their appearance occurs also as a pair:
tbcwlytbilm The gods departed and did
not sit down.
125
Ug. cdb, to 'put, place, leave, set': DUL 148. Cf. Heb. 2TU: HALOT 806-7; Akk.
ezebu: AHw 267 ff.; CAD 4[E] 416-26. It may be used here with the meaning of a cohortative:
M.S. Smith (1997:139).
126
Ug. ht3, to 'grind up, crush, annihilate': DUL 413. Cf. Akk. hatu: AHw 336; CAD





129 Bauer (1936: 56).
130
Wyatt (2002:121 n. 33).
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idk I ytn pn<m> cm bn ilm mt Then certainly they set (their)
faces towards Son of El, Mot
(KTU1.5 ii 13-14).
Either the semantic subject or syntactical subject of the three verbs (tbc, ytb,
and ytn) is to be Ug. ilm. They all are best construed as a 3. m. du. form131; the
text runs as follows:
tsa ghm w tsh They lifted up (their) voices and they
shouted132:
thm aliyn {bn} bcl 'Message of Mightiest Baal'
(KTU 1.5 ii 16-17).
Yet the two verbs {tsa and tsh) above occur in the uforms, which may refer to
the female. Ginsberg said that if they are messengers of Baal, the y-forms
may be congruent grammatically with ilm in line 13. He further argued that
the gender of the two messengers is actually female and" that they are
perhaps messengers of Mot133. However, Ginsberg later changed his mind so
that the two verbs refer to two male individuals because any cases of t- can
serve as a 'prefix of the third person dual masculine'; thus, they are
identified as Gupan and Ugar134. The two deities who conveyed Baal's
message in KTU 1.5 ii 16 ff. are without a doubt the same messengers
dispatched by Baal.
After the message of Mot is ended in KTU 1.5 ii 6a, Baal instructs his
ilm again for another mission (KTU 1.5 ii 8 - 12). The context of the texts
alludes to the fact that Mot's message has probably been brought to Baal by
131
They can be taken also as a 3. m. pi. form. However, as discussed above, the
divine figures are, more probably, referred to as two.
132
Ug. sh, to 'exclaim, shout, invite, call, claim': UT §19.2156; DUL 781-2. Cf. Heb.
ma: HALOT 1011-2; Syr. swah: Brockelmann (1966: 623); Ar. saha: AEL 1751-2; Akk. sahu:
AHw 1096; CAD 16[S] 64-5. Its form with the prefix t- here could also be read as a 3. pi.
' 133 Ginsberg (1944: 29 n. 20).
134
Ginsberg (1946: 40). The prefixed t- is more common than y- for the m. pi. form.
Hence, Tropper (2000: 621, 645) also construes both as a 3. m. du.
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Gupan and Ugar. Thus, it can be interpreted that they may be qualified as
the intermediary messengers between supreme gods (KTU 1.5 i 12; cf. 1.3 iii
36)135.
In KTU 1.5 vi 1-10, we read that the divine messengers, which may
refer to Gupan and Ugar136, carry sad news about Baal to El in their own
words. Some verbs may be employed to indicate the duality of messengers:
tba, 'they came'137 (line 1); and other verbs, which may be construed as a 1. du.
form: sbn\y]138, '[w]e have turned around'139 (lines 3-[4]); mgny, 'we came'
(lines 5, 8)140.
In Ugaritic grammar any dual form of the term could also be read as a
plural or as a singular. However, as Ginsberg said141, how the number of the
term is read should be dependent on the context of the text, its comparison,
and common sense. Thus, the duality of Gupan and Ugar is preferred for the
many evidences suggested above142.
135 Cf. KTU 1.5 ii 13-4; they (ilm) are sent from Baal to Mot again. Thus, cf. de Moor
(1971: 129): 'It is likely that occasionally they served other gods too (CTA 1:111.17; it may be
recalled that the Qds w :'Amrr, the regular attendant on Atiratu, serves as a messenger for
Baal in CTA 3:F)'.
136 Gibson (1978: 73 n. 2).
137
Ug. b3, to 'enter, come, reach': DUL 203. Cf. Heb. X12: HALOT112-4; Ph., Pun. b3:
DNWSI146; Ar. ba3a: AEL 270-2; Akk. bcAu: AHw 116; CAD 2[B] 178-82.
138
Ug. sbb (sbb), to 'turn round, go round and round, go through, turn towards, turn,
turn into': DUL 752. Cf. Heb. 220: HALOT 738-40.
139 Cf. Job 1.7; 2.2.
140 The further example of the 1. du. ending -ny can be seen in the term hlny: the
particle hi plus the 1. du. suffix -ny, thus, 'behold we' (KTU 2.1.3, etc.): Ginsberg (1944: 29 n.
20).
141 Cf. Ginsberg (1944: 26).
142
Against this view, see Wyatt (1992a: 421-2 and n. 119); he takes the gpn w ugr to be
a single deity: 'assistant Gupan-and-Ugar ("Vine-and-Field"?)'.
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Summary
Among other anonymous messengers the named messenger deities occur as
qds w amrr ('Qadesh-and-Amurr', Athirat's warrior-messenger: KTU 1.4 iv 13,
etc.) and gpn w ugr ('Gupan and Ugar') in the Ugaritic texts. The binomial
name of gpn w ugr, which is characterised as ilm (KTU 1.3 iii 32), glm(m)
(KTU 1.3 iii 8), and cnn ilm (KTU 1.3 iv 32), indicates that they are two divine
figures. Their duality is clarified by the following terms: atm bstm (KTU 1.3 iv
33); tlakn glmm (KTU 1.4 v 42-43); ycdbkm (KTU 1.4 viii 17); thtan (KTU 1.4 viii
20); tbc, ytb, ytn (KTU 1.5 ii 13-14); tsa, tsh (KTU 1.5 ii 16-17); and tba, sbn\y],
and mgny (KTU 1.5 vi 1, 3-[4], 5, 8). They serve Mot (KTU 1.4 vii 45-46, 52-54)
as well as Baal (KTU 1.3 iii 32 ff.; 1.3 iv 5-20). Thus, they are identified as the
intermediary messengers between the higher gods.
3. The Procedure of Divine Messenger Dispatch in the Ugaritic Texts
The general procedure of divine 'messenger' dispatch in the Ugaritic texts
consists of five stages: 1) the sending of messengers by their sender; 2) the
travelling of messengers; 3) the arrival of messengers; 4) the delivering of the
message to the recipient; and 5) the return of messengers143.
3.1. The Sending of Messengers
The first consideration in the procedure of divine 'messenger' dispatch is the
question of how divine messengers are charged for the mission. When Yam
143 These patterns are categorised on the basis of the division described by Meier
(1988). Differently, Cassuto (1971: 42) divides the whole procedure of communication as
threefold: instructions of the sender to messengers; conveyance of the message to the
recipient; and reply of the recipient (KTU 1.1; 1.3). Del Olmo (1981: 52-62) suggests that there
are four patterns detailed by the literary form in correspondence: message, reaction,
incantation, and binary forms (order-execution, invitation-acceptance, and deliberation-
communication); also, cf. del Olmo (1984a).
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commands his messengers to deliver his message to the divine council, he
teaches them what they have to do when they arrive before dispatching them
(KTU 1.2 i 13-9). Baal also instructs his messengers before sending them to
Anat (KTU 1.3 iii 8-31). Thus, it is explicit that the instruction of the sender to
his divine messengers normally precedes their departure on the mission144.
In Ugaritic poetry, the message of the sender is often repeated in the
instruction of the sender himself and in the delivery by messengers. Thus, it
is evident that repetitions may have been aimed at the audience in the
ancient epos145.
3.2. The Travelling of Messengers
3.2.1. The Formula of 'Messenger' Dispatch
A certain procedure of the divine 'messenger' dispatch is found especially in
the Baal Cycle, where some typical formulae are attested. The formula is
represented frequently as idk (y/t)tn pnm tk, which literally means 'then
give/set(s) face towards' DN and/or TN146. In fact, it is a Semitic phrase,
which is attested in Akkadian texts: thus, panam/pani (ana + inf. verb)
sakanum, 'to set the face (to do)'147. This has been suggested, probably, as
West Semitic influence148. It is found also in Hebrew verses: Gen 31.21; Num
14.4; and Neh 9.17149.
144 The structure of the instruction normally consists of two elements: the sender's
command to his messengers to show their homage to the divine recipient and the sender's
message of what they shall deliver.
145 Cassuto (1971: 41). Such repetitions also serve strict literary purposes. Cf. the
fourfold repetition of the duties of the pious son in Aqhat: Wyatt (1999: 256-8).
146
E.g., Inbub, the dwelling of Anat, is introduced after the phrase as the destination
of the journey at KTU 1.1 ii 14.
147 Cf. EA 148:26-34; 151:37-40.
148 AHw 702,819-20.
149 Cf. Layton (1986).
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The phraseology of idk (y/t)tn pnm is very frequently used in Ugaritic.
The idiom occurs twenty-two times in the Ugaritic texts150, where eight out of
twenty-two relate to the dispatch of divine messengers: KTU 1.1 ii 13-14
(Messengers of El); 1.2 i 13-14, 19-20 (Messengers of Yam); 1.3 vi 12-13
(Qadesh-and-Amurr); 1.4 viii 1,10-11,1.5 i 9-10, and 1.5 ii 13-14 (Gupan and
Ugar, messengers of Baal). Thus, the phrase (y/t)tn pnm tk may signify
features of the departure of messengers on their journey.
3.2.2. The Length of the Journey
With regard to the mission of messengers, their journey is often said to cover
a great distance. The formula is used typically in KTU 1.1 iii; the distance is a
long way from the house of El to Egypt:
b alp sd r[bt kmn] across a thousand miles 151 , ten
[thousand leagues152]153
(KTU 1.1 iii 2154).
The estimate of the distance may be the length that the divine messengers are
to traverse between the place of departure and the destination155; it gives the
150 CPU 1688-9.
151
Ug. sd, 'a strip, a length of land, patch': DUL 809-10; 'mile': Wyatt (2002: 43). Cf.
Akk. siddu: AHw 1230; CAD 17/2[S] 403-7.
152
Ug. kmn, 'acre': DUL 445-6 (I); 'league': Wyatt (2002: 43). Cf. Akk. kumanu: AHw
505; CAD 8[K] 532.
153
Wyatt (1996: 34-5) interprets the formula as indicating 'a measure of distance
rather than area'; hence, 'the scale of space is a symbol of their power'. Yet the two terms, sd
and kmn as in KTU 1.2 iii 10 and 11, can also be "translated as area terms even when they are
clearly used in a linear sense (e.g. KTU 1.1 iii 2)": Wyatt (2002: 53 n. 68).
154 The formula alp sd rbt kmn occurs also in KTU 1.3 vi 17-18,1.4 viii 24-26, etc.
155 Gibson (1978: 55); Coogan (1978:96); del Olmo (1981:161); and cf. Caquot-Sznycer
(1974:178).
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impression that the messengers travel vast distances in their mutual
communication156.
In KTU 1.4 viii 24-26, the foregoing 'departure' formula of messengers,
(y/t)tn pnm, is absent before the 'distance' phrase, b alp sd rbt kmn. Pardee
suggests that the 'distance' phrase at this place is syntactically related not to
the movement of messengers, but to the following verb hbr, to 'bow' (at the
feet of Mot)157. However, the parallel line of KTU 1.3 iv 37 shows the presence
of the phrase (y/t)tn pnm; and it becomes evident that the phrase b alp sd rbt
kmn is closely related to the (y/t)tn pnm; therefore, the distance can be
syntactically, and even more semantically, connected to the messengers'
departure158:
idk I ttn pnm cm bcl mrym spn b alp sd rbt kmn
Then certainly she set (her) face towards Baal (in) the height159
of Saphon, across a thousand miles, ten thousand leagues
(KTU 1.3 iv 37-38; cf. 1.5 i 9-11).
Incidentally, the distance is compared with the diplomatic gesture of
obeisance before royal figures160:
I pcn adtny mrhqtm qlny at the feet of our lady from a
distance161 we prostrate ourselves
156 The phraseology of alp sd ... rbt kmn is used exceptionally to indicate the
dimensions of Baal's palace in KTU 1.4 v 56-7.
157 Pardee (1976: 227).
158 Cf. M.S. Smith (1994:168).
159
Ug. mrym; 'height, top, summit (of a mountain)': DUL 579-80. Cf. Heb. arm:
HALOT 633; Pun. mrm: DNWSI694.
160 Loewenstamm (1980: 246-8).
161 A f. form, with a m- prefix and -m suffix, of Ug. rhq, 'distant': DUL 738. Cf. Heb.
pirn: HALOT 1214-6; Akk. requ, ruqu: AHw 971, 995-6; CAD 14[R] 265-8; 421-5. In a note on
KTU 2.12.8-10, Ginsberg (1938b: 19 and n. 7) interprets the suffix -m of Ug. mrhqtm as a dual:
thus, sbcd w sbcid mrhqtm, "seven times one way and seven times the other way, on belly and
back", on the basis of the Amarna formula 7-su u 7-anni, 'seven that and seven this'; however,
in Akk. letters from the archive of the royal palace of Ugarit, its Akk. parallel phrase istu
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(KTU 2.11.5-7).
The term mrhqtrn indicates the distance between the ones who prostrate and
the lady. A Hebrew text can be given here for comparison162:
pnm Drnnntfm and you shall prostrate yourselves from a
distance163
(Exod 24.1).
The two Ugaritic lines above describe the rendering of homage. In these
cases, the phrase meaning 'from a distance' may be related to the expression
of homage. However, as seen in the case of KTU 1.1 iii 2 above, a great
distance in 'messenger' descriptions is not related to any expression of
reverence. It is related, more probably, to the distance of the journey for the
messengers.
The fact that divine messengers could reach their destination only
after a long journey need not be understood as a sign of theirweakness. The
remoteness of regions between the sender and the recipient implies the
boundary of vast independent dimensions of the divine rule of each god.
Then the lengthy journey between two divine realms may denote the
legitimate activity of the divine agents as envoys164.
ruqis gives another possibility to interpret -m; thus, Nougayrol (1956: 221, 226): ana sepemes
beliya istu ruqis 2su 7su amqut, 'Au pied de mon maitre, de loin, 2 fois 7 fois je m'effondre'; as
the adverbial -m, see Gordon (1965: §11.5); accepted by Loewenstamm (1967: 41 n. 1).
Differently, yetmore possibly, as an enclitic particle -nr. Tropper (2000: 762-3).
162 Loewenstamm (1967: 42-3; 1980: 246-8).
163 Heb. pirn/pm, 'distant, distance': BDB 935; HALOT1214-6.
164
Wyatt (1996: 34-5) argues that the long distance of the divine messengers' journey
is here taken not as a literal meaning but as the rhetorical expression, as the 'epic style of the
myth'. At any rate, it denotes the powerful and heroic movement of deities. It may also
signify the flying function of the divine messengers.
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3.3. The Arrival of Messengers
3.3.1. Showing Homage to the Divine Recipient
When divine messengers arrive at their destination, as described in KTU 1.2 i,
they bow down to the recipient as a gesture of homage. In the ancient Near
East, prostrating oneself with respect before a superior figure was an
accustomed convention of a man of greatly inferior rank165. The mortal world
mirrors the realm of the deities. Thus a gesture of 'prostrating oneself before
someone' refers to a nonverbal indication of the rank difference between
deities in the divine world: an inferior god usually bows down to a superior
god.
Thus, as soon as they arrive from their long travels, divine messengers
are supposed to render homage to the divine recipient of higher rank. One of
the actions taken by messengers is a prostration at the feet of the recipient;
thus they bow down to Mot for paying their homage, as at KTU 1.4 viii 26-29:
I pcnmt hbr w ql At the feet ofMot bow and fall down,
tsthwy w kbd prostrate yourselves and pay homage (to
him)166.
Before dispatching them, in fact, the sender instructs his messengers to show
homage to the recipient(s) as a diplomatic gesture:
[1 pcn il] al tpl [At the feet of El] certainly you shall fall;
al tsthwy phr [mcd] certainly you shall prostrate yourselves
(to) the assembly of [the council]!
(KTU 1.2 i 14-15).
165 Gruber (1980: 292).
166 'Fourteen' prostrations may be given, as mentioned under discussion of Ug.
mrhqtm (see n. 161 above); sometimes in the salutation of the epistles between mortals: I pcn
adty sbcd w sbcid mrhqtm qlt, 'at the feet of my lady seven times and seven times from a
distance I have prostrated myself' (KTU 2.12.6-11): cf. Ginsberg (1938b). Ug. sbc(i)d is here
used adverbially: del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 804).
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Some have construed Ug. al in a negative sense167. Yet it can be interpreted as
an emphasised nuance in the context168. Moreover, Ug. qmm, to 'stand up',
applied to the messengers in the following line (KTU 1.2 i 31) presupposes
the fact that they have already prostrated themselves before the recipient. In
other words, their position of bowing down is a prerequisite for the usage of
Ug. qm169.
3.4. The Delivering of the Message
In the Ugaritic texts messages from the sender were written on tablets170 but
delivered orally to the recipient by divine messengers171.
3.4.1. A Formula of Messenger Speech
As soon as the divine messengers arrive at their destination, they conform to
the diplomatic norm; they introduce themselves to the recipient by rendering
their homage to him or her; and they begin to deliver the message in a
formula of Messenger Speech.
This formula is constituted by the divine messengers themselves in
order to authenticate their role as the emissaries who deliver a message from
167 Aistleitner (1964: 48); Ginsberg (1969: 130); Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 129 n. m);
Mullen (1980:124); de Moor (1987: 31); M.S. Smith (1994: 265, 288); and Pardee (1997: 246).
168 Cf. G.R. Driver (1956: 79); Jirku (1962: 22); de Moor (1971:124); Gibson (1978: 40);
del Olmo (1981:169); andWyatt (2002: 58 n. 102).
169
Wyatt (2002: 59 n. 103).
170 In KTU 1.2 i 14-17, Yam sent his messengers to the divine council with his
message tablet (//if, KTU 1.2 i 26).
171 It may take an analogy from ancient Semitic society; hence, an Akkadian usage
informs that it has been conducted mostly by an oral report in the human world: sc. by a
man who 'seizes words in his mouth', sa awatim ina pim isabbatu (ARM 1 76.27); that is to
say, the one who 'has a good memory'; cf. Meier (1988: 26, n. 41). For an instance from the
Hebrew Bible, Yahweh gives Moses his words at Sinai on two tablets of stone, which have to
be delivered to the Israelites through Moses' oral accounts (Exod 31.18; Deut 5.22; 9.10). But
it is not described in the Ugaritic texts if a message has been delivered by divine messengers'
oral repetition from their memory, or by their reading from the tablets.
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the sender. An example of the oral formula may be found at 1.3 iii 11-14.
They are commanded first to speak to the recipient and then to declare
whose message it is:
And speak172 to Virgin Anat,
say to Dove173 of Potent One174:
"Message175 of Mightiest Baal,
Word176 of Powerful Hero177"
(KTU 1.3 iii 11-14).
Here the sender of the message is Baal; therefore the basic oral formula of the
divine messengers can be formed by rgm /-DN1; thm DN2, 'Speak to DN1 (sc.
the recipient); (this is) the message of DN2 (sc. the sender)'178. The formula
occurs mainly in delivering messages in numerous Ugaritic letters179. In a
w rgm I btlt cnt




Ug. rgm, 'say, tell, announce, communicate, inform, answer, recite': DUL 732-4; to
'speak, shouf: Huehnergard (1987: 52,177); Watson (1996: 78). Cf. Ar. ragama, targama: AEL
1047-9.
173 Whilst Ug. ymmt has been suggested as a mistake of Ug. ybmt, 'sister-in-law' (G.R.
Driver, 1956:158; del Olmo-Sanmartin, 2004: 951), it is proposed, more credibly, as a cognate
of Ar. yamamat, 'pigeon, dove', hence, 'Beloved': Wyatt (1992a: 417-9; 2002: 77).
174
Ug. lim has been understood as a cognate of Heb. DKb (mxb), 'people' (BDB 522;
DCH 496-7; HALOT 513) and Akk. limit (AHw 553-4; CAD 9[L] 197-8): Albright (1938b: 19 n.
6); cf. 'ruler': G.R. Driver (1956: 158); 'LPmite': de Moor (1969: 183; 1971: 97); 'Nations': de
Moor (1987: 7 and n. 35). But it is construed, possibly, as a divine title of Baal: 'Prince': Gray
(1965: 43); but, more probably, the 'Potent, Powerful One' (the lim, derived from the *Jpy,
plus -m enclitic): Wyatt (1992a: 417-9; 2002: 77).
175
Ug. thm, 'message, decree': DUL 865. For its variant etymological opinions, see
Virolleaud (1931: 217); van Zijl (1972: 55,74); de Moor (1971:102); and Watson (1998: 745-8).
176
Ug. hwt, 'word, statement': DUL 349. Cf. Akk. awatu: AHiv 89-90; CAD 1/2[A] 29-
44.
177
Ug. qrdm, 'hero, powerful one': DUL 709-10. Cf. Akk. qar(r)adu: AHw 905; CAD
13 [Q] 140-4.
178 The same Ugaritic formula is found in KTU 1.1 iii 4-6; KTU 1.4 viii 29-35, etc. Cf.
1.3 iv 7-8.
179 Loewenstamm (1980: 256 nn. 4 and 4a).
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similar way two Ugaritic terms rgm and tny, 'speak ... repeat180...', in KTU
2.72 are involved in making a parallel as an epistolary formula: rgm is used
for an introductory section in KTU 2.72.6; and tny initiates the following part
in KTU 2.72.12181.
The OB letter formula has a similar form of Messenger Speech to the
one seen in Ugaritic. The contents of Akkadian letters were first dictated to a
scribe, and then were read by another person (a messenger) to the recipient182.
One of several formulae in Akkadian Messenger Speech is:
ana PN1 qibl-ma 'Speak to PN1 (the recipient);
umma PN2-ma thus (says) PN2 (the sender): ...'.
The embellished introduction may be admitted; hence, after the opening
formula the sender's wishes for the recipient's welfare may follow, whilst in
Divine Messenger Speech that kind of wish is hardly seen:
ana abiya sa Marduk uballatu.su qiblma 'Speak to my father
whom Marduk keeps
well;
umma Sin-nasir marukama thus (says) Sin-nasir
your son: ...'183.
The formula is found also in some 'messenger' speeches in the Hebrew
style184. Westermann has established a significant work185 in a study of
prophetic form in the Hebrew texts: "Messenger Formula". The role of the
prophets as messengers from Yahweh is defined by the phrase mrr -m no,
'thus says Yahweh'186. Yahweh's message follows after this formula. Yet the
180
Ug. tny, to 'repeat, reiterate': DUL 924-5. Cf. Heb. rati!: HALOT 1598-9; Akk. sanu:
AHw 1165-6; CAD 17/1[S] 398-403; Ar. tana: AEL 356-61; 1474-6.
181 Pardee (1977: 7).
182 Cf. Huehnergard (2000: 260).
183 Cf. Huehnergard (2000: 260).
184
E.g., Judg 11.15; 2 Kgs 19.3; and Isa 37.3, etc.
185 Westermann (1967).
186 Cf. Meier (1992: 277).
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formula is not found when Yahweh speaks to a human directly (1 Kgs 3.5).
Thus, it may be perceived as a speech form used only for mediating between
Yahweh and a human. It introduces words from Yahweh:
vbx maxi And say to him;
mrp "irax ro thus says Yahweh ...
(Exod 9.13b).
In addition, a verbal form nbtf may precede the basic formula187:
□rrbx -jinx nbiui ^x I am sending188 you to them;
□rrbx maxi and you shall say to them;
mn1 mx nox ro 'thus says the Lord Yahweh../
(Ezek 2.4b).
Both Akk. umma and Heb. rD in the formula function as adverbs meaning
'thus', which introduce a direct quotation189.
As seen above, especially in the Akkadian epistles,-the formula of
Messenger Speech is commonly used for diplomatic, and even for the
description of divine correspondence190. In the Ugaritic texts, it is employed
similarly in the Baal Cycle by using two basic epistolary terms: rgm and thin.
Thus it can be inferred that the oral formula used widely in the ancient
Semitic world has been considered also to describe the Divine Messenger
Speech form.
187 Cf. Meier (1992: 121-9). In the Ugaritic texts, the sender's announcement of the
dispatching of his messengers is employed before the Ugaritic formula of Messenger Speech
(KTU 1.4 viii 29-35): thus, dll al ilak I bn ilrn mt, 'I will surely send a messenger to divine Mot'
(KTU1.4 vii 45-6).
188 A ptc. form of the Heb. Vnbti, to 'send (messenger), stretch out': BDB 1018-9;
HALOT1511-6; Ph., Pun., Aram, slh: DNWSI1136-41; Akk. salu: AHw 1152; CAD 17/1 [5] 272;
Ug. slh: DUL 816.
189 Not infrequently, a subordinate clause is introduced simply by Akk. umma
followed by the PN2, with the particle -ma, which should not be translated. The reason for
the addition of -ma after Akk. qibl and the PN2 is probably for euphony.
190 See Rainey (1969:142); cf. Loewenstamm (1980: 256-61).
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In ancient Semitic literature, messengers often did not distinguish
themselves from their sender when delivering messages so that the
messengers speak in the first person as if the sender of the message speaks.
However, when the prefatory formula, 'PN or DN (the sender) says to you',
precedes such 'first person' speech of the messengers, it becomes clear that
the divine messengers are not identified with their sender although they
speak in the first person; they only deliver the message verbatim. In other
words, almost always after delivering this prerequisite formula, messengers
have delivered their sender's message. This formula may be applied in the
same way to the delivering patterns of the divine messengers.
3.5. The Return of Messengers
After the message is delivered, divine messengers are sent back with the
recipient's reply (cf. KTU 1.3 iv 21-31) and commended by the recipient to
depart quickly: Ik Ik cnn ilm atm bstm w an snt, 'Go, go! Clouds of the god! You
may go slowly, but I shall leave' (cf. KTU 1.1 iii 17-18 [by Kothar-and-Hasis];
and 1.3 iv 32-33 [by Anat]).
One of the significant descriptions of 'messenger activity' is an
address that they are slow {bstm). It has been posited that Ug. bstm has a
cognate root of Heb. (V^in), to 'delay'191, as at Judg 5.28; and Exod 32.1192:
-inn p rm5 ntfr: vvii "o nun nti
And the people saw that Moses delayed to come down from
the mountain.
In the 'messenger' context, it is interesting that Moses, the messenger of
Yahweh, is slow in his movement to deliver Yahweh's message to the people,
whilst Yahweh urges him to depart: ~n "[5, 'go193! Go down194!' (v. 7)195.
191 For its lexical note, see n. 118 above.
192 Cf. Ginsberg (1944: 27 n. 9); Gordon (1965: §19.532); Clifford (1972: 86 n. 59); and
del Olmo (1981:530).
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In the Ugaritic descriptions, divine messengers are also urged to
depart rapidly by their sender: in KTU 1.2 i, Yam commands his divine
messengers to leave quickly; hence, tbc glm[m al ttb], 'depart, Lads, do not sit
down!' (line 13). The phrase I ytb, 'they did not sit down' (line 19) describes
how the divine messengers responded to their sender's command. Its
analogy is found in a case of human messengers; thus, King Keret sends his
messengers to King Pabil:
ttbcmlakm I ytb Messengers departed; they did not
sit down;
idk pnm I ytn cmm pbl mlk then (their) faces certainly they set
towards King Pabil.
(KTU 1.14 vi 35-38).
Summary
It is attested that there are some Ugaritic formulas in the descriptions of the
'messenger' dispatch, which are articulated through a five step pattern: the
sending of messengers by their sender; the travelling of messengers; the
arrival of messengers; the delivering of the message to the recipient; and the
return of messengers. Divine messengers are instructed by the sender before
their departure. Something similar to the Ugaritic formula, such as (y/t)tn pnm
tk, 'give/set(s) face towards', is found in other Semitic texts. When they
arrive at the destination after their long journey, messengers render to the
recipient their homage, which indicates their lesser rank. Their delivery of
193 The Impv. form of the Heb. V"|5n, to 'go, come, walk': BDB 229-37; HALOT 246-8;
Ph., Pun., Moab., Aram., hit DNWSI 280-1; Akk. alaku: AHw 31-4; CAD 1/1[A] 300-28; Ar.
halaka: AEL 3044.
194 The Impv. form of the Heb. Vn\ to 'come, go down, descend': BDB 432-4;
HALOT 434-5; Ph., Pun., yrd: DNWSI 468-9; Akk. (w)aradu: AHw 1462-3; CAD 1/2[A] 212-20;
Ar. warada: AEL 2935-6; Ug. yrd: DUL 977-8.
195 LXX reads the text pri8i£e to trixoc, 'go quickly'.
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the message follows a formula of Messenger Speech (rgm I-DN1; thrn DN2,
'Speak to DN1; message of DN2'), which is attested also in other Semitic
descriptions. After completing their mission, they are urged to leave.
4. Messenger Theophany in the Ugaritic Texts
This research will discuss the 'messenger' theophany attested in the Ugaritic
texts. When Ugaritic messenger deities arrive at their destination after their
long journey, their appearance is described as associated with a light (KTU
1.2 i 31-33). Now the fiery mode of the theophany of messengers is expected
to represent their authority received from the sender and his majestic
presence.
4.1. Yam's Messengers
After his coronation, Yam needed to restrain any threat to his rule; thus, Yam
sent his two 'unnamed' messengers to demand the surrender of Baal.
According to the tablets of KTU 1.2 i and iii, his messengers to the pantheon,
the assembly of the gods, were intended to carry out this task. When mlak ym,
'messengers of Yam' (paralleled with another epithet tcdt tpt[ nhr], the
'embassy of Judge [Nahar]', in KTU 1.2 i 22), arrived, the ilm, 'gods', were
gathered together at dinner; and they fearfully showed their homage to
Yam's messengers (KTU 1.2 i 23-24):
tgly ilm risthm I zr brkthm w I kht zblhm b hm
The Gods lowered196 their heads on top of197 their knees, and
onto the thrones198 of their princeships199
196
Ug. gly, to 'fall (down), lower, bow': de Moor (1971: 68, 232); DUL 321-2. Cf. Ar.
gala: AEL 2287-8.
197
Ug. zr, 'back'; with a preposition, it may denote 'on the shoulder of, on top (of),
upon': DUL 1005. Cf. Heb. ins: HALOT1008; Akk. seru: AHw 1093; CAD 16[S] 261; Ar. zahr.
AEL 1927-30.
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(KTU 1.2 i 23-24).
Before delivering messages, messengers normally bow low first to the one
who will receive the messages, but now the gods in the pantheon first bow
down to Yam's messengers, breaking a common convention. Baal was irked
by this; since Yam was his rival, Baal rebuked this kind of response of the
gods to the messengers (KTU 1.2 i 24 ff.). So the question of why they have
paid homage to the messengers raises some issues here.
The status of the messengers is emphasised as the 'embassy' of the
newly enthroned divine ruler (KTU 1.2 i 22). Hence, the messengers are
regarded as the ones who represent the authority of Yam when they deliver
the content of the tablets, in which Yam's words are written. Consequently
Baal asks the gods of the pantheon why they were afraid of the divine
messengers:
ahd ilm tcny Iht mlak ym tcdt tpt nh<r>
I see (that) gods respond200 (to) the tablet201 of the messengers of
Yam, of the embassy of Judge Naha<r>
198
Ug. kht, 'throne': DUL 434. Cf. EA Akk. kahsu: AHzv 420; CAD 8[K] 36.
199
Ug. zbl, 'prince' (DUL 998), with a pronominal suffix -hm may here be interpreted
either as 'princely' (G.R. Driver, 1956: 79; Caquot-Sznycer, 1974: 130; Clear, 1976: 4; Gibson,
1978: 41; Coogan, 1978: 87; Pardee, 1997: 246) or 'princeship' (Wyatt, 2002: 60), which is
employed here. Differently, 'lordship': Gordon (1949: 13); 'exalted' (de Moor, 1987: 32);
'royal' (M.S. Smith, 1994: 266).
200 The first term of the phrase may be read as a G. 1. sg. form of the Vhdy (DUL 356-
7; cf. Heb. mn (nm): HALOT 292, 301; Ph., Aram, hzy: DNWSI 357-61): G.R. Driver (1956: 79
and n. 10); Jirku (1962: 22); Ginsberg (1969: 130); Oldenburg (1969: 192); Coogan (1978: 87);
and Wyatt (2002: 60 and n. 109). Differently, 'unite', as an imperative: Aistleitner (1964: 49);
Clear (1974: 4). Ug. tcny is derived probably from the ~Jcny, to 'answer' (cf. Heb. H3JJ). It has
been taken differently as a D. form of the dcnw, to 'humiliate': G.R. Driver (ibid.); Jirku (ibid.);
Ginsberg (ibid.); Oldenburg (ibid., 192 and n. 7.); del Olmo (1981:171); Wyatt (ibid., but from
the dcny); and del Olmo-Sanmartfn (2004: 172). Cf. 'let ... read', as a cohortative: Gordon
(1949: 13). The interpretation of Ug. ahd as the subject, meaning 'one', does not agree
grammatically with the 3. m. pi. verb Any: 'L'un des dieux doit repondre' (Caquot-Sznycer,
1974: 130); as a interrogative, 'will any of the gods answer?' (Gibson, 1978: 41). De Moor's
(1971:124; 1987: 32) reading of the verb as a 1. sg. is not acceptable: 'alone I will answer'. Ug.
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(KTU 1.2 i 25-26).
An additional consideration is the fact that the messengers appeared as a
blazing existence in the divine assembly:
qmrn atr amr Standing up, then, they spoke;
[tn]y dcthm They [repeated202] their knowledge203.
ist istm yitmr (As) a great fire204 they appeared205;
hrb list [Is]nhm A sharpened206 sword was their [ton]gue2-.207
ilm is taken, most probably, as the subject of the plural verb here. Cf. 'in union will the gods
answer': M.S. Smith (1994: 266); 'as one must the gods answer': Pardee (1997: 246).
201
Ug. Ih, 'tablet, message': DUL 494-5. Cf. Heb. mS: HALOT 522-3; Akk. le'u: AHw
546; CAD 9[L] 156-9; Ar. lawk. AEL 2679. Tablets contain the message of the sender. Cf.
Wyatt (2002: 60 n. 10): 'the message would be written on a cuneiform tablet, which the
messengers would read'. The words of the second gods seem to represent their authority
and power, when they declare a divine war or when they order the cessation of the war.
Thus, Baal is proclaiming to bring the war to an end with the authority of his words: KTU
1.3 iii 13-31.
202
Ug. tny, to 'repeat, reiterate': DUL 924-5. Cf. Heb. i"OT: HALOT 1598-9; Akk. sank.
AHw: 1165-7; CAD 17/1[S] 398-403; Ar. tana: AEL 356-61; 1475-6.
203
Ug. d% 'knowledge, information, communique, friendship': DUL 259-60. Cf. Heb.
nan: HALOT 228-9; Pun. dct: DNWSI 440; Akk. di/a>(a)tu: AHw 168; CAD 3[D] 130-1. It
indicates here the 'message' of Yam. Cf. Oldenburg (1969:192): 'message'.
204 The phrase ist istm is understood here as a construct phrase with a superlative
sense (-m enclitic on the second ist); thus, 'as a great blaze': Wyatt (2002: 61). Differently, as
paronomasia, 'a flame, two flames': Miller (1965: 257); '(like) a fire, two fires': Gibson (1978:
42), et al.
205
Ug. yitmr is construed as a Gt. pf. 3. m. du. form of the V-'mr, to Took at, be seen';
thus, 'they looked': Gordon (1949:14); Oldenburg (1969:192: 'are seen'); del Olmo-Sanmartin
(2004: 71-2); Tropper (2000: 519): sc. Yam's two messengers. Cf. Akk. amaru: AHw 40-2; CAD
1/2[A] 5-27. But it may better be translated as 'they appeared': Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 131);
Gibson (1978: 42); Watson (1981:191); M.S. Smith (1994: 267); and Wyatt (2002: 61). Cf. 'they
looked like': Coogan (1978: 87); de Moor (1987: 33); Pardee (1997: 246). G.R. Driver (1956: 81)
and Jirku (1962: 23) take, unlikely, the hrb Itst as the subject of the verb yitmr: 'the sharpened
swords ... appeared'. Differently, Ginsberg (1969: 130): 'flash'; Sivan (2001: 130): 'he views',
as a 3. m. sg. form; in this case, however, ytmr is more appropriate for its reading. Cf. ytmr bcl
bnth, 'Baal views his daughters' (KTU 1.3 i 22-3).
206 The G. pass. ptc. f. form of the Ug. V/A, to 'sharpen': Heb. UtoS: HALOT 528.
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(KTU 1.2 i 31-33).
The fiery theophany of the messengers is connected to their speech. Two
verbs, amr and yitmr, are related by the juxtaposition of the meanings; to
'speak' and to 'appear' in order to speak208. Through their speech and
appearance, therefore, the messengers express their authority, derived from
their sender as well as the awesome power of the sender in order to demand
Baal's surrender.
Wyatt interprets the situation: "It is presumably the text on the tablets,
carrying Yam's demands (the 'Word of God'), which cows the gods, rather
than the messengers themselves"209. It may be right when one considers the
important position of Yam in the pantheon. The fiery theophany of the
messengers, however, may be another reason for the response of other lesser
gods to them in KTU 1.2 i 22-24. As a f. du. form, Ug. istm refers here to the
fiery theophany of the two messengers. Fires have been regarded as the
swords of the messengers210. Yet it is related more probably to the scribe's
description of the theophany itself.
With regard to the fact that the gods in the pantheon were afraid,
therefore, two supposed reasons may be given: it was caused by Yam's
message itself and by the fiery theophany of the divine messengers which
expresses their authority received from Yam, and which also represents his
majestic presence. In fact, it can hardly be understood otherwise than as the
suggestion that the messengers appeared in a frightening shape; perhaps as
lightning. This scene is reminiscent of an action that Moses took before the
207
Ug. Isn, 'tongue': DUL 505-6. Cf. Heb. HALOT 536; Ph., Aram. Isn: DNWSI
584-5; Akk. lisanu: AHw 556 ; CAD 9[L] 209-15; Ar. lisan: AEL 3010.
208 Sanmartin (1973: 263-70); M.S. Smith (1994 : 307).
209
Wyatt (2002: 60 n. 108).
210
Caquot-Sznycer (1974:131 n. u): "Ces feux sont ceux des regards ou des epee des
ambassadeurs ".
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messenger of Yahweh appeared as a blazing fire (Exod 3.1-6)211. The awe,
which the gods in the pantheon felt, may be the same that Moses felt whilst
looking upon the flaming appearance of the messenger at Sinai. This
conspicuous form was enough to frighten him.
In addition, it is crucial to note the swords in the Ugaritic text. Some
have reconstructed the lines 32-33 as hrb Itst [bym\nhm, 'a sharpened sword
was [in] their rig[ht hands]'212, whereas P.D. Miller has taken the last term as
[ls/bym]nhm213. It has also been taken, less probably, as [c]nhm, 'are their
[ey]es'214. But the reading as [Is\nhm is preferred here215. It may be a
metaphoric expression of their speech, conveying the sender's demand.
4.2. Athirat's Messenger
Qadesh-and-Amurr216 appears also as a luminous figure, whilst he leads the
way, preceding Athirat who is riding upon a donkey:
qds yuhdm sbcr Qadesh began217 to illuminate himself218;
211 Similar imagery is found in other biblical descriptions: Ps 29.7; Judg 13.20; Isa 6.6;
and cf. 2 Kgs 2.11.
212 Gaster (1950: 139); G.R. Driver (1956: 81); Jirku (1962: 23); and Caquot-Sznycer
(1974:131 and n. v).
213 Miller (1965: 257 and nn. 7-8; 1973: 31); Hendel (1985: 674).
214 Aistleitner (1964: 49); Ginsberg (1969:130); Oldenburg (1969:192).
215 Cross (1973: 190, n. 187); Gibson (1978: 42); de Moor (1987: 33); M.S. Smith (1994:
267); Pardee (1997: 246); Wyatt (2002: 61). The sword imagery with lesser deities is found
often in the Hebrew Bible: Gen 3.24, as a flaming sword (cf. Hendel, 1985: 671-4); Num 22.31;
Josh 5.13; 1 Chr 21.27,30; and cf. Ps 57.5,64.4,140.4; Rev 1.16; 19.15.
216 The identity of qds w amrr shall be discussed further in Chapter IV.
217
Ug. yuhdm, from the d'hd, to 'seize'; and, to 'start', as an inchoative meaning:
Cassuto (1975: 186-7); DUL 36-8. Cf. Heb. mx: HALOT 31-2; Aram, 'hd/z: DNWSI 35-8; Akk.
ahazu: AHw 18-20; CAD 1/1[A] 173-8; Ar. 'ahada: AEL 28-31. Differently, Watson (1978: 399):
to 'kindle'; also, Watson (1992: 227 n. 31).
218
Ug. sbcr, the S form of the dbcr, to 'ignite, burn, scorch the earth, illuminate'; cf.
DUL 212 (I). Cf. Heb. bcr: HALOT 145-6. Differently, to 'lead': Ginsberg (1969:133); de Moor
(1987: 52)
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amrr k kbkb I pnm Amurr (began to illuminate himself)
like a star in front219
(KTU 1.4 iv 16-17).
Whilst the first verb in the first phrase has been translated with a passive
meaning (Qadesh 'was kindled like a torch')220, it has been read also as an
active meaning (Qadesh 'took a torch')221. Following the active translation,
Wyatt tries to reconstruct the text as yuhd msbcr222. However, the first phrase
is more probably to be construed as having an active auxiliary verb and the
infinitive S form of the verb Mr223; hence, the second verb, sbcr, is associated to
the first verb yuhdm. Their radiant theophany is suggested possibly by the
following phrase in the next line: a comparative particle plus a noun
meaning 'star' (k kbkb)224. The qds w amrr represents the presence of his
mistress, as providing a light himself for her on the way.
Summary
The 'messenger' theophany is associated with a light symbol in the Ugaritic
texts (cf. KTU 1.2 i 22, 31-33). Hence the appearance of the divine messengers
is recognised sometimes as frightening. Their fiery theophany expresses their
authority received from the sender, and also represents the presence of the
sender. It may be comparable with the 'messenger' theophany in Exod 3.1-6.
The qds w amrr ('Qadesh-and-Amurr') occurs as a radiant form whilst
performing as the lesser deity of Athirat (KTU 1.4 iv 16-17). Thus, he
219 It establishes a contrasting structure with atr in the next line: atr btlt cnt, 'Virgin
Anat followed' (KTU 1.4 iv 18).
220 G.R. Driver (1956: 95); Watson (1978: 399; cf. 1992: 227 n. 31).
221
Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 203); Gibson (1978: 59).
222
Wyatt (2002: 99 n. 124).
223 Cf. Sanmartin (1971: 178 n. 29): 'Qades beginnt hell zu machen'; thus, to
'illuminate himself'.
224 Pardee (1997: 259).
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represents the presence of the goddess Athirat, supplying a light for her on
the way.
Conclusion to Chapter III, Part I
Although diverse titles are used to indicate messenger deities in the Ugaritic
texts, implying three other different senses of hierarchical (glm, mlak), cultic
(cnn ilm), or political (dll, cdd, or tcdt) designations, they all designate their
lesser level. Among other anonymous messenger deities, Gupan and Ugar
appear as a pair of messengers of Baal. Before departing, the sender usually
instructs his messengers. They have to traverse a long distance. Even the
lesser deities, functioning as heralds, conform to the diplomatic norm. When
they arrive at the destination, they show their homage to the recipient of the
message from the sender; and, obeying the 'messenger formula', they begin
to deliver the message. After they complete their mission, they are
commanded by the recipient to leave quickly and go back to the sender. The
messenger theophany is associated with a radiant light, which may represent
the sender's presence. It may also frighten the other gods in the pantheon,
especially in the context of the divine war.
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PART II. Messenger Deities in the Hebrew Bible
In this part the role of lesser deities as divine messengers attested in the
Hebrew Bible will be investigated. One of the main roles of the lesser deities
in the Hebrew Bible is that of 'messengers'225. Some 'messenger' texts in the
Hebrew Bible will be investigated in this research.
1. The Hebrew Titles of Messenger Deities
1.1. Hierarchical Title: mlak
Although the expected verbal root, "[kS, of the term -jxba is not attested in
any Hebrew texts, it has been suggested as the noun form (maqtal) with the
prefix Q- of the *~[nS226, which thus denotes 'messenger'227. It may be related
etymologically to Ug. mlak, 'messenger', whose verbal root occurs as Pk,
which refers to the sending of messengers or to the delivering of a message228.
Whilst the verbal root Pk is not attested in Hebrew or Aramaic or Akkadian,
it is attested in Ugaritic and in the South Semitic languages229. Due to the
absence of its verbal root, Heb. "[xSrc may be construed as a loan word from
another Semitic language, probably borrowed from its Ugaritic cognate,
mlaP30.
225 Dillmann (1897: 233) points out that when "angels" (lesser deities) are "executing
a duty at the bidding of God", they are designated as □ ,:5xi?n.
225 Mandelkern (1925: 625-6); Meier (1999: 45).
227 HALOT 585-6; Ph., Aram., mPk: DNSWI 629; Ug. mlak: DUL 546; Ar. maPak: AEL
3007,3023; and Eth. mPk: Leslau (1987: 303).
228 UT §19.1344; WUS no. 1432; and DUL 486-7. Cf. Greenstein (1979: 329-336).
229
E.g., Ar. la^aka: Hava (1964: 673) and Eth. lakika: Leslau (1987: 303).
230 Meier (1999: 45) proposes that the verbal form of this noun may have
"disappeared in Hebrew" due to a "semantic overlap with a preferred and less specific
term" nbffl, to 'send' (HALOT 1511-6); therefore, it is replaced by the more frequently used
verb. However, this is conjectural. It would be better to see it as a borrowed term as in many
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Since it has polymorphic usages, it may indicate immortal or mortal
beings. In the Hebrew Bible, Heb. refers to either human or divine
messengers, as does Ug. mlalc231. It sometimes indicates a human messenger
sent by earthly rulers (Num 20.14; 21.21; Deut 2.26; Judg 11.12-4, 17, 19; 1
Sam 11.4; 1 Kgs 19.2; 20.2, 5, 9; 2 Kgs 19.14; Isa 30.4; 33.7; Ezek 23.40; and Nah
2.14)232; since humans could be perceived as messengers dispatched from
Yahweh, it applies to his human agents: sc. prophets (Isa 44.26; Hag 1.13),
priests (Mai 2.7), and kings (1 Sam 29.9; 2 Sam 14.17, 20; 19.28 [ET 27]). In
some biblical narrative passages, it has been difficult to identify which figure
this term represents due to its polymorphic usage to indicate either a human
or divine messenger (cf. Judg 2.1-4; 5.23; Mai 3.1; and Eccl S.5)233. Hence it
may be determined in the context of the text.
In spite of the variety of its usage, however, its basic sense appears
explicitly as a 'lesser agent' of a master234. When it is utilised to refer to a
divine 'messenger', it denotes an agent of Yahweh who carries his message
or will. It thus indicates the hierarchically subordinate rank of the lesser
deities who convey their missions set by Yahweh in the Hebrew Bible235.
cases of the obvious etymological connection between Ugaritic and Hebrew, rather than as a
"natural Hebrew formation". In this case Heb. nbfflO would be the more "natural Hebrew
formation" for the denotation of 'messenger'. However, Heb. nSfflO does not occur as an
agent noun but denotes a 'sending' as a construct noun form; thus, a 'place or a thing to
which anything is sent' (Isa 7.25; Deut 15.10, etc.): GHCLOTS 518.
231 TDOT 8: 309-10.
232 Sometimes human agents who take a mission of espionage are called
(Josh 6.17, 25; and also, 7.22).
233 In other ancient Near Eastern contexts, the term for divine messenger is used also
to indicate a human messenger: Sum. kin-gi-a or sukkal; Akk. mar{i) siprim; Eg. wpwty; and
Eth. malak.
234 Moore (1895: 185) points out that Heb. "[Kbr: may be translated as "'agent,' thus
making the relation of the word to nDxbo more obvious".
235 Cunchillos (1981a: 42).
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Thus, as discussed above, the etymological definition of Heb. denotes
only the one who implements a mission as a messenger236.
Summary
The term "[kSq occurs in the Hebrew Bible to indicate the hierarchically lesser
rank of messenger deities. As a 'lesser agent' of a master god, it is used to
denote a 'divine agent' of Yahweh who conveys his decree.
2. Named Messenger Deity in the Hebrew Bible
In the divine hierarchical structure in the Hebrew Bible, there seems to be a
chief-messenger group distinguished between the supreme god Yahweh and
other lesser deities: Gabriel, Michael237, et al238.
2.1. Gabriel
The term bxnaa, which is taken to denote a messenger deity, may be
compounded etymologically by two elements: the 133, 'strong man'239, and
236 In LXX, Heb. "[xbn has been translated to its equivalent Gk term ayyeXoq,
'messenger'. Most English versions give the translation of the term as 'angel'. In English
nuance, however, it connotes an immaterial, supernatural being. In the New Testament texts,
ayycXoQ became a generic term that signifies all kind of supernatural assistants of God. Cf.
in the Vulgate, the term angelus for the divine messenger is distinguished from the noun
nuntius for the human messenger.
237 The identity of Michael will be discussed in Chapter IV.
238 Gabriel and Michael occur in the hst of seven archangels in 2 Enoch 20, with Uriel,
Raphael, Raguel, Sariel, and Remiel. Among these archangels Gabriel (Dan 8.16; 9.21) and
Michael (Dan 10.13, 21; 12:1) are the only messengers mentioned by name in the Hebrew
Bible.
239 The first element may be derived from Heb. "133, which possibly originates from
the V~i33, to 'be strong' (BDB 149; HALOT175; cf. Akk. gaparu, gapru, gabru: AHw 281; CAD 6),
and it denotes "'man as strong' distinguished from woman, children, and non-combatants":
BDB 149-50; and cf. Kosmala (1968:160): the "US is a "male person who distinguishes himself
from others by his strength, or courage, or uprightness, or some other quality".
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the bx, 'El', the supreme god's title or name240, which therefore denote
altogether a 'strong man of El'241. Thus the term may convey the powerful
'warrior'242 function of the lesser deity, although the two explicit biblical
references (Dan 8.16; 9.21) show only his 'messenger' or 'interpreter' function
of the vision, which conveys the hidden message of the supreme god243.
In Dan 7.16, a divine being among the lesser deities of Yahweh
appears as an interpreter of the vision to Daniel (also, cf. Dan 10)244. Although
the name of this figure is not revealed at the time, it may possibly be related
to the DN banna, revealed in the later chapters (Dan 8.16; 9.21). In Dan 8.15,
he is described as anthropomorphic245:
"na nx-|QD naab -toy mm And, behold, (the one) standing in
front of me ivas like the appearance
of a strong man.
240 Collins (1999: 339): it is a "typically archaic theophoric name", which is ended
with the "name of the Canaanite god El, who was, of course, identified with Yahweh in the
Hebrew Bible". Thus it is an originally West Semitic name: Collins (1993: 337).
241 Cf. HALOT 176: (strong) 'man of God'. Differently; 'God has shown Himself
strong': Brueggemann (1962: 332); 'God is my strength': G. Davidson (1967:117); and 'God is
my hero/warrior': Fitzmyer (1981: 328); followed by Collins (1993: 336; 1999: 338).
242 Heb. "Gil may take a sense of 'physical strength, courage, and valour, on virility
and procreative power' (Kosmala, 1968:162) because Heb. 133, the variant form of the V"D3,
may denote a 'man for military service', or a 'soldier in combat', or 'someone who
performed a heroic act' (Kosmala, 1975: 374). Thus, with this military sense, the □'GNbo of
Yahweh may be called ro ,"D3, 'Mighty Ones of power' (Ps 103.20): ibid.: 375.
243 For the NT references of Gabriel, identified as the interpreting 'ayyeXoc;', cf. Luke
1.19, 26; but his nature and role are described more variously in some post-biblical
references: 1 En 9.1; 40.6; 2 En 21.3 (as an intercessor); 1 En 9.9-10; 54.6 (as a destroyer); 1 En
40.3 (as one of the four presences); 1 En 40.9 (as having all powers); 2 En 24.11 (as sitting at
the left hand of God); and 2 En 40.3 (as one of glorious ones of God), etc.
244 Collins (1993: 311). The Aramaic expression X'ONp ]Q in, 'one of those who were
standing' (by the supreme god), may denote their identity as divine attendants and their
lesser rank in the divine assembly as the nonverbal indication.
245 Porteous (1965:127; cf. 154). For discussion of the anthropomorphic description of
the divine being, probably Gabriel, at Dan 7.13, see Collins (1993: 304-10).
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The context of the passage here signifies the fact that Gabriel has suddenly
arrived a little distance away from Daniel after his journey (cf. v. 17: byx Km,
'and he came near')246.
2.2. tfnpi T17 (pTJJ)'Watcher247-and-Holy One'
The Aramaic double-barrelled divine name occurs only in Dan 4.10, 20 (cf.
4.14: pttbnp ... pTiJ), in the description about the second dream of King
Nebuchadnezzar. The figure with this epithet refers to a divine messenger248
sent from the heavens. Although he is described as pronouncing a sentence
(Dan 4.14), it is explicitly stated that it has been made by the Most High (Dan
4.21); thus, his role may be taken here as the messenger or executor of the
sentence dictated by the supreme god.
Summary
Some divine messengers, known by their own names, refer to chief-
messengers in the hierarchical divine assembly. The Sxnaa, 'Gabriel',
appears as a powerful warrior deity as well as a divine 'messenger' (or
'interpreter'). The tfnpl Ty (pTy), 'Watcher-and-Holy One', occurs also as a
divine title for the divine messenger.
246 S.R. Driver (1900:120).
247 HALOT 1946. The root of Ar. TU has been referred mostly to either as 'vigil
(vigilant)' (LLAVT 125; cf. Tpy, 'vigilance': DNWSI 839; see its verbal *Jcydw) or, most
probably, as the Heb. Vny, to 'wake, awake, watch' (GHCLOTS 615, 625; HALOT 802-3 [II]).
Singular forms of the verbs following the binominal name in the texts indicate the fact that
this divine being is a single deity.
248 LXX renders the T» to ciyyeXoc.
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3. The Procedure of Divine Messenger Dispatch in the Hebrew Bible
The procedure of the divine 'messenger' dispatch in the Hebrew Bible will be
divided into four: the sending of messengers (1 Kgs 22.22b; Ps 78.49; also in
the book of Daniel); the travelling of messengers; the arrival of messengers;
and the delivering of the message.
3.1. The Sending of Messengers
The procedure of calling and sending of divine messengers is not often found
in the Hebrew Bible. But it can be glimpsed in some biblical descriptions:
3.1.1.1 Kings 22.22b
The text runs:
p nfayi brnn nm nnsn
Then he (sc. Yahweh) said 'You shall entice (him) and-also you
shall prevail (over him); go and do so'.
Suggesting a tactic to Yahweh, a lesser deity comes to him as a volunteer to
carry out the plan (cf. 1 Kgs 22.19-22; || 2 Chr 18.18-21). It may be perceived
from the text that the sender's instruction to the lesser deity precedes the
departure of the lesser deity. Although this deceitful 'spirit' (mm, in v. 21) is
not identified as a 'messenger', it is noteworthy in that the text gives the
description of how Yahweh commissions and dispatches his agent deity.
3.1.2. Psalm 78.49
The text refers to the dispatch of the band of divine messengers:
cm -oxba nnbtiira mm nun may idx pin an nbc
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He sent upon them anger (out of) his nose249, fury, and wrath,
and distress, a mission250 of evil messengers.
In the Hebrew Bible, Heb. nbizi is related closely to the dispatch of divine
messengers. The Piel form of the verbal Vnbtf is used here, and may set up
the submissive position of divine messengers to their sender. Keel points out
that the messengers are identified as 'emissaries of Yahweh'251, dispatched
against the Egyptians (cf. Exod 12.23).
3.1.3. The Book of Daniel
In the text of Dan 3.28, Aram, nbtti is used for the dispatch of messengers:
rDKbo nblii "H, '(God) who sent his messenger'. Thus, it may have been a
belief that the involvement of a divine messenger is allowed for the mission
of deliverance of those who trust in Yahweh in their time of crisis. In the
Aramaic passage of Dan 6.23 it is also described: rDtfba nb^f-Tibx, 'My God
sent his messenger' (also, cf. the usage of the Heb. Vnbtfl at Dan 10.11).
3.2. The Travelling of Messengers
In Hebrew descriptions, divine messengers are recognized as travelling by
flight. Gabriel, the divine messenger, is addressed as being able to fly quickly
249 The construction of the two nouns may express the relation of the cause and the
effect resulting from it (cf. CHALOT 116). It may allow a possible interpretation of Yahweh
pictured as being rageful like a bull breathing from his nostrils.
250 Heb. nnbttio, derived from the Vnbui, literally denotes a 'sending'. It has been
interpreted as a 'host, band' (of angels): HCLOT 518; Tate (1990: 279, 283); 'detachment': NJB;
Tate (ibid.: 283); 'escort' (Dahood, 1966-70: [2] 237); and 'envoyant' (Jacquet, 1977: 517). Yet it
is more appropriate to translate it as their 'mission' (cf. Exod 12:23): Weber (1968: 332 and n.
49); Murphy (1875: 422); and Dahood (ibid.: 244).
251 Keel (1978: 84). He also compares these messenger deities with 'Canaanite
demons' and the 'sickness-demons' of Mesopotamia.
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in Dan 9.21. The expression spo, 'being sent in flight'252, may denote the
flying function of Gabriel; thus, he may be viewed as a winged figure.
The divine messenger might arrive after a delay. In Dan 10.11 the Heb.
VnbttJ is utilised to introduce the messenger's identity to the recipient of the
message: "pbN Tinbtf nny ">2, 'for now253 1 have been sent254 to you' (cf. Dan
9.22). After that, Dan 10.13-14 illustrates the reason for the messenger's delay
of three weeks between his departure and arrival; the messenger himself
explains that the delay had occurred due to the divine resistance of the
anonymous national god of Persia255.
3.3. The Arrival of Messengers
When divine messengers arrive at their destination, they do not express their
homage to the recipients unlike the divine messengers in the Ugaritic texts
above, since the recipients are all mortals, ranking below the divine
messengers (Ps 8.6).
252 Lit. 'being caused to fly in flight'. The first term has been regarded as a Hophal,
ptc. form of the Ay1, to 'be fatigued, wearied out'; thus, with the second term, it may
indicate 'wearied in flight': GHCLOTS 357; or both terms have been referred to the *]»\ to 'be
weary with weariness' (BDB 419; but Brown-Driver-Briggs imply Gabriel's flying function,
saying "utterly weary [from winged flight]"); or, 'came ... in my extreme weariness' (NASB).
However, it is related, more plausibly, to the Api?, to 'fly': CHALOT 268; GHCLOTS 614.
Thus, the majority of translations render to: 'was sent forth in flight' (NJPS); 'came... in swift
flight' (RSV; NRSV; and NIV); 'swooped... in full flight' (NJB); 'came in rapid flight' (NAB);
and 'being caused to fly swiftly' (ASV; KJV)-
253 Heb. nna, 'now, at this time': BDB 773-4; HALOT 901-2. The term may be put here
in order to explain the reason for the messenger's delay which resulted from the event that
has occurred in the following passages (Dan 10:12-4).
254 The Pual, pf. form of the Vnbffl may indicate the subordinate position of the divine
messenger (probably, Gabriel) to his sender.
255 For further discussion of the national god or 'patron angel', see Porteous (1965:
152-4), Cf. Deut 32.8-9; Ps 82.6-7.
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3.4. The Delivering of the Message
Whilst there is an obvious distinction between the divine messengers and the
sender in the Ugaritic texts, it is sometimes unclear in the Hebrew Bible
whether the messenger is the sender himself.
3.4.1. First Person Speech of the Messenger
In the episode of Hagar, the messenger is identified apparently with his
sender; hence, the mrp pxbrc speaks as if Yahweh speaks (Gen 16.10); and
Hagar names him 'El Roi' (v. 13):
mbx -inn mrp 0$ x~ipm Then she (sc. Hagar) gave the name
of Yahweh256 (to) the one who is
speaking to her, (saying):
"•X") bx nnx "You are El Roi257".258
256
Wyatt (1994a: 143 n. 3) interprets that Heb. mrp is superfluously loaded at this
place; thus the original text probably was read without it.
257 The second element of the bx has been construed as a noun: BDB 909;
Skinner (1910: 288); or as a Q. ptc. with a 1. sg. suffix of object: Westermann (1984-6: [2] 234,
247). Yet it may be explained, most probably, as an act. ptc.: thus, 'a God of seeing'/'The
God who sees': Dillmarm (1897: 73); S.R. Driver (1909: 183); Gibson (1981-2: [2] 61, 62); or
'seeing El'/'El who sees': Wyatt (1994a: 143) argues that it is employed "adjectivally, but
absolute sense", suggesting the final -y as an 'archaic or archaising equivalent to the -h'. For
another possibility to translate the "to, he also suggests "whom I see" or "seen", which is
taken as a "qatul passive ptc." and which denotes "Hagar's amazement at surviving a vision
of a deity" (ibid., 143; 151). Gibson (ibid., 62) points out that El Roi 'was probably already a
familiar name to Abraham's family and clan', as well as other epithets such as El Elyon (Gen
14.18), El Shaddai (Gen 17.1), El Olam (Gen 21.33), El Bethel (Gen 31.13, 35.7), and El Elohe
Israel (Gen 33.20).
258
Wyatt (1994a: 145-7) reasonably relates the text to the phraseologies in Gen 16.11
(bNSJnttf1 IBID' reopl p mbp rnn ~pn, 'Lo, you have conceived and are bearing a son, and you
shall give him the name Ishmael' [ibid., 146]) and in the Immanuel prophecy in Isa 7.14 ('with
the sole addition of one word [nobun], and a shift from second to third person') for the royal
ideological motif; and further to the Ugaritic text (KTU 1.24.7: hi glmt tld bn, 'the sacred bride
bore a son'; cf. Wyatt, 2002: 337).
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It is explicitly stated that the speaker was the divine messenger himself
rather than the sender (cf. Gen 16.7-12; 21.17-8)259. The first person speech of
the divine messenger whilst delivering the message of the sender may cause
the mortals to perceive him as the sender260. The same occurs in other cases of
the speech of the mm -]Nbo: Gen 22.12261, 16262, 17263, and 18264, etc. Although
the messenger of Yahweh is recognised apparently as the sender in the
Hebrew Bible, it is obviously the divine messenger himself who appears
before a mortal (cf. Gen 31.11-3). Thus, the 'first person' speech of the divine
messengers can be understood as a delivering technique. The messenger of
Yahweh can be perceived as the agent deity charged by the sender, as
attested in the Ugaritic texts265.
259 In v. 7, the X3D underlines the divine messenger's endeavour to contact a mortal,
denoting to 'come to, attain to, arrive at' (HCLOT 499); and to 'find' with an idea of attaining
to (BDB 592). The term alludes to the divine messenger's travelling, before initiating his
mission to her. It therefore supports the fact that it was the 'messenger' of Yahweh who
contacts her to convey the message.
260
Wyatt (1994a; 147) comments interestingly on this: "in the final form of the Hagar
narrative, it is an angel of Yahweh which conveys the divine message, but Hagar sees a god.
Just as Yahweh is secondary to the story - the child's name requires yismac Del in v 13, not
yismacyhwh ofMT - so is the angel. Originally El himself appeared".
261 In the description, the mm says "yrm nx "pa nx naiun xSi, 'and
you have not withheld your son, your only one, from me'.
262 Cf. "TiraBb, 'by myself I have sworn'.
263 The text suggests two terms for this: "piax -pa, '(in) blessing I will bless you'
(the second term: the Piel, impf. 1. sg. form of the V-pa, with the suffix of 2. masc. sg.,
meaning to 'bless': HALOT159-60); andmix roim, 'and (in) increasing I will increase' (the
main verb: the H. impf. 1. sg. form of the Vnm, denoting to 'make numerous, increase':
HALOT 1176-8).
264 See Apa nynttf, 'you have obeyed my voice'.
265 The episode of Hagar has been studied with a comparison to the Ugaritic
theogonic texts (sc. KTU 1.12 and 1.23): Ginsberg (1936c: 141 n. 5) and Wyatt (1994a). In both
descriptions the desert appears as the locale of the birth of the offspring: Wyatt (ibid.: 144;
148). For the significance of this Ugaritic and biblical motif, see Wyatt (1987a). For the




The procedure of the divine 'messenger' dispatch in the Hebrew Bible is
described in a similar manner to the Ugaritic formula of the divine
'messenger' dispatch. Hence, Yahweh sends his messengers (1 Kgs 22.22b; Ps
78.49; Dan 3.28; 6.23); they traverse by flying (Dan 9.21); yet, they do not
render homage to a recipient when they arrive for the recipients are all
humans, ranked lesser than the divine messengers (Ps 8.6); whilst they
deliver the message of Yahweh they speak in the first person, as if the sender
speaks (Gen 16.10; 22.12,16,17, and 18, etc.). It appears that the biblical and
Ugaritic traditions conform to a common pattern in the procedure of the
divine 'messenger' dispatch.
4. Messenger Theophany in the Hebrew Bible-
In the Hebrew Bible the theophany of messengers is accompanied with
particular phenomena: lights, clouds, or winds, which may symbolise the
presence of the sender (cf. Exod 3.1-6; 14.19; Judg 6.11-24; 13.20a; and Ps
104.4).
4.1. Exodus 3.2
The final form of the text describes the luminous theophany of the messenger
in a way not so remote from that of the messengers in the Ugaritic tablets
(KTU 1.2 i 31-33):
mon "jinn m mba vba mrr -|>6rc xti
Then the messenger of Yahweh appeared to him as266 a blazing
fire267 from the midst of the bush.
266 The preposition 2 of the phrasem nnSj is taken as the Beth essentiae at this place:
it is translated in the sense of 'as' rather than 'in' after the idea of appearing, manifesting
oneself, representing, or being: e.g., "Htti SiO, 'as El Shaddai', at Exod 6.3; nnu rr~D, 'as a
pleasing odour', at Ezek 20.41. See Kautzsch (1910: §119; 3.g, b.l); BDB 88-9. For this
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bsx larx mom mi -iyn mon nam kti
And he looked, and behold, the bush was burning with fire,
yet the bush was not consumed
(Exod 3.2).
The first encounter of the messenger of Yahweh with Moses is distinguished
by his mythological theophany: the messenger appears 'as a blazing fire' (tfN
raba) at Horeb (Exod 3.1). This divine messenger can be construed no doubt
as a bright figure like the blazing messengers in the Ugaritic text. In the
preceding lines of KTU 1.2 i 31-32 and KTU 1.4 iv 16-7, the tablets describe
how the messengers appeared268.
In the Hebrew Bible lightning is a primary symbol of the theophany of
Yahweh (Ps 77.19 [ET 18]) and a sign of his guidance of his people (Exod
13.21-22; 14.24; Num 14.14; Neh 9.12, 19). Light is mentioned often as a
description of Yahweh's countenance (Ps 4.6; Exod 33.17-23; 34.29-35). Thus a
human being may feel fear before the lightning presence of a deity. The
theophanic imagery of the messenger in a fiery form implies 'cultic ideas and
the associations of the sanctuary'; it inevitably evokes the sanctuary in the
temple: for instance, a pillar of fire can be regarded as the cultic lampstands,
translation, cf. Childs (1974: 50); Gispen (1982: 51); Garr (1992: 387); M.S. Smith (1994: 306);
and Niehaus (1995: 187). The translation supports here the idea that the messenger appears
as a fiery theophanic figure himself to represent the presence of Yahweh.
267 The ffl'N nnbn; lit., 'a flame of a fire'. Brown-Driver-Briggs (BDB) suggest that Heb.
nab is a contract form of the Heb. Vnanb, 'flame'. The IZJK nabn does not necessarily have to
be translated here as 'a flame of fire'. Followed by the ttiK, it has a nuance of 'a flame of
lightning'; thus, 'blazing'. The final consonant n of the first term may be dropped off from
the main Semitic root: Ug. ist (DUL119-20); Akk. iscitu (AHzv 392-3; CAD 7[I/J] 227-33).
268 It may be a reason for the event that when the messengers of Yam threatened the
divine assembly, El was cowed along with all the other gods with the exception of Baal
(KTU 1.2 i).
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the nun, of the temple (cf. Judg 13.6, 20)269. At any rate, the fiery imagery of
the divine messenger may be related closely to the cult; it may also represent
the presence of the sender.
4.2. Exodus 14.19
As described above, Ug. cnn is identified with lesser deities who perform a
'messenger' function. If the 'cloud' can signify the messenger gods in one
place, it may do so in another as well. Hence, the identification between
'clouds' and 'messengers' in the Ugaritic texts is also found in the Hebrew
Bible. Thus, the messenger of Yahweh makes himself conspicuous in Exod
14.19:
bx-\w runa md1? -^nn DTibxn -jaba yen
Then the messenger of the God, who was going before the
camp of Israel, moved270;
nrmnKa "fri
and he went behind them;
annnxa nayi amse pun may yen
and the pillar of the cloud moved from their front and stood
behind them.
The text describes how the pillar of cloud, having been hitherto in front of
the Israelites, moved simultaneously with the messenger of Yahweh and
now took its place behind them. In doing so, the pillar of cloud stood as a
barrier against the attack on the fugitives by the Egyptians, who came in
269
Wyatt (1986b: 363-4). Mendenhall (1973: 60 n. 67) remarks that the 'tradition that
the flame on the altar is a god, or a manifestation of a god, is very old and very widespread'
in ancient Semitic world.
270 Heb. SJd: may be a technical term used for tent-pegs: to 'pull out or up (a city-gate,
tent-pegs), set out, journey': BDB 652; HALOT 704; or, to 'move': Cassuto (1967: 166); and
major translations (NJPS; NRSV; NKJV; and NASB). A cultic nuance may be embedded in a
motion of the messenger. The pillar of the clouds here may be seen metaphorically as a peg
of the tent (temple).
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pursuit (v. 20). Hence, it is apparent that the cloud is identified with the
messenger in its movement271.
In the Hebrew Bible, the theophanic cloud may be related to the
smoke in the sanctuary272: Yahweh spoke to Moses from above the atonement
cover (Num 7.89); thus, he was speaking from the burning incense; and he
manifested himself in the smoke filling the temple (Isa 6.4). In this point, the
pillar of cloud may be said to be the manifestation of Yahweh descending,
staying, and speaking in the tent (Exod 33.9). Hence, it is described as one of
the guides of the Israelites in the desert, with the ark (Num 10.33-36) and
Hobab (Num 10.31)273. Thus, Exod 13.21-22 illustrates that Yahweh went
forward before the Israelites by day 'in a pillar of cloud' (py nmya), and by
night 'in a pillar of fire' (ttix -pram).
Consequently, it may be said that the theophanic 'cloud' (py) is
associated metaphorically with smoke in the temple. The burning fragrant
incense or smoke from the altar may have been the first manifestation in the
temple, and then referred to as the pillar of cloud (Exod 30.6 ff.). The pillar is
derived perhaps from the lamps (Exod 30.7-8). The cloud and fire is
reminiscent of the covenant oath ceremony (a smoking oven and a flaming
torch) in Gen 15.18. These symbols may also be related to the cultic
lampstands, nun, in the sanctuary (Exod 30.7-8). With this 'smoke' imagery,
the py may be identified as Yahweh's divine messenger who represents the
271 Thus, Noth (1962:115) comments that "so therefore the 'angel of God' was a form
which the Egyptians too could see and respect". Whilst the messenger represents the
presence of Yahweh, he is regarded as a "supreme angelic leader", not "separate from God,
but rather of God himself as he made himself known to men": Clements (1972: 87). He is still
placed in a position of an agent deity charged by the sender.
272
E.g., Lev 16.2,13. Cf. de Moor (1997: 338-9).
273 Cf. S.R. Driver (1911: 247); Davies (1967:190).
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presence of Yahweh, as Ug. cnn is used to indicate messenger deities of Baal,
Athirat, or maybe El in the Ugaritic texts274.
According to Mendenhall, the py in Exod 14.19 represents the mask275
of Yahweh; the pxbo and py, hence, share the 'same tradition/conception'.
Thus, 'both refer to the manifestations by which a deity becomes functional
in human experience'276. Against Mendenhall's view that the py may be seen
as a form of a deity, Cross disputes that the py is a designation of the 'storm
cloud' of Yahweh, the storm rider277; Yahweh drives it as a chariot as Baal
does278. Yet, there is no reason to refer Eleb. py only to the 'storm cloud'.
Furthermore, it is not convincing that Ug. cnn is used for the 'storm
cloud' of the storm god Baal since it also occurs to indicate a lesser deity of
another "non-storm" goddess Athirat in the Ugaritic texts. Ug. crp279 may be
better associated to describe the theophany of Baal as the storm god (cf. KTU
1.4 v 9; vii 28). Hence, Baal is often called rkb crpt, the 'Charioteer280 of the
Clouds'281.
274 Mendenhall (1973: 56) points out that Ug. cnn is a substitute for the names of the
divine beings or an 'aspect of their person'.
275 Mendenhall (1973: 59) argues that the py has an analogy to Akk. melammu. For
further discussion with its meaning, see Mendenhall (ibid.: 52-3).
276 Mendenhall (1973: 59).
277 Cross (1973:164-6).
278 WhilstWyatt (1992a: 421-2) understands the cnn as Baal's assistant deities (Gupan
and Ugar), he also argues that 'given the use of cnn in theophany language in such passage
as Exod. 13.21 f., 14.20, 34.5, Job 37.15, and so forth, we are entitled to see the same lexeme in
connection with the weather-god'.
279
Ug. crp, 'storm cloud': DUL184 (II). Cf. Akk. urpu: AHw 1432.
280 The first element of the epithet may be construed as an act. ptc. form of the Vrto,
to 'mount' (a chariot), denoting 'charioteer' (DUL 739-40; Wyatt, 1988: 376; 1992a: 420-2),
rather than 'rider' (Gibson, 1978: 51). Thus, the crpt may indicate the divine chariot itself:
Wyatt (2002: 65 n. 136).
281 Cf. KTU 1.2 iv 8, 29; 1.3 ii 40; 1.3 iii 38; 1.3 iv 4, 6; 1.4 iii 11,18; 1.4 v 60; 1.5 ii 7; 1.10
i 7; 1.10 iii 36; 1.19 i 43; and 1.92.37,40.
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Therefore, it may represent a divinised 'smoke', identified with the
divine messenger as at Exod 14.19. On these ground, Clifford understands
that the 'cloud' of Yahweh remains as a demythologized remnant from
Ugaritic mythology in which Ug. cnn had been used to indicate 'messenger
deities' 282. Thus, it is possible to admit to the veracity of Mendenhall's
suggestion that the pillar of cloud seems here to be identical with the
messenger of Yahweh through the theophanic manifestation of the lesser
deities. They both represent the theophany of Yahweh in their simultaneous
movement.
4.3. Judges 6.11-24
The theophany of the mrp "[Kbtt described in Judg 6.11-24 is related to the
symbolism of light. Whilst it is stated that the mrr encountered Gideon
(vv. 11-12), it is also said that the mrr turned to him (v. 14)28l In the plot, the
messenger speaks as if Yahweh speaks (v. 16284 but in v. 20 it is the mm "jxbQ
who has spoken to him; also, cf. v. 21). Hence, some have identified the
messenger with Yahweh285. The lamentation of Gideon to Yahweh, however,
makes a clear distinction between Yahweh and his agent deity (v. 22); the
mm "|Nba is perceived as an entity distinct from Yahweh, but who
represents his presence.
282 Clifford (1972: 112, 125): "In Ugaritic, cnn is the messenger(s) of the gods,
evidently the divinized cloud in their entourage". For a further discussion on the connection
between Ug. cnn and Heb. ]J17, cf. Mann (1971; 1977: 96,130-143).
283 Terminological disagreement reminds us of the encounter of Moses with the
'messenger of Yahweh', who was called also 'Yahweh' (cf. Exod 3.2, 4).
284 In the vv. 14 and 16, whilst MT reads the subjects of the verbs as mm, LXX takes
them as 'o ayyeAoi; Kupiou, 'the messenger of the lord', which presupposes mm "]n9o, and
which emphasises the fact that he was the messenger rather than Yahweh himself.
285 Thus, Moore (1895: 185-6) argued that 'the messenger is Yahweh himself'; and
Soggin (1981) interpreted that he is a 'being who is interchangeable with Yahweh, identical
to him, and does not exist in a separate from, being his visible manifestation'.
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In vv. 20-21, the messenger brings a staff, which lights a fire and
springs up from the rock, to consume the meat and the unleavened bread
that Gideon set up for him. Thus the event describes the theophany of the
messenger associated with the light symbol. The description has a cultic
background (cf. Exod 3.2-6).
4.4. Judges 13.20a
The theophany of the mi"P "|Kba is climaxed, finally, by his ascent toward the
heavens as a flaming figure:
nnba mrr -ptba bin nrratfn rnrran bya nnbn nibyn tpi
mran
And it came to pass, as286 the flame was going up from upon
the altar toward the heavens, that the messenger of Yahweh
ascended in the flame of the altar.
The messenger's fiery ascent in the scene reminds us of a similar story in the
previous passages of Judges; the rock in Judg 6.20-1 became the altar here.
4.5. Psalm 104.4
The radiant light is often used to describe the theophany of Yahweh, as
described above. It can be also connected with other theophanic disclosures
by divine messengers. The text of Ps 104.4 describes:
anb m vrntfo mtrn rs«ba nfoy
He makes his messengers287 winds288, his servants the flaming289
fire290.
286 The preposition 2 may be read here as the Beth essentiae: Niehaus (1995: 242).
287 LXX reads the text as'dyyeaouc'.
288 The pi. form of the noun nn, 'breath, wind, or spirit': HALOT 1197-2001. It is
preferably taken here as the meaning of 'wind', rather than 'spirit' (LXX).
289 The ptc. masc. sg. form of the Vanb, to 'blaze up, flame': HALOT 521. The
structure of the two terms, the tUX and the anb, has been construed variously: as two terms
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The -\xbi2 seems more likely to indicate divine 'messengers' here291. The "[ttbrc
and the ms are paralleled to denote the lesser deities and thus the following
terms, the mi and the are described also as a parallelism to indicate their
theophany292.
The theophanic characteristic of the lesser deities may appear also as
'winds' which may express their moving operation. In 1 Kgs 22.21, the mi is
taken as a lesser deity. The radiant theophany of divine messengers is also
found in the Ugaritic texts (cf. KTU 1.2 i 32). Dahood argues that "Originally
two minor divinities in the Canaanite pantheon, 'fire and flame' have been
demythologized and reduced to servitors of Yahweh"293. Yet there is no clue
that the text has been "demythologised". At any rate, the text shares a light
symbol with regard to the theophany of lesser deities in the Ugaritic
mythological texts.
Summary
The theophany of messengers in the Hebrew Bible is associated with natural
phenomena; especially lights, which signify the presence of the sender (Exod
3.2; Judg 6.11-24; 13.20a), similar to the Ugaritic 'messenger' theophany (KTU
with asyndeton (Dahood, 1966-70: [3] 35: thus, 'fire and flame'); or as a plural subject and a
plural predicate (Allen, 1983: 37). However, it may be best understood as a participle
modifying the noun: a 'fire which is flaming' in a literal sense. Thus, it may describe the
theophany of the lesser deity itself (cf. Exod 3.2).
290 Whilst it is translated as 'He makes the winds His messengers, fiery flames His
servants' (NJPS; and similarly, NASB; NIV; NRSV; and NJB), LXX takes its opposite order,
i.e., as putting the 'messengers' (angels) first before the other term, more understandably:
hence, o iroiov toix; ayyeXovs autoO Trveupata kal toix; IcLxoupyoui; auioC uOp fyXiyov,
'Who is making his messengers spirits, and his servants a flaming fire' (cf. KJV and Heb 1.7).
Thus, it may give a clearer understanding of the theophanic characteristic of messengers.
291 Holladay (1993:125).
292 Cf. Miller (1965: 257; 1973: 31). Habel (1985: 538) identifies these divine beings
with the Sons of God and Stars at Job 38.7.
293 Dahood (1966-70: [3] 35).
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1.2 i 31-32; 1.4 iv 16-7). The radiant theophanic imagery of messengers is
related to cultic ideas from the sanctuary: e.g. the niJQ of the temple as a
pillar of fire (Judg 13.6, 20). The theophany of messengers is allied also with
clouds (Exod 14.19), which is related to the smoke in the temple (Isa 6.4) as
well as to the winds (Ps 104.4).
Conclusion to Chapter III
As discussed in the Ugaritic texts above, a range of the divine titles is applied
to the substance of divine messengers. These various terms indicate diverse
and crucial roles of messenger deities to mediate between the higher gods in
the polytheistic Ugaritic world. Yet these assorted designations are hardly
found for the divine messengers in the Hebrew Bible. Instead, it is much
simplified, with the "jxba to denote divine messengers sent to humans,
regardless of their various roles in the texts.
The theophany of messengers in the Hebrew Bible is described
similarly to the radiant theophany of divine messengers illustrated in the
Ugaritic text (KTU 1.2 i 31-32; KTU 1.4 iv 16-7). In some biblical narratives,
their theophany accompanied with lights is such that it is enough to make
the people frightened, for it contains the presence of the sender. It is




Warrior Deities in the Ugaritic Texts and the Hebrew Bible
Introduction
This chapter will scrutinise the role of lesser deities as divine warriors in the
Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible. The research will explore any important
Ugaritic or Hebrew terms that represent 'warrior deities'1, and will then
examine some selected Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew texts relevant to their
warrior role in the context of the divine war, by philological and textual
analysis2.
Among warrior deities, some have been known according to their
names in the Ugaritic texts: Qadesh-and-Amurr and Yatipan; in the biblical
Hebrew texts, Michael is one case. The research will discuss the identity of
these named warrior deities.
1
Any Ugaritic titles indicating 'divine warriors' in the Ugaritic texts shall be
examined in Part I of the chapter: hence, ib; il tcdr; cnn; glm; hnzr; mhr; mhs; and rpu(m). In Part
II, Hebrew titles for warrior deities will be selected, for the examination, mainly from the
lists made by Fredriksson (1945: 9-67): thus, CTT2K, ansa, (m)K3S; rpn«fn; (DVibx) nana; (mrr)
ixbn; nvinuiD; and "ifo, etc.
2 Some Ugaritic texts relevant to the issue will be investigated in Part I of the
chapter: KTU 1.5 v 6-9; 1.5 iv 8-14, etc. In Part II, some biblical Hebrew texts will be
examined as well: Judg 5.20; 2 Kgs 19.35a; Ps 68.18, etc.
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PART I. Warrior Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
In this part, the research will survey some Ugaritic terms for warrior deities
that occur in the Ugaritic texts. In addition, the identity of the named warrior
deities will be examined.
1. The Ugaritic Titles forWarrior Deities
In the Ugaritic myth of the divine conflict between the secondary gods (Baal,
Yam, Mot, et al.) it remains unclear, at the most crucial point in the drama,
whether or not lesser deities have participated in the divine war. However,
their participation in the divine warfare may be inferred from their epithets
or titles and in the context of the events in the texts.
In the Ugaritic texts, some lesser deities appear as being related to the
divine warfare between the higher gods. For our enquiry on their role as
'warrior deities', it is necessary, first of all, to look into any terms which may
be used to denote their role in such contexts. The Ugaritic titles for lesser
deities who take a warrior role are designated variously in the Ugaritic texts.
These diverse titles determine their identity as warrior deities.
1.1. ib 'Enemies'
Baal is depicted as fighting against his enemies in the Ugaritic texts3. The
designation ib bcl/hd[[x]]t, 'enemies4 of Baal/Hadd5' (KTU 1.4 vii 35-7) may
3 Especially Baal's battle with Yam in KTU 1.2 iv 1-32; and his quarrel with Litan
(Itn) in KTU 1.5 i 1-3; 27-30; thus, once Mot acknowledges the power of Baal that killed even
the powerful monster (KTU 1.5 i 1-3; 27-30), even though Baal did indeed kill the monster,
Mot declares that he will kill Baal (KTU 1.5 i 4-8). Litan has been seen as one of the chief-
warriors of Mot in the battle against the forces of Baal: Dussaud (1938: 146). However, the
supporting texts for this reference are not found elsewhere in the Ugaritic texts. Moreover,
the obsequious reply of Baal to Mot in KTU 1.5 ii makes it harder to accept the interpretation
that he killed the 'chief-warrior' of Mot. Differently, del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 507) suggest
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denote his rival gods and also their assistant (warrior) deities, in the same
way as Baal himself is identified by his warrior deities.
KTU 1.3 iii describes how, when Anat saw Gupan and Ugar, the
messengers of Baal, coming, she assumed there was another conflict of Baal
with his enemies (ib6), and wondered who would be arising against him now
since she had destroyed all of his enemies (KTU 1.3 iii 36-8). Here a group of
enemies against Baal is revealed as having been defeated already by Anat
(KTU 1.3 iii 38-46). Their names are known here: Yam (ym), Nahar (nhr),
Dragon (tnn), Serpent (btn), Encircler-with-seven heads (slyt d sbct rasm)7,
Arsh (iars), Atik (ctk), Fire (ist), and Flame (dbb)8. They have been construed as
"the god sea and a host of monsters allied to him"9.
that Litan may be a "monster that collaborates with or personifies Yam". Even if he
cooperates primarily with Yam, Litan does not seem to be a lesser deity belonging to Yam,
but a sea monster independent from any other gods.
4
Ug. ib, 'enemy': DUL 4 (I). Cf. Heb. HALOT 38-9; Akk. ay(y)abu: AHw 23-4;
CAD 1/1 [A] 222-4.
5 The reading of the damaged text is various: hdt (CTA); hdt (KTU1), commenting
that the final letter t was written over erasure: 't iiber Rasur geschrieben' (n. 5); or hd[\x\]t
(KTU2). Ug. hd is suggested as the 'equivalent of Hadad, Adad ('thunderer'), epithet of the
storm-god': Wyatt (2002:110 n. 158; cf. 1992a: 412).
6 Cf. KTU 1.3 iii 37; iv 4, 5; 1.4. vii 35, 38; and passim, especially in the Ugaritic omen
text (KTU 1.103).
7
Ug. slyt has been interpreted as 'tyrant', an epithet of the tnn, 'dragon': Watson
(1977: 274-5); del Olmo (1981: 629); WUS no. 2612; and DUL 822, referring to Heb. aAii
(HALOT 1524); Ar. salit (AEL 1406); Akk. saltu (AHw 1151; CAD 17/1[S] 271). It is also
construed as a S form of the dlwt (cf. Heb. Bib, to 'wrap': HALOT 523): Gray (1965: 31 n. 3):
'the close-coiling one'; Margalit (1980: 90); followed by Wyatt (2002: 79 n. 49): thus,
'Encircler', arguing that "Dragons frequently encircle treasures which they guard, such as
the golden fleece or the golden apples of the Hesperides". For further discussion of the term,
see de Moor (1979: 641 n. 12).
8 As a DN: Dahood (1969: 36), relating to Heb. rPBffl (HALOT 1392); Wyatt (2002: 79 n.
53). Also, cf. Watson (1978: 397 and n. 7).
9 Loewenstamm (1959: 260).
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1.2. il tcdr 'Helper-gods'
The expression il tcdr is found mostly in ritual lists of sacrifices to the gods of
the pantheon and appears only to denote the lesser deities of Baal: thus, the il
tcdr is followed almost always by the DN bcl: hence, 'Helper-gods10 of Baal'11.
The gods under this designation do not play, apparently, any role in Ugaritic
mythological texts, although their title is found in the Ugaritic Pantheon
Lists12.
In the early study of this phrase, Albright proposes two possible
translations: the 'Auxiliaries of Baal', comparing it with the Heb. designation
am the 'helpers of Rahab'13 in Job 9.13; or the 'warriors of Baal' for Heb.
"ITU is a loan word from Eg. cu-di-ir, 'warrior'14. M.C. Astour surmises that
these helper-gods may be equated with the 'seven Lads; eight Boars' in KTU
1.5 v 8-915 who descended with Baal into the underworld, probably for
10 The first element of the expression, Ug. il, is construed as a pi. construct noun: de
Moor (1970: 198). Ug. tcdr, 'help, protection' (DUL 856), occurs here as a sg. construct noun
form of the verbal Vcdr, to 'help, rescue' (DUL 153).
11
Ug. il tcdr bcl. Cf. 'The gods who help Baal': Wyatt (2002: 362). It occurs in KTU
1.47.26; 1.84.8, [47]; 1.118.25; 1.139.[6]; 1.148.8; 1.176.[12], The reading of KTU 1.148.33 (= RS
24.643.33) is different: whilst KTU2 reads the text as [ ]g,sr s, KTU1 and Cunchillos-Vita
(1995: 2027) restore it as [ ... il t]cdr s. Cf. 1.109.21-22 (= RS 24.253.21-2): whereas KTU1*2 and
Ug 5 (592) take it as il tcdr s bcl, Cunchillos-Vita (1995: 2027) render it to il tcdr bcl.
12 See KTU 1.47.26 (= KTU 1.118.25); and RS 20.24.25, where the Akkadian divine
title iilanumts til-la-ad d adad is parallel to the Ugaritic divine title il tcdr bcl, which denotes the
helper gods of Baal. Cf. del Olmo (1999: 73); Wyatt (2002: 262). Nougayrol (1968: 57)
unconvincingly argues that these entities represent the Babylonian deities Ninegal and
Tesup: 'Dans le domaine des cuneiforms babyloniens, on ne peut guere en rapprocher que
Ninegal, alliee (?) aussi de Tesup'.
13 Rahab is the dragon of chaos, whom Yahweh vanquished in primordial combat
(Job 26.12; Ps 89.11; and Isa 51.9). Cf. Albright (1968b: 143 n. 89).
14
Albright (1934: 38, V.C.I.).
15 Astour (1966: 280). Wyatt (2002: 362 n. 20) also argues that 'the gods who help
Baal' are identified as 'Baal's assistants' who appeared in KTU 1.5 v 8-9.
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divine warfare against Mot. Thus, Miller suggests also that they may be
divine warriors who went forth with Baal into divine battle16.
Another less probable possibility would be to see them as the rpu(m)
'RapPuma'. Nougayrol refers to them as the RapPuma or seven Lads (glm)
of Baal17, following Virolleaud18 and Dussaud19. In any event, it is explicit
that the il tcdr occur, with the following DN Baal, as the assistant deities of
Baal and that they are recognised as objects of worship in the temple insofar
as this expression appears in the ritual texts20. It may be suggested that they
are related perhaps to the divine entities of the expression phr bcl, 'Group of
Baal'21, whose identities may be referred to as Baal's seven Lads; eight Boars
in KTU 1.5 v 8-9.
1.3. cnn 'Clouds'
During the divine conflict between Yam and Baal, Yam's messengers
delivered his declaration of war against Baal; thus, the messengers
demanded Baal's surrender; Baal rejected El's verdict, decided in the divine
assembly, that the divine kingship and the sovereignty were given to Yam
and he attacked Yam's messengers who were sent to the divine assembly
(KTU 1.2 i). The text describes Yam's message that the messengers have
delivered:
16 Miller (1973:19).
17 Nougayrol (1968: 57).
18 Virolleaud (1940: 78).
19 Dussaud (1941:185-8).
20 KTU 1.84.8, [47] (the ritual text); 1.109.21-22 (= RS 24.253.21-2); 1.139.[6];
1.148.8, and 33 (= RS 24.643.33; the list of sacrifices). All texts may have been used for
ritual purposes. Also see KTU 1.47.26 (= KTU 1.118.25; RS 20.24.25; the Pantheon Lists)
and 1.176.[12] (the mythic text).
21 Cf. 1.7. phr bcl 'Group of Baal' in Par I of Chapter I.
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tnbcl[ w rnnh] Give22 Baal [and his Clouds23]
(KTU 1.2 i 1824).
The identity of the reconstructed cnn here has been suggested as 'Kothar',
'who supplies Baal with weapons'25, interpreting cnnh as 'his henchman'26.
Yet, as other commentators have rendered it, this may be identified more
plausibly as 'Gupan and Ugar', Baal's messengers27, who are called cnn ilm as
well as glm elsewhere28. The function of Baal's divine Clouds seems to be
discerned here as warriors, rather than as messengers.
1.4. glm 'Lads'
Baal is said to have his own assistant deities. They are called glm and their
number is known as seven:
sbct glmk Your (sc. Baal's) seven Lads
. (KTU 1.5 v 8-9).
In other places, it is described that the god Mot has eaten seven deities:
22 The impv. m. sg. form of the Vytn, to 'give, hand over, grant, bestow': DUL 990-2;
'give up': Wyatt (2002: 59). Cf. Heb. ]!"I3: HALOT 733-5; Ph. ytn: DNWSI 478-80; Akk. nadanw.
AHw 701; CAD 11/1[N],
23 Differently, Gordon (1949:13): 'partisans'; Gray (1965: 24 and n. 5): 'even himself',
although he follows the suggestion of Cassuto (1971:137): connecting to Ar. canna to 'present
oneself, appear'; but this translation is not acceptable in relation to the other usages of cnn:
cnn ilm (KTU 1.3 iv 32; 1.4 viii 15); cnn atrt (KTU 1.4 iv 59), as de Moor (1971:129-30) and van
Zijl (1972: 22) point out;Wyatt (2002: 59, 61): 'retinue'.
24 Cf. KTU 1.2 i 35.
25 Gaster (1950:137).
26 For other interpretations, 'partisans': Gordon (1949: 13); 'even himself: Gray
(1965: 24 and n. 5), although he follows Cassuto's (1971:137) suggestion, connecting it to Ar.
canna to 'present oneself, appear'; but his translation is not acceptable in relation to other
usages of cnn: cnn ilm (KTU 1.3 iv 32; 1.4 viii 15); cnn atrt (KTU 1.4 iv 59), as de Moor (1971:
129-30) and van Zijl (1972: 22) point out; also, 'retinue': Wyatt (2002: 59, 61). Cf. van Zijl
(1972: 22).
27
Ginsberg (1944: 25-30); de Moor (1971:129); and Mann (1971: 21).
28 For occurrences of Gupan and Ugar as cnn ilm, cf. KTU 1.1 iii [17]; 1.3 iv 32 and
1.4 viii 15.
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[ysp29]w sbct glmh [He ate] his seven Lads
(KTU 1.6 vi 8).
Since the existing Ugaritic texts do not give further information, it is not clear
whether the seven victims were Baal's seven Lads (glm) or his Helper-gods
(il tcdr). In any case, the context presupposes that Baal's lesser deities have
attacked Mot. After the divine warfare, they were eaten by Mot; but he
realised that they were his brothers, begotten by the same mother (KTU 1.6
vi 10-11)30. The seven Lads may be regarded as warrior deities here and they
may be suggested as mhr bcl, 'warriors of Baal', in other texts (KTU 1.22 i 9;
1.22 ii 7)31.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to know what happened before line 8 of
1.6 vi for the tablets are broken. On the basis of the context of the broken
texts, it may be inferred that they are related to the military force, to fight
against Mot. Mot probably came to Baal at Saphon to fight him, where he ate
Baal's seven assistants before his cosmic warfare against him (KTU 1.6 vi 16-
22). Also, the term glm occurs in KTU 1.169.10, indicating a warrior deity
who fights demonic spirits32.
1.5. hnzr 'Boar'
Ug. hnzr has been rendered syllabically to hu-zi-rum or he-en-ni-su33; and it has
been supposed to be an animal name: 'boar'34. Against this theory, Albright
29 De Moor-Spronk (1987: 42).
30 The text reads: p hn ahym ytn bcl spuy bnm amy klyy, 'and, look, Baal gave (me for)
my food, sons ofmy mother (for) my consumption'.
31 For further discussion of Ug. mhr bcl, see below.
32 See further discussion of Ug. glm in KTU 1.169.10 in Chapter III.
33 Nougayrol (1968: 243): sc. Ug 5; no. 137 ii 25, 26.
34 Virolleaud (1931: 196); UT §19.977; WUS no. 1048; and de Moor (1971: 185). Cf.
Akk. huzlru, 'swine': AHw 362; CAD 266; Heb. Ttn: HAOLT 302. The biform of the term
with/without -n- is attested in other Semitic languages: Egyptian may have its biform in
the case of Hndr and Hdr. W.A. Ward (1961: 34-35). Wyatt (2002: 122 n. 37) interestingly
comments that "pigs also featured in the Greek Thesmophoria rites which involved
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comments that the definition 'swine' is not the correct sense of Ug. hnzr35.
However, it appears in a polyglot vocabulary36. Hence, some have suggested
that it may be a military title, which seems to be derived from Hurrian37. In
this case, its Hurro-Akk. cognate is hanizarru, which means 'functionary'38;
Akk. haziru, 'helper', has its variants: hanziru or aziru39. Similarly, Caquot and
Sznycer translate it as 'officers'40.
In fact, animal names are used metaphorically as titles for warriors41;
thus, Keret summons his military subordinates, whose titles are animal
chthonian goddesses, of whom Baal's consorts appear to have been Semitic analogues, if not
prototypes". Cf. Harrison (1955:124-6) and Astour (1969:14).
35 Albright's initial interpretation as 'boar' (Albright, 1932: 204) has been changed
due to its irrelevance to 'swine' (Albright, 1950b: 389); observed by Miller (1970b: 178; 1973:
188 n. 37).
36
Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 247-8 n. g.). It may be used to denote 'labourer' as in KTU
4.141 iii 4-11 (= PRU II: 24 rev. 4-11) and, perhaps, KTU 4.630.2-3 (= PRU V: 52.2-3) and
KTU 4.609 left edge (= PRU V: 11 margin). It occurs also as recipients of jars: KTU
4.216.6 (= PRU II: 91.6). Cf. Miller (1970b: 179-80 and n. 15).
37 Laessoe (1959: 83); Lokkegaard in Hvidberg (1962: 26 n. 1); Lipinski (1967a: 39 n.
6); followed by Miller (1970b: 178-80).
38 AHw 321. Cf. Ug. hzr has a meaning of 'assistant': DUL 417-8.
39 Cf. AHw 166-7; CAD 6[H] 166.
40
Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 247).
41 Miller (1970b: 177): "Frequently animal names were used metaphorically as
designations or titles for leaders or nobles of some sort or for warriors" in both Ugaritic and
Hebrew. The same usage occurs also in Hebrew: T3N, 'bull, stallion' (1 Sam 21.8; Ps 68.31;
Job 24.22, etc.); 'ram' (Exod 15.15; 2 Kgs 24.15; Jer 4.22; Ezek 30.13; Ps 58.2, etc.); TBS,
'young lion' (Ezek 38.13; Nah 2.14); Tiny, 'he-goaf (Isa 14.9; Zech 10.3); l:ns, 'gazelle' (2 Sam
1.19; Isa 23.7); and Tilii, 'bull' (Gen 49.6), etc. Cf. Miller (ibid.: 180-6); Watson (1984: 268).
42
Ug. iby, 'gazelle': Gordon (1949: 76); DUL 1003; Miller (1970b: 178); Watson (1984:
268). Cf. Heb. "OS: HALOT 998. Aram. s/tbyC): DNWSI419, 958; Akk. sabitu: AHw 1071; CAD
42-4. Cf. KTU 1.15 iv 18: clh tscrb z.byh, 'to him let her bring his Gazelles'.
names:
sh b cms try
tmnym zbyy
Call my seventy Bulls,
my eighty Gazelles42
(KTU 1.15 iv 6-7).
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The two animal titles above represent without a doubt the characteristics of
Keret's military officers43. Consequently, Ug. hnzr may be used with a
military implication in the Ugaritic texts44. Thus, it may be interpreted as a
military title as well as an animal name.
1.5.1. KTU 1.5 v 6-9
An example of its use as a military title is found in KTU 1.5 v 6-9; Baal's
lesser deities are numbered as seven; Mot ordered Baal to descend with his
divine assistants to meet him in the underworld:
w at qh crptk rhk mdlk mtrtk cmk sbct glmk tmn hnzrk
And, you, take45 your clouds, your wind46, your lightnings47,
your rain48, (take) with you your seven Lads, your eight Boars.
Various meteorological symbols are accompanied here with the theophany of
Baal; and further, a group of divine assistants are gathered together to follow
him. The last phrase tmn hnzrk, 'your eight Boars', is a parallel with the
43 Hence, Ginsberg (1946: 24, 42): 'peers ••• barons', admitting them as literally
'bulls' and 'gazelles'; he points out that they occur in synonymous parallelism.
Unconvincingly, Gray (1964a: 62) interprets them as Baal (try) and Reshef (zbyy). Wyatt
(2002: 214) renders the titles to 'commanders ... leaders', signifying their military rank.
44 Miller (1970b: 178-80).
45
Ug. Iqh, to 'get hold of, take, grasp, receive, collect, accept, hold, obtain, acquire':
DUL 501-3. Cf. npb: HALOT 534-5; Ph., Pun., Moab., Aram. Iqh: DNWSI 580-4; Akk. leqti:
AHw 544-6; CAD 9[L] 131-47; Ar. laqaha: AEL 2668.
46
Ug. rh, 'gust, breath, wind': DUL 736 (I). Cf. Heb. mi: HALOT 1197-1201; Pun.,
Aram. r(w)h: DNWSI 1065-6; Syr. ruho: Brockelmann (1966: 718); Ar. rawh, ruh, rlh: AEL 1180-
1.
47
Ug. mdl may denote basically the guide 'rope' (attached to the animal's nose),
referring to Ar. dalla, to 'guide', and Aram, dallel, to 'lead': Good (1984: 80-1), interpreting
that 'Certainly Baal is the cloud rider, and if the metaphor of the storm deity as rider of the
clouds is taken seriously, perhaps his guide rope can be thought of as "lightning"'; followed
by Watson (1986: 73-8), who relates it also to Ebla. ma-da-LUM; and Wyatt (2002:124 and n.
42). Differently, 'meteor': DUL 527-8 (II).
48
Ug. mtr, 'rain': DUL 603. Cf. Heb. 1BD: HALOT 574-5; Aram. mtr. DNWSI 619.
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previous phrase sbct glmk, 'your seven Lads'49. They both are designated here
as Baal's military officers for the divine warfare against Mot.
1.5.2. KTU 1.5 iv 8-9
Baal's seven Lads and eight Boars appear also in a cultic situation, as at KTU
1.5 iv 8-9:
ynpc bc[\ ] Ba[al] appeared50 [ ]
b tmnt a[ ] with eight [ ].
Whilst KTU1 and CTA take the first letter following after Ug. tmnt in line 9 as
unrecognised, KTU2 reads it as 'a; de Moor and Spronk reconstruct lines 8
and 9 as follows51:
ynpc bc[l bhdry] Ba[al] appeared [in my chamber52]
b tmnt a[p sgrt] in the eight en[trances53 of the closed
rooms54]55.
However, in the context of the texts, there is no reason that Baal should come
from the rooms of Mot if the host of the feast is Mot. It gets harder to
understand if the rooms are part of the house of Mot, which may signify the
centre of the underworld. Moreover, the plot of the text is difficult to
49
Albright (1932: 204) and Miller (1973:18).
50
Ug. ynpc; a N form of the Vy.npc, to 'leave, depart, appear, rise, present oneself':
DUL 972-3. Cf. Heb. WET: HALOT424; Akk. (w)apu: AHw 1459-60; CAD 1/2[A] 201-4.
51 De Moor-Spronk (1987: 33-34).
52
Ug. hdr, with a preposition b and 1. sg. suffix, 'room, chamber': DUL 355. Cf. Heb.
Tin: HALOT 293; Ph., Pun. hdr. DNWSI350.
53
Ug. ap, 'nose, muzzle, beak, anger, front, entrance': DUL 87-8 (II): Cf. Heb. *}&<:
HALOT 76-7; Aram. 3(n)p: DNWSI 83-4; Akk. appu: AHw 60; CAD 1/2[A] 184-9; and Ar. 3anf.
AEL116.
54 As a f. noun form, Ug. sgrt, 'room, chamber' (DUL 755), occurs in a parallelism
with Ug. hdr. It is derived from the verbal root sgr, to 'close' (DUL 754).
55 Cf. a translation of de Moor (1987: 76): 'let bac[lu] appear [in my chambers], in the
eight en[trances of (my) lockable rooms]!'. Dijkstra (1983: 31) restores the text on the basis of
KTU 1.9 v 10-12.
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understand due to its broken condition. But a better reading may be restored
on the basis of KTU 1.5 v 8-9 as most commentators suggest56:
ynpc bc[1 sbct glmh] Ba[al] appeared [ivith57 his seven Lads]
b tmnt [hnzrh] with [his] eight [Boars]
Thus, the gods in the banquet of Mot may be regarded as Baal and his
assistant deities: Lads and Boars.
The first phrase sbct glmk/h, 'your/his seven Lads', has a numeral
sequence with the next phrase tmn(t) hnzrk/h, 'your/his eight Boars' (KTU 1.5
v 8-9 and 1.5 iv 8-9). The typical formula, using the number sequence of 'n. ||
n. + 1' in a bicolon, occurs widely in the ancient Semitic world, in Sumerian,
Hittite and other Semitic texts58. One of the two numbers may be intended,
whilst the other is supplied as a poetical word-pair59; Roth argues that the
second number of a bicolon is taken always as literal60; Haran supposes that
either of the two numbers may be important; possibly seven is the
typological number. Wyatt follows this view, interpreting the seven as the
'dominant' number; with the second numeral as ballast61:
y[c]n i[l] b sbct h[d]rm E[l] an[swe]red from the seven
c[ham]bers,
[b t]mn[t ap] sgrt [from the e]igh[t entrances of] the closed
rooms
(KTU 1.3 v 10-12; 26-27)62.
56 G.R. Driver (1956: 107); Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 247); Gibson (1978: 71); del Olmo
(1981: 219); M.S. Smith (1997:146 n. 167; 173), though reluctantly; andWyatt (2002:122).
57 Yet, there is not enough space for the letter cm.
58 It occurs also in the Hebrew Bible: Amos 1.3, 6, 9, etc. Cf. Haran (1972: 242); Wyatt
(1987b; 2002: 85 n. 64,122 n. 37).
59
Wyatt (1987b: 392; 2002: 85 n. 64) says that it is inserted for "climactic effect".
60 Roth (1962: 304).
61
Wyatt (1987b: 393).
62 The numeral sequence of 'seven ... eight' is found in various Ugaritic passages:
KTU 1.12 ii 44-49; 1.14 i 6-9; 1.15 ii 23-24; 1.19 i 42-44; 1.23.66-67; and 1.101.3-4, etc.
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At this place, the 'seven' is important as the metaphorical number of the
septuple celestial structure63. The cosmic centrality of El is portrayed in poetic
fashion; El dwells in the 'centre' of the septuple universe, his temple64.
As described hitherto, the first number 'seven' in the numeral formula,
as attested in the Ugaritic texts, is significant as a 'dominant' number of the
bicolon. This may be the same in interpreting the number of the Lads of Baal.
Thus, 'seven' may be dominant here. Boars have their number as eight as a
poetical word-pair. Yet, their original number was probably seven, which
may be identified with the number of Lads65.
Day seeks the motif of the number seven, like Yahweh's sevenfold
voices in Ps 29, from baalistic origin66; hence, the numerical sequence in KTU
1.5 v 8-9 is referred to as a baalistic element67. However, the 'sevenfold
numeral element' of Lads is better seen as the general symbolic application of
cosmology68, which may have influenced Semitic thought. -
Wyatt has proposed that the characteristics of the Boars of Baal may
be related to a cognate tradition of the Maruts, assistants of Indra, an Indian
god69; hence, he has recognised it as evidence of eastern influence into the
west, mediated through the Hurrians70. Yet his view has been changed later,
63 The sevenfold structure is found in a number of Egyptian temples, such as the
Edfu temple of Horus. For an explanation of its sevenfold architectural structure, see Wyatt
(1996: 46 n. 58).
64 The menorah of the Jerusalem temple is an "architectural equivalent to the




J. Day (1985: 59).
67
J. Day (1985: 34).
68
Wyatt (1987b: 395 n. 21) argues that it is found even in Vedic tradition.
69
Wyatt (1987b: 397; 2002:122 n. 37); ANET 206: the DN 'Indra' appears as a divine
witness in a Hurro-Hittite treaty text.
70
Wyatt (2002: 122 n. 37). He (Wyatt, 1988: 384) remarked that the Hurrians
evidently brought numerous Indo-European elements into the west. The Indo-European
elements came, probably, in the early-mid second millennium, B.C.E.; see Thieme (1960: 301-
317). Wyatt (ibid.: 377) suggested the connection between Baal's hnzrm, 'Boars', and the myth
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tracking the origin of the Chaoskampfmyth, to sustain the theory that Ug. hnzr
is probably an 'animal term for military rank'71.
Therefore, Ug. hnzr can be regarded as a polysemous term to convey
two meanings at a time72. It signifies 'boar' together with the sense ofmilitary
'officer', which is applied as one of the attributes of the lesser deities of Baal,
although depictions of the hnzr participating in the divine warfare are still
missing from Ugaritic texts.
1.6. mhr 'Warriors'
Ug. mhr73 is used to indicate either human74 or divine warriors75. Thus, in the
mythic contexts, the usage of the term applied to the assistant deities of Baal
or Anat is found:
of Varaha, which means 'boar'; Varaha may be identified with Prajapati, who has later
developed into Brahma, the creator. The boar and the horse are both common as sacrificial
animals in the Indian context (ibid.: 379). Wyatt (ibid.: 376) interestingly suggested that these
two figures in Ugaritic myth, which are present in Baal's martial epithet rkb crpt, 'Charioteer
of Clouds' (KTU 1.2 iv 29 and 1.3 iii 38, etc.) and his hnzrm, 'Boars', may have been
transported from proto-Aryan tradition as a possible Indo-European connection. See Wyatt
(ibid.: 381). Thus, Ug. hnzr may combine the two motifs of the sacrificial victim, as appearing
in the Indian religious tradition, and of the military officer. However, Wyatt (1998a; also
2002:122 n. 37) has modified this view later.
71
Wyatt (2002:122 n. 37).
72
Wyatt (2002:122 n. 37).
73
Ug. mhr, regarded as a polyglot vocabulary (Margalit, 1976: 183 n. 131), denotes
'warrior (trained, expert), soldier, combatant, hero; warrior strength; or dowry, price, bride
price': DUL 536-7 (I); (II); (III). For the etymological references for its meaning as 'warrior', cf.
Heb. THO, ma: HALOT 552, 553-4; Aram, mhyr: DNWSI602; and Ar. mahir: AEL 2740.
74 For the cases of human soldiers: KTU 1.17 vi 40; perhaps, 1.3 ii 11,15, 21, 28, 35
(indicating Anat's enemies); and 1.10 i 11.
75 KTU 1.13.7 (indicating Anat's assistant warriors); 1.22 i 8-9; 1.22 ii 7; probably,
1.18 iv 6, [11], 27; 1.19 iv [52], and [56] (sc. Yatipan), etc. At 1.18 iv 26, Cunchillos and Vita
(1995:1284) correct mprh to mhrh; also, Pardee (1997: 350 n. 75), indicating Aqhat, in this case.
Margalit (1989a: 156, 212 and n, 54), R.M. Wright (1994: 539-41), and Wyatt (2002: 286) take it
as mprh. For the reading in KTU 1.18 iv 38, KTU2 suggests mhrh as mprh-, thus, see Wyatt
(2002: 287 n. 161).
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mhr bcl[ mhr] cnt Warriors76 of Baal[
warriors] of Anat77
(KTU 1.22 ii 7-8).
The divine epithets {mhr bcl w mhr cnt) occur again in KTU 1.22 i 8-9:
tm tmq rpu bcl There (were) Thamaq78, RapPu79 of Baal,
mhr bcl w mhr cnt warriors80 of Baal and warriors of Anat.
The texts contain the invocation of the warrior deities in the ritual ceremony
with the rpu(m), 'RapPuma', the deceased and deified kings81. Whilst the mhr
bcl may be referred to as sbct glmk tmn hnzrk, 'seven Lads, eight Boars'82, the
identity of mhr cnt is not clearly laid out in the texts83. However, it may be
inferred from the context of the texts:
bsr kp Sever84 (their) hands85;
76
Ug. mhr may be used here as a pi. construct noun. Differently, Wyatt (2002: 319
and n. 28) takes it here as a sg. construct form, in regard to the context of KTU 1.22 i 8-9,
where it is argued as an occurrence employed as a sg.
77 Cf. Ug. mhrk, 'your warriors', at KTU 1.13.7, which denotes assistant deities of
Anat.
78
Thamaq may be read as a PN as most commentators refer: Aistleitner (1964: 85);
Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 475 n. u); del Olmo (1981: 423); Wyatt (2002: 321 n. 38). Cf. bn tmq at
KTU 4.93 iv 3.
79 Further discussion of the rpu{m) shall be made below.
80
Ug. mhr may be used here as a pi. construct noun. Differently, Wyatt (2002: 319
and n. 28) takes it here as a sg. construct form, in regard to the context of KTU 1.22 i 8-9,
where it is argued as an occurrence employed as a sg.
81 The texts of KTU 1.20-22 are identified as part of the Aqhat story (KTU 1.17-19); cf.
de Moor (1987: 266-73).
82 A cylinder seal excavated from Ras Shamra presents a picture of the divine
quarrel of Baal with the mythological serpent Litan. See Porada (1948: pi. CI, 688e). In this
scene, there appear two divine figures behind Baal who help him by bringing divine
weapons. They seem to be his divine warriors or auxiliaries.
83 Two designations, mhr bcl and mhr cnt, are joined by the conjunction w in KTU 1.22
i 8-9. It may indicate the fact that they are each of two different groups of assistant deities
who belong to Baal and Anat respectively.
84
Ug. bsr, to 'sever': DUL 242 (II). Cf. Heb. "ISD: HALOT148; Akk. basdru: AHw 110;
CAD 2[B] 134.
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ssk [xx]x / hbsk make (their) [blood]86 run87 to your
girdle88;
ctk ris\t ]/ mhrk tie89 (their) heads to90 your warriors
(KTU 1.13 R 5-7).
Lloyd interprets Ug. mhrk at line 7 as Anat's 'warriors', whom she has slain
(sc. her 'enemies')91. Against this observation, Wyatt argues that Ug. mhrk in
lines 7 and 1492 represents "soldiers in the goddess's service (sc. warriors),
85
Ug. kp, 'palm (of the hand)': DUL 452. Cf. Heb. rp: HALOT 491-2; Aram, kp:
DNWSI 528; Syr. kappo: Brockelmann (1966: 339); Akk. kappu: AHw 444; CAD 8[K] 185-8;
Arab. kaff. AEL 658; and Eth. kaf. Leslau (1987: 276). It probably denotes 'hand' here: Walls
(1992:140); Wyatt (2002:169).
86 The text may be restored as [dm]-, cf. de Moor (1980b: 305); del Olmo (1981: 492);
and Lloyd (1994: 274).
87
Ug. ssk may be construed as a S form of the \nsk, to 'pour (out), spill': Cazelles
(1956: 51); de Moor (1980b: 305; 1987:138); Lloyd (1994: 274); and del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004:
644); thus, to 'make run, flow'. Cf. Heb. ~|OJ: HALOT 703; Ph., Pun. Aram, risk: DNWSI 735-6;
Akk. nasaku: AHw 752; CAD 11/2[N] 15-20. Differently, les paumes de 'ceux qui te pillent':
Caquot (1989: 22 and n. 10); hands of 'your binding': Walls (1992:140); 'attach': Wyatt (2002:
170 and n. 5).
88 De Moor (1971: 91-2) relates Ug. hbs to Heb. 3tfn, 'girdle': HALOT 360; and Akk.
absu: AHw 7; CAD 1/1[A] 66. Cf. Walls (1992: 140); Wyatt (2002: 170). Differently, 'carnier':
Caquot-Sznycer (1974:159 n. o); 'jar': Dijkstra-de Moor (1975:184); 'governor': Gibson (1978:
146); Caquot (1989: 22 and n. 11); 'cinch, belt, waist': del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 353-4, [I]),
referring to Heb. tthrt: HALOT 289; or, 'arm': Dietrich-Loretz (1972: 30). The warrior may be
in bloodstained clothes after slaying his or her enemies. Cf. Baal is also in a bloody garment
(KTU 1.12 ii 45-7).
89 The impv. form of the *Jctk, to 'tie, fasten, bind': DUL 191. Cf. Ar. cataka: AEL 1948.
90
Ug. I is taken here as a preposition, before the hbsk, which indicates a direction,
like the / as at I hbsk in the previous line: UT §19.1337; DUL 475-82. Wyatt (2002:170 and n. 7)
notes that Ug. I is translated here as 'of' or 'from'.
91 Lloyd (1994: 274). In KTU 1.3 ii, Anat's transcendent valour as the war-goddess is
juxtaposed with the bloody defeat of soldiers (dmr) or warriors (mhrm) in the descriptions
(KTU 1.3 ii 13-5, 27-8, and 34-5; cf. other military designations appear in lines 21-2: 'mhr
('warriors'), ... sbim ('armies'), ... gzrm ('heroes')'. They are the ones whom Anat has fought
and slain at war, and who refer, perhaps, to human rather than divine beings.
92 KTU2 reads the text as tm tpl ... [x(x)]rx/w, 'There (your) [warriors] shall fall ...',
and comments (n. 2) that 'the sign between r and m is an illegible emendation', whilst it is
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not just enemy soldiers"93. Meanwhile, he suggests that Ug. bmtk, 'your back',
is a better reading than Ug. rnhrk, 'your warriors', in line 7, as it is found in
KTU 1.3 ii 11-3:
ctkt rist I bmth She (Anat) tied heads to her back;
snst kpt b hbsh she girded94 hands on her girdle.
Thus he supposes the text of KTU 1.13.7 as ctk rist I bmtk, 'tie heads to your
back'95.
However, there seems to be no difficulty to take Ug. mhrk in line 7 in
itself, as all major readings (KTU1+2, CTA) support it. Furthermore, it does not
make any semantic trouble when it is construed as the 'warrior deities of
Anat' herself, which may be related to the mhr cnt, 'warriors of Anat', in KTU
1.22 i 9; 1.22 ii 7-8. Since the content of the KTU 1.13 describes a hymn to
Anat96, therefore Ug. mhrk may indicate Anat's own assistant deities who are
implied to accompany her in the divine war. Thus, through the divine epithet
mhr bcl/mhr cnt, it may be surmised that Baal and Anat have collaborated in
the battles to fight Baal's enemies (cf. KTU 1.10 ii 24-5) with their combined
forces of the divine warriors97.
referred to as 'rtm (KTU1) or as 'rgm' (CTA). Cf. Wyatt (2002: 171 n. 19) also takes a reading
after r on rxm as an erased sign and restores it as mhrm, as at line 7.
93
Wyatt (2002: 73 n. 17).
94 The G. 3. f. sg. form of the Vsns, to 'gird (oneself)': DUL 833. Cf. Heb. CW: HALOT
1607.
95
Wyatt (2002:170 n. 8).
96 Cf. Wyatt (2002:169).
97 Kapelrud (1952: 107). Kapelrud (ibid:. 109 n. 4) also comments that "Baal was
accompanied by Anat, cnt III: 33 ff, and probably also by his soldiers, 124:9; 123:7 f." and
adds that "It is most likely, then, also the sea monster had its army". Cf. the names of divine
warriors, in KTU 1.3 iii 38-46, who may have allied with the sea god.
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1.7. mhs 'Beaters'
When Baal and Anat come to Athirat, they are called mhs, 'beaters, fighters,
or destroyers'98 by Athirat (KTU 1.4 ii 24). It is suggested that Athirat's
speech in the episode alludes to the event in which her sons were slain by
Baal (cf. KTU 1.12 ii 45-49)99.
Nevertheless, if the ib is construed in the Ugaritic texts, as discussed
above, as a warrior group including associated deities for the divine conflict,
then the mhs here may be rendered also to have the same connotation; thus,
Baal, Anat, and their assistant warriors, coming to attack the sons of Athirat,
can be called the mhs altogether, as a collective noun.
1.8. RapPuma100
The rpu(m) are one of the enigmatic entities in the Ugaritic texts101. Their
characteristics fall largely into two distinctions: warrior deities or divinised
dead kings.
Some have claimed that they are minor gods who serve the higher
gods102. Hence, they have been regarded as warrior deities for them103. Thus,
98
Ug. mhs, 'one who beats, weaver, beater, an evil being': DUL 541-2. Akk. mahisu:
AHw 584; CAD 10/1 [M] 102.
99
Margalit (1980: 31). He refers the background of this episode to the Hittite
Elkunirsa myth.
100
Ug. rpum is rendered as an active ptc. form, derived from the Vr/A, to 'heal',
vocalising into rapi'uma: Rouillard (1999: 692). Its translation is suggested variously:
'Gotterfursten' (Aistleitner, 1964: 83); 'manes': Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 477); 'hale ones':
L'Heureux (1979:130); 'saviours' (de Moor, 1987: 266; followed byWyatt, 2002: 315, and cf. n.
1: they have a 'soteriological function in maintaining society'); or 'shades': Lewis (1996:118).
We leave the rpu(m) untranslated, like del Olmo (1981: 417).
101
They appear significantly in KTU 1.20-22, 1.108, 1.161, and elsewhere. These
three fragments of KTU 1.20-22 are the so called "RPUM texts", which are regarded as part
of the Aqhat story (KTU 1.17-19); cf. de Moor (1987: 266 ff.).
102 Virolleaud (1940: 77-83); Dussaud (1941:185-8).
103
Ryan (1954: 84 ff., and esp. 94) suggested them as chariot warriors of Shapsh as
well as of Baal (referred to in rpu bcl at KTU 1.22 i 8; thus, they are ruled also by Shapsh
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Ug. rp3 was suggested as a 'divine epithet with a general meaning
appropriate to a number of different gods'104. Margulis has referred to them
as a 'band of divine or semi-divine (ilnym) chariot-warriors'105; articulately,
'chthonic beings (ilnym), the shades of the warrior-aristocracy called rpi
ars/ qbs dtn' (or ddn); thus, they may have been identified as the 'living
warriors (gzrm) designated "Raphaite-men" (mt rpi)', and also as the 'dead
forebears' (rpi qdmym at KTU 1.161)106. Ginsberg translated rpi ars107 as the
'community of the land'108. Gaster rendered Ug. rpi into 'members of the
assembly', believing that it is related to the 'rpum who are described
elsewhere in Ugaritic literature as the members of the entourage of Baal'109.
Ug. rpu has been regarded, less convincingly, also as an epithet of El110; hence
L'Heureux construed the relationship of the supreme god rpu and the rpum
as that of El and the other gods (ilm or bn il[m]), which corresponds to the
biblical relationship of Yahweh and his lesser gods (unpn and a^npn)111; thus,
it was argued that the rpum are 'all the gods in El's entourage'112.
(KTU 1.6 vi 46 ff.); cf. Jirku (1965: 80-3). Gordon (1977: 30-2) viewed them as warriors of Baal
and Anat. L'Heureux (1979: 229), accepting Ryan's suggestion, said that they are on a
"subordinate level of deities who form the charioteering escort of Baal and Shapsh
respectively" on the basis of KTU 1.22 i 8 and KTU 1.6 vi 45-7.
104 L'Heureux (1976: 84).
105
Following Jirku (1965: 82-3); Margulis (1970b: 300-1) also took them as the mhr,
'warrior'.
106 Margalit (1976:182 n. 129).
107 'rpi ars | qbs dtn': KTU 1.15 iii 3-4; 14-15; 1.161.2-3, and 9-10. Whilst KTU2 takes
rp[a] for a reading at KTU 1.161.4 and 5, Cunchillos and Vita (1995:1832) restore it as rp[i ars].
108 Ginsberg (1946: 23, and cf. 41).
109 Gaster (1947a: 289).
110 Virolleaud (1968: 551-7); also, Avishur (1994: 280-1); thus, El is called rpu mlk clm,
'Rapiu ('Healer') King of Eternity', as at KTU 1.108.19-20 (cf. 21-22). Otherwise, the identity
of the rpu in KTU 1.108 has been interpreted as an independent deity (Parker, 1970: 243-4) or
as Baal (Dietrich-Loretz, 1980:179).
111 L'Heureux (1974: 268-9; 1979: 229). They correspond to the Rephaim in the
Hebrew Bible; cf. Wyatt (2006).
112 L'Heureux (1976: 84).
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On the other hand, it has been posited that the rpum are King Keret
and his officials113. However, they are recognised, more probably, as dead
and divinised kings114. They occur as paralleled with other titles, Ug. ilnym,
'divine ones'115 and Ug. 'the dead'116. In the so-called rpum text (KTU
1.20-22,), the rpum comprises the assembled117 sd118, the divine 'council' in the
ritual context. It is there that they hold a seven day long banquet (KTU 1.22 i
21-5), after having travelled for three days (KTU 1.20 ii 5; 1.22 ii 24-5)119.
113
Gray (1948-9: 127-9). He (Gray, 1952) later argued that the rpum indicate the
original inhabitants in ancient Ugarit, identified as kings of yore. Heltzer (1978: esp., 15)
insisted that the rpum are clan members, corresponding to the rabba^um in Mari, since Keret
is exalted as one of them.
114 Rouillard (1999: 692-5); Wyatt (2006).
115 The pi. form of the ilny, 'divine one', adj. derived from iln, 'deity, god': DUL 60. It
occurs in KTU 1.1 iii [19] (= 1.3 iv 35); 1.2 iii [3]; 1.6 vi 47; 1.20 i 2; 1.20 ii 2, [6]; 1.20 ii 2, [6],
[9]; 1.21 ii 4, [12]; 1.22 ii [4], [6], [9], [11], [19], [21], and [26], Wyatt (2002: 45 and n. 35)
interprets that the ilnym are 'chthonian gods'. In KTU 1.6 vi 45-7, Ug. rpum (rpim) occur in
parallelism with Ug. ilnym; they are both said to be subordinate to Shapsh: sps rpim thtk sps
thtk ilnym, 'Shapsh, you rule the RapPuma; Shapsh, you rule the divine ones'. For further
discussion on the text, cf. Wyatt (2002:144 nn. 120,121). In the following lines (48-9), they are
identified as the ilm and mtm: cdk ilm hn mtm cdk, 'Your assembly are the gods; lo, mortals are
your assembly'.
116 Cf. KTU 1.6 vi 48; 1.10 i 10; 1.20 i 3; and 1.22 i 6. At KTU 1.20 i 3, the text has been
read variously: k m^amtm (CTA); w/k mtmtm (KTUl+2); k mtmtm (CARTU). Thus it has been
interpreted as 'dead persons': k mt mtm, 'when men are dead' (Caquot-Sznycer, 1974: 477 and
n. a; Dijkstra-de Moor, 1975: esp., 214); 'shades of the dead' (Gordon, 1977: 9); Pope (1977:
163); km tmtm, 'so that when you (pi.) die' (del Olmo, 1981: 417). Wyatt (2002: 315 n. 4)
construes it as a construct phrase: mt mtm, 'dead men', arguing that 'Whatever the precise
nuance, ilnym and mtmtm refer to the rpum'. They are suggested as 'dead and deified
heroes/kings': del Olmo (1981: 412-3 and 417); de Moor (1987: 266 n. 266); and del Olmo-
Sanmartin (2004: 60).
117 Cf. KTU 1.20 ii 1-12.
118 This Ugaritic term occurs as a hapax legomenon at KTU 1.20 i 4.
119
They are invited perhaps by Danel to his palace (del Olmo, 1981: 405-424),
although his invitations are construed to be devised by different speakers (van der Toorn
(1991: 54); Wyatt (2002: 317 n. 22).
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Furthermore, King Keret is blessed by El (KTU 1.15 ii 17-20) and his
lesser gods (KTU 1.15 iii 17-19) to become like one of them (Ug. rpi)110. Thus,
they may be better understood as divinised dead kings121. In any event, the
view taken that the rpum equates with warriors may also apply to ancient
Ugaritic kings.
Summary
The various divine titles (il tcdr, cnn, glm, hnzr, and mhr, etc.) occurring in the
Ugaritic texts confirm the role of lesser deities as divine warriors. The
Ugaritic texts suggest that the lesser deities have significantly participated in
the divine conflict between the higher gods (KTU 1.5 v 6-9; 1.5 iv 8-9, etc.).
2. NamedWarrior Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
Among other anonymous warrior deities, some warrior deities appear with
their own names. Thus the research will discuss the named warrior deities in
the Ugaritic texts: Qadesh-and-Amurr and Yatipan. Accordingly some
relevant texts will be analysed.
120 KTU 1.15 iii 2-4 and || 13-5: b tk rpi ar[s\ b phr qbs dtn, 'among the rpu(m) of
the earth, in the assembly of the clan of Ditan'. Caquot's suggestion (1985: 353), followed
by Rouillard (1999: 693), that the divine blessing is subsequent to the death of Keret is not
plausible in the context. Rather, it may be written in a hyperbolic, even ironic, style to exalt
Keret for the text tells the fact that he may be dead, as well as other already dead kings:
Wyatt (2002: 210 n. 152). Cf. he is called also bn(m) il, the 'son of El' (KTU 1.16 i 10, 20; and
1.16 ii 48).
121
Wyatt (2002: 315 n. 1) interprets that the rpum occur as 'apparently divinized
dead kings' in KTU 1.20-22. Cf. L'Heureux (1979: 130-1) refuses this idea that the rpum are
the dead.
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2.1. Qadesh-and-Amurr as a Single Deity
The messenger deity named as qds w amrr, 'Qadesh-and-Amurr'122, who is the
divine lad of Athirat123, appears as a warrior in the Ugaritic texts124.
Regarding the issue of their identity, it has been argued that qds w
amrr represents two names for a pair of messengers for it is seen as two
separate gods in KTU 1.3 vi 11; 1.4 iv 2-3, 8, 13, 16-7; and also 1.4 ii 29125.
However, unlike the case of Gupan and Ugar, qds w amrr rather seems to be a
single deity in those cases — it is common in the Ugaritic texts to split a
double-barrelled DN into two separate phrases, as in the instance of Kothar-
and-Hasis in KTU 1.17 v 10-11:
hlk ktr k ycn the coming of Kothar indeed he saw126;
w ycn tdrq hss and saw the march127 of Hasis.
Thus, qds w amrr is regarded as a binomial name128 to indicate the elevated
characteristics of the same entity.
122 The etymological root of Ug. amrr is regarded as mrr, to 'strengthen, bless'; thus,
Virolleaud (1932: 135); Gordon (1965: §19.233, cf. §19.1556); and del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004:
73); as an 'elative 3qll pattern'. Cf. Mullen (1980: 214 n. 172): 'most blessed', in order to 'make
an excellent parallel' to the first element of the name of the messenger, qds, the 'Holy One'.
Differently, as a variant form of 3amr: Aistleitner (1974: no. 289); as the double spelling of r;
thus, the long consonant (rr): Dietrich-Loretz (1973: 74).
123 KTU 1.4 iv 13, etc. However, KTU 1.3 vi describes that Baal instructs Qadesh-
and-Amurr, the messenger of Athirat. Thus, it may be suggested that he functions as the
intermediary messenger between the higher deities.
124 KTU 1.3 vi 11; 1.4 iv 2-3, 8, 13, 16, and 17. It occurs also in a ritual text (KTU
1.123.26).
125 Mullen (1980: 214 n. 172); del Olmo (1981: 196); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 697):
qds (HI).
126
Ug. cn, to 'see, look (at), watch, spy': DUL167-8. Cf. Heb. pi?: HALOT 817; Ph. cyn:
DNWSI840-1; Ar. cayyana, cayana:AEL 2214.
127
Ug. tdrq, 'nimble step, march': DUL 860; 'approach': Wyatt (2002: 268). Cf. 'tread,
gait': Gordon (1965: §19.708), relating to Ar. daraqa, to 'walk hastily'; Huehnergard (1987:




2.2. The 'Warrior' Role of Qadesh-and-Amurr
In KTU 1.3 vi, Qadesh-and-Amurr is commanded by Baal to bring his
message to Kothar-and-Hasis. In this regard, we may deduce that divine
messengers serve other higher gods as well as their master god129. He takes a
'warrior' role as well as a 'messenger' role. In the Ugaritic text the marine
epithet of Qadesh-and-Amurr emerges:
smsr I dgy atrt Drive130, O Fisherman131 of Athirat;
mg I qds amrr go, O Qadesh-(and)-Amurr!
(KTU 1.3 vi 9-11).
Del Olmo and Sanmartm suggest that the object of the verb smsr may be
inferred as a 'chariot'132. If the verb conveys that military nuance, Qadesh-
(and)-Amurr may be observed as a warrior deity.
The messenger has his own epithet: dgy of DN. Here the term dgy
occurs probably as a singular form, which may indicate that this figure is a
single god. Although it may be seen also as a pi. construct form, the position
as a single deity is preferred here. If dual messengers were intended at this
place, the insertion of w between qds and amrr would be required for two
separate deities to make more sense in the following line. Hence, two
attributions may be combined in one DN in order to express two
characteristics of one deity; thus, the two divine names characterise the deity
with utmost clarity.
129 Cf. de Moor (1971:129).
130 A S form of the Ug. dmsr, to 'set a vehicle in motion, drive': DHL 593. Cf. Akk.
masaru: AHw 624; CAD 10/1[M] 359-60. Cf. 'set off': Wyatt (2002: 89). Differently,
'apresurarse, dispararse': del Olmo (1981: 585). Sanmartin (1978: 352-3) reads smm smsr,
hence, 'schleifen', taking smm as an objection of the verb.
131 UT §19.642; cf. DUL 268: 'name of a fish-shaped being: triton'; in Greek
mythology Triton is a god of the sea, and also son of Poseidon and Amphitrite, portrayed as
having the head and trunk of a man and the tail of a fish.
132 Del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 593).
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Ug. dgy also implies a military sense. Eissfeldt compares Ug. dgy with
BH n, 'fisherman', (as Qere in Jer 16.16)133 and Gk. ' Allelic;134. Gordon
suggests that Ug. dgy is related to the OB term bd^irum, 'fisherman'135, which
is used as a military title136.
B. Landsberger divides the military titles used in the late OB period
into five hierarchical levels137; some of them appear in the Code of
Hammurapi; Akk. ba^irum is used as a military title in the phrase, paralleled
with redum, 'soldier'138. Gordon is followed by Jirku139 and Yamashita140. The
idea of Ug. dgy as the military title is evident also in another text:
smh rbt at[rt] ym Great Lady141 Athirat of Sea142 rejoiced.
gm I glmh k [tsh] Aloud to her Lad [she shouted]:
133 Eissfeldt (1952: 59 n. 1). In Jer 16.16, Yahweh sends fishers and hunters to catch
enemies in military campaigns. Yet, the n in Isa 19.8 that he (Eissfeldt, ibid.) mentioned is
not connected to military titles, as Yamashita (1975: 48) observed.
134 Eissfeldt (1952: 59). Cf. Matt 4.19; Mark 1.17: 'fishers of men'. Jirku (1966: 77-8)
refers it to the epithet of the Babylonian god Dumuzi, 'fisher of Kuara'.
135 AHw 96: 'Fischer' or 'Netzkampfer'; CAD 2[B] 31-3: 'fisherman, hunter'.
136 UT §19.642.
137 B. Landsberger (1955: 122); thus, from the highest rank to the lowest, Akk.
UGULA.MAR.TU, 'general'; Akk. PA.PA, 'captain'; Akk. laputtum, 'sergeant'; Akk. redum,
'private'; and Akk. tahhum, 'substitute soldier'.
138 CAD 14[R] 246-51. Especially, see Law 26 ix 66 - x 12; and, cf. B. Landsberger
(1955:123).
139
Jirku (1966: 77-8) confirms the fact that Ug. dgy has a mythological sense,
connected with military titles or campaigns.
140 Yamashita (1975: 48) remarks that 'Ug. dgy is also a soldier who runs errands for
his commander'.
141
Ug. rbt, a f. form of Ug. bt, 'great, large' (DUL 727-8 [I]); thus, 'Lady, (great)
Lady': DUL 731-2 (I).
142 The phrase rbt atrt ym, occurred in KTU 1.3 iv [49], 1.3 v 40-41, and parallels, has
been translated usually as a divine epithet; thus, the 'dame Athirat of the Sea': Gibson (1978:
52); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 731-2). Yet, this idea has been denied by a view that Ug. atrt
may be a verb for a word-play; thus, Watson (1993): 'She who organizes the day', rather than
as 'sea'; and, cf. Wyatt (2002: 95; and cf. 83 n. 61): the 'Great Lady-who-tramples-Yam'. It is
preferably taken here as a DN.
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cn mktr apq[ ym]
dgy rbt atr[t ym]
qh rtt bdk t/q[ ]
rbt cl ydm [ j
'Look, Expert143 of Channel [of Sea]144!
Fisherman of Great Lady Athirat of Sea!
Take a net145 in your hands [ j
(Take) a trawl146 in both hands [ ]
(KTU1.4 ii 28-33).
Unfortunately, it is difficult to know what exactly comes after this because
the text is damaged. Nevertheless, it is clear that Ug. mktr in line 30 and dgy
in line 31 are paralleled as epithets of Qadesh-and-Amurr. They are both
related to the sea.
In the description, the divine Lad (glm) of the goddess Athirat seems
to be ready to catch his enemies. And as a warrior he probably needs his own
divine tool in order to seize them: rtt and rbt.
2.3. Yatipan
The name of another distinguished warrior appears as ytpn, 'Yatipan'. As
described in the Aqhat tale of KTU 1.18 iv and again in 1.19 iv, the two terms
mhr st, which form the epithet of Yatipan, identify his role147. The epithet has
143
Ug. mktr, a noun form of adj. ktr, 'skilful' (DHL 471-2 [II]); thus, 'expert': DUL 545.
Differently, 'cunning workers': G.R. Driver (1956: 93); 'chef d'oeuvre': Caquot-Sznycer (1974:
199 and n. n); similarly, 'craftmanship': Gibson (1978: 57); 'bondman': van Selms (1979: 739-
744, esp. 743); 'successful explorer': de Moor (1987: 48); or, 'exploit well': de Moor-Spronk
(1987:147). For the divine epithet of Qadesh-and-Amurr, see Margalit (1980: 26): '(he of) the
spring which nurtures dry land'.
144 Whilst CTA and KTU1 read ap f[ ], CARTU and KTU2 take it as apq[ ym],
suggesting ym after the restored term. Ug. apq, 'spring, source; (preferable to 'channel,
conduit'); stream': Pope (1955: 72-80, also, cf. 92-104); Schoors (1972:10-1); Clifford (1972: 49-
50); Renfroe (1992: 82); and del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 91). Cf. Heb. p'DN: HALOT 78; and Job
6.15. Differently, 'bottom' [of the sea]: de Moor (1987: 48); 'cunning work': Wyatt (2002: 95).
145
Ug. rtt, 'net': DUL 750. Cf. Heb. ruth: HALOT 1298-9.
146
Ug. rbt, 'seine, trawl': DUL 732 (II), referring its etymological root to as Ug. rb,
'great, large'.
147 KTU 1.18 iv 6,11,27; 1.19 iv 52-3, and 56-7.
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been translated as 'soldier of the Lady'148. Yet this suggestion is doubted by
Margalit for a couple of reasons: the relation of Ug. st with the Arabic
cognate sitt is unconvincing and Ug. mhr could be followed by any other
DNs (cf. KTU 1.22 ii 7-8: mhr bcl; mhr cnt)U9. Instead, it may be read as the
'destructive warrior'150. It is insisted also that Yatipan is a human151.
However, some interpret that he is possibly a lesser deity152. The story of
Yatipan may be better read in the mythological context.
The descriptions of KTU 1.19 iv specifically present the characteristic
of Yatipan. He is revealed as a strong warrior; as he drinks wine, he becomes
stronger, being served by Pughat who is disguised as Anat (KTU 1.19 iv 53-
6)153. Then, in the following texts Yatipan speaks:
b yn y st ila With wine154, O Lady155,1 am strong156,
148
Ug. st, 'lady'; sc. the goddess Anat: Gordon (1949: 92-3); Dijkstra-de Moor (1975:
213). Aistleitner (1974: no. 2704) relates it to Ar. sitt; thus, 'Junker der Herrin'; also, Jirku
(1962:127,128): 'Kampfer der Dame'.
149 Further, Margalit (1976: 182) argues that in the RPUM texts, 'there is no
additional evidence for Ytpn as mhr hit except for his role as her accomplice'.
150 Del Olmo-Sanmartxn (2004: 851 [III]): derived from Ar. satta, satt, 'tearing apart,
separation, desolation': AEL 1501. Differently, 'buveur', derived from Ug. *sty: Caquot-
Sznycer (1974: 437 n. p.); 'mercenary warrior': Wyatt (2002: 286).
151
Dijkstra-de Moor (1975: 213), interpreting Yatipan's claim to be a god himself;
accepted by Wyatt (2002: 312 n. 276). Cf. Margalit (1976:182-3): 'mortal' as the 'nomad'; thus
'Sutean warrior', relating to Akk. sutu and Eg. swtw; followed by Dijkstra (1979: 206).
152 Del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 994): the mhr st is the 'title of lesser deity'. Fensham
(1966:159-60) also seems to construe him as a god.
153 When the other employed agent, Pughat, appeared to Yatipan, Yatipan called her
st, 'Lady', the epithet of the goddess Anat because Pughat has disguised herself as Anat. See
KTU 1.19 iv 49-52.
154
Ug. yn, 'wine': DUL 968-971. Cf. Heb. ]": HALOT 409-10; Ph., Aram, yyn: DNWSI
455-6; Akk. inu; AHw 383,1563.
155
Ug. st, 'lady': UT §19.2500; WUS no. 2704; andWyatt (2002: 312).
156 CTA, KTU1, and CPU (233) suggest a reading as iln rather than ila; hence, 'our
god': Gordon (1949: 101); Gaster (1950: 311; 1961: 375 and n. p); G.R. Driver (1956: 67);
Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 457 and n. c); Gibson (1978: 121 and n. 219) or 'our Ilu': del Olmo
(1981: 400). Yet the letter would require ila, not iln, as the tablet reads: thus, KTU2. It is better
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il sxn [ ]il dyqny ddm (I am) a god of my La[dy]157, [like158] a
god159, who acquired160 the tent161!
yd mhst a[qh]r gzr The hand that beat A[qha]t Hero
tmhs alpm ib st will beat a thousand enemies of Lady!
(KTU 1.19 iv 57-59).
Yatipan is portrayed by the verb ila in the first line to explain how powerful
he is. It has been variously interpreted as an oath by Yatipan162; or as the
libation of Yatipan163; or as a boasting of Yatipan164. Yatipan seems to be here
boasting about himself. Ug. aliyn, as noted above, is used to express the
powerful characteristic of the higher god. In terms of the same root, Yatipan
may be described as comparable with Baal (ila vs. aliyn). At any rate, he is
expressed as being stronger as he drinks. Hence, he may be seen as the most
powerful 'warrior' god.
understood as a 1. m. sg. form derived from the dliy, to 'be strong', which is used in the
derivatives: aliyn (as the epithet of Baal), alit (as a DN), ally, 'most powerful' (as an elative
form), and lan, 'power' (as a noun); cf. Dijkstra-de Moor (1975: 213); 'I am scol[d]': de Moor
(1987: 264); taking his first observation, 'I am strong': Wyatt (2002: 312 and n. 275).
Differently, as a DN, 'ILA': Margalit (1989a: 166, 242); Pardee (1997: 355).
157 Itmay be reconstructed as stn.
158
Ug. k is suggested in the lacuna between sxn and il. See Dijkstra-de Moor (1975:
213).
159 Whilst the second Ug. il is taken as a DN, El (Dijkstra-de Moor, 1975: 213; de
Moor, 1987: 265), it is construed as Yatipan himself: 'the god' (Wyatt, 2002: 312). It is
preferably read here as any of the lesser gods who can be compared with Yatipan himself,
ranked according to the position, in which they have to serve their master(ess).
160
Ug. qny, to 'acquire, create, procreate' (DUL 706), is better taken with a
denotation, to 'acquire'. Cf. 'created': Margalit (1976:186).
161
Ug. dd, with an enclitic -m, 'tent': Clifford (1972: 51-4,125), referring to Ar. dada,
dawd; Wyatt (2002: 312). Differently, 'encampment': Dijkstra-de Moor (1975: 192); Renfroe
(1992: 97-100), relating to Ar. dwd; 'grotto, cave': del Olmo (1984b: 156 ff.); DUL 283 (I). For
other various opinions, cf. del Olmo (ibid.).
162 del Olmo (1981: 400).
163 Gaster (1961: 375); Margalit (1976:186); and Gibson (1978:121 and n. 4).
164
Wyatt (2002: 312; cf. 278).
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In the following lines Yatipan declares the fact that he becomes a
lesser god of Anat at the moment ('I am a god of my Lady'), like other lesser
gods who have their own shelters: bnh mtb, '(there is) a residence (even for)
his (sc. El's) sons'165. As the father of the gods, El provides the abode for his
sons (sc. El's lesser gods). Tents may be said to be the belongings of other
lesser gods.
He further makes an oath that he will be the divine aegis for Anat. In
this regard, Yatipan is viewed as the lesser deity166 who fights as a
'mercenary'167 warrior. As her employed warrior, he will destroy other
'enemy' gods or mortals (KTU 1.19 iv 58-9). The quality of his divine power
(hand) is now overwhelming the other gods' power that threatens the
goddess Anat. In any case, Yatipan appears as 'agent provocateur' of Anat168.
Summary
Qadesh-and-Amurr, whose name is binomial, appears as the Athirat's single
warrior deity involved in the divine warfare. He also functions as the divine
messenger between the higher gods. Yatipan is suggested, possibly, as the
warrior deity. His epithet mhr st, 'destructive warrior', indicates his
characteristic. As the mercenary warrior of Anat, he is employed to fight her
enemies.
Conclusion to Chapter IV, Part I
The Ugaritic texts expose that most major gods have their own lesser deities
to express their force. Thus, the lesser deities take their role as warriors to
help their master gods.
165 Cf. KTU 1.3 iv [49]; 1.3 v 40; 1.4 i 13; and 1.4 iv 52-53.
166 Cf. Gaster (1961: 354 ff.) understands him as 'henchman'.
167 Whilst accepting Margalit's (1989a: 337-40) interpretation of st as the sociological
term 'Sutean',Wyatt (2002: 282 n. 141) construes it as 'mercenary warrior'.
168 Cf. Wyatt's (2002: 283 n. 146) note.
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Among these anonymous warrior deities, the lesser deity named
Qadesh-and-Amurr performs his mission as a warrior deity as well as a
messenger deity. Yatipan appears as one of them and performs as the
warrior deity in the mythological context. Thus it is concluded that the
higher deities in Ugaritic mythology are associated with their lesser deities in
the context of the divine warfare.
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PART II. Warrior Deities in the Hebrew Bible
The divine assembly of Yahweh is often connected to the motif of the
military hosts169 and various Hebrew terms are applied to the celestial host:
□•'Tax, am:, a-asis, (crn^x) mna, (mrr) otioo, rvntfn,
(mjius, pttJ'Hp, and "TO, etc. Among them, Michael appears as the named
warrior deity. This research will look into the Hebrew terms that denote
'warrior deities' and some Hebrew texts related to the subject.
1. The Hebrew Titles for Warrior Deities
1.1 tr-TON 'Bulls'
Whilst the singular form TOR is used to indicate the supreme god170, its plural
form D,T2X occurs to signify his lesser deities only at Ps 78.25171:
(irx bnx □n'ox onb Man ate the bread of Bulls172.
LXX reads the text: apxov ayyelcov ecjjayev avBpoo-rroq, 'man ate the bread173 of
angels'174. The meaning of Heb. Tax may be rendered as 'strength, power'175.
169 Cf. 2 Kgs 6.17; 7.6; Isa 10.13; 13.4-5; Ps 68.18; Joel 4.11; and Hab 3.8.
170 Cf. Gen 49.24; Ps 132.2, 5; Isa 1.24; 49.26; and 60.16. It also occurs denoting a
human warrior: 1 Sam 21.8; Job 34.20.
171 As a pi. form, it denotes also humans (Lam 1.15) or strong animals (Judg 5.22).
172 Or, 'Mighty Ones'. The TDK, 'mighty, valiant, strong, powerful, buffalo, stallion'
(BOB 7; HALOT 6), derived from the vSax, to 'be strong, powerful' (HALOT 9). For its
cognates, cf. Akk. ab(a)ru: AHw 7; CAD 1/1 [A] 38. Ug. ibr denotes vigorous animals; thus,
'buU, horse': DUL10-11 (I).
173 Cf. 'manna': Exod 16.4,14; Num 11.7; and Ps 105.40.
174 The majority of translations take it as 'angels': NASB; RSV; NIV; and KJV. Hence,
Tate (1990: 282).
175 Its cognates take its substantive denotation, 'force, power': Akk. ab(a)ru; Samal.
Jbrw (DNWSI 7). The Ugaritic designation for those forceful animals may be a metaphor
analogised from the presupposed substantive meaning of the term: 'strength, power',
although its substantive usage for 'power' is not attested in the Ugaritic texts.
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Thus it is referred to a 'strong animal'176. With this sense the term may
express the bellicose appearance of the lesser deities; hence, it may become a
synonymous term for warrior deities.
The warlike image is here adopted probably to describe their function
as warriors, like other Ugaritic animal titles for warriors: tr, 'bull'; zby,
'gazelle'; or, hnzr, 'boar', etc., already discussed above. Thus, they can be
called 'Bulls', which may be reminiscent of the 'bull' appearance of El's sons
in the Ugaritic texts177.
1.2. Dni33 'Mighty Ones'
The first occurrence of Heb. as the designation of divine beings is
found in Gen 6.4, where it is used to identify the offspring resulted by the
divine-human relationship178.
The phrase ro naa, 'mighty ones of power', occurs as a hapax
legomenon in Ps 103.20, where it is paralleled with and also with
in v. 21179. The term denotes the superlative power of the lesser deities. Thus
it may be translated as 'mighty warriors'180.
1.3. 'Stars'
The cosmic designation of stars may be used metaphorically to express the
huge number of divine warriors of Yahweh:
176 A.A. Anderson (1972: [2] 568): such as steed (Judg 5.22) or bull (Isa 10.13).
177 Cf. discussion under the category of 'The Outward Appearance of Lesser Deities
in the Ugaritic Texts' in Chapter II.
178 The textual discussion has been conducted already in Chapter II.
179 Further discussion will be made under the category of 'Psalm 103.19-21' in
Chapter V.
180
NJB. Cf. Dahood (1966-70: [3] 30): 'soldiers'.
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□"as-on lanbi p From the heavens the Stars181
fought;
mco du ionS] ambooo From their courses 182 they
fought against Sisera
(Judg 5.20).
In the battle description of the Song of Deborah, the stars have been
interpreted as a source of rain, which consequently caused the flooding of
Kishon, on the basis of the argument183 that they appear also as the source of
rain in the Ugaritic text; thus, KTU 1.3 ii 41: [r]bb nskh kbkbm, '[driz]zle184
(with) which Stars poured185 (on) her (sc. Anat)'186, which is paralleled with tl
smrn, 'dew of heavens' and rbb [r]kb crpt, 'drizzle of the Charioteer of the
Clouds'.
However, this idea is untenable if we consider the fact that 'it is also
possible that the stars were a part of Anat's retinue and that here they are
simply her servitors, pouring rain over her in the course of her ablutions'187.
As described in Chapter I, Ug. kbkbm may denote the gods of the pantheon188.
181 Heb. 33210, 'star', with a preposition and a m. pi. suffix: BDB 456-7; HALOT 463.
Cf. Akk. kakkabu: AHw 431; CAD 8[K] 45-9; Ug. kbkb (kkb): UT §19.1189; WHS no. 1277; DUL
427-8. The Ugaritic designation of 'star' also is used to denote the heavenly beings.
182 The f. pi. construct form, with a preposition and a 3. m. pi. suffix, of the nbon,
'highway, track' (BDB 700; HALOT 606), may denote metaphorically the 'course' of the stars.
183 Gaster (1950: 212); Caquot-Sznycer (1974:161 n. e.).
184
Ug. rbb, 'drizzle': DUL 730; de Moor (1971: 83). Cf. Heb. D'T31: HALOT 1178-9;
Ar. rabab: AEL1005. Differently, 'rain': Grabbe (1976: 61); Wyatt (2002: 76).
185
Ug. nsk, 'pour, spill': DUL 644. Cf. Heb. "[03: HALOT 703; Ph., Pun., Aram.:
DNWSI735-6; Akk. nasaku: AHw 752; CAD 11/2[N] 15-20.
186 Thus, Blenkinsopp (1961: 73); Gray (1967: 289); and Boling (1975:113 n. 20).
187
Craigie (1977: 34-6). He points out that the stars of Anatmay have participated in
her warfare as her military deities. Cf. Ug. mhrk, 'your (Anat's) warriors', at KTU 1.13.7 and
mhr cnt, 'warriors of Anat', at KTU 1.22 i 9; 1.22 ii 7-8. Craigie (ibid.: 36-7) argues that the
Gracious Gods, Shahar and Shalem, may be characterised as military deities since they are
the sons of Sharpsh, whose epithet occurs as sbu sps, the 'army of the sun' (but it is translated
as the 'sunset' in the Ugaritic texts: KTU 1.41.47, 53); hence, he suggests that they may 'have
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It has been interpreted also as an 'allusion to the participation of the
Hebrew warriors'189. Yet, it seems to indicate the 'celestial host' themselves in
order to describe the divine assistance from Yahweh, fighting for the
Israelites in the battle190, in a mythological sense. Thus, the n,32i3(n) here
may be better understood as the divine epithet, which indicates the warrior
deities191 of Yahweh, for it is often paralleled with the lesser deities of
Yahweh elsewhere (Job 38.7; cf. Ps 148.3) and with his warrior deities (Deut
4.19; Jer 8.2 in a reading of LXX; Dan 8.10; cf. Jer 33.22, which can be
compared with Gen 22.27; and Isa 40.26, which can be compared with Ps
147.4)192. The bx 'Stars of El', in Isa 14.13 also may refer to the Tina,
'divine assembly'193.
1.4. (dtiSn) mna 'Camp194 (of God/gods)'
The expression occurs to denote the lesser deities as the divine army of God
(Gen 32.2-3195; 1 Chr 12.23; Ezek 1.24). The idea of the divine army of Yahweh
is found elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible (Jos 5.14; 1 Kgs 22.19-22).
both astral and military characteristics' so that their warlike characteristics may be related to
the stars in Judg 5.20.
188 Cf. KTU 1.3 ii 41; 1.10 i 4; 1.13.13,17; 1.19 iv 24-5, 31; 1.23.54; 1.43.3; and probably,
1.92.27-8.
189
Craigie (1978: 380). Also, cf. Craigie (1977: 37): the stars in Judg 5.20 refer to a
"form of poetic imagery for the 'army of Yahweh' (cm.yhwh), and Judges 5:20 describes the
participation of the Hebrews themselves in the battle".
190 Grill (1962: 245); Smend (1970: 82); Miller (1973: 21-3,98); also, cf. Lind (1980: 70).
191 It is viewed as the divine force of Yahweh: Coppens (1967: 528-31); Lipinski
(1967b: 200).
192 Cf. de Moor (1987: 262 n. 241).
193 Cf. Miller (1973: 23).
194 BDB 334; HALOT 570.
195 For further discussion of the term in the passages, see 'Genesis 32.2-3' in Chapter
V.
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1.5. (mrp) 'Messenger (of Yahweh)'
The pxbo is used to indicate the 'warrior' or 'destroyer' role of the lesser
deities, who perform a judgment on humans (Gen 18196, 19.1-22; 2 Sam 24.16-
7 [|| 1 Chr 21.15]; 1 Chr 21.12; and Ps 78.49):
nrn mpan nx lomx nrnnran ^ For we are about to
destroy197 this the place
(Gen 19.13a).
Their authority derives from the sender, for the mission is obviously
declared: nnnuiS mrr unburn, 'Yahweh sent us to destroy it' (Gen 19.13c). The
passage presents explicitly their status as 'agents' of Yahweh198.
The mrp pxbra in the story of Balaam in Num 22.22-35 appears as
holding a sword. This manifestation may signify his status as a warrior in the
context of war. The most evident scene in which the 'warrior' role of the mm
"|xbra appears is described in 2 Kgs 19.35a (cf. Isa 37.36a):
-nefx mnoa 71 mm 760 ten xinn nbrbn tpi
pbx noam ou-ioui nxQarnin anas
And it came to pass at the very night that the messenger of
Yahweh came out and he smote199 in the Assyrian camp one
hundred and eighty-five thousand.
The Messenger of Yahweh obviously takes the 'warrior' role beyond the
ordinary 'messenger' role here. Thus it may be said that the divine agent of
196 The divine messengers who perform a role of destroyers are described to appear
in an anthropomorphic form: cf. Gen 18.2.
197 In the episode of the punishment of Sodom, the mission of the messengers is
revealed by the H. ptc. masc. pi. form of the Vnntfl, which occurs twice in v. 13 and means 'to
ruin, destroy, annihilate, and exterminate' (BDB 1007; HALOT 1469-72). Thus the term
indicates their role as 'warriors' or 'destroyers' to demolish the city.
198 S.R. Driver (1909:199); Skinner (1910: 308).
199 The H. impf. 3. m. sg. form, with a 1 consecutive, of the VrDJ, to 'smite': BDB 645;
HALOT 697-8. It may suppose a messenger armed with a divine weapon, probably a sword.
Cf. 2 Sam 24.16-7 (|| 1 Chr 21.15).
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Yahweh may be called the ~\xbt2 although he conveys a role in addition to a
'messenger' role. The role of the messenger as a 'warrior' occurs also in Exod
23 and 32.
1.6. DTiOQ 'Agents of Death'
These figures occur in Job 33.22:
WZti nn^L? mpm His soul come near to the pit;
DTiaab irrm and his life to the Agents of Death200,
nrutf and DTiaa are interpreted as 'underworld powers who receive the dead
into their domain', (cf. Job 30.23; 33.18), suggesting nra (here and at Job 30.23)
as an 'allusion to the mythic Mot'201. Yet, the □TittE are, more probably,
identified as 'destroyers', who are 'angels that bring death'202 (2 Sam 24.16; 2
Kgs 19.35; 1 Chr 21.15; Ps 78.49). Whilst Ug. 'the dead', paralleled
with Ug. rpum and the ilnym, 'divine ones', indicate the .dead and deified
kings in the Ugaritic texts203, the DTiaa in the text may be interpreted as the
plural deities who bring death204.
1.7. (□vinttJa) rvntfa 'Destroyer(s)'
The mnura appears in Exod 12.23:
fpb 03TD Sn anS rrntfan ]rp kSi nnsn by mrr1 noai
Yahweh will pass over the door and will not allow the
200 The H. ptc. m. pi. form, with a preposition, of the VmD, to 'die': HALOT 562-4; 653.
Cf. Ug. mt: UT §19.1443; WUS 1703; DUL 595-6; Aram, mwt, Amm., Pun. mt: DNWSI 605-7;
Akk. matu: AHw 633-4; CAD 10/1[M] 421-7. Differently, 'to death': Tur-Sinai (1957: 471); 'to
waters of Death': Pope (1973: 246, 251).
201 Habel (1985: 469).
202 A.B. Davidson (1889: 230). Hartley (1988: 442, 444 n. 21) identifies them as "the
messengers of death", "who have the duty of transporting a deceased person to the pit".
203 See discussion of this matter in 'RapPuma' in Part I above.
204 Cf. 'messengers of death' (NIV); 'executioners' (NKJV)-
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destroyer205 to come into206 your houses to smite (you).
It may refer to a destroyer deity of Yahweh, who is to be sent to smite the
Egyptians207. It may be related to the destroyer deity described elsewhere in
the Hebrew Bible. Thus, it is mentioned in Jer 51.1, 25. It also occurs in 2 Kgs
23.13, where the reference to rTTKtfnn "in implies a mythological imagery of a
mountain208. In 2 Sam 24.16-7, the destroyer (rrntfan) is identified with the
messenger ("|Kban) of Yahweh (cf. 2 Kgs 19.35). Thus the n,niifo is regarded as
the agent of Yahweh209.
1.8. (m)K3^ 'Host'
The N22S, 'Host'210, appears as a military term in the Hebrew Bible211, as it is
attested in other Semitic cognates212. With this sense, it may indicate the
military function of celestial beings. This military designation is combined
with other terms in order to denote the celestial power: hence, as CPQtfn xas,
'Host of the heavens'213, or as mrr K2is, 'Host of Yahweh'214 (cf. Ps 103.21:
205 The H. ptc. m. sg. form, with an article, of the VnntZ), to 'ruin, destroy, annihilate':
BDB 1007; HALOT 1469-72. It has a substantive function here to indicate the agent deity of
Yahweh.
206 Lit., 'to in'.
207 Thus, 'emissary' of Yahweh: Durham (1987:163).
208 Cogan-Tadmor (1988: 289) identify nTitfan in as the Mount of Olives, where
Solomon's altars for pagan gods were situated (1 Kgs 11.5-7).
209 Clements (1972: 73); Hyatt (1980:137).
210 Heb. KDK, 'army, host, war, warfare': BDB 838; HALOT 994-7.
211 Thus as a meaning of 'war, warfare': Num 31.36; or as 'army': Deut 24.5.
212 Cf. Akk. sabcl'u, sabu: AHw 1972; CAD 16[S] 41, 46-55; Ug. sb3, sbu: UT §19.2138;
WUS no. 2299; DUL 111 (I); Eth. saba3i(t): Leslau (1987: 544).
213 Cf. 1 Kgs 22.19 (|| 2 Chr 18.18); Isa 34.4; Jer 8.2; 33.22; and Dan 8.10. The D-atfn
K32 may be compared with the Ugaritic expression smym, 'Heavenly Ones', which is
paralleled with kbkbm, 'Stars'; cf. discussion under the category of phr k<b>kbm 'Assembly of
Stars' in Chapter I. It is also paralleled with D13DlD(n), the 'Stars' in the Hebrew Bible: Deut
4.19; Ps 103.3; Jer 8.2 (LXX); and Dan 8.10. Niehr (1999: 428) points out that "Due to a
semantic shift, host of heaven also designates the divine assembly gathered around Yahweh,
the heavenly king"; and he also argues (ibid:. 428-9) that the Israelite conception of a 'host of
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VK3S bs, 'all his Hosts', etc.). For instance, in 1 Sam 17.45, the niN3S mrr is
used with the expression bxitir mmyo Tiba, 'God of ranks of Israel', in a
conceptional contrast; sc. the celestial army of Yahweh and the earthly army
of Saul. But the texts describe the fact that they are both proclaimed to be
united under the same control of their supreme warrior god.
1.9. 'Holy Ones'
The divine entities, whose title occurs as ftti'Hp, 'Holy Ones215', take a warrior
role in the vision of Daniel (Dan 7.21, 22)216. Noth argues that the holy ones in
v. 21 are human beings217. However, the text is to be read in the mythological
context (cf. Dan 8.9-12)218. The holy ones in Dan 7 indicate explicitly divine
beings.
1.10. Jtow 'Archers'
The text of Ps 68.18 [ET 17] states Yahweh as having enormous armed forces
composed of charioteers:
heaven' has been developed from astral spheres; hence, OX32S in Gen 2.1 may be related to
celestial spheres, as being under the domination of Yahweh.
214 Cf. Josh 5.14,15. An epithet of Yahweh is known as mX32£ mrp, which occurs 284
times in the Hebrew Bible: Mettinger (1999c: 920, 921). According to Kautzsch (1886:17), the
expression occurs frequently in the prophetic books (245 times). Eichrodt (1961: 192) says
that it is a "favorite designation for God as warrior". It may be translated as 'Yahweh of
Hosts' (cf. Mettinger, ibid.: 920). For further discussion of the expression, cf. Zobel (2003: 224-
31). He is also called niK3S(n) Tl'nt mm, 'Yahweh God of Hosts' (Ps 89.9; Hos 12.6; Amos
3.13; and 6.14, etc.).
215 The adj. m. pi. form of the Aram. VttJmp, to 'be sacred, holy': HALOT 1966. Cf.
Heb. Vonp: HALOT 1076-8.
216 V. 21 reads pic'mp DU mp mna pn xnpl, 'this horn is making war with the holy
ones'.
217 Noth (1967: 226).
218 Collins (1993: 319-20) points out that "the attack in chap. 8 is clearly on the
heavenly host, symbolized by the stars"; it also occurs against heavenly beings in Dan 11.36
(cf. 7.21). He concludes that "these events are understood as an assault on the heavenly host
and ultimately on God himself".
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JKJtf "'Dbx DTm OTibx 331 Chariots219 of God are twice ten
thousand220; (there are)
thousands of XXX;
<znp3 ■•ro D3 "01X Lord is in221 Sinai among the
Holy Ones222.
The second term of the 1Dt7X occurs here as a hapax legomenon, and its
root has been suggested variously. LXX reads it as eu0r|vouvT(ov, 'rejoicing
ones', which may presuppose Heb. pxa'223. It has been taken also as military
troops (mxns)224. More recent positions have been proposed as a repetition225,
219 The sg. form of the 2m, 'chariot, group of chariots, chariot crews' (BDB 939;
HALOT 1233-5), may be here translated in a collective sense (2 Kgs 6.17; cf. Isa 66.15; Hab
3.8). A.A. Anderson (1972: [1] 491) comments that "The 'chariots of God' may refer to the
heavenly armies which accompany Yahweh".
220 The hapax legomenon f. dual form of Heb. (x)l2"i, 'ten thousand, myriad' (BDB
914; HALOT 1178) seems to indicate the numerous number of chariots of Yahweh, rather
than its worth (Dahood, 1966-70: [2] 142). Cf. Deut 33.2-3.
221 It may be construed as a 2 plus an enclitic D (ballast form of 2). Differently,
Dahood (1966-70: [2] 131, 143) reconstructs terms as D2"1 px, 'who created', relating px to
Ug. ybm, found in the epithet of Anat ybmt limrn., 'the creatress of the peoples'. Cf. Albright
(1938b: 19 n. 6); Gordon (1965: §19.1065): 'progenitress'. Ug. ybmt has been read also as
'sister-in-law': G.R. Driver (1956:166); del Olmo (1981: 557); del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 951).
Yet these translations are rejected by Wyatt (1992: 417-9) who interprets it as 'Dove of Lim
(sc. Baal)', related to Ar. yamamat, 'pigeon, dove'; Anat appears as winged (KTU 1.10 ii 10;
1.108.8f.; cf. KTU 1.18 iv 21f.); Ug. lim, related to the V/Dy, which is attested in Ug. aliyn, is
regarded as the title of Baal. Thus Wyatt (2002: 75 and n. 32) renders the epithet into 'the
Beloved of the Powerful One', and recognises that a kinship explanation of the epithet, as
argued by Walls (1992: 94-107), is not related to the theological importance.
222 The tmp2 denotes another group of divine beings who surround Yahweh.
Differently, it has been read as 'in holiness': NASB; NJPS; 'as his sanctuary': Dahood (1966-
70: [2] 131); Kraus (1988-9: [2] 44); and 'from Qadesh': Gray (1977: 23).
223 As one manuscript reads (BHS).
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5 reads dhjV, rendering '(thousands of) hosts'. Also, cf. D.
225 BDB. It has been suggested to be derived from the Vrn$, to 'repeat, do the second
time' (GHCLOTS 839): hence, NASB, NIV, NJB, NJPS, NRSV; and Tate (1990:166).
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or as a derivation from Ar. saniya, to 'be high in rank'226, or Ar. sana, to 'shine,
be bright'227.
Meanwhile, it has been related, possibly, to Ug. tnn, 'archer' (KTU
1.14 ii 3S)228: Albright has referred to it as 'warrior'229. However, as he has also
admitted, its translation as 'warrior' seems to be 'slightly too broad'. Hence,
the "'aba in MT may be rendered as 'thousands of Archers'230. Thus it
portrays divine archers themselves manned in chariots as warriors.
In any case, the phrase connotes myriads of 'lesser deities'231 as the
armed force of Yahweh here232. As a military imagery, the chariots here are
reminiscent of the visions of Elisha in 2 Kgs 6.13-7 (cf. 2.11)233. They may be




228 UT §19.2708; WUS no. 2900; DHL 922-3; W.A. Ward (1961: 39); Gibson (1978:160);
Wyatt (2002:190 n. 64). Cf. Akk. sanannu: AHw 1161; CAD 17/1 [S] 366.
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Albright (1950-1: 14, 24-5, 38; also, 1955: 2-4) omitted the X from the term pxffl
because of dittography, and construed the original phrase as 'HK ptZ) nsbx, 'Thousands the
warriors of my Lord'. Cf. Albright (1950-1: 25): "it was certainly a class of warriors which
formed a recognized element in the general population". Albright's initial suggestion has
been followed by others: Miller (1973:108-9); Dahood (1966-70: [2] 142-3); and Gray (1977:12,
23). Differently, it is read from the VtUtti, to 'shine': Caquot (1970:164-5).
230 Cf. Dahood (1966-70: [2] 131,142-3); Gray (1977:12).
231 Thus, KJV renders it into 'angels'.
232 Miller (1973: 109) remarks that "here the march of Yahweh and his hosts into
battle is unmistakably present. 'Chariots' can hardly refer to Israel's army at any early stage
in her history; it is obviously the divine army here which marches forth to fight for Israel".
233 In v. 17, the fiery imagery of chariots and horses is related to the theophany of
Yahweh. But the chariots and horses may be identified as the vehicles of Yahweh's lesser
deities rather than Yahweh himself (Cogan-Tadmor, 1988: 32).
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1.11. "lifl 'Prince'234
This designation may signify a class of deities who occupy a significant
position among other heavenly deities, probably a specifically authorised
rank235.
In Josh 5.13-15 it is applied to an anonymous chief-warrior who
appeared before Joshua as the commander of the divine army: mrp Kills "ifo,
'Prince of the host of Yahweh' (v. 14; cf. Dan 8.II)236. This divine figure is
mentioned as grasping a sword withdrawn from a sheath: ith nsi5tti mim,
'and his drawn237 sword in his hand' (v. 13). The appearance of this figure
has been identified as a theophany of Yahweh; some say that the divine
being was Yahweh himselP8. Yet the identity of the divine being is seen
more probably as a chief warrior deity of Yahweh239, as the text explains his
title as mn1 xna "ito.
The text describes how Joshua prostrates himself before this divine
figure (v. 14). It may denote the fact that the rank of a mortal is lesser than a
divine agent of Yahweh. Hence, Joshua is commanded to respond to him by
taking off his shoes from his feet:
ton mp vbs noy nnx nipon "o pbn pbu: bui
234 Heb. "](B; 'chieftain, chief, ruler, captain, prince, representative of the king,
official': BDB 978-9; HALOT 1350-3. For its cognates, cf. Ug. sr. UT §19.2477; WUS no. 2680;
DUL 843 (III); Ph., Aram. sr. DNWSI1190-1; Akk. sarru{m): AHw 1188-90; CAD 17/2[S] 76-114.
235 For instances of the divine title of the high rank, see Dan 10.13,12.1; Josh 5.14-5;
and cf. Dan 8.11 (Yahweh as the xnun Iffl) and 25 (Yahweh as the "lio). Cf. Isa 9.5 (mbltf
~ifo). They are suggested as the 'group of superior angels' (sc. 'archangels' in the later Gk.
expression): S.R. Driver (1900:158).
236 The motif of the unexpected encounter of a mortal with a deity is found
frequently in the Flebrew Bible: Gen 18.32; 32.22-3, etc.
237 The Q. pass. ptc. f. sg. form of the to 'draw out, off': BDB 1025; HALOT
1543. Cf. Akk. salapu(m): AHw 1145-6; CAD 17/1[S] 230-1; Ar. salaba: AEL 1398-400. It can be
implied that he is dressed in his full military attire as a highly ranked officer, although his
appearance is mentioned simply as being in a human form: ttbx, a 'man' (v. 13).
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Gray (1967: 71-2); Woudstra (1981:105-6).
239
Soggin (1972: 78); Miller-Tucker (1974: 26); and Boling (1975:199).
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'Pull off your shoe from your foot, for the place where you are
standing on it (is) holy itself'
(Josh 5.15b).
This scene evokes the theophanic setting in Exod 3.5; Moses is ordered by the
messenger god of Yahweh to take off his shoes from his feet, for the place
that he is standing on is holy (Exod 3.5). Thus, both descriptions may
illustrate the higher rank of an agent deity to a human.
Summary
The divine titles of warrior deities in the Hebrew Bible occur as nmaa,
cramd, (dtiSn) nana, (mrr) -p6a, dtioo, rrntfa, (m)xaa, yurnp, and -ito, etc.
Similar to the Ugaritic titles of warrior deities, the metaphorical expressions
are adopted to denote a class of warrior deities whose number is large. The
terms also indicate their lesser rank in the hierarchical divine assembly.
2. NamedWarrior Deity in the Hebrew Bible
2.1. bxrra, 'Michael'
The name of an "archangel", bwa, described only in Dan 10.13, 21, and
12.1240, denotes 'Who-(Is)-Like-El?' and it is attested as a common name in
240 Michael is mentioned by name in a list of seven archangels (as four in Enoch 9.1;
or as seven in Enoch 20.5: thus, Uriel, Raphael, Raguel, Michael, Sariel, Gabriel, and Remiel;
but, in Ezekiel 9.2-11, six men (divine beings) and one, who has in the midst of them
manifested; thus, the number of archangels as seven seems more plausible). For the NT
references on Michael, see Jude 9 (as the one contending with the devil over the body of
Moses); and Rev 12 (as the chief-warrior deity in the divine war with his divine messengers
against the devil and his own divine messengers).
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biblical references241 and in some extra-biblical references242. Dan 10.13
further describes his military function:
"•nryb K3 onton "inx b*om mm
And lo, Michael, one243 of the chief Princes244 came to help245
me.
A celestial battle has taken place here. His name occurs also as a co-operator
with another chief divine agent, perhaps Gabriel, for the mission. In Dan
10.21b, his function is described more magnificently:
nmio btom ax m nbx by my prnno inx pxi
And there is no one strengthening246 himself with me against
these, except247 Michael your Prince248.
Another of his roles is as the guardian deity or protector deity of the
Israelites249; thus Dan 12.1 reads: prcy xd by "tayn brun "ran btom noy\
241 The name has been used frequently for the name of humans elsewhere in the
Hebrew Bible: Num 13.13; 1 Chr 5.13,14; 6.25; 7.3; 8.16; 27.18; 2 Chr 21.2; and Ezra 8.8.
242 It is attested in the Ebla. cognate: mi-ka-il or mi-ki-il; cf. Pettinato (1981: 63, 261).
Dahood (1981: 276-7) suggests interestingly that the ending -il of the mi-ka-il, 'Who is like
El?' corresponds obviously to the ending -ya (the Ebla. cognate of the Hebrew forms; yah,
yahu, yo?): mi-ka-ya, 'Who is like Ya?'. If it is, then the terms of the Heb. bWD and the Ebla.
mi-ka-il or mi-ki-il may express the same theology: the absolute ontology of the god. It is
found also in an Aramaic ostracon excavated at Nimrud (Kalhu): Segal (1958); Albright
(1958).
243 Or 'the first'.
244 A description in Ps 82.7 supports the fact that there are other entities of the lit! in
the divine hierarchy.
245 The inf. construct form, with a preposition and a 1. c. sg. suffix, of the VSty, to
'help, assist': BDB 740; HALOT 810-1 (I). Cf. Ph., Pun., Aram. V: DNWSI 836; Ug. cdr. UT
§19.1831; WUS no. 2115; DUL 153; Ar. cadara: AEL 1983-7; Akk. haziru: AHw 339; CAD 6[H]
166. Cf. il tcdr, Ugaritic 'Helper-gods', discussed above.
246 The Hithpael, ptc. form of the Vprn, to 'be or grow firm, strong, strengthen': BDB
304; HALOT 302-4. In paradoxical terms Michael is expressed as the only divine agent who
can strengthen himself to help other lesser deities powerfully and effectively.
247 After a negative address the DK 'D limits the preceding clause and leads to the
idea of an exception: BDB 474.
248 LXX reads KyyeAoc, 'messenger'.
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'Michael, the great prince, ivho is standing over sons of your people, will
stand250'.
Since his epithet, ")&, also denotes mortal dignitaries (cf. Judg 4.2; 1
Sam 17.55), it can be applied also to indicate the hierarchical ranking of lesser
deities. Furthermore these references may signify the idea that there is a clear
hierarchical distinction between the ordinary lesser deities and the
archangels.
Summary
The named warrior deity in the Hebrew Bible appears to be bfrWO, 'Michael'
(Dan 10.13, 21; 12.1), one of the chief princes (□"OtflKin D,_ran ina) of Yahweh.
Michael is described to be superlatively strong (Dan 10.21b). He takes the
role of the divine guardian of the Israelites (Dan 12.1). His divine epithet, ifo,
(Dan 10.21b), distinguishes his position from other ordinary lesser deities. He
is revealed further as the warrior deity in the biblical descriptions.
Conclusion to Chapter IV
Similar to the Ugaritic descriptions, lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible
function as warrior deities. Whilst the Ugaritic texts inform that there are
some named warrior deities (e.g., Qadesh-and-Amurr; Yatipan), the Hebrew
descriptions also address Michael, whose hierarchical level is to be higher
than the other ordinary deities. The Ugaritic named warrior or messenger
deities are suggested as the prototype of archangels in the Hebrew Bible.
In any event, the divine titles of warrior deities in the Ugaritic texts
and the Hebrew Bible indicate the hierarchical structure of the divine world
249 S.R. Driver (1900:157); Collins (1993: 375, 6).
250 Collins (1993: 390) interestingly suggests that Michael's standing position may
indicate a judicial setting in the divine court. He concludes that "although Michael's exact
role in Dan 12:1 is not specified, it may be understood as judicial advocate or executor of the
judgment or both".
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consisting of two main groups: the higher deities and the other lesser deities
who serve them. In the Hebrew Bible, there appears a certain group of the
deities of the higher rank. Among them, Michael stands between Yahweh the
supreme god of the divine assembly and the other lesser deities.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
Other Lesser Deities in the Ugaritic Texts and the Hebrew Bible
Introduction
From the previous chapters we have observed that there are mainly two
kinds of lesser deity: divine messengers and divine warriors. However, in
addition to these lesser deities, the Ugaritic and Biblical Hebrew texts also
contain the idea that several other lesser deities play roles other than those of
messengers and warriors.
Thus, this chapter is concerned with the miscellaneous roles of the
lesser deities found in the Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible, where they
may be identified as mediators, guardians, chanters, or servants. The
research will scrutinise the Ugaritic and Hebrew texts relevant to these
miscellaneous roles, with a philological and textual approach1. Some
Akkadian texts will be suggested also for the enquiries when they are related
to our subject2.
1 Selected Ugaritic texts for the research in Part I will be KTU 1.1 iv 15-17; 1.2 iii 20-
21; 1.3 i 2-6; 1.3 ii 4-5; 1.6 iv 22-4; 1.12 i 14-7; 1.17 i 1-3; 1.23.12; 1.23.56-57; 2.13.1-8; 5.9 i 4-6, etc.
In Part II, some biblical Hebrew texts will be studied as well: Gen 32.2-3; Exod 23.20-23; Job
16.19-21; 33.23-4; 38.7; Ps 91.11-2; Ps 103.19-21; and 148.1-3, etc.
2 Thus, RS 20.17.5; RS 20.255 A 2-3; RS 17.152.5; RS 17.83.6-7; and RS 16.111.4-5, etc.
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PART I. Other Lesser Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
In the Ugaritic texts, many deities take various roles or a single role in one
setting. In this part the study will expose their diverse roles represented as
mediators, guardians, chanters, or servants.
1. Mediator Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
In the Ugaritic texts, the lesser gods appear as the mediators between the
higher gods and humans. Hence, in the poem of Aqhat (KTU 1.17), the lesser
deities receive the food provided by a man; thus Danel, who has the double
epithet, mt rpi ... mt hrnmy, offers food and drink to the gods (ilrn) for six days
in order to obtain divine assistance3; they are all identified as bn qds, 'Sons of
the Holy One', which is used as a parallel synonym for Ug. ilm:
[*apnk dnil mt rp]z [Then4 Danel, the man of Rapi]u5,
aph<n> gzr [mt hrnmy] afterwards the hero, [the man of
Hrnm6,]
uzr ilm ylhm enrobed7, fed the gods,
3
Wyatt (1996: 25) points out that "one of the original purposes of sacrifice ... would
have been to feed the gods, to give them the physical strength to perform their duties (as
well as binding them to their worshippers in an act of commensality)".
4
Ug. apnk is suggested to take place here and to have a parallel with Ug. aph<n> in
the following line for the formulaic introduction: Husser (1996: 85).
5 Jirku (1962: 116) and Gibson (1978: 103). Cf. || KTU 1.20 ii [7], Ug. rpu is a
nominative of rpi, which has been supposed here as a DN of the god that occurs in KTU
1.108. The meaning of the DN can be guessed easily from its Hebrew cognate XQ~), to 'heal'
(HALOT1272-4). Cf. Rouillard (1999: 692-3): the 'man of healing'. On the Ugaritic god Rapiu,
see Parker (1972), de Moor (1976), M.S. Smith (1992), and Rouillard (1999). Cf. Caquot (1985:
351): the 'title of a god known under another name, or a particular deity'. In any event, the
epithet has a religious sense for him: Wyatt (2002: 250 n. 5). Differently, it has been taken as a
TN (Margalit, 1989a: 143,251-60).
6
Ug. hrnmy; an undefined DN (*hrnm), probably. Cf. Wyatt (2002: 250 n. 5).
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[uzr ysqy ]bn qds [enrobed, offered8] the sons of the
Holy One [to drink]
(KTU 1.17 i 1-3).
Danel's hospitality to the gods may be regarded as his ritual performance9.
Thus the locale of this ritual banquet to the gods may be in the sanctuary. In
this episode his son is expected to be obliged to do something for the gods
and their house:
nsb skn ilibh b qds (the) one who shall erect10 (the) stela11 of
his ancestral god12 in (the) sanctuary,
7
Ug. uzr may be taken here as a G. pass. ptc. form of the Ug. VV, to 'gird, bind'
(DUL 137): Wyatt (2002: 251 n. 6). It perhaps indicates the idea that Danel is wearing a ritual
garment (KTU 1.17 i 7, 9, 10, 12; as uzrrn, 21, 22); cf. Aistleitner (1964: 67); del Olmo (1981:
367).
8
Ug. ysqy is read at this place as a G. causative; Dijkstra-de Moor (1975:173);
accepted byWyatt (2002: 251 n. 7). Its parallel term ylhm is construed as a D. 3. m. sg. form of
the verbal dlhm, to 'eat, feed' (DUL 495-6 [I]), which has also the causative sense; Gibson
(1978: 150); Pardee (1997: 343 n. 2); thus, the grammatical subject of the two verbs should be
Danel.
9 The feeding of other skilful goddesses (ktrt), which could be construed as a sacrifice
to the lesser deities, occurs also in KTU 1.17 ii 27-39.
10
Ug. nsb, to 'erect, put, fix': DUL 646. Cf. Heb. 2333: HALOT 714-5; Pun., Aram, nsb:
DNWSI 749-50; Akk. nasabu: AHw 755; CAD 11/1[N] 33; Ar. nasaba: AEL 2799-801. Whilst it
may be construed as a ptc. finite form or inf. absolute form here, it seems most probably to
be a ptc. m. sg. form (Sivan, 2001:143), taking Ug. bnh, 'his son', and srs, 'offspring', in line 25
as its semantic subjects. As a relative clause, cf. Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 421): 'qui erigera'; del
Olmo (1981: 368). Also, cf. Gibson (1978:105): 'one to stand'; Boda (1993:12-3), relating it to a
BH niphal form. 'Shall' would make the better translation, delivering an obligatory mood of
the verb to indicate a son's duty. Cf. Wyatt (2002: 255 and n. 24): 'He shall set up'.
11
Ug. skn, 'stela': Jirku (1962: 116); Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 421); del Olmo (1981: 368,
595); DUL 759 (II). Cf. Akk. siknu: AHw 1234-5; CAD 17/2[S] 436-9. See Dijkstra-de Moor
(1975: 175): 'stelae' here. Differently, 'statue': Aistleitner (1964: 68); 'Verwalter': WUS no.
1909; 'stela, steward': UT §19.1754; 'steward': Gibson (1978: 105); 'the skn-(care-?) offering':
Healey (1979: 354); to 'care for': Boda (1993: 13). For further discussion of a stela (a raised
stone monument) at Ugarit, cf. Wyatt (2002: 255 n. 25).
12
Ug. ilib, with a 3. m. sg. suffix, denotes literally the 'god of (the) father' (sc. the
ancestral god): DUL 52 (I). It occurs also in the Pantheon Lists: KTU 1.47.2 (|| KTU 1.118.1; cf.
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ztr cmh (the) cippus13 of his ancestors14
(KTU 1.17 i 26-27).
The term qds is used here to describe the holy place in the sense of the 'sacred
precinct'15. Hence, Ug. qds at KTU 1.17 i 26 and 44 denotes a 'sanctuary'
rather than a 'cemetery' as Margalit has viewed it16.
The sanctuary, the temple at Ugarit, signifies the cosmic centre of all
the deities: the supreme god El, his son Baal, and the anonymous gods as
divine mediators. Thus the interaction of the lesser deities between the
human and the higher deity is exposed in the context of the text: after this
ritual banquet, the gods in the temple took on their role as the divine
mediators delivering Danel's prayer to Baal in order to have him come into
the temple; it made Baal intercede with El on behalf of Danel. Thus the role
of the lesser deities, whose titles are represented as ilm, 'gods', and bn qds,
'sons of Holy Ones', is taken here as that of the divine mediators bridging the
gap between the human and the higher gods.
It is also confirmed in KTU 1.19 iv 22-25 and 29-31; Danel has offered a
RS 20.24.1). It would be another discussable matter if the divine title in the Pantheon Lists
indicates the ancestral god in KTU 1.17 i 26. It is not certain whether it denotes the 'deified
ancestor' (DUL ibid.) or the 'special deity of a clan': sc. the 'deity of the ancestor' (Pardee,
1997: 344 n. 6). For further discussion of the identity of the ilib, cf. Wyatt (2002: 256 n. 26 and
360 n. 2).
13
Ug. ztr, 'cippus, votive stele': del Olmo (1981: 368); DUL 1001-2. Tsevat (1971: 351-
2) interprets it as a 'sun emblem', interestingly relating to the 'winged sun disk'; thus,
Dijkstra-de Moor (1975: 175); Pardee (1997: 344 and n. 7). For various other suggestions, cf.
Wyatt (2002: 256 n. 28). Ug. skn ilibh and ztr cmh occur here to be the paralleled direct objects
of the verb nsb.
14
Ug. cm, 'lineage, ancestors': DUL 163. Cf. Heb. DJJ: HALOT 837-9; Ph., Pun. Aram.
cm: DNWSI864-6; Ar. cmm: AEL 2149. Differently, 'kinsman': Wyatt (2002: 256 and n. 29).
15 Cf. Margalit (1989a: 271); Wyatt (2002: 256 n. 27).
16
Margalit (1989a: 271). Wyatt (2002: 256 and n. 27) remarks that "stelae were found
especially in association with the temples at Ugarit" and adds that "Tombs were beneath the
floors of individual houses at Ugarit, though the dolmen-groups of the Golan may have
constituted collective burial-grounds".
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sacrifice to the lesser deities, who are expected to function as the mediator
gods in order to obtain help from the supreme god El, who is described as ab,
'father' (KTU 1.19 iv 29). Their status as lesser deities is revealed with their
paralleled designations: ilm, 'gods'; smym, 'heavenly ones'; and kbkbm, 'stars'.
It may have been the religious consciousness of the ancient Ugaritians
that the mediator deities will deliver humans' prayers that take place in the
sacred place to the higher deities who will answer their prayer. They will
then come to meet the humans as the result of their prayer or ritual and the
place of their theophany will be in the holy place (b qds).
Summary
Ugaritic lesser deities, who are represented as ilm, 'gods', or bn qds, 'Sons of
Holy One', take their role as mediator deities between the higher gods and
humans (KTU 1.19 iv 22-25, 29-31). In Ugaritic religion, the lesser deities are
the objects of human worship.
2. Guardian Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
This research will examine the guardian deities that occur in the Akkadian
epistles excavated from Ugarit and Ugaritic mythic texts. The guardian
deities are mentioned mostly in correspondence with ancient Ugaritians17.
2.1. Guardian Deities in the Epistle Formula
In diplomatic epistles, the speech of a sender is sometimes embellished with
an expression of a personal wish for divine guidance. A mention of guardian
deities, a sender's wishes for their protection, and peace for a recipient are
17 The greeting formulas in the Ugaritic epistles have been studied constantly:
Ginsberg (1938b); Loewenstamm (1969); Pardee (1977); Brooke (1979); and Cunchillos (1983).
For the epistolary correspondence of the Ugaritians, see Nougayrol (1968: 101-2,120-9,139-
50, and 166-7); also, cf. Nougayrol (1955; 1956; 1965; and 1970).
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addressed especially in the salutation of the epistles of the Ugaritians18.
Cunchillos says that the motif of the guardian deities is adopted as an
expression of faith and piety of the sender in the salutations of the letters19.
Although any DN could be addressed in the salutation of letters, the gods
addressed in the salutation are regarded as taking the role of the guardian
deities that are supposed to protect the recipient(s):
I mklt umy rgm To the queen, my mother, say:
thm mlk bnk 'the message of the king, your son:
I pcn umy qlt "At the feet of my mother, I prostrate
myself.
I umy yslm To my mother may peace be20;
ilm tgrk tslmk may the gods protect you21 (and) give you
peace22"'
. (KTU 2.13.1-8).
The expression ilm tgrk tslmk is an idiom that occurs most frequently in the
Ugaritic epistles23. It appears as the typical formula in the salutation of the
diplomatic epistles. The sequence of verbs functions here as the formula of
greeting: /-PN yslm ilm tgrk tslmk, 'to PN (the recipient) may peace be; may
the gods protect you (and) give you peace'24. It is stressed sometimes by
revealing the identity of the gods more clearly:
18 A.L. Christensen (1977:150; 1984:122-3).
19 Cunchillos (1984:115-28).
20 The G. 3. m. sg. form of Ug. Vs/tm, to 'be well, do well, be in peace': DUL 817-8. Cf.
Heb. HALOT1532-6; Ph., Pun., Aram, Sim: DNWSI1144-6; Akk. salamu: AHw 1143; CAD
17/1 [S] 208-29; Ar. saluna: AEL1412-7.
21 The G. 3. m. pi. form, with a 2. sg. suffix, of the Ug. Vngr, to 'protect, guard':
Dietrich-Loretz (1967-8: 307 n. 26); DUL 624-5.
22 Cf. 'keep you healthy': del Olmo-Sanmartin (2004: 818).
23 Cf. Cunchillos (1983: 72; 1989: 254-7). Thus, it is seen as a traditional epistolary
form used by the Ugaritians: Cunchillos (1981b: 46).
24 KTU 2.1.1-2; 2.4.4-5; 2.6.4-6; 2.16.4-6; 2.21.4-6; 2.30.5-7; 2.34.3-4; 2.38.4-5; 2.41.1-2;
2.44.4-5; 2.63.4-6; 2.68.8-10; 2.71.3-5; and 2.72.5-6; and, without /-PN yslm, cf. KTU 2.11.7-9;
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yslm Ik May peace be to you;
ily ugrt tgrk tslmk may the gods of Ugarit protect you (and)
give you peace
(KTU 2.16.4-6).
The gods are invoked here to protect humans and preserve their peace25. The
additional term tczzk for the further wish may follow the formula26:
tczzk May they strengthen27 you
alp ymm w rbt snt (for) thousands of days and myriads of years
(KTU 5.9 i 4-6)28.
The idea of divine protection is also formulated in some Akkadian letters
excavated from Ugarit:
ilanu lissuruka May the gods protect you29;
ilanu ana sulmani lissuruka may the gods protect you (in)
health30.
These additionally described phrases are found as well:
lim ilanu lissuruka May the one thousand gods
protect you31;
2.14.4-5; 2.50.1; 2.70.6-7; and 5.9 i 2-3. For further discussion on the greeting formula in letters,
cf. Cunchillos (1989: 251-60).
25 Cunchillos (1984:126).
26 Cf. Loewenstamm (1969: 52 n. 6).
27 The D. 3. m. pi. form, with a 2. suffix, of the Ug. Vrzz, to 'be strong, have power,
strengthen': DUL 197. Cf. Heb. TT17: HALOT 808-9; Aram. czz. DNWSI 835; Akk. ezezu: AHw
269-70; CAD 4[E] 427-8; Ar. cazza: AEL 2030-3.
28 Cf. KTU 2.4.6. Also, cf. Ps 29.11: mbiiia inu nx -pm mrr ]m tjj mm,
'Yahweh will give strength to his people; Yahweh will bless his people with peace'.
29 RS 20.17.5 (Ug 5:128); RS 20.158.5 (Ug 5:139); and RS 21.183.5 (Ug 5:124).
30 RS 20.255 A 2-3 (Ug 5: 101); RS 21.07 C 1-2 (Ug 5:165); and, cf. RS 20.15.6-7 (Ug 5:
143): 'lissuruma'. Cf. its similar expression ilanuM ana sulmani lissurumka, 'May the gods protect
you (in) health': RS 15.77.5-6 (PRU 3: 6); RS 11.730.5-6 (PRU 3: 12); RS 17.78.5 (PRU 4: 196);
RS 17.286.5 (PRU 4: 180)7 and RS 17.424 C 7-8 (PRU 4: 219). For its variations, see
Loewenstamm (1969: 53 and nn. 8-11).
31 RS 17.152.5 (PRU 4: 214); RS 18.89.5 (PRU 6:17).
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lim ilanu. ana sulmani lissuruka may the one thousand gods
protect you (in) health32.
Whilst the expression 'one thousand gods' has been used commonly in the
international correspondence33, especially and evidently between the Ugaritic
and Amorite rulers, it may represent the guardian gods of Ugarit for it has
been used in correspondence of the Ugaritic governors or high officers34.
The Ugaritic guardian gods are recalled by a foreigner35; sometimes in
collaboration with other gods of the foreign nation:
ilanuM sa ma'ugarit May the gods of Ugarit
u ilanuM sa matamurri and the gods of Amurru
ana sulmani lissurumki protect you (in) health.
(RS 16.111.4-5)36.
Nougayrol comments cogently that the gods of Amurru usually refer to the
gods of the writer (Madame Ulmi)37. Thus, the religious conception of the
32 RS 17.83.6-7 (PRU 4: 216); RS 17.143.7-8 (.PRU 4: 217); and RS 17.288.5-6 (PRU 4:
215).
33 Cunchillos (1984:115-28).
34 Thus, in a letter from Ariteshub, the king of Ushnatu, to the king of Ugarit: RS
17.83.6-7 (PRU 4: 216); RS 17.143.8-9 (PRU 4: 217); in a letter to the governor of Ugarit: RS
17.148 A 5-6 (PRU 6: 9), B 4-5 (PRU 6: 10); in a letter of the King of Amurru to the king of
Ugarit: RS 17.152.5 (PRU 4: 214); and, in a letter from the governor of Ugarit: RS 17.239.5-6
(PRU 6:12). Whilst Cunchillos (1984:119) refers the phrase to "all the gods" in the pantheon
at Ugarit, it is more probable that they are only the lesser deities taking their roles as divine
guardians.
35 Cf. RS 15.33.5 (PRU 3: 15): a letter of the Hittian Hishmikushuh to the governor of
Ugarit; and RS 16.116.7-8 (PRU 3:10).
36 It is a letter written by the Amorite Madame Ulmi to the queen of Ugarit; cf. PRU
3:13. Also, cf. RS 20.200 B 5-6 (Ug 5:122): a letter written by the prefect of Qadesh to Uzzinu,
the prefect of Ugarit. In addition, the personal gods may appear: u ilanuM sa sarri belika, 'and
the gods of the king your lord': RS 15.24.5-7 (= RS 15.50.5-7; cf. PRU 3:18); and ii gabba ilanuM
sa bit ab[i-ni], 'and all the gods of the house of our father': RS 20.178.5-8 (Ug 5:147-8).
37 Nougayrol (1955: 13): 'Sans doute les dieux d'Amurru sont-ils les dieux de Dame
Ulmi' He further remarks interestingly that this may indicate the fact that the queen of
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ancient Ugaritians on the function of the guardian deities can be glimpsed
here. They are expected to protect the Ugaritians, even other people in other
countries in good association with the Ugaritians, and to keep their peace; for
this task, their quantity has been regarded as numberless38. The belief that the
gods protect the Ugaritians may embrace the idea that they function as
warrior deities39.
2.2. Guardian Deities in Mythic Texts
The Ugaritic formula of greeting is found also in the mythic texts; hence,
Anat wishes good luck to Shapsh:
an I any sps Wherever40 (you go), OShapsh,
an I an il ygr[k] wherever (you go) may El protect [you];
tgrk slm[ ilm] may [the gods] protect you (in) pe[ace]41!
_(KTU 1.6 iv 22-4).
It has been suggested that the subjects of the verb tgrk are slm[ w *shr],
'Shalem [and Shahar]'42; in this case, the verbal form is construed as a G. 3. du.
However, the DNs usually appear as shr w slm, as at KTU 1.23.53-54; 1.100.52;
1.107.43; and 1.123.11. Instead, it may be read as slm[ ilm], as attested in the
Ugarit (recipient) was originally an Amorite: 'Cela pourrait indiquer, en tout cas, que la reine
d'Ugarit en question etait originaire de ce pays'.
38 A motif of the guidance of the numberless angels is found also in the Hebrew
Bible: Deut 33.2; Ps 68.18 [ET17]; and Dan 7.10. etc.
39 Cunchillos (1985b: 76).
40
Ug. an I an (lit., 'where to where') may be taken here as a relative; thus, 'wherever,
anywhere': de Moor (1971: 223-4); Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 264); Gibson (1978: 78); del Olmo
(1981: 230); Wyatt (2002:139); DUL 76 (II). Cf. Heb. ]X: HALOT 69; Aram. 3n: DNWSI 79; Ar.
3anna: AEL 119-20. As an interrogative ('where'), see Virolleaud (1931: 218); WUS no. 293;
G.R. Driver (1956: 113): 'where (and) whither'. Differently, 'from strength to strength':
Margalit (1980:171,173); Watson (1983:158).
41 CARTU restores the text after Ug. tgrk as s\lm ilm], whilst it has been read as f[ ]
(CTA), or sx[ ] (KTU1), or slm[ ] (KTU1).
42
Wyatt (2002:139-40 n. 101).
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Ugaritic or Akkadian epistolary formulas of greeting already described
above (cf. WUS no. 1811)43.
The divine mountain may be guarded by lesser deities; before they go
to fight in the valley between two towns, Anat encounters unidentified lesser
deities on a mountain:
w tqry glmrn b st gr And she (sc. Anat) met44 Lads at the foot of
the mountain
(KTU1.3 ii 4-5).
Ug. glmm has been interpreted here as 'servitors'45 or 'picked fighters'46.
Miller supposed them as divine warriors47. However, there is no further
mention in the texts that they fought Anat as divine warriors. Thus, their
main task seems to be to guard the mountain. Nevertheless, they may be
regarded as the armed guardians of the mountain48: sc. divine warriors.
Summary
The guardian deities are found in the epistles of ancient Ugaritians (KTU
2.13.1-8; 2.16.4-6; 5.9 i 4-6). The personal wish of the divine guidance in the
'epistle' formula corroborates the Ugaritic theological idea of the guardian
deities. Both the Akkadian formula and the Ugaritic formula demonstrate the
divine guidance of the protector gods (RS 20.17.5; 20.158.5; 21.183.5; 20.255 A
2-3; RS 21.07 C 1-2; and passim). Thus, it is concluded that the theological
conception of the guardian deities has been widely adopted in ancient
43 De Moor (1971: 223); Margalit (1980: 171-2); de Moor-Spronk (1987: 41); and, also,
followed by Wyatt (2002:139-40 n. 101), proposing an alternative reading as slm[ bn il].
44
Ug. qry; to 'meet, encounter': DUL 714-5. Cf. Heb. qrh: HALOT1137-8; Ar. qar. AEL
2988.
45 G.R. Driver (1956: 85).
46 Ginsberg (1969:136); and Dahood (1972:135d): 'warrior'.
47 Miller (1973:19).
48 Cf. Gen 3:24.
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diplomatic epistles. Their guardian role is found also in the Ugaritic
mythological texts (KTU 1.6 iv 22-4; 1.3 ii 4-5).
3. Chanter Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
Lesser deities in the Ugaritic pantheon may take their roles as chanters; after
El's declaration of the enthronement of his son, Yam Nahar (KTU 1.1 iv 12-5),
some divine figures respond to El;
w pcr sm ym[ ] And he proclaimed the name of Yam[ ];
tcnyn I zntn [ ] they praised it49: 'for our sustenance50 [ ]
at adn tpcr[ ] You shall51 proclaim (him) "Lord"[ ]
(KTU 1.1 iv 15-17).
Here the lesser gods who respond to El in their harmony are described as the
divine chanters of El in the pantheon. They respect the decision of their
master god by chorusing his decree in a voice all together. Other passages
adduced in support to their praising function appear also elsewhere:
sbcdyrgm cl cd Seven times it shall52 be recited upon the
throne53;
w crbm tcnyn and the priests54will praise
49 The G. 3. m. pi. form, with an energic suffix, of the Ug. Vlry, to 'sing, praise,
chorus': DUL173 (II). Cf. Heb. M17: HALOT 854; Ar. gana: AEL 2302-4.
50 With a pronominal suffix, Ug. znt here denotes 'support, maintenance, sustenance':
de Moor (1971:120); Gibson (1978: 39; or, cf. n. 7: 'for our adornment'); del Olmo (1981:159);
M.S. Smith (1994: 132, 149); DUL 1000-1. Cf. Akk. zinnatu: AHzv 1529; CAD 21 [Z] 123.
Differently, 'You shall indeed invest him': Wyatt (2002: 49 and n. 53), construing it as a 2. sg.
form, with a I emphatic and a 3. pi. obj. suffix, of the dzny, referring to Ar. zana, to 'embellish,
adorn'.
51 Cf. Wyatt (2002: 49).
52 Cf. Wyatt (2002: 327).
53
Ug. % 'throne, throne-room': DUL 147 (III). Cf. Heb. 117, rvn»: HALOT 787-8, 790-1.
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(KTU 1.23.12).
In the context of the divine enthronement, the scribe implies the ritual
activities of the human priests of the temple. Their ritual activities may have
been reflected in the chanting role of lesser deities in the pantheon. In the
story of the birth of the Gracious Gods, the chanters are mentioned again.
Thus, the text depicts the following scene:
ytbn yspr I hms I slmm He sat (and) he recited55 (it) five
times for (their) health;
w ysr phr and the assembly sang56
(KTU 1.23.56-57).
The text has been read variously since Tsumura's suggestion: ytb[n] yspr Ihms
/s£[ilc],sr phr klat, 'He sits/ (and) counts to five for grow[th to t]en for total
completion'57. Caquot and Sznycer understand the birth of other gods to be
recounted here58. Irvin rebuts this view since the Ugaritic texts include
'several instructions to repeat sections'59. On the other hand, it may be
suggested as the account of El's repeated recitation for the new born gods. In
any event, Ug. phr seems to appear here as the alternative term to Ug. kbkbm,
the 'Stars' in line 54, who are supposed to receive an offering. Thus it may be
54 The pi. form of the Ug. -J crb, 'officiant': DUL 181 (II). Cf. Akk. erib blti: AHw 24Q;
CAD 4[E] 290-2. Cf. 'priest', in a cultic sense: Wyatt (2002: 327). Differently, 'pilgrims': Gaster
(1961: 421).
55
Ug. spr, to 'count, number, recite, write': DUL 766-7. Cf. Heb. 1DD: HALOT 765-6;
Syr. spr: Leslau (1987: 493); Akk. saparu: AHw 1170; CAD 17/1 [S] 430-48.
56 Cf. del Olmo (1981: 446).
57 Tsumura (1978: 387-8, 391-3), followed by Hettema (1989-90: 85); Watson (1994a:
8); and Wyatt (2002: 333 and n. 52): 'The periods of pregnancy is described (ten lunar
months)'.
58
Caquot-Sznycer (1970: 457 nn. 3, 4): "Repetition de la formule des lignes 49-51
pour indiquer que le dieu El possede a nouveau les deux femmes"; "Cette ligne, peu
intelligible, semble indiquer qu'on devait repeter la formule precedente pour signifier, peut-
etre, que le dieu El renouvelait ses copulations, afin d'engendrer la totalite des dieux
gracieux, dont malheureusement nous ignorons le nombre".
59 Irvin (1978: 81).
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implied here that phr is portrayed as the celestial beings who perform as the
divine chanters to celebrate the birth of the Gracious Gods.
Summary
Chanter deities are identified in the Ugaritic descriptions of the divine
enthronement in the pantheon (KTU 1.1 iv 15-17; 1.23.56-57). With their
harmony, they respond all together to El. The role of lesser deities as divine
chanters is reflected in the rituals of the ancient Ugaritians (cf. KTU 1.23.12).
4. Servant Deities in the Ugaritic Texts
Finally, the lesser deities appear to take a 'servant' role for their master(ess)
deities. Thus some Ugaritic terms (amt, cbd and ktrm) used to identify their
'servant' role will be examined in the Ugaritic texts.
4.1. amt 'Maidservant'
In KTU 1.12 i two DNs are concerned:
I tls amt yrh O Talish60 Maidservant61 of Yarih62;
I dmgy amt atrt O Dimgay63 Maidservant of Athirat
(KTU 1.12 i 14-7).
The first issue which draw our attention is the problem of the number of
deities since each deity apparently belongs to Yarih and Athirat. Yet, it may
be interpreted as a female deity, relating to amt atrt, in KTU 1.4 iv 61, which
60 Its etymological root is uncertain. For further discussion of various etymological
suggestions of the term, see Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 337 n. s).
61
Ug. amt, '(female) slave, maidservant': Watson (1984:151); DUL 74 (I) Cf. Heb. nnx:
HALOT 61; Ph., Pun., 3mt; Aram. 3mh: DNWSI70-1; Akk. amtu: AHw 45; CAD 1/2[A] 80-5; Ar.
3ama: AEL 103.
62 Cf. Renfroe (1992: 25): 'Moon-maid'.
63 Its etymological root is questionable as well as Ug. tls. Cf. Caquot-Sznycer (1974:
338 n. u).
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occurs as a single deity64; thus, its original name is suggested as a binomial
name: sc. tls w dmgy, 'Talish-and-Dimgay'65, which is not attested in other
Ugaritic texts. The following Ugaritic terms may support the identity as
singular: at, as a 2. f. sg. pron. (KTU 1.12 i 14); -k, as a 2. f. sg. suffix to the
nouns (ksank, hdgk, htlk: KTU 1.12 i 18-19) and to the verb (tbrkk, KTU 1.12 i
26).
This female deity may probably be identified as the lesser deity (amt)
serving both Yarih and Athirat. Now she is serving El, who commands her to
take her clothes and belongings (sc. 'obstetrical paraphernalia'66) and go forth
into the desert (KTU 1.12 i 17-22).
In other texts, Ug. amt is used to indicate a lesser deity: hm amt atrt tlbn
Ibnt, 'Or (am I) a maidservant of Athirat to make bricks?' (KTU 1.4 iv 61-2).
The amt atrt is mentioned here to signify a divine labourer. With this point, it
may be related to dmgy amt atrt which is described as labouring in KTU 1.2 i
22-26; she is charged by El to dig in the soil.
4.2. cbd 'Servant'
The function of Ug. cbd, which denotes 'servant deities' in the Ugaritic texts,
has been discussed already67. It is used, paralleled with Ug. cnn as well as amt,
in order to indicate an assistant deity of Athirat (cf. KTU 1.4 iv 59 - v 1).
4.3. ktrm 'Skilful Ones'
Appearing at KTU 1.2, the lesser gods are supposed to serve the higher deity;
the god Athtar expects that he will be served by the assistant gods of Yam:
trhsn ktrm Skilful Ones68will wash me69,
64
Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 338 n. c).
65 Renfroe (1992: 25).
66 Renfroe (1992: 25).
67 Cf. 'Divine 'Labourer' in Part I of Chapter III.
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[ yt]b b [bt zbl ]ym [dwell]ing in [the house of Prince] Yam,
b hkl tpt nh[r] in the palace of Judge Naha[r]!
(KTU 1.2 iii 20-21).
The text seems to describe Athtar's funeral allegorically through his own
address. The context informs us that Athtar would be dead if his throne is
transferred to Yam by El and he loses his throne (cf. KTU 1.2 iii 15-24). Then
the Skilful Ones here are mentioned to occur in order to take a role as the
undertaker gods to wash the dead body for burial70.
4.4. Radaman
The servant god of Baal, Radaman, appears in KTU 1.3 i 2-22, where his
name occurs only once:
prdmn cbd ali[yn] bcl Radaman served Mightiest Baal,
sid zbl bcl ars waiting on the Prince, Lord of Earth,
qm ytcr w yslhmnh arising and serving;
ybrd td he gave him to eat
(KTU 1.3 i 2-6).
Whilst some read the first term in line 2 as prdmn71, relating it to a Hurrian
PN, in a -men(n)i ending72, others take itwithout p-, construing it as a copula73.
68 The pi. form of Ug. ktr, 'skilful': DUL 471 (I). Cf. Heb. Tttb: HALOT 503; Aram. ksr.
DNWSI 539-40; Akk. kasaru: AHw 461-2; CAD 8[K] 284-5. Differently, 'servant': van Selms
(1979: 742).
69 A 3. m. pi. form, with a 1. sg. pronominal suffix, of the Ug. drhs, to 'wash': DUL
738. Cf. fn-i: HALOT 1220-1; Aram. rhc: DNWSI 1072; Akk. rahasu: AHiv 942-3; CAD [R] 72-4;
Ar. rahada: AEL 1052.
70
Wyatt (2002: 55 n. 81) remarks cogently that "The ktrt deal with affairs of
conception and birth (KTU 1.17 ii 26-42; 1.24); it appears that male counterparts, ktrm, deal
with death and its ritualization".
71 It has been taken as a proper noun: Aistleitner (1964: 24); Rin (1968: 73).
72
Caquot-Sznycer (1974:153 and n. c). Cf. Grondahl (1967: 240).
73
Wyatt (2002: 70 n. 1). Cf. UT §19.1991; WUS no. 2178. Gibson (1978: 46 n. 1) refers a
reading as rdmn to Akk. PN Radmanu. Cf. Tallqvist (1938:185).
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As a DN, Ug. rdmn has been connected to the Gk. Radamanthys74. In any
event, Radaman occurs as a servant deity of Baal75. Thus the text portrays his
lesser status as the divine servant (KTU 1.3 i 2-22).
Summary
Ugaritic servant deities are expressed in various divine titles in the Ugaritic
Texts: amt (KTU 1.12 i 14-7; 1.4 iv 61); cbd (KTU 1.4 iv 59 - v 1); or ktrm (KTU
1.2 iii 20-21). Among them some servant deities are known by their own
names. The single deity tls dmgy, probably 'Talish(-and-)Dimgay', appears as
the maidservant of Yarih and Athirat (KTU 1.12 i 14-7). The rdmn, 'Radaman',
occurs as the servant god of Baal (KTU 1.3 i 2-22).
Conclusion to Chapter V, Part I
The Ugaritic texts illustrate the various roles of lesser deities: divine
mediators, guardians, chanters, or servants. The lesser deities indicated by
ilm or bn qds occur as the mediator deities between the higher gods and
humans (KTU 1.19 iv 22-25, 29-31). The guardian deities are remarked in the
epistles (KTU 2.13.1-8; 2.16.4-6; 5.9 i 4-6) for the personal wish of the divine
guidance. They are also expressed in the Akkadian epistolary formula (RS
20.17.5; 20.158.5; 21.183.5; 20.255 A 2-3; RS 21.07 C 1-2; and passim) as well as
in the Ugaritic mythological texts (KTU 1.6 iv 22-4; 1.3 ii 4-5). The chanter
deities perform their role in the divine enthronement in the pantheon (KTU
1.1 iv 15-17; 1.23.56-57). The servant deities are entitled as amt (KTU 1.12 i 14-
7; 1.4 iv 61), cbd (KTU 1.4 iv 59 - v 1), or ktrm (KTU 1.2 iii 20-21). Among
them there appear named deities such as tls, dmgy, the maidservants of Yarih
74 De Moor (1987: 2 n. 9).
75
Caquot-Sznycer (1974: 153 and n. c); Gibson (1978: 46 n. 1); a 'minor deity not
mentioned elsewhere'; and, also, Wyatt (2002: 70 n. 1): 'He appears to be a minor deity here'.
For further discussion on rdmn, see Astour (1998: 55-89).
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PART II. Other Lesser Deities in the Hebrew Bible
In this part we will look at lesser deities other than the divine messengers
and warriors in the Hebrew Bible: sc. divine mediators, guardians, chanters,
and servants76. Some biblical Hebrew texts relevant to the subject will be
examined for the research.
1. Mediator Deities in the Hebrew Bible
Some biblical Hebrew texts present the role of lesser deities as divine
mediators for humans.
1.1. Job 16.19-21
In Job 16.19-21 a divine being is affirmed to plead with Yahweh as a mediator
on behalf of Job:
"HJJ O'ttan nan Behold, in heaven (is) my witness77;
D"im~ian nnilll and my advocate78 (is) on the heights
(v. 19).
The njj and "into occur here to be paralleled with the same denotation79. These
two titles may be better understood in a judicial context of the divine court.
Thus they designate an official role of a divine 'defender' or 'mediator' in the
divine court.
76 Roles of lesser deities described in the Ugaritic texts are very similar to those in the
Hebrew Bible. This study will survey the diverse roles of lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible
to compare with those instanced in the Ugaritic texts in Part I of this chapter.
77 Heb. 1U, 'throne, witness, someone who is witness to a fact or to an event, and
who is able to confirm it in case of doubt': BDB 729; HALOT 787-9. Cf. Ug. cd: UT §19.1817;
DUL 147 (III).
78 Heb. T712I, 'witness', derived from Aram, shct BDB 962; HALOT 1311. Cf.
'advocate': NASB; NIV; 'guarantor': Pope (1973:122,125).
79 Habel (1985: 265).
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Against this view that the 'mediator' is a divine figure other than
Yahweh, it is argued that this mediator is Yahweh himself80. However, the
context offers a clue that these titles refer to a divine figure other than
Yahweh. The following text explains the bicolon:
iny-)5 dik pi mba ay -nab ran
Let him mediate for a man with God (as) that of a son of man
for his fellow
(v. 21).
Heb. "^bra, 'my mediator'81, in v. 20 is construed as a sg. form, as indicating a
divine being82, whereas it has been read as a pi., identified as Job's friends83.
Yet the pbo in v. 20 is referred to as the same single mediator explained in
vv. 19 and 2184. The celestial being in v. 21 functions as the divine mediator
on behalf of humans before Yahweh. The 'mediator' role is certainly one of
the main roles of divine messengers (cf. Tob 12.15).
Tur-Sinai insists that ny/nnto in v. 19 is not employed in the 'sense of a
favourable witness', rather, it indicates a divine accuser who 'testifies
against' Job85. Yet, his function as the defender on behalf of Job at the
heavenly court is clarified in the following vv. 20-21.
80
Rejecting the interpretations of Mowinckel, Irwin, Pope, and Terrien, Rowley
(1970:150) claims that he is 'God' rather than a 'second heavenly figure'. Also, Hartley (1988:
264).
81 Heb. pbn has been construed as a H. ptc. m. sg. form of the VfA, to 'scorn'; and it
is interpreted with a figurative sense as 'intermediaries between God and man' (BDB 539). It
also refers to Ph. mis, 'interpreter', derived from the Vty.y (DNWSI 575-6). Hence, 'interpreter;
envoy; subordinate; heavenly being, interceding angel' (HALOT 590); and 'mediator' (DCH
300; and other major translations: NASB, NIV, NJB, NKJV, and NRSV). Thus, it is a divine
title for a specific office: Canney (1923-4:135-7).
82
Pope (1973:125-6); Habel (1985: 263, 265-6).
83 Rowley (1970: 150-1) reads 'in who in v. 20 as "my scorners (mlisay) are my
friends". Also, see Gordis (1978:179).
84 For further discussion, see Habel (1985: 265-6).
85 Tur-Sinai (1957: 269).
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1.2. Job 33.23-4
In the text a divine messenger86 is described as a mediator (f"jK^o) or
advocate for the accused in the trial of the assembly of Yahweh (See Job
16.20; and cf. Zech 3.1-5):
v. 23 dikS -nn5 "oa ~tnx ybia rba ur dx
If there be for him a 'mediator' messenger87, one of a
thousand (messengers), to declare to man his
uprightness.
v. 24 -las tixsq nntf rma inins -iqxh -mm
Then he (sc. Yahweh)88 is gracious (to) him, and says
"Deliver him from going down (to) a pit, I have
obtained a ransom".
From the phrase ^bx "OQ "inx, 'one of a thousand', the ^bx is recognised as
the heavenly council89; hence, it may be read as 'one of a thousand
messengers', although other Hebrew references specify their number to be
more than that (Deut 33.2-3; Ps 68.16-8; and Dan 7.10). Thus this figure is
regarded as the special divine messenger among other ordinary divine
messengers90.
86 Rowley's (1970: 273) suggestion of "|t<bn as human is improbable in the context.
The text contains a background of the heavenly court: cf. Job 16.19-21. Hartley (1988: 446)
takes a position to see him as a divine messenger. For further discussion of the identity of
this messenger, see Hartley (1988: 446-7).
87 Lit. 'a messenger (as) a mediator'.
88 Rowley (1970: 274) interprets this figure unconvincingly as an "angel". It is rather
explicated as the judge at the divine court.
89 P.L. Day (1988: 42). S.R. Driver (1908: 231) points out that the phrase *)bx UD inx
does not indicate "any superlative position to this angel; he is one of the thousand (cf. Rev. v.
11) ministering spirits sent forth to do service on behalf of the heirs of salvation (Heb. i. 14)";
also Habel (1985: 470). Cf. Eccl 7.28.
90 Hartley (1988: 447).
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The ransom is satisfactory to redeem the accused. What the ransom
means would be another discussible issue91. Thus, the role of the messenger
in the celestial court may be extended further to the 'redeemer' (also found at
Ps 34.7-8 [ET 6-7]). At any rate his role appears to be to plead with Yahweh
for the accused. The 'mediator' role of the divine agent can be glimpsed
again in Job 5.1:
x: X~ip Call now!
"pm ttrn Is there anyone who will answer you?
man ,o bxi And to which one among the Holy
Ones will you turn?
occurs here as a divine title92, which can be compared with W12U,
'servants', D-oxbn, 'messengers' (Job 4.18), and ^bx, 'a thousand
(messengers)' (Job 33.23)93. The prototype of this 'mediator' role in Job may
be suggested in the Ugaritic texts: Danel serves lesser deities in order to have
them perform as mediator deities between him and higher gods (KTU 1.17 i
l-15a); as a result, Baal appears as the mediator on behalf of Danel before El
(KTU 1.17 i 15b ff.).
Summary
The motif of the mediator deities, found in the Ugaritic texts, is attested also
in the Hebrew Bible. Hence, some biblical Hebrew descriptions refer to the
role of the divine beings as those who would plead with Yahweh on behalf of
91 The ransom is not specified in the text. For various opinions of it, cf. Habel (1985:
470). Rowley (1970: 274) points out a ransom should be "provided by the mediator as the
expression of his graciousness, after reclaiming the sufferer, to buy him an extension of life".
92 A.B. Davidson (1889: 35); Tur-Siani (1957: 92); Rowley (1970: 57); Habel (1985:130).
For occurrences of D^ip as the divine title elsewhere, cf. Exod 15.11; Deut 33.2-3; Job 15.15;
and Ps 16.3, 34; 29.2; 68.18; 89.6,8, 36; and 110.3 (LXX), etc.
93 Habel (1985: 130-1) remarks that the "role of heavenly intermediaries in the
governance of the cosmos persists as a major theme in Job from the moment the council of
heaven meets in the opening legend" (Job 1.6).
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a human: the divine titles, is, into, and fbn -jabo are used particularly to
represent the mediator deity, which suppose the judicial context of the divine
court (Job 16.19-21); this figure, distinguished as one of a thousand lesser
deities, should be the special divine messenger executing as the redeemer
(Job 33.23-4). The 'mediator' role of the lesser deity is also found in Job 5.1.
2. Guardian Deities in the Hebrew Bible
The role of lesser deities as divine guardians, as suggested in Deut 32.8-9, is
found frequently in the Hebrew Bible. It may convey the significant
theological meaning of guardian deities in regard to the political situations of
the Israelites, as in Exod 23.20-23, etc.
2.1. Genesis 32.2-3
The narrative presents the fact that the □'ON5a can be recognised as guardian
deities as well as warrior deities since Jacob meets them whilst wishing for
his own safety on his journey (cf. Gen 24.7; 28.11-5)94. The text reads:
v. 2 inn1? "jbn apm And Jacob went on his
way;
□ti5n "OKba u and the messengers
of God encountered
him95;
94 The theophany of the "]x5n represents Yahweh's reassurance of his divine
protection for Jacob on his return: Westermann (1984-6: [2] 505).
95 Heb. Vjns, to 'meet, encounter': BDB 803; HALOT 910. It is suggested that Heb. JJJD
is used intentionally with the preposition 2 in order to indicate a physical contact between
the divine agents and Jacob: Speiser (1964: 254 n. 2). It is posited that runo in v. 3 and 2 UJS
in v. 2 indicate a 'warlike encounter': Skinner (1910: 405). LXX reads, eiScv iTocpep.poA.riv 0eoO
trapeppep/ltikihav kocI ow\)vxr\oav auxcS oi ccyycA-ol tou 9eou, 'he saw the host of God
encamped and the messengers of God met him'.
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v-3 0X1 Hflxo ape mm and Jacob said when
he saw them
m nmbx nana 'this (is) the camp of
God';
n^na xinn aipan Dti XipD and he called the
name of that place
Mahanaim.
We read that when Jacob encountered the messengers of Yahweh (cf. Gen
28.12), they were regarded as the warrior deities so that the place was called
B^na, which literally means 'two camps'96. Thus, it may allude to the two
groups of the D,ae)n xna, the 'host of the heavens' (cf. 1 Kgs 22.19-22).
Westermann points out that the runo inv.3isa military term which connotes
a plural number of the divine warriors97. Although they appear as divine
warriors, it is obvious that they function also as divine guardians for the safe
journey of Jacob98.
2.2. Psalm 91.11-2
Psalm 91 offers a description of a group of divine messengers (D^axba) who
protect humans as their guardian deity, as described in Gen 32.2-3 above (cf.
Exod 23.20; Josh 5.13-5; and Ps 34.8 [ET 7]). They secure a traveller who trusts
in Yahweh from any physical harm. Thus the text runs:
•pmn baa -patfb pb ma*1 vaxba ^
pbn jaxa pan |s -pix^ by
96 BDB 334; S.R. Driver (1909: 291 and n. 1).
97 Westermann (1984-6: [2] 505): "God's angels confront him in a great host (stressed




For he will charge" his messengers concerning you to protect
you in all your ways100. On (their) hands, they will carry you
lest you strike your foot against a stone.
The idea of divine protection is found here, as it is found in the Ugaritic texts
(KTU 1.6 iv 22-4)101. The group of messenger deities as divine guardians may
signify the powerful divine guidance of Yahweh. In addition, Yahweh also
sends a single messenger in advance (cf. Ps 34.8, which may be related to the
description in Gen 48.16102). Hence the messenger of Yahweh (mrr "[k5o)
accompanies humans on the road to protect them for their safety (Gen 24.7,
40; Exod 14.19; 23.20, 23; 32.34; 33.2; Ps 34.8 [ET 34.7]; and Tob 5.21).
2.3. Exodus 23.20-23
This text is one of the most recondite passages in regard to the role of the
divine messenger inasmuch as various aspects of the angelic function appear.
The text runs:
v. 20 pvta •patf'? ■psb nbui ■ow run
Tiwn -itfx Dipon
See, I am sending a messenger before your face to
protect you in the way and to bring103 you into the
place104 which I have prepared.
99 Itmay be taken in a sense of 'to send': Dahood (1966-70: [2] 333, also cf. [1] 259).
100 Dahood's (1966-70: [2] 328) reading of the phrase as 'in all your marches' in a
military sense is not plausible.
101 The text reads an I an y sps an I an il ygr[k] tgrk slm[ ilm], 'Wherever (you go), O
Shapsh, wherever (you go) may El protect [you]; may [the gods] protect you (in) pe[ace]!'.
For the textual analysis, see above.
102 The text reads Oman nx "pir in bDa TiX bton pxbnn, 'The messenger who is
redeeming me from all evil bless the lads'. Cf. SP, which alters 'angel to king .
103 The hiphil form of the Vxn may indicate the fact that Yahweh tells the messenger
to guard the Israelites.
104 The mpn apparently refers to the land of Canaan. Due to its frequent meaning of
"sacred place", the designation of the land possibly carries the idea of the Holy Land with it.
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v- 21 ibpa yotfi v3so -)otfn
impn 'Qui "o qdu^d'? xto"1 xb ■•a in ion bx
Watch his face and listen to his voice; do not cause
bitterness against him, for he will not bear with your
transgression, since my name (is) in the midst of him.
v. 22 mix "mix bn'rvtoi ibpn yrcuin vnw ox ,n
p^x nx Tiirxi
p1-)-^ nx TISI
But if you listen (and) listen105 to his voice and do all that
I say, then I will be hostile (to) your enemies and I will
bind those who bind you.
v. 23 -pa1? ""nxba pb"1 ,n
iDin,|m nnn ■•nrasm 'nam Tinm naxn bx px^nm
rrnrom
For my messenger will go before your face and bring
you to the Amorites, and the Hittites, and the Perizzites,
and the Canaanites, the Hivites and the Jebusites; and I
will destroy them106.
The divine messenger plays here multiple roles in regard to the holy war of
the Israelites: 'guardian', 'messenger', and 'forgiver'.
2.3.1. Messenger as the Divine Guardian: the Dual Role
The text begins with the divine oath of sending a pxba, 'messenger', for the
safety of the Israelites to proceed toward the Promised Land (Num 20.16;
Exod 14.19); that is to say, Yahweh's divine protection of the Israelites
operates through the agency of the pxbrc of Yahweh himself. The pxbrc bears
105 Or, 'indeed listen'. The infinitive absolute frequently follows after DX as the
indication of the protasis, a conditional sentence. In this case it emphasises the importance of
the consequent condition. See Kautzsch (1910: §113; 3.o).
106 Lit. 'him'. The ending of the term is a 3. masc. sg. suffix of the Vim.
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his role as the divine 'guardian' as well as the divine 'messenger' (cf. Gen
48.16). Thus, the messenger implements his role to protect the Israelites for
their victory over their enemies in the holy war.
2.3.2. Messenger as the Divine Agent of Yahweh
Yahweh's promise of sending the guardian deity stated in v. 20 is later
recapitulated in Exod 32.34 and 33.2. The participial form of the verbal root
nbtt? poses a riddle as to whether this figure is the messenger now present
with the Israelites as shown in Exod 14.19 or if he represents the promised
divine saviour, who was to come. Yet the messengers mentioned in the two
texts seem to be the same divine figure in that they represent the presence of
Yahweh. Thus, the same messenger who led the Israelites out of Egypt may
be described: Exod 14.19; 23.20; 32.34; 33.2; Num 20.16; and Isa 63.9 (cf. Mai
3.1).
The divine messenger who will lead the Israelites to the Promised
Land may be identified also with the divine messenger who appears at
Horeb (Exod 3.2) because what appeared there represented the theophanic
presence of Yahweh. The messenger refers to an extension of Yahweh's
presence because he comes with divine authority107.
It has been said that in the text Yahweh and his messenger are
identified as one; thus, the unity of Yahweh and his messenger108. This view
may be argued for two reasons. First, the third and first persons are
alternately used in the passages: 'if you listen (and) listen to his voice and do
all that I say' (v. 22); 'my messenger will go before your faces ... and I will
destroy them' (v. 23). It is argued also that in this verse the messenger's
107 Cf. Durham (1987: 335).
108 S.R. Driver (1911: 247-8); Cassuto (1967: 305-7); Niehaus (1995:191,192 and n. 18).
Cf. Exod 15.26; 19.5: 'obey his voice'; Num 20.24; and Ps 78.40: 'do not be rebellious toward
him'.
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speech is identical with Yahweh's109. Secondly, the messenger has authority
to pardon or not to pardon transgression: 'do not make bitter against him, for
he will not bear with your transgression' (v. 21).
However, the divine messenger is more likely to be regarded as a
lesser deity than Yahweh himself110. This can be explained on three counts.
First, the entire content of the messenger's speech is to be construed as the
sender's message, merely uttered though his messenger verbatim, as already
discussed in Chapter III. Hence, the messenger's message becomes the
sender's message. Thus, it is an obligation for the Israelites to obey the
message of the messenger who is the direct representative of the sender.
Secondly, the messenger appears as a symbolic entity for the Israelites
to obey, to assure their victory over their enemies in the holy war (v. 22).
Thus, the messenger may become the sign of the covenant by which Yahweh
binds himself in order to guarantee the security of the Israelites.
Yahweh's requirement of Israelite obeisance to the messenger consists
of the series of blessings and curses (cf. Deut 27-30; Lev 26). The conditional
blessings and adversities in the text evoke the similar metaphors of ancient
Near Eastern law codes and covenants111. The formula used here has some
similarity to the conditional sentences found in OB laws, especially in the
'Laws of Hammurapi'112. Hence, it consists of two sets of clauses in OB
laws113: the protasis, a conditional clause, and apodosis: thus, 'If such and
such (has) occurred, this and thatwill/should be done'114. On the other hand,
the statement in the text has been recognised as similar to the languages of
109 Cf. S.R. Driver (1911: 248).
110 Clements (1972:155).
111 Sarna (1991:147).
112 Cassuto (1967: 305); Hyatt (1980: 251). For a short notice of the Laws of
Hammurapi, cf. Huehnergard (2000:160-1).
113 Huehnergard (2000:157,171-2).
114 Cf. 'Akkadian Omen Texts' in Huehnergard (2000: 224-5).
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treaties; a parallel formula is found especially in the vassal-treaties115. In any
event, obedience to this divine agent becomes a condition for the contract
between Yahweh and the Israelites to succeed.
Thirdly, the rrnron in v. 23 occurs as a hiphil form, construed as a
causative verb. It may be understood that Yahweh causes (the messenger) to
destroy the enemies of the Israelites. Thus, it is explained possibly as an
activity of the messenger caused by Yahweh. Itmay be confirmed in the MT of
Isa 63.9 that Yahweh let the messenger save the Israelites from Egypt:
DJTtthn "HQ And he caused the messenger, His Face115,
to deliver them.
These features support the view that he is the special agent who represents
the presence of Yahweh.
2.3.3. Messenger as the Divine Forgiver
The messenger is described in the text as having considerable authority in
using his power, even to take away the transgression of the Israelites; he is
highly accredited to do so for he has the name of the sender (v. 21)117.
This significant feature of the 'messenger' activity raises the
theological question of whether or not the divine messenger has the power to
forgive the transgressions of humans. The answer may be obtained from Isa
6.7, which describes the actions of a lesser deity, one of the □,D-it0118, who
115 Cf. Fensham (1963b: esp., 138-40,141-2). An example of similar sentiments can be
seen in the peace treaty made between the Hittite Hattusilis and the Egyptian Ramses II, as
well as in a Northwest Semitic treaty: ANET 200-12.
116
D,3S may be understood here as the title of the messenger, as the representative of
Yahweh.
117 Clements (1972:155) interprets that "God's name given to his messenger implied
that the direct personal authority of God rested in him".
118 Its root rpto means 'to burn'. When the lesser deify appears in the theophanic
form of light (D'Snfo), which signifies the presence of Yahweh, he may have considerable
authority. Cf. 'Messenger Theophany' in Chapter HL
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touched Isaiah's mouth with a burning coal and said 'your iniquity is turned
aside, and your sin is covered119'.
Thus, it may be suggested that the divine messenger may function to
forgive the sin of humans, which usually only Yahweh can do (cf. Mark 2:7),
when Yahweh's presence and authority are given to him with his name. In
doing so the divine messenger manifests and demonstrates the very person
of Yahweh. In this regard, this anonymous messenger in Exod 23 is tied very
closely with the sender's presence.
The descriptions of the divine messenger in Exod 23 clarify the fact
that the messenger is not Yahweh himself, but the special agent of Yahweh,
and that the messenger is distinguished from other ordinary messenger
deities elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible and from those of other ancient Near
Eastern texts in regard to his multiple roles and functions.
2.4. Cherubim
The D,3T1D, 'Cherubim', may be related etymologically to Akk. karibu, a
designation of 'a person performing a specific religious act' or 'a deity
represented as making a gesture of adoration'120, or Akk. kuribu, a
'representation of a protective genius with specific non-human features'121.
The second term may indicate a colossus of a protective spirit placed at the
Mesopotamian temple gate (i.e. winged human-headed horses or bulls).
119 The text reads nssn -jnxtsm -piJ? TO.
120 AHw 449; CAD 8[K] 216-7. Hence, it may be related to Akk. karabu, 'prayer,
blessing' (CAD 8[K] 192; Mettinger, 1999a: 190), which is connected closely to the liturgical
function; cf. its verbal usage (ibid.: 192-8). For further discussion of the etymology of the term,
cf. Freedman-O'Connor (1995: 308-10).
121 AHw 510; CAD 8[K] 559. Cf. Wyatt (2001: 244 n. 8).
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Although its Ugaritic cognate krb is not attested in the Ugaritic texts122,
an indicator of a similar function of the biblical Cherubim may be suggested
in KTU 1.16 i 1-3:
k klb b btk nctq Like a dog that has grown old123 at your
house124,
k inr ap hstk like a dog125 (that has grown old at) the
entrance of your burial chamber126
(KTU 1.16 i 2-3).
Gray commented that dogs are only allowed to be in houses due to
sufferance in the ancient Semitic world127. Pope argued that dogs are related
to death128. Niehr, citing Hittite parallels, has claimed that the bicolon from
Keret is an allusion to the abandonment of puppies in a pit adjacent to the
122 Del Olmo (1984b: 130 n. 292); Cooper (1988: 20); Freedman-O'Connor (1995: 310).
The reading bkrb in KTU 1.3 i 12 is corrected as bk.rb, a Targe cup'. Freedman-O'Connor
{ibid.) mention that the reading of k klb b as k krb b, in KTU 1.16 i 2, is not proved. It is also
suggested that it occurs as the first reading at KTU 1.19 i 2; thus, it is read [ ]kr(?)b
(Virolleaud, 1936: 125); [t]krb (CIA); tkrb (KTUland2); tkrb (CARTU 111); and tkrb (Margalit,
1989a: 131). However, because of the uncertainty of the letters (indicated in italics and
romans) and the paralleled term tql, it is better understood as the trd (Vyrd) as suggested by
G.R. Driver (1956: 58) and followed by Gibson (1978: 113) and Wyatt (2002: 288 n. 167),
saying that the last letter is read as d rather than b. Therefore, the text is taken as trd ... tql,
'... came down ... fell...'.
123 The translation of the verb has been taken either as to 'pass' (Gibson, 1978: 94; de
Moor, 1987: 211) or to 'age' (del Olmo, 1981: 309). Itmay be construed as a N. form of the Ug.
~J:tq, to 'pass'; thus, to 'become old, age': DUL 191-2. Differently, 'shall we howl': Wyatt
(2002: 219 and n. 194).
124
Citing Pope (1972), Wyatt (2002: 219 and n. 195) suggests interestingly that it may
refer, as a secondary sense, to 'tomb' (sc. Keret's tomb) for dogs are 'frequently associated
with death' in ancient Semitic world.
125
Ug. inr, 'dog': DUL 83. Cf. 'whelps': Wyatt (2002: 219); 'puppies': de Moor (1987:
211). Differently, 'temple servitors': Gray (1964a: 22, 64).
126
Ug. hst, 'sepulchre, mausoleum': DHL 412; 'burial chamber': Wyatt (2002: 219 and




Pope (1972: esp., 183-9); followed by Wyatt (2002: 219 n. 195).
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royal tomb at Ugarit129. In any event, the klb/inr at the tomb may be
interpreted most probably as divine guardians like sphinxes at the sacred
place or tomb130.
Whilst various opinions on the origin of the □11mi3 have been
proposed131, they may be related to the sphinx. Hence, some have linked
them to the Mesopotamian winged sphinx132. However, the sphinx is found
widely from Egypt to Mesopotamia and from Anatolia to Greece, and its
representations are various. Albright argues their relation with a Canaanite
mythological pattern; thus, the cm-D are the 'winged sphinx or winged lion
with human head', which is found frequently in 'art and religious
symbolism' in the Syrio-Palestine area133. Meanwhile, they are related to the
129 See Cornelius-Niehr (2004).
130 See sphinxes in Ugaritic cylinder seals: at the cylinder num. R.S. 11.025 (in
Schaeffer-Forrer, 1983: 42); R.S. 23.001 (ibid.: 49-50); Enkomi-Alasia 13.093 (ibid.: 57); Chypre
A12 (ibid.: 63-4); Chypre A17 (ibid.: 65); Chypre A18 (ibid.: 66); Chypre A19 (ibid.: 66-7);
Appendice 2 (ibid.: 69-70).
131 It has been argued that the image of the D'ans may be derived from the
Mesopotamian mythological background: Dhorme-Vincent (1926: 340); Colunga (1941: 153);
Haran (1978: 259). It has been said that they are related to the Assyrian lion and bull statues:
Dhorme-Vincent (ibid.: 486); and their eagle's head (Ezek 1.10; 10.14) has been explained
from the Assyrian Cherub, which takes an image of a bird: Colunga (ibid.: 130-4). Differently,
it has been argued that their image may be derived from the Syro-Hittite idea which depicts
these guardian deities of the godhead: Wulff (1894: 3). For further discussion of extra-biblical
evidence of the cherubim in monumental colossi in ancient Near East, cf. Freedman-
O'Connor (1995: 314-8)
132 Perrot-Chippiez (1882-1914: [4] 305,331); and Vogt (1979).
133 Albright (1938a); followed by G.E. Wright (1941: 28), who relates to Canaanite
(Phoenician) mythological motif (G.E. Wright, 1962: 95,142). As a possible link to the biblical
Cherubim, the Canaanite winged sphinx found in Nimrud, Khorsabad, Arslan-Tash,
Samaria, Megiddo, and other Syrio-Palestine places may be suggested. However, the
cognate root krb, indicating a 'guardian deity', is not found either in Phoenician texts or in
the Ugaritic texts: Haran (1978: 259 n. 20). Mettinger (1999a: 190) argues the throne with the
sphinxes is innovated from Syria for "while the Egyptian lion-paws throne never carried a
god, the Syrian sphinx throne was used for both gods and kings".
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Egyptian sphinx134; Pudor identifies the Egyptian sphinx with the Babylonian
Cherub whose image is taken in the biblical Cherub135; and Wyatt relates the
□"QTD to the Egyptian 'leonine' sphinx and to the Mesopotamian winged
leonine or bovine sphinx, which is found commonly as divine guardians at
the temple gate or some other places (the lion-gates of Mycenae and
Hattusas)136.
In any event these suggestions from etymological evidence and from
the image of the winged sphinx at the sacred place may support the fact that
the Cherubim function as guardian deities or as servant deities137.
2.4.1. Cherubim as Guardian Deities
The CSTID represent a 'potent figure, symbolic of protection, a sort of sacred
guardian of holy things'138. Gen 3.24 illustrates that the Cherubim are
manifested as the divine guardians of the sacred place (cf. -Ezek 28.14, 16);
hence, they protect the tree of life in the garden in order to prevent banned
humans from approaching it (cf. 1 Kgs 6.29-35; Ezek 41.18-25); and the
whirling fiery sword has been placed there; thus, the text describes:
134 Gressmann (1920: 9-11, 70-2).
135 Pudor (1905: 7).
136
Wyatt (2001: 244 n. 8; cf. 237 n. 1).
137
Metzger (1985: 326) credibly mentions that the biblical Cherub is the parity with
the sphinx, which takes a guardian role and a servant role at the throne of gods in Syrio-
Palestine representations. Cf. "Ein Vergleich der Aussagen des Alten Testaments iiber das
Aussehen und die Funktionen von Keruben mit dem Aussehen und den Funktionen von
Mischwesen in der Bildtradition des Alten Orients ergab, dass der Kerub wahrscheinlich mit
der gefliigelten Sphinx zu identifizieren ist, da die Sphinx das syrisch-palastinensischen
Bilddokumenten am haufigsten bezeugste Mischwesen ist, das, wie der Kereb, haufig in
Wachterfunktion erscheint und haufig Bestandteil von Gotterthronen ist" (ibid.: 365).
Mettinger (1999a: 190-2) suggests the function of the cherubim as two: "as guardians of a
sacred tree or as guardians and carriers of a throne".
138 Barnett (1977: 46).
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nsanriQn 3*inn tsnb nxi D^msn na py pb mpa pa}*1!
□"nn p *p*i nx -iatfb
And he settled in front of the garden of Eden the Cherubim
and the flame of the turning sword to guard the way (to) the
tree of the life139
(Gen 3.24b).
Hendel argues, less convincingly, that the sword is an independent divine
agent140. It is seen, rather, as the 'divine weapon'141 of the guardian deities.
Miller relates the Cherubim and the flaming sword to the Ugaritic divine
messengers of fire (KTU 1.2 i 32-3)142. At any rate, the Cherubim may take a
'warrior' role here guarding the entrance to the garden143.
For their motifs, Cassuto suggests persuasively that the Cherubim and
the flaming sword in the garden may be derived from atmospheric
phenomena: 'winds' and 'lightning flashes', respectively144. In fact, the
Cherubim are paralleled with the wind in other descriptions:
p"1! mis by 33T1 And he rode145 upon a Cherub and
he flew;
mi by XTi and he is seen146 upon wings of the
wind
139 Lit., 'the lives'.
140 Hendel (1985: 672-3) utters that it is an "independent fiery being, a divine being in
the service to Yahweh, in precisely the same category as the cherubim".
141 L'Heureux (1983: 23).
142 Miller (1965: 259).
143
Wyatt (1996: 53) argues that the garden is located in the centre of the world.
144 Cassuto (1961: 176): "If the cherubim are actually the winds blowing in the skies,
then the flaming fire and the sword-flame are none other than the lightning flashes, which
appear in the clouds like a sharp sword, drawn by the hand of the cherubim, and turning"
around.
145 The 33"), 'mount, mount and sit, ride': BDB 938; HALOT 123-3. Cf. Akk. rakabu:
AHw 944; CAD 14[R] 83-91; and Ug. rkb, which is used mainly for riding a chariot: DUL 739.
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(2 Sam 22.11; Ps 18.11 [ET 18.10]).
The Davidic song in 2 Sam 22 corresponds almost identically to Ps 18. In
these psalms Yahweh is praised by a human for his divine help; he appears
as the wind-rider here to provide a human with his divine protection. Here
the role of the 2112 appears variously. Themi is explicitly paralleled with the
3TD as taking the role of the 'carrier'147 agent of Yahweh148. On the other hand
the alls may be regarded as the 'guardian' agent who cooperates with their
master god coming for the divine protection.
As the 'carrier' deity the Cherubim represent the presence of
Yahweh149: they are conveying the throne of their master god in their
theophanies (Ezek 10.1-9, 11, 14-20; 11.22). The role of the Cherubim as the
guardian deities in the garden is repeated in Ezekiel's prophecy on the king
of Tyre who typifies this divine being (Ezek 28.14,16). In the description the
anonymous mm is represented as a created being: ~[tonn DYa, 'in the day
you were created' (Ezek 28.13,15)150.
The status of this particular ana adorned with precious stone,
jewellery, and gold may indicate his high rank among other lesser deities. As
well, he is described as being charged with a mission, probably to guard the
146 In Ps 18.11 the XII is replaced by the Kin, 'and he flew swiftly', in order to make
itmeaningful.
147 Thus they are the "embodiment of the strong winds, which drive the clouds of
the sky, the chariots of the Holy One"; that is to say, "symbolization of the winds": Cassuto
(1961:175).
148 It has been discussed that Yahweh may ride on the Cherub; or he mounts on it; or
he rides in a chariot led by the Cherubim: Metzger (1985: 310-1). But it seems more likely to
express that the supreme god has a ride on the Cherub here since the 3113 appears as a
singular (cf. Ps 104.3; Isa 19.1). Similarly, Baal is suggested frequently as rkb crpt, 'Charioteer
of Clouds' (Cf. KTU 1.2 iv 8 and passim). Cf. Mettinger (1999c: 921).
149 Janowski (1991:231-64).
150 Thus they are viewed not as gods but as creatures: Keil (1876: 414).
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mountain of Yahweh: the garden151. This 2113 is also portrayed as being fully
wise, perfectly beautiful152, and splendorous153. He may be seen as a luminous
figure154. His function is explained explicitly in the phrase "pion nttfoo 3")~D
nx, 'you (are) an anointed155 Kerub who is covering156' (Ezek 28.14a; also, v.
16). The function of this 2")"D, charged with the task to protect the garden,
alludes to that of the Cherubim put in order to guard the rnDD (mercy seat157).
2.4.1.1. Cherubim Decorated as Guardian Deities
The Cherubim were put as a complementary part of the mercy seat in the
Most Holy place of the tent of Yahweh; two Cherubim, spreading their wings,
were made of hammered gold and were placed at each end of the mercy
seat158, facing each other toward the mercy seat159. As well, they were used as
151 The dvAn p, the 'garden of God' (Ezek 28.13); the dvAjc izhp "in, the 'holy
mountain of God' (v. 14); and the DTtbx "in, the 'mountain of God' (v. 16) are paralleled as
the abode of Yahweh in the descriptions. The garden and the mountain are the significant
motifs to represent the 'centre of the world': Wyatt (1996: 27).
152 Ezek 28.12b reads ,21 Ybm nnnn kSq, (you are) 'full of wisdom and perfect (in)
beauty'.
153 Ezek 28.7: pnnnn 13-' ... pnUD\ 'beauty of your wisdom ... your splendour'; and
also, "|nBET ... T'D13, 'in your beauty ... your splendour' (v. 17).
154 It is described that the Cherub was walking in the "OaK pin, 'midst of stones of
fire' (Ezek 28.14,16). The theophanic motif of this divine agent with a stone of fire from the
vicinity of Yahweh's throne is similarly found in the case of the Seraphim in Isa 6.6; cf. Ezek
1.4-5,13 (nnun a« ,bra, 'burning coals of fire'), 27; Dan 7.9-10.
155 The noun form nana occurs only once at this place. It may be derived from the
Vna'n, to 'anoint': HALOT 643-4.
156 The pno means 'to protect, cover': GHCOTS 586; HALOT 754.
157 'Atonement': HALOT 495; NAB; 'cover': NJPS; 'atonement cover': NIV. Other
major translations interpret it as 'mercy seat': ASV; KJV; NASB; NJB; and RSV. Here through
the same 'guardian' function of the Cherubim it may be said that the garden is viewed as the
temple, meaning the same 'centre of the world' where it must be protected by the divine
force.
158 Exod 25.18-20, 22; 37.7-9; and Num 7.89. Thus Yahweh is described as sitting on
them: crmnn na1 maou mm, 'Yahweh of the hosts, sitting (on) the Cherubim' (2 Sam 6.2;
also, 1 Sam 4.4).
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a decorative image on the curtains of the tabernacle160. They may represent
the celestial hosts or guardian deities who are surrounding Yahweh in the
closest distance since the 'earthly sanctuary' corresponds to the 'heavenly
sanctuary'161 and vice versa.
Cherubim appear again as a significant decorative image of the
Solomonic temple. They were adopted for the decoration of the inside and
outside of the walls and doors of the temple, along with palm trees and
flowers162. As well, they made up part of the motif on the rolling bronze
stands with lions, bulls, and palm trees163. And finally, they occupied a role in
the art of the sanctuary veil164. Moreover, two Cherubim figures were put in
the T3"i, 'Shrine'165, so that the ark of the covenant was situated under their
spread wings166.
Some have viewed them anthropomorphically because they are
standing (2 Chr 3.13)167. Yet the paralleled arrangement with bulls and lions
159 Some have argued that the description that the Cherubim have their faces toward
each other may indicate that they are anthropomorphic: Gressmann (1926-7: 149, fig. 513);
Colunga (1941: 153). However, they seem to be theriomorphic in appearance like a winged
bull or horse with a human head. Cf. 2 Sam 22.11; Ps 18.11 above; the DVD appears as a
carrier that Yahweh can ride and drive; and the denotation of the DDT indicates also that the
DVD is more likely theriomorphic.
160 Exod 26.1,31; 36.8,35.
161 Cassuto (1967: 322).
1621 Kgs 6.29,32, 35; and 2 Chr 3.7.
1631 Kgs 7.29,36.
164 2 Chr 3.14.
165 NJPS. See HALOT 208: 'sacred shrine', relating to Eg. dbr and Copt, Tafhp. The
term is paralleled with the CTtthpn tihp, the 'Holy of Holies' (1 Kgs 8.6). Cf. Ug. dbr, 'chapel':
DUL 264 (III); Pun. dbr, 'hindmost chamber': DNWSI240; dbu.
1661 Kgs 6.23-8; 8.6-7; 1 Chr 28.18; 2 Chr 3.10-3; 5.7-8.
167 F. Landsberger (1947: 234); Metzger (1985: 365); Mettinger (1999c: 922). MT reads
the text as am5v by OVfiJJ Dm, 'and they were standing on their feet'. The 5v can be
construed either as a dual or pi. Their supposed shape from other biblical references is more
convincingly associated with the idea of a quadruped animal.
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may indicate the Cherubim are quadrupeds rather than bipeds168. Their
appearance and role on the mercy seat in the tabernacle and in the inner
sanctuary of the temple are very similar in that they take their role as
guardian deities169. In Ezekiel's vision, the Cherubim appear as being carved
along with palm trees on the door and on the walls of the sanctuary (Ezek
41.18-20, 25); here they have two faces: one is human and the other is that of
a lion, toward the palm trees on each side (vv. 18-9)170. They may be
suggested as the guardian deities of the tree here (cf. Gen 3.24).
2.4.2. Cherubim as Servant Deities
As well as guardian deities they function as servant deities placed close to
the sacred throne of Yahweh or as the throne itself171. Thus they represent the
glorious presence of Yahweh (Ezek 9.3; 11.22). Four living beings in Ezek 1
can be identified with the Cherubim in Ezek 10 in that their -appearances are
related closely to the throne of Yahweh and to the divine assembly
surrounding him (Ezek 10.15, 20). In Ezek 1.5-27 and 10.1-22 their appearance
168 A representation of a winged quadruped excavated in the royal tombs in
Jerusalem has been interestingly interpreted as the biblical Cherubim: Clermont-Ganneau
(1899: [1] 244-7); Dhorme-Vincent (1926: 493-4); and de Vaux (1961:117). After a comparison
with the paralleled Mesopotamian iconography, Keel (1977: 15-45) also identifies the
Cherubim of the Solomonic temple as the winged quadrupeds. For further iconographical
references to the Cherubim as quadrupeds, see Keel-Uehlinger (1998: 56,155-8, and 168).
169 Haran (1978: 249) argues that the two Cherubim in the temple are the "exact
counterpart" of the two Cherubim on the mercy seat in the tabernacle.
170 The text reads 3TO5 QMS □"'m DIN ^21 ... TDD ^Dl, 'and two faces (are) to (each)
Cherub ... and a face of a man ... and a face of a Hon'. The cherubim are positioned
separately by palm trees: 3T13 5 3T3 p3 mom,'and a palm tree (is) between a Cherub and
a Cherub' (Ezek 41.18).
171 Ps 80.2; 99.1; Isa 37.16; 2 Kgs 19.15; and 1 Chr 13.6. In these biblical references the
participial form of the 3Ui\ to 'sit, remain, dwell' (BDB 442; HALOT 444-5), signifies Yahweh
enthroned on the Cherubim. Since the term is closely related to the idea of the enthronement
of the kingship (1 Sam 4.4; 1 Kgs 1.46, etc.), it may indicate that Yahweh is enthroned on the
Cherubim who indeed are the throne of his divine kingship.
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is expressed enigmatically: in a humanlike form172; as four-faced figures173; as
having four wings174; as having their feet like those of an ox175; and as having
eyes all over their bodies176.
They are also described as radiant beings177 and their rapid moving
steps are compared to lightning178. The mission of these four-faced beings is
closely related: to convey the throne of Yahweh as his 'carrier' deities or
'servant' deities (Ezek 10.1-9,11,14-20; and 11.22)179.
172 Cf. Ezek 1.5b: Hjnb cnx mm ]rPKin Hfi 'this (is) their appearance; a likeness of
man (is) to them'; and also, the expression D1S T1 'hands of a man' (Ezek 1.8a; 10.7, 8, 21).
173 Cf. the phrase nnxb ms rumxi, 'and four faces to (each) one' (Ezek 1.6a; 10.14,
21; cf. 1.10). Eichrodt (1970: 57) properly comments that these divine beings are "servants of
the great world-God, and they carry in themselves some of the uniqueness of Yahweh".
Zimmerli (1979-83: [1] 120) argues that they may signify the "omnipotence of Yahweh which
is affective in every direction". But it more probably indicates their prompt mobility (Ezek
1.14); thus Greenberg (1983: 159-60) cogently interprets their function at Ezek 1.12,
remarking that "they gave the impression of a unity as they moved, facing in every direction,
and always went in the direction they faced, without needing to turn".
174 Cf. Ezek 1.8a: Dnb nnxb msiD imxi, 'and four wings (are) to (each) one, to them'
(Ezek 1.6b); and the next phrase Dirsm nsmx b» D!TSJ3 nnnn rnx vn, 'and hands of a man
(are) under wings on their four sides'. Hence their wings cause thunderous sound: ]rPS33
nrs-in mom mno bips nbnn bip onsba nttf bips man ma bipa orrma bip nx 'and
I hear the sound of their wings, like the sound ofmany waters, like the sound of Shaddai, in
their going, the sound of tumult, like the sound of a camp, in their standing they let drop
their wings' (Ezek 1.24).
175 Cf. Ezek 1.7a: bju bn *p3 orrbn *pi mm bn arrbm, 'and their feet (are) a
straight foot and a sole of their feet (is) like a sole of a foot of a calf'.
176 Cf. Ezek 10.12a: mao amy mxbn mmixm orrsm arm onan onto bai, 'and all
their flesh and their backs, and their hands, and their wings, and the wheels (are) full of eyes
round about'.
177 Cf. Ezek 1.7b: pran nxnaa aim Kim nvnm, 'and the living beings are running and
turning back like the appearance of the flash'.
178 Cf. Ezek 1.14: bbp nam paa D,S331, 'and they are sparkling like an eye of
burnished bronze'; thus KJV translates it as '... like the colour of ... . Moreover each entity
has a wheel for their prompt mobility (Ezek 1.15-21). The wheels give them a very unique
appearance.
179 El as the enthroned deity is compared with Baal (rkb crpt, the 'Charioteer of the
Clouds') in the Ugaritic mythology (KTU 1.2 iv 8, 29, etc.): Mettinger (1982: 35-6).
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2.4.3. Other Roles of Cherubim
There is no statement that the Cherubim (or the Seraphim) were messengers
of Yahweh in the Hebrew Bible. Their roles in the Heavens are beyond that
of messengers. Therefore their roles are regarded largely as twofold:
'guardians' or 'servants'.
Summary
The guardian deities are found frequently in the Hebrew Bible (Deut 32.8-9,
etc.). The divine beings entitled as the (d^SkSd, 'messenger(s)', also take the
role of divine guardians (Gen 32.2-3). In the descriptions of psalms, the mm
-jnSe, the 'messenger of Yahweh', occurs as the guardian deity (Ps 32.8; 34.8
[ET 34.7]; 91.11-2, etc.). The mm "JkSq guards humans on the way for their
safety (Gen 24.7, 40; Exod 14.19; 23.20, 23; 32.34; 33.2; Ps 34.8 [ET 34.7]; and
Tob 5.21). In Exod 23.20-23, the role of the occurs variously: the divine
messenger, guardian, and forgiver.
The mm-D, 'Cherubim', is regarded as the divine guardian (Gen 3.24
b; Ezek 28.14a, 16), which is related to a colossus of a protective spirit placed
at a temple gate or a sphinx in ancient Near East. It is connected, perhaps, to
the dog at the tomb in the Ugaritic texts (KTU 1.16 i 2-3). They are described
as flying, as the wind-rider (2 Sam 22.11; Ps 18.11 [ET 18.10]). They also carry
Yahweh's throne (Ezek 10.1-9, 11, 14-20; 11.22). The Cherubim occur as a
complementary part of the mercy seat in the Most Holy place in Yahweh's
tent (Exod 25.18-20, 22; 37.7-9; Num 7.89; 2 Sam 6.2; also, 1 Sam 4.4). As a
decoration, they are put on the interior and exterior walls as well as the doors
of the Solomonic temple, together with palm trees and open flowers (1 Kgs
6.29, 32, 35; 2 Chr 3.7; with other things, see 1 Kgs 7.29, 36; 2 Chr 3.14, etc.). In
the book of Ezekiel, they are represented also as being carved with palm
trees on the door and on the walls of the sanctuary (Ezek 41.18-20, 25). As the
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servant deities, the Cherubim are put near Yahweh's throne (Ps 80.2; 99.1; Isa
37.16; 2 Kgs 19.15; and 1 Chr 13.6).
3. Chanter Deities in the Hebrew Bible
Yahweh is described as surrounded by divine figures in his council (Ps 89.8
[ET 7]; 103.19-21). One of the principal functions of these lesser deities in the
pantheon is to praise as a celestial choir their master god Yahweh (Job 38.7;
Ps 29.1-2); thus their role of praising Yahweh in the heavens can be defined
as divine chanters (Ps 148.1-2). This research will scrutinise the divine
chanters in the Hebrew Bible, analysing some biblical Hebrew texts related to
the subject.
3.1. Job 38.7
In Job 38.7, the celestial beings are summoned to be a chorus to give praise to
Yahweh. The DTibx are acknowledged to be present at the time of
Creation. After Yahweh asks where Job was at during Creation (v. 4), he
says:
"ipn in1 pa When the morning Stars 180 sang
together,
□TiSk "oa bn utti and all the Sons of God shouted (for joy)?
(Job 38.7)181.
Their function here as celestial chanters praising, with joy, the amazingly
creative work of Yahweh and his sovereignty is explicitly expressed. Thus,
Parker relates these divine beings to the gods other than Yahweh, designated
180 Heb. 2D1D, 'star': HALOT 463. It is used here as an epithet of divine beings.
181 LXX reads the text as ore eyevii0r|aav aarpa rj'veadv pe ((jwvt) peydp navce;
ayyeXoi pou, 'when stars were created, all my messengers praised me (with) a loud voice'.
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explicitly in the first person plural form 'us' in the event of Creation at Gen
1.26182.
In the passage, the "lpa "oaia and the mnbtf "aa are used in parallel183.
The parallel of stars and divine beings is also found in the Ugaritic texts. In
KTU 1.10 i 3-4, the phr kkbm, the 'assembly of Stars' is paralleled with the bn it,
'Sons of El', and the dr dt smm, the 'circle of those of the heavens' to designate
the lesser deities in the pantheon. Cassuto states conceivably that the aaia,
'which were deities in the idolatrous cult, were transformed into servants of
the Lord in Israel's religion (likewise in Ugaritic, the phrase phr kbkbm, that is,
congregation of the stars, corresponds to bn °il ['sons of God']; and the
assembly of the sons ofGod that came to present themselves before the Lord in
Job i 6 and ii 1 is paralleled by the gathering of the host of heaven in i Kings
xxii 19'184.
Therefore, the pa is juxtaposed with the synonymous term jrn. Divine
beings here appear as the 'group' chanters in a same voice; thus, each verb is
followed by other adverbs: im, 'together', and ba, 'all', respectively185. The
celestial hymn for Yahweh is harmonised by these 'group' chanters.
3.2. Psalm 103.19-21
v. 19 iKoa pan matfa mm
nbuia baa imabai
Yahweh in the heavens established his throne; and his
sovereignty rules over all.
182 Parker (1999c: 798).
183 Cross (1953: 274 n. 1); Habel (1985: 538); Hartley (1988: 495 n. 21). Cf. Isa 14.12; Ps
148.2,3.
184 Cassuto (1961: 293).
185 Habel (1985: 538) remarks that "The sons of God who celebrate the construction
of earth are presumably the entire entourage of the divine court .
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V. 20 bipn vnwb nm ^toy ny naa vyxba mm lyyy
1121
Adore (with bended knees) Yahweh, O his messengers,
mighty ones of power, who perform his word, hearing
the voice of his word.
v-21 mm rrnton VNyy by mm lmy
Adore (with bended knees) Yahweh, all his hosts186,
who serve him, doing his will'.
In the passage some terms indicate the identity and the rank of divine beings
other than Yahweh. The expressions matoy (a) and iKoy (b) in v. 19 may point
out both the celestial abode of Yahweh and his enthronement there. But they
may also signify the rank of the divine beings other than Yahweh.
Yahweh appears here as having royal authority as the king of kings;
all in the cosmic world are to be under his sovereignty (cf. Ps 47.8; 93.2; and
102.13 [ET 12]). Hence, all the divine beings in the assembly are subordinate
to him and they are urged to join in the chorus of praise to their head god.
These denotations, therefore, paralleled chiastically with the other terms
imybra (b') and byy (a'), evidently show the relationship of other divine
beings to Yahweh as his lesser deities. Secondly, the primary meaning of the
repeatedly employed term "|~Q delivers the postural sense. As the Piel form
of V"py, to 'kneel down'187, it is used to demand the obeisant position from
other divine beings to and their adoration of Yahweh. Thus, denoting
'kneeling' or 'bowing', this imperative verb as the non-verbal indication188
designates the lower rank of the deities other than Yahweh.
The first title for the lesser deities appears as YOxba in v. 20. From its
usage in the passage, it can be posited that the divine messengers are obliged
186 Cf. Dahood (1966-70: [3] 30) interprets it as 'soldiers' rather than 'host'.
187 BDB 138; HALOT 159; or to 'praise, extol, bless', because it has Yahweh as the
object at this place: Scharbert (1977: 293,305).
188 Cf. Gruber (1980: 90-8).
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to take any tasks other than their primary mission to convey messages; such
as divine chanters here (isna). The ny naa follows as the second title for the
lesser deities. The first term of the phrase ro naa in v. 20 denotes their status
qualified as warrior deities189. The function of the nr> naa can be suggested
from the first term "tea of the nan "toy, which indicates their mission to
execute the command of their master god, obeying (yrattib) his word. The
same understanding is to be discerned in the Uim "'toy in v. 21. These mighty
warriors are also members of the divine assembly of Yahweh in that they
execute their master god's command.
Lesser deities are also called vans in v. 21. The ana is a collective noun,
which also designates the military force of Yahweh. The function of the VK32
is explained by the term vrnilfa, followed by nun ""toy, which places their
position without a doubt as lesser deities or divine agents190. According to
Cross, the military designation of the xna (or ntoy) refers, as a synonym, to
the 'council' of Yahweh (cf. 1 Kgs 22.19; Deut 4.19)191. All these titles are used
to identify the same lesser deities192. Thus their titles may depend on the
diverse functions which they are performing.
The text presents the divine assembly as including messenger deities
and warrior deities among its members. Thus it can be concluded that the
members of the divine assembly have two main functions: delivering
Yahweh's message and executing his command; and in doing so they
participate in the reign of Yahweh. Yet in the divine assembly their functions
189 The intensive form of the adjective "Da, to 'be strong', is used here as the military
title of divine beings: HALOT172. Cf. Kosmala (1975: 373-6).
190 It is evidently found in the Hebrew Bible (Job 38.7; Ps 103.19-21; 148.1-3) that the
warrior deities may take a role chanting towards their supreme god.
191 Cross (1953: 274 n. 1): Akk. puhru (= Sum. ukkin) denotes both 'council' and 'army'.
Cf. G.E. Wright (1950: 33).
192 Dahood (1966-70: [3] 30) points out that divine soldiers are identified as divine
messengers and that divine servants and divine messengers are the same figures. Also,
Holladay (1993: 61). Cf. Ps 148.2.
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are not differentiated when they take the role of the divine chanter in union.
In other words, the chanting role of lesser deities becomes a functionally
common denominator to their various roles, as in Ps 148.1-5.
3.3. Psalm 148.1-3
rr i55rt Praise Yah(weh);
Dentin ]D mrp nx ibSn praise Yahweh from the heavens;
□"'0T1D3 imSbn praise him in the heights;
VDXbo bs imSbn praise him, all his messengers;
ixn:> bn imSSn praise him, all his host193;
nTi "imSSn praise him, sun and moon;
nx •'amD bz "imSSn praise him, all stars of light194.
The psalm begins by calling upon all the heavenly beings to give praise to
Yahweh. In the passages, Heb. n,n^n and cm-io occur synonymously. Then,
the divine messengers, the host, and the stars in the celestial council are
paralleled with the modification of the term bz. These celestial beings here
appear explicitly as the divine chanters to praise Yahweh.
3.4. Seraphim
The 0,Enti? appears only in the references of Isaiah (Isa 6.1-4, 6-7), where they
are described as the divine servants upon the throne of Yahweh, 'singing the
trishagion'195:
V3S noro □Titfa nnxS □'•sis m burcra anai? □,sn©
nsiy DTHO'm rbn nco"1 irrmi
193 Or, 'soldiers': Dahood (1966-70: [3] 30). The Qere reads it as VXDS. In any case, it
takes a military sense.
194 A hapax legomenon. Cf. Dahood (1966-70: [3] 353): 'stars of morning'. A.A.




Seraphim were standing above him196. Six wings six wings197 for
each one; with two he covered his face198; and with two he
covered his feet; and with two he flew,
pxn Sd xSe nixas mm mip flip mp -mai nr Sx nr xpi
imaa
And this one called to that one; and said "holy, holy, holy199 (is)
Yahweh of hosts; the fullness of all the earth (is) his glory"
(Isa 6.2-3).
The etymological root of maKD is normally referred to the Vpfo, to 'burn,
consume'200. In this sense of the term the Seraphim may be recognised as the
radiant figures. On the other hand, it has been said that the Seraphim are
snakes since the Vpto is also used to denote 'serpent' in the Hebrew Bible201.
However, the text of Isaiah 6 only gives the name of these lesser deities202,
1961*7 Span; lit., 'from above to him'.
197 The shape of the Seraphim is described as six-winged here. The repetition of the
number indicates the distribution to each of the entities. The dual form of the expresses
the idea of distribution as well so that each one has three pairs of wings rather than six
wings as its plural form: Kautzsch (1910: §134; q); Paul Joiion (1923: §91; e). At any rate the
text informs that lesser deities may be winged; at least in the case of the Seraphim: Auvray
(1972: 87).
198 It is the face of the *p(t). As following Keel (1977: 113), Mettinger (1999b: 743)
remarks that "instead of protecting Yahweh the seraphim need their wings to cover
themselves from head to feet from Yahweh's consuming holiness; Yahweh does not need
their protection".
199 The trisagion is applied to magnify the praise of Yahweh's holiness: Slotki (1949:
29).
200 GHCLOTS 795; BDB 976; HALOT1358-9; and cf. Exod 32.20; Lev 13.55; 1 Kgs 13.2,
etc. For its cognates with the same meaning, see Akk. sarapu (AHzv 1185; CAD 17/2[S] 50-3);
Ug. Srp (LIT §19.2489; DUL 844); and Aram, srp (DNWSI1194).
201 Num 21.6, 8; Deut 8.15; and Isa 14.29, 30.6. Thus, Joines (1967; 1974: 42-60); Ward
(1968); de Savignac (1972); Keel (1977: 70-191); and Mettinger (1999b). Also, cf. Engnell (1949:
33, n. 3); Feliks (1962:107): 'cobra'; Keel (1982:165-6).
202 Kissane (1941: 74).
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suggesting their theophanic manifestation in 'lightning' or 'burning' form203.
Inasmuch as the light symbol is related closely to the cultic meaning204, with
this symbolic meaning, the Seraphim may function as the divine servants
who represent the presence of Yahweh205. Moreover the description of their
appearance is more likely to indicate their anthropomorphic rather than
serpentine form206.
It has been viewed that the Seraphim are members of the divine
council207. However, it is not certain whether they belong to the council of
Yahweh due to the absence of evidence that they have taken counsel with
him208. Whilst the members of the divine assembly are gathered together for
events as at Job 1.6; 2.1, the Seraphim appear as attendants upon the throne
of Yahweh209, which suggests that they are always keeping their position near
the supreme god in his court.
In their function, they seem to be members of the group of chanters of
Yahweh210, as are the "on, 'Sons of God(s)', at Ps 29.1; they are called
upon to ascribe glory and strength to Yahweh and worship him; they
probably belong to an inferior rank of celestial beings. Thus, these creatures
203
Young (1965: 239). Engnell (1949: 33) views the Seraphim are 'fire-and-light
beings' like the Cherubim.
204 See 'Messenger Theophany in the Hebrew Bible' in Chapter III.
205 Otherwise, the origin of the Seraphim has been argued in various opinions: as
having been derived from the Babylonian origin (i.e., Shedu and Lamassu, attendants of
Ishtar; Morgenstern, 1914: 30); as being related to the griffin in an Egyptian iconography
(Goldman, 1960: 328; Joines, 1974: 8, 55 n. 15; Gorg, 1978); as the same creature as the
Cherubim (no difference); but they become the Cherubim only when they get the shine of
the sun (Lacheman, 1968: 71); and as personification of the lightning (J. Day, 1979:143-5).
206 Isa 6.2 describes that they are 'standing above' Yahweh.
207 Cross (1953: 274 n. 1).
208 G. Cooke (1964: 37-8); Knierim (1968: 51).
209 Cf. Morgenstern (1939: 56-8).
210 Biarritz (1984:19) acceptably remarks that the Seraphim are "presente comme des
etres ailes et les definit par leur function liturgique".
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may be grouped with the Cherubim211 as 'cultic functionaries'212. In this, they
may perform, in an antiphonal manner (v. 3), a liturgical function as chanter
deities.
One of the functions of the Seraphim is flying as well as chanting:
D"Enton in nnx ^bx *]in, 'then one of the Seraphim flew to me' (v. 6).
Furthermore, they execute the agency of redemption: nsnn "jnxtsm yrj noi
•pnato by nt yaj run ""lUX"1! ■'a by yyi, 'And he touched on my mouth; and
he said "Behold, this has touched on your lips; and your guilt is turned aside;
and your sin is covered'" (v. 7).
Summary
The divine chanters in the Hebrew Bible are identified as the lesser deities of
Yahweh enthroned in the divine assembly (Ps 103.19-21). This chanting role
of the lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible is analogous to that-of the Ugaritic
chanter deities (KTU 1.1 iv 15-17; 1.23.56-57). Job 38.7 describes that the DTibx
"UU, 'Sons of God', or the WD, 'Stars', are present, performing as the divine
chanters, at the event of Creation. Yahweh's sovereignty is praised by
numerous celestial chanters (Ps 148:1-3). The 'Seraphim', are described
serving Yahweh as his divine chanters (Isa 6.1-4, 6-7).
4. Servant Deities in the Hebrew Bible
The investigation will now be focused on servant deities in the book of Job.
The divine beings in the divine assembly are regarded here as divine
servants of Yahweh; hence, the text runs:
in Behold!
pox1 xb viayy In his servants213 he cannot trust;
211 Cf. Exod 25.10-22; 1 Sam 4.4; 1 Kgs 6.23-8; and Ezek 1.
212 Cf. G. Cooke (1964: 37 and n. 69).
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nbnn VDxboai and in his messengers he (cannot)
put praise
(Job 4.18).
The "131? and the appear here as being parallel in order to specify the
low rank of lesser deities and also to indicate their subordinate role to
Yahweh. The description of the collapse of lesser deities may be related to
other biblical references to demonology (Gen 6.2-4; Ps 82.6-7; Isa 14.12; and
Ezek 28)214.
Summary
Servant deities in the Hebrew Bible are identified as lesser deities of Yahweh.
They are paralleled with divine messengers (Job 4.18). As subordinate
deities their role is to serve their master god Yahweh.
Conclusion to Chapter V
This chapter has dealt with the Ugaritic lesser deities other than divine
messengers and warriors in the Ugaritic texts. They are represented as the
mediator deities between the higher gods and humans (KTU 1.19 iv 22-25,
29-31); the guardian deities found in the epistles of ancient Ugaritians (KTU
2.13.1-8; 2.16.4-6; 5.9 i 4-6; RS 20.17.5; 20.158.5; 21.183.5; 20.255 A 2-3; RS 21.07
C 1-2; and passim) and in the mythological texts (KTU 1.6 iv 22-4; 1.3 ii 4-5);
the chanter deities in the divine enthronement in the pantheon (KTU 1.1 iv
15-17; 1.23.56-57); and the servant deities in the mythological texts (KTU 1.2
iii 20-21; 1.3 i 2-22; 1.4 iv 59 - v 1; 1.12 i 14-7). In the Hebrew Bible the lesser
deities occur as mediator deities (Job 16.19-21; 33.23-4); the guardian deities
213 The lay, 'slave, servant': BDB 713; HALOT 774-5. Cf. Ph., Pun., Aram. cbd:
DNWSI816-9; Ug. cbd: DUL139-41; Akk. AHw 6; CAD 1/1[A] 51.
214 Rowley (1970: 55) remarks that "Satan appeared among the angels in 1.6. But the
meaning here does not seem to be that because all angels are not good, God does not trust
any of them. It is rather that even the purest angels are still impure in the presence of God".
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(Gen 32.2-3; Exod 23.20, 23; 32.34; 33.2; Ps 32.8; 34.8 [ET 34.7]; 91.11-2, etc.);
the chanter deities (Ps 103.19-21; Job 38.7); and the servant deities (Job 4.18).
All the roles of the lesser deities found in the Ugaritic texts are attested also in
those of the lesser deities in the Hebrew Bible.
Various examples of affinities in the roles of the lesser deities in the
Ugaritic texts and the Hebrew Bible possibly suggest that the mythological
motives of lesser deities in the Ugaritic religion may have been shared with
the early conception of lesser deities in the Hebrew religion.
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CONCLUSION OF THE THESIS
By synthesising the affinities that occur between the Ugaritic texts and the
Hebrew Bible with regard to the conception and imagery of the nature and
roles of the lesser deities, this comparative survey has reached some
conclusions:
Firstly, both the Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew texts contain evidence of the
polytheistic backgrounds of the divine assembly, which show that it consists
hierarchically of the higher deities and other lesser deities who are associated
with these higher deities. The affinity between the Ugaritic texts and the
Hebrew Bible with regard to the mythological terms which denote the plural
divine beings has led to the conclusion that the existence of the lesser 'gods'
other than Yahweh has not been denied in the early structure of the divine
assembly in the Hebrew Bible.
Secondly, both the Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew texts describe that the lesser
deities have a kinship relation to their supreme god. Some Ugaritic and
biblical Hebrew terms and textual references to the kinship relation of the
lesser deities to their supreme god enable us to conclude that the identical
'kinship' conception of the lesser deities in the Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew
texts has been shared through the use of the corresponding terms or phrases
(e.g., Ug. bn ilm; Heb. dtiSk ^n).
Thirdly, while the various mythological terms used to denote the lesser
deities in the Ugaritic texts are shared with the early conceptions of the
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Hebrew Bible, they may have been simplified in the Hebrew Bible, probably
in order to establish the absolute authority of Yahweh in the Israelite religion.
It may explain the fact that while diverse titles are employed to indicate the
divine messengers in the Ugaritic texts, they are simply expressed as
(□,3Nbn) in the Hebrew Bible, which is also attested in the Ugaritic texts.
Fourthly, the similar conceptions of the activities of the messenger deities
have been shared between the Ugaritic and the biblical Hebrew texts. It was
also acknowledged that the procedure of the divine 'messenger' dispatch
found in the Ugaritic texts is similar to that in the 'messenger' descriptions in
the Hebrew Bible. Moreover, the theophany of the lesser deities accompanied
with lights, clouds or winds in the Hebrew Bible is reminiscent of the
theophany of the lesser deities in the Ugaritic texts.
Fifthly, the Ugaritic mythological idea of the named deities such as 'Gupan
and Ugar' and 'Qadesh-and-Amurr' may be involved with the prototype of
"archangels" represented as 'Gabriel' and 'Michael' in the Hebrew Bible.
These named deities appear to be ranked higher than the other ordinary
deities in the hierarchical divine assembly in the Ugaritic texts and the
Hebrew Bible.
Sixthly, the Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew texts have shared the various motifs
of the miscellaneous roles of the lesser deities other than messenger and
warrior deities: thus, mediator deities, guardian deities, chanter deities, and
servant deities.
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The striking Ugaritic-Hebrew parallels examined and compared by
philological analyses so far expose the facts that the Hebrew religious
tradition has shared the same theological conceptions in the Ugaritic religion
and consequently they remained as early forms of lesser deities in the
Hebrew Bible.
The conclusions of the current research may become ambitions for further
research. While such similarities as early forms are deeply imbedded in the
Hebrew Bible, the process of their employment is interesting. Although the
early Hebrew conceptions may have been dimmed later by the light of the
monotheism in the Hebrew tradition, the remains reserved from the long
traditional history can be evidence enough for the next research to verify the
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